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“Your fame will shine and spread through time.”
- Christian Schaeseus

“Each has his own fated day.
A brief and irretrievable time.
For all that is life.
Our fame extended by deeds,
For which virtue is needed.”
- Virgil, The Aeneid
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Storyteller’s comments

Purpose of the story
I desire to tell well a lost story that needs to be told once again. While numerous
historical accounts of Sultân Süleyman’s siege and conquest of Sziget in 1566 exist in
the Croatian, Hungarian and Turkish languages there is no definitive story in
English. My goal for this project is to create a story of the valiant defense of Sziget,
told to the world in English, in richer detail than told in any language to date. One
of the goals in telling this story was to make it better than history - to first touch the
heart by making it engaging and entertaining for the general reader by adding color,
depth, and drama.1

Note on historicity
Historicity: Historical authenticity, the actuality of people and events, factuality.
Is this story fiction or non-fiction?
Academic historians work from the belief that “Quod est in actis, non est in
mundo” (If it wasn’t recorded, it did not happen.) But, we know that recording all
details is impossible. In the case of the Siege of Sziget, a sparse historical record
should not lead us to believe that this significant historical event was sparse in
action. Undoubtedly, the siege was rich in action but sparsely chronicled.
This story, like an old damaged painting, required some restoration to convey the
magnitude of the siege. To make the story more engaging, creativity was used in the
presentation of facts via dialogues, enhancements, and extensions, while ensuring
that the creative elements align with the spirit of the event and time.
This story may at first glance, due to the story format, appear to be historical fiction
but it is very much non-fiction. While I strove to present an informative story in an
interesting style, maintaining a high level of historicity was a high priority and
therefore there was no creative creation of facts. If anything in the story is found to
be factually untrue, please let me know so that errors can be fixed.

Few stories in history books are told as tales of epic, romantic or tragic heroes that touch the heart,
but maybe more should be.
1

Favoritism, heroes and villains

Favoritism: an inclination to show a preference for a person or group over others.
Synonyms: partiality, bias, partisanship (without prejudice or injustice implied).
In my storytelling, I admit guilt to one weakness, the result of a natural bias that I
have. The storyteller is a Croat and therefore the story is told from a European and
specifically Croatian perspective.
To the Hungarian (Magyar) people, I apologize. I know that Nikola Zrinski IV was
loyal to and defended both Croatian and Hungarian interests, and thus I
acknowledge that he is rightfully a hero to the Croats and Hungarians. But, as a
Croat, I am proud that he was of a Croatian family, of my ethnic family and heritage,
and this influences my perspective in the telling of this story. Also, while there was a
multitude of admirable people fighting against the Ottoman hostilities, I have
provided more names and stories of Croats than of Hungarians. This was not done
to minimize Hungarian heroism and sacrifice but to show that Croatia, whose
stories are not well told, also has a rich historical heritage. By this story, I hope to
provide young Croats with a starting point for further exploration of a historical
heritage they can be proud of.
To the Turkish people, descendants of the Ottoman Empire, I explain. While many
soldiers, on both sides of the siege, fought with great bravery for their cause, Nikola
Zrinski IV is the protagonist and hero of this story. Zrinski is not the hero because
he was a Croat or Christian but because his cause was noble and just—he fought to
defend his homeland against conquest and colonization by a foreign military
aggressor. By extension, the soldiers defending Sziget are the ‘good guys’.
Süleyman was magnificent in his accomplishments, the most respected Sultân of the
Ottoman Empire, the mightiest ruler in an age when might made right, and though
he fought for a perceived noble cause, by present-day moral standards he plays the
role of the antagonist and villain. In this story, Sultân Süleyman is the villain not
because of who he was, his ethnicity, or his faith, but as a result of his hostile
actions. By extension, the Sultân’s soldiers attacking Sziget are the ‘bad guys’.
Imperialism1, either military, political, economic or cultural, is morally wrong and
reprehensible. Military aggression used to conquer and subjugate others should
always be deemed to be an ignoble 2 cause.

Imperialism: Extending a nation's rule (power and dominion) over foreign nations, either directly
by military force or indirectly by gaining political or economic control.
1

2

Ignoble: not noble, morally bad, not honorable in purpose, something bad to be ashamed of.

Structure of the book

The main story
Part 3, the Siege of Sziget, tells the story of Nikola Zrinski’s defense of Sziget against
Sultân Süleyman’s attack in 1566. The story starts on August 1, with the arrival of
the vanguard of the army, and ends on September 7, with the fall of Sziget. The
story is almost 75,000 words.1 If the reader desires to jump into the heart of the
story then part 3 can be read first followed by parts 1 and 2 to gain a deeper
understanding of why the Siege of Sziget occurred.
Optional to read
Part 1, the ‘Prologue to Sziget’, with about 20,000 words, sets the stage for the story.
By providing historical depth, from the decades before the story begins, the prologue
will help the reader understand that the Siege of Sziget did not happen in isolation,
for no reason, but is the result of a myriad of events in a complicated knot of history.
Part 2, the ‘Road to Sziget’, in almost 50,000 words, presents the events in the
months before, that led up to the siege and the story of Süleyman’s march to Sziget.
Some of the information provided in Part 1, presented as ‘this is what happened’, is
repeated in part 2 where it is presented as ‘this is why it happened’ to show how
prior events may have influenced the decision-making for the Siege of Sziget.
Part 4, the ‘Epilogue to Sziget’, is told in almost 10,000 words. The first half
continues the story with events in Sziget during the weeks and months after the fall.
The second half provides a quick look, further down the road, at the achievements of
some of the main characters and the development of the Zrinski family during the
century after the siege.
Part 5, the ‘Back Matter’, in 5,000 words, looks at the learning points of this story.
From the title, the concepts of “true man” and “last stand” are explained. While this
story is about Nikola Zrinski and Sultân Süleyman at Sziget, the key learning point is
the nature of heroes and heroism and therefore the concept of a hero is defined.
In total, the five parts of the story are just under 160,000 words. While somewhat
long by present-day standards, the full story provides an understanding of not only
the siege but also of those times on the borderlands between Europe and the
Osmanlı Empire. While the prologue and epilogue contain only a minuscule
fraction of what happened in that time, the events presented can be starting points
for further exploration into people and stories the reader finds interesting.

1

Typically, novels are between 80,000 to 90,000 words.

İbrahim Peçevi: A historian's apology

Bosnian Ottoman historian İbrahim Peçevi, also known as, Ibrahim Alajbegović
Pečevija, wrote a reference history of the Ottoman Empire for the period 1520–1640
called “Tarih-i Peçevi” (Peçevi's History). At that time it was the best record of
Ottoman history but in the introduction to his masterpiece Peçevi wrote [informal
translation1]:
“To my humble (unworthy) mind was given the idea that I, whose knowledge
is scant if not worthless, as much as my lowly abilities and my weak
intelligence would allow me, chronicle the dates and names that I have
collected from trustworthy people and other chronicles.
I have patched my history from hundreds of sources but it is still like the
disheveled robes of a Derviş2 full of hundreds of holes and colored as a
Softa's robe. Taking into consideration this work has been stolen from the
chronicles of a multitude of wise (merciful) people and measured by the
scales of wisdom. Yet, I plead (hope) those statesmen who happen to
glimpse at my work will view it through a veil of forgiveness and to excuse
me (be benevolent) for my shortcomings.
I admit openly that everything I do is unworthy.”

Likewise, humbly, I too ask for understanding and forgiveness
for the work I have done.

Translations in this story should all be considered to be for entertainment purposes and not of high
enough quality for academic use. While my informal translations convey the spirit of the message,
due to translation difficulties they are not exact translations.
1

2 A member

of the Derviş (Dervish) fraternity of Sufism which is Islamic mysticism.

Moving forward

A call to experts…

For now, I have done what I can. I ask others for help to add the details I have
missed, fix the errors I have made, and add some flair to make the story more
engaging. My greatest desire is for details that provide insights into the characters,
relationships, and motivations of the men who made the heroic stand at Sziget - to
add to the human drama. Through a crowd-sourced effort, with the help of experts
around the world, this great story can reach its full potential.
Opportunities for improvements include:
•
•
•
•

Translation of Turkish chronicles about the siege.
Translation of diplomatic reports written in Latin, German and Italian.
Adding details about the siege tactics and daily life in army camps.
Developing detailed personality profiles for the main characters.

If you have ideas for improving this story, please send them to me at:
zrinski1566sziget@gmail.com

Sincerely,
Željko Zidarić, 2019.
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Introduction to a forgotten hero1
When I was young, for years I sought interesting stories from Croatian history but
without much success. In the English speaking world, Croatia seemed like a terra
incognita (an unknown land) in European history. For decades I was under the
impression that Croatian history had few outstanding people and captivating stories
- and thus there was little to be proud of. Recently, quite fortuitously, while
searching for historical instances of exemplary leadership, I discovered two
motivational speeches that Nikola Šubić Zrinski IV, the castellan of Sziget, gave to
his soldiers during the Siege of Sziget in 1566.
At the start of the siege, as Sultân Süleyman marched toward Sziget with an army of
over 120,000 soldiers, Nikola Zrinski gave his first speech and swore an oath to his
soldiers. He promised his men:
“I, Nikola Zrinski, do solemnly swear, first of all to Almighty God, then to his
Majesty, our glorious king, to our tormented suffering Homeland and to you,
my valiant knights gathered here with me, that I will endure with you all that
happens, whether good or bad. I will never abandon you. I will fight and
suffer by your side, and together we will either win or die. So help me God!”
Wow! Rarely had I heard a leader make such a commitment to fight alongside his
men. The second speech, even more extraordinary than the first, was given at the
end of the siege when there were only 180 soldiers and there was no hope of victory.
When only two options were available, surrender or death, Zrinski said to his men:
“I will not dishonor the oath I swore at the start… I have lived free and I will
die free! Therefore, I want to be the first to go, in front of you, and you will
follow me. What I do, you do the same - as only true men can. Believe me,
my beloved brethren, even unto death I will never abandon you!”
Zrinski made a promise to his men, led with skill and courage during the horrors of
the siege, and then honorably fulfilled his promise2. The story caught my interest
and I had to know more. After further research, I learned about a five-century-long
war between the Islamic East and Christian West and the battles fought between the
Ottoman and Habsburg Empires, along the borderland frontier stretching through
Croatia and Hungary - an area wilder than the American Wild West.

1

Forgotten outside of Croatia, Hungary and Turkey.

I thought of General Norman Schwarzkopf during Operation Desert Storm when he said, “It doesn't
take a hero to order men into battle. It takes a hero to be one of those men who goes into battle.”
2
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During my research, I also saw that while the popularity of Zrinski’s story of
patriotism, valor, and sacrifice may have waxed and waned over the course of four
centuries, one factor remained constant; across Europe, Zrinski endured as an
exemplar of honor and heroic leadership, and his men were praised for their loyalty
and perseverance.
European writers wrote of Nikola Zrinski:
Giacomo Soranzo, an envoy of the Republic of Venice,1 wrote:
“Zrinski left a big name behind for the whole nation.”
Christianus Schesaeus, pastor and poet, exalted Zrinski, saying:
“Your fame will shine and spread through time.”
Cardinal Armand Jean du Plessis de Richelieu, statesman and minister to King
Louis XIII, called the Siege of Sziget: “The battle that saved civilization.”
Richelieu also wrote: “A miracle was needed for Europe to survive, and this
miracle happened at Sziget. The question was decided at Sziget whether the
cross or the crescent would leave an indelible mark for centuries on the major
parts of Europe.”
The Ottomans also respected him. Ottoman historian İbrahim Peçevi wrote:
“The master of the fortress, Nikola Zrinski, was a notorious kâfir (infidel,
unbeliever, non-Muslim) with a great reputation for his heroism.”
Ottoman historian Ahmet Refik wrote of Zrinski: “The man known as
Zıruncuk 2 is Nikola Zrinski, who was truly a great hero. Sziget's defense he
carried out with knightly honor and patriotism, but he did not know the true
strength of the enemy army. His courage meant nothing but mad (crazy)
heroism because the military force of Sultân Süleyman was such that not even
the greatest fortresses could resist him.”
Soon after the siege, songs and poems were written to celebrate the heroes, followed
by chroniclers who began to record the story in history books. Eventually, Zrinski’s
heroic feats were told in English, but only in summary form with few details; as one
small part of a chapter in a far larger story. The story reached its pinnacle 100 years
later when Nikola Zrinski VII, great-grandson of Nikola Zrinski IV, wrote a

1 Appointed

ambassador on June 11, 1565, but arrived in Istanbul arrived on June 10, 1566.

Zıruncuk, as used by chronicler Selânikî Mustafa Efendi and later historian Ahmet Refik Altınay, is
a derogatory form for the name Zrinski similar to “that damned Zrinski”. In Croatian the equivalent
is Zrindžuk and in Hungarian Zirindsik.
2
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historical epic titled “Szigeti veszedelem” (The Siege of Sziget), a national epic poem
(verse novel) that remains a classic of Magyar literature today.
During most of the 1700s, the story waned in popularity. In 1812, during the
Napoleonic Wars, Theodor Körner revived the tale in his play “Zriny: Ein
Trauerspiel in fünf Aufzügen” (Zrinski: A Tragedy in Five Parts) and the story once
again became popular in German and Magyar lands in the form of plays promoting
the virtues of patriotism, valor, and sacrifice. In 1876, Ivan Zajc, based on Körner’s
play, turned Zrinski’s story into the opera “Nikola Šubić Zrinski”, which is today the
national opera of Croatia.
In 1902, Thomas Kington-Oliphant wrote: “The Imperial Eagle at this time was not
soaring high. The bold Zriny, who more than any other warrior is the modern
counterpart of Leonidas, was allowed to perish under the Turkish scimitars, when
his fort could not hold out no longer, though there was a huge German host (army)
not far off. Germany, now at peace within herself, sent her sons to bleed on either
side in the civil wars of France …”
After World War 1, with the fall of the Ottoman Empire, the story began to decline in
popularity to a point where today, in much of Europe and to a great extent, in the
entire English-speaking world, the Siege of Sziget has been nearly forgotten. While
among the Croats the name of Nikola Zrinski is well known, few people know the
story of his life, the battles he fought and this final siege that made him famous.
Today, after a century of relative obscurity, I strive to revive the story of the paradox
of what happens when an unstoppable force (Süleyman) hits an immovable object
(Zrinski) and to tell it as it deserves to be told. For my fellow Croats and Magyars,
the story of Sziget is important because it gives us something to be proud of by
telling us about our ancestors, about inspirational leadership and valorous deeds by
honorable men. For us the story of Sziget, one with few parallels in history, must
not be forgotten so that it may inspire future generations to also be honorable and
brave against any form of injustice. For others around the world, the story of an
optimistic brave underdog making a heroic stand and honorably holding his ground
against a mighty foe may be of interest because it shows what the human spirit is
capable of when people are truly committed to a cause.
The story of Nikola Zrinski and his soldiers defending Sziget can be compared to
heroes such Leonidas fighting to protect Greece from the Persian invasion at
Thermopylae, and William Wallace protecting Scotland from English conquest. The
story is more interesting than the story of William Travis at the Battle of the Alamo
in Texas. To me, the story of Zrinski making a stand against Süleyman at Sziget is
on par with the stories of Leonidas, Wallace, and Travis all merged into one.
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Vitezović: I endeavor to do a worthwhile service

In 1684 Pavao Ritter Vitezović published a historic poem, titled “Oddiljenja
Sigetskoga” (Farewell to Sziget, Taking Leave of Sziget), celebrating the heroic
defense of Sziget. In 1836 the poem was republished. In the introduction to the new
edition, Stjepan Moyzes eloquently penned his thoughts on human nature and
heroism that are still relevant today. Since I can't improve on what Moyzes said
almost 200 years ago, I will only humbly translate his words.
“In many diverse ways the strength of the human spirit is shown. The majority of
people live the days of their lives in peace and quiet but even the smallest man in
the world can, (when placed by Divine Providence) in the face of great difficulties,
be strong. But it seems that most people are without any virtue because they live
only for themselves, for their own joy and sorrow. The memory of those is quickly
forgotten and with difficulty, they are remembered even by their closest kin.
However, from time to time, shining brightly during times of dull mediocrity,
there come examples of the strength of reason and will. The character (nature) of
the extraordinary man shows what mankind can become if he can overcome his
or others’ sins, but that rarely happens. Examples of the extraordinary strength
of human spirit, in actions done for a noble cause, have great importance for all
mankind. Good examples, regardless if they are near or far, whenever they may
be, have positive effects from which we benefit. Seeing the actions and of a great
man inspires us, and the world, into doing good deeds.
Naturally, these exemplars have the greatest effect on the tribe, and for the nation
(people), from which come the men covered in glory. The great accomplishments
of our ancestors and our contemporaries provide a mandate not only of the
obligations (duties) of our inheritance but also strengthen our confidence in our
power. It does not seem impossible for us to do what our ancestors have already
done.
With this in mind, I endeavor to do a worthwhile service for the Croats and the
entire Slavic peoples by briefly telling the story of the life and death of a great
hero who arose in his milieu and of whom we can be completely and rightfully
proud. It is not that this celebrated hero is not known to this day, by the world or
us Croats, but why should we be afraid to value and tell our stories of great virtues
so that we do not lose our national glory? Today there is no shortage of people,
who do not know or do not want to know, that the Leonidas of Sziget was a Croat.
To educate these people is not only right but also a duty for us.”
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Preview of the story
The story of the Siege of Sziget is an interesting one, but a long one. To the reader, I
provide a summary to help you preview and decide if this is the type of story that
interests you. This short account is Richard Alfred Davenport’s telling of the story in
“Narratives of Peril and Suffering”, Volume 2, printed in 1840 in London.
“In the voluminous annals of warfare there are few events marked by
circumstances of a more romantic kind than those which occurred at the siege of
Sziget, in 1566. The Hungarian fortress of Sziget, or Szigetvar, which means the
town of islands, was about two leagues from Funfkirchen (Pécs), and derived its
name from its situation; it being surrounded by the waters of the river Almás,
which at that spot forms various islets. The place consisted of three divisions, the
castle, and the old and new towns, which were connected by bridges. In point of
strength, it was but ill calculated to resist the powerful army which was led
against it, by Sultan Soliman (Süleyman) the magnificent. The old and new towns
appear to have been scantily fortified, and the castle, or citadel, had only five
bastions, formed of earth and fascines, encircled by a triple moat. A round tower,
used as a powder magazine, the steeples, and the guard-houses, were the only
brick buildings it contained. But the fortress had a governor whose tried courage
made up, in some measure, for its defects. Count Nicholas Zrini (Zrinski), who
held the command of it, was one of the most intrepid and enterprising of the
Hungarian nobles; he had recently defeated one of the Sultan's generals, and it
was to wipe out the stain of that defeat that Soliman now undertook the siege of
Sziget, his views having been turned to another quarter at the commencement of
the campaign.
When the Ottoman army, of ninety thousand men, with three hundred pieces of
cannon, approached the town, Zrini ordered a cross to be raised on high in the
centre of the fortress. With a less noble feeling, he beheaded a Turkish aga, who
had fallen into his hands. Valour, in those days, was too often debased by an
admixture of ferocity. Soliman having joined his troops, his tent was pitched,
with extraordinary magnificence, on the neighbouring hill of Semilikow
(Similehov). Either in a spirit of chivalry or of mockery, Zrini hung the ramparts
with red drapery, covered the outside of the tower with tin plates, which glittered
like silver, and welcomed the Ottoman monarch with a tremendous discharge of
his heavy artillery.
The immense number of the Ottomans enabled them to carry on their attacks on
three sides at once. Zrini soon found that it was impossible to defend the new
town, and consequently committed it to the flames. The besiegers established
their batteries on the ruins, kept up a heavy fire, and, by means of bags of earth,
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contrived to form a solid road through the marshes, which divided the citadel
from the old town. Notwithstanding the heroic efforts of the garrison and its
commander, the Turks, in the course of fifteen days, made themselves masters of
all the outworks.
The citadel, however, still continued to set them at defiance. So persuaded was
Soliman that it could not be reduced without an enormous loss of men, that he
sought to obtain its surrender by the most tempting propositions. He offered to
the governor the exclusive possession of the whole of Croatia. This offer was
firmly rejected. The Sultan then tried other means. The standard-bearer and the
trumpeter of Count Zrinski’s eldest son had been taken prisoners by the Turks. In
the hope of alarming the governor, with respect to the safety of his son, Soliman
directed that the two captives should be led under the ramparts, where the one
should unfurl his banner, and the other sound the notes of victory. This
stratagem was ineffectual; nor did any better success attend the plan of shooting
into the place arrows, to which letters were tied, inciting the garrison to revolt,
and offering magnificent rewards.
A first assault on the citadel was repulsed, with great slaughter of the assailants,
who left behind them two standards. Three days later, on the anniversary of the
battle of Mohacs, and of the surrender of Ofen (Buda) and Belgrade, the
Ottomans, animated by the remembrance of their past triumphs, returned to the
charge. Long and bloody was the contest, but they were ultimately beaten back.
They paused four days, and then, for the third time, rushed to the breach. But, on
this occasion, they were easily repulsed. A mine was at this moment being
excavated under the great bastion, and they resolved to wait till it had opened for
them a more accessible passage.
Soliman was not destined to witness the fall of Sziget; an event for which he so
ardently longed for, and about which only a few hours before he ceased to exist,
he impatiently wrote to the Grand Vizier, “This chimney, then, does not yet cease
to burn, and the great drum of conquest does not yet make itself heard!” His ear
was deaf to all earthly sounds three days before the great drum was heard; he
died on the night of the 5th of September. The secret of his decease was carefully
kept by the Grand Vizier, who continued to issue orders in the name of the dead
sovereign. Had he not done so, it is probable that the discouragement of the
Ottoman troops would have saved Sziget. By the 8th of September, the fortress
had become no longer tenable. The mines had opened into it a broad highway; a
conflagration was raging …”
The story continues …

Part 1

Prologue to Sziget

Historic Foundations
of the Ottoman Colonization of Europe

Answers the question
“Why are we at Sziget?”

by Željko Zidarić, © 2019
story version 0.84

Prologue to Sziget

Lands colored in pink show the Osmanlı conquest of southeastern Europe.
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Prologue to Sziget

#2

The Osmanlı İmparatorluğu on the march
Croatia and Hungary have a long history of suffering invasions from the East, and in
the 1500s, memories of foreign attacks of centuries past are well etched in the minds
of people. The invasions in 1241 by the Mongol Golden Horde, led by Batu Khan the
grandson of Genghis Khan, devastated much of Croatia and Hungary. Two centuries
later the emboldened young Osmanlı İmparatorluğu (Ottoman Empire) 1, led by
Sultân Mehmet II, Fâtîh (Conqueror), takes Constantinople and then continues into
Serbia and Bosna.

Timeline of the Osmanlı advance
during the 13th to 15th centuries.
1362 Adrianople falls
1382 Sofia falls (Bulgaria)
1389 Battle of Kosovo
1392 Skopje falls
1396 Nicopolis falls (Bulgaria)
1440 Beograd (failed siege)
1444 Varna falls (Bulgaria)
1453 Constantinople falls
1456 Beograd (failed siege)
1459 Fall of most of Serbia
1463 Fall of Bosna
1476 Wallachia (vassal state)
1493 Krbava Field (Croatia)
1499 Montenegro region falls
1501 Durrës (Albania taken)
1504 Moldavia (becomes vassal)

The Osmanlı march up the Via Militaris, a
1,500-year-old Roman road that travels
from Beograd to İstanbul, begins with the
conquest of Adrianople (renamed Edirne)
in 1362 (maybe 1366) and a mere 27 years
later the defeat of the Christian forces 2 at
the Battle of Kosovo shocks Europe. Soon
much of Serbia is subjugated and then in
1440 Sultân Murad II, Koca (Great),
attempts to take Beograd but fails.
Sultân Mehmet II takes Constantinople in
1453 and then, with much force, he moves
farther across the lands of old Byzantium in
southeastern Europe. Mehmet II tries to
take Beograd in 1456 but fails.

Sultân Bayezid II, Velî (Saint), consolidates
his Empire, then proclaims Croatia and
Hungary to be Dar al-Harb (Abode of War)
and marches westward. Selim I, Yavuz (Grim), from 1512 to 1520, forcefully
continues the expansion of the Osmanlı Empire westwards.

The word Osmanlı is used rather than Ottoman in this story. Osmanlı derives from “House of
Osman”. During the time period of the story Europeans call members of the Empire “Turks”
regardless of their ethnic origins but the Empire, while ruled by a Turkish dynasty, is a multi-national
empire. Except than in conversations, I prefer not to use the word Turk to avoid any negative
connection with present-day Turkey and the Turkish people.
1

2

The Serbian nobility is supported by Croats, Bosnians, Magyars, and the Knights Hospitaller.
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Over two centuries the Osmanlıs become experts in both military and economic
tactics of conquest. Ahead of a military invasion, raiders such as the Akınçı1 are sent
into towns and rural areas, forcing peasants to abandon their lands, and thereby
depriving forts of labor and essential supplies. Targets are thus slowly weakened
economically, with full-scale military attacks and capture sometimes happening
years after the first economic attacks.
While the invading Islamic (Muhammadan2 ) Army, as it is often called by Osmanlı
chroniclers, may lose an occasional battle or two, for the most part, it is successful in
subjugating the smaller nations of southeastern Europe, which either fall under
direct Osmanlı control or become vassal states. The relentless Osmanlı aggression
into Europe is described by Serbian soldier Konstantin Mihailović3, in his “Memoirs
of a Janissary”, by saying:
“The Turkish expansion is like a sea that never stops advancing nor does it
decrease, and it is never at peace; always agitating in various places moving
here and there. The heathens never have peace because they are always
mobilizing and invading. While on one shore the sea calms, on another shore
the waves crash fiercely. The Turks are like that: they are never at rest, always
fighting battles year after year from one land to the next, and if there is peace
(truce) somewhere that is only for their own benefit. In other regions they do
much evil, capturing and enslaving people and those that can't walk they kill.”
The middle of the 15th century marks a troubling period for the Croatian-Magyar
Personal Union (formed by the Pacta Conventa of 1102) as the Islamic Osmanlı
Empire (religion, dynasty, and state are one) begins to aggressively conquer and
colonize Croatia and Hungary. After they overrun the Kingdom of Bosna (Eastern
Croatia)4 in 1463, Croatia and Hungary are next in line for attack. In September of
1493, a year after Columbus discovers the New World, after numerous Osmanlı raids
far into the Austrian provinces of Slovenia,5 the Croats decide to go on the offensive.

1 Akınçı

in Turkish and Akinji in English. These are clans of irregular light cavalrymen serving as
advance shock troops using guerrilla tactics during Osmanlı campaigns. In between campaigns, the
Akınçı live from the plunder they take during raids of villages and outposts in the borderlands.
To add a flavor of the time, the word Muhammadan, based on the name of the Prophet Muhammad,
will be used for the people of the Muslim faith and Muhammadanism for the religion of Islam.
2

3Konstantin

was captured by the Osmanlıs in June of 1455, and then forced to fight as a military
slave alongside the Janissaries, including the campaigns against Beograd and Vlad Dracula III in
Wallachia. For eight years he fought until 1563, when during a campaign into Bosnia he was
captured by King Matthias Corvinus of Hungary and then set free.
Bosna in the local language, Bosnia in English. Some people call it “Turkish Croatia”.
The Kingdom of Bosna was formed in 1377 by Croatian nobles that wanted to be independent
of Magyar rule. The kingdom existed until 1463 when it was conquered by the Osmanlıs.
4

5

Slovenia at that time was the Austrian provinces of Styria in the north and Carniola in the south.
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An army of Croatian noblemen and many peasants mobilizes to attack an Akınçı
raiding party returning to Osmanlı-held Bosna through Croatian lands.
On September 9, 1493, during the rule of Sultân Bayezid II, a large battle is fought
on Krbava Field, near the village of Visuć in the Lika region of Croatia. Initially, the
Croatian army is successful but is lured into an ambush, at which time the army is
defeated, many nobles are killed and most of the peasants are slaughtered. The
Croatian Viceroy Derenčin is captured and later executed.
Krbava Field, comes to be known as the “Field of Blood”, and marks the first
downfall of the Croatian Kingdom and the start of the Hundred Year Croatian–
Osmanlı War that continues until the Battle of Sisak in 1593 and is the beginning of
the duo plorantes saecula Croatiae (two centuries of Croatian sorrow). Over the
next six years, the Osmanlı attacks and atrocities against the poor people of the land
increase in frequency and intensity, prompting the Croatian national poet and
Renaissance humanist Marko Marulić to write a prayer titled “Molitva Suprotiva
Turkom” (Prayer for Protection Against the Turks). The prayer provides not only a
contemporary account of the invasions, but also clues into the emotional state of the
Croatian people as they endure the conquest, colonization, and oppression by the
Osmanlı Empire. In the prayer, Marulić pleads to God to help his Catholic followers
fight for their survival against the barbarian invaders.

Prayer for protection against the Turks
An excerpt from “Molitva Suprotiva Turkom”, as translated by the author
Forests, villages, towns, all plundered and burned,
Men, women, children, shackled taken away.
They kill our heroes, who fight them,
The weak they take away in chains.
Sons they take (enslave) from mothers' laps,
And dishonorable things to daughters they do.
Behold, how your altars they destroy,
All holy things crush without a care.
In your holy temples they stable their horses,
Pious artifacts they trample underfoot.
Priestly vestments, used for divine service,
They refashion for themselves into kaftans.
They destroy the homes of many nobles,
With such haste not allowing all to escape.
All day and all night they do not stop,
Striving to defeat the Christians that remain.
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The power of their attacks grows so strong,
That it has become impossible to stop them.
As when fires burn in the mountains, and
Only black stones and scorched pines remain,
Thus become your towns and places,
After leaving, they return for plunder each year.
Into battle against them went Croats and Bosniaks,
Greeks and Romans, Serbs and Poles.
Behold, some go into battle, but some exist no more,
Others can't because your anger is on them.
You, my Lord, our sins please finally forgive,
So, your people are not lost, your mercy give to them.
Be merciful, break the pagan sword,
Do not allow to perish the remains of Christianity.
We are the children of Eve, and you are our Savior,
Sinners, we surrender, that you may redeem us.
It is just that for our sins we suffer, but
That you be merciful, is why we pray to you:
O God, finally remove this scourge from us,
Put it on those who do not believe in you.
We beseech (implore) you, begging in tears:
We are yours, but we perish as pagans oppress us.

The Devşirme program
When Marulić writes, “Sons they take (enslave) from mothers' laps”, he refers to the
Osmanlı practice of devşirme (blood tribute, tax). Christian boys in occupied
territories of southeastern Europe, between the ages of 12 to 18, are forced into the
Sultân’s service as Kapıkulu Ocağı (Slaves of the Porte) to fill the Yeniçeri (Janissary
Corps, infantry storm troopers of the Osmanlı Empire). Only boys with the best
potential based on intelligence, physical stature and attractiveness are selected for
duty in the palace and the state bureaucracy. Unattractive boys are not desirable for
state service because the Osmanlıs believe that only a strong attractive body can
hold a good soul and high intelligence. Boys from the lands of the ancient Illyrians
(Dalmatia, Eastern Bosna, Herzegovina, Montenegro1, and Albania) are preferred
because they are considered the most intelligent and fierce warriors. Muslims are
never taken because it is not permissible to enslave a Muslim, and Jews are exempt.
Montenegro did not exist at that time and the name is used for simplicity. Properly it was the
principalities of Zeta, Duklja and Travunija which lost their independence to Rascian (Serbian) rulers
before being conquered by the Osmanlıs.
1
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Romani (Gypsies) and those from Asia Minor are not taken because they lack
discipline and are more trouble than they are worth as soldiers.

Boys are taken from their families and given red clothes that make them more
visible and easier to catch if they try to escape while being marched to İstanbul.

#6
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Martin Luther and the Türkenfurcht 1
As the Türkengefahr (Türkish danger) approaches the Holy Roman Empire and the
Türkenfurcht (fear of the Türks) grows, Martin Luther writes that the world lives in
the End Time (Apocalypse) and that the invasion from the east is a punishment sent
by God because Christians have strayed from God’s teachings.
In 1518, Luther writes that to fight against the Türks, who are the physical
manifestation of Satan, is to fight against God himself who is punishing the people’s
sins through the Türks (the Scourge of God) and believes that the best way to be
freed of God’s punishment is to repent and live piously. Some “stupid preachers”
among the Germans, as Luther later calls them, make the people believe they ought
not and must not fight against the Türks while others say that it is not proper, under
all circumstances, for Christians to wield temporal weapons or to be rulers. After
the defeat at the Battle of Mohacs (1526), Luther clarifies his guidance indicating the
need to fight because Satan seeks to destroy the Christian soul and Christ’s kingdom
and then to rule the political world2 .
As kingdoms, kings, and princes fall, Luther warns rulers not to underestimate the
Türks because “This Gog and Magog3 is a different kind of power than our kings and
princes.” He reminds European kings and princes that as the legitimate rulers of
society it is their duty to defend society and protect the peace. He admonishes them
to go into a ‘good war’ to protect society from the Türkish disturbers of the peace.
However, by his Two Kingdoms doctrine (temporal and spiritual governments), he
warns that this fight should not be fought as a holy war (crusade, a blasphemous
mixing of the spiritual with the secular) because no religious cause justifies military
action. The war against the Türks can only be fought under the temporal leadership
of the Emperor while the duty of the clergy is not to lead soldiers into battle but to
preach and pray; to fight the spiritual enemy with spiritual weapons.
Luther exhorts people to contribute by giving money and property, and by going into
battle when the Emperor requests support for the war effort, as this is just. Of death
in the war, he says that death is a constant, there is no protection from it, and that
death in battle against the Türks is one of the better ways to die because those who
fight and die in the good war become martyrs and the ‘Saints of the Most High’.

1

Source: “Works Of Martin Luther”, Volume V, Philadelphia, 1931.

On April 23, 1529, Luther writes the sermon “Vom Kriege wider den Türken” (War against the
Turks) and after the Siege of Vienna the “Eine Heerpredigt wider den Türcken” (Sermon to the Army
Against the Turks). In 1541, after the Imperial army is defeated at Budapest, he writes the
“Vermahnung zum Gebet wider den Türken” (Appeal for Prayer Against the Turks).
2

The simplest understanding of “Gog and (from) Magog” is that it is the barbarian enemy from
outside, the hordes unleashed by Satan, threatening True Israel (those who put their faith in Jesus).
3
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Target: The Kingdom of Croatia
In recognition of the many difficult battles during the two decades that followed the
Battle of Krbava Field, in 1519 Pope Leo X sends a letter to the Croatian Viceroy,
Petar Berislavić1, and the Sabor (Parliament) acknowledging the Croatian peoples’
valor in facing the Osmanlı invasions. For their loyalty and sacrifices made in
defense of Christendom Pope Leo X calls Croatia the Antemurale Christianitatis
(Bulwark of Christendom) and promises that the Holy See will not allow Croatia to
be defeated. In 1522, the German Parliament in Nürnberg (Nuremberg) proclaims
Croatia a Zwingermaurer (Fortress) of Europe, and later Austria’s Archduke
Ferdinand adds his praises by stating: “The chivalrous Christian nation of Croats is
standing as a shield in front of Styria and Carniola (Slovenia), and the whole of
central Europe and western Christendom.” Hungary is called Propugnaculum
Christianitatis (Bulwark or Bastion of Christianity).

“Antemurale Christianitatis” (Predziđe kršćanstva) by Ferdo Quiquerez, 1892.

1

In 1513, for his victory at Dubica na Uni, Berislavić receives a blessed sword from Pope Leo X.,
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Nikola Zrinski’s dangerous world
Among the many noblemen killed in 1493, at the Battle of Krbava Field, is Petar
Zrinski II, the grandfather of Nikola Zrinski IV, the hero of Sziget. Ever since that
day the Zrinski family has been at war with the invading Osmanlıs. After the death
of Selim I, the Grim, on September 22, 1520, Süleyman is enthroned as Sultân on
September 30, and the Zrinski family, as does all of Europe, breathes easier in the
belief that an angry lion has left a meek lamb as a successor. About the new Sultân
Venetian envoy Bartolomeo Contarini writes:
“Süleyman is not older than twenty-five years of age. He is tall, slender and
strong. His face is thin, bony and pale with only a hint of facial hair.
Süleyman’s manner is pleasant in nature; friendly and in good humor. The
talk is that he is rightly named (Süleyman means ‘man of peace’), enjoys to
read, is knowledgable and shows good judgment. Men of all types hope that
his rule will be good.”
Peace with the Osmanlıs would allow the Zrinski family to rebuild its lands and
wealth, while the Holy Roman Empire would be able to focus on resolving the new
religious crisis started by the publication in 1517 of Martin Luther's “Ninety-five
Theses” and the spread of the Protestant Revolution.1
But, there will be no peace. Young and ambitious,
Süleyman’s attacks into Hungary.
Süleyman quickly proves the European first
impression of him is wrong. Over the following
1521 Beograd (Serbia)
decades, he takes a strategic approach in subjugating
1522 Rhodes
nation-states: create animosity, divide, and then
1526 Mohács
conquer. He promotes division, conflict, and hatred
1529 Vienna (failed), Buda
between the French House of Valois and the German
1532 Kőszeg (Güns, failed)
House of Habsburg as well as between Catholics and
1537 Klis (Croatia)
Protestants - all leading to internal strife that
1538 Moldavia
1541 Buda and Pest
weakens Europe’s ability to defend itself from the
1543 Esztergom,
never-ending external Osmanlı onslaught.
and Székesfehérvár
1552 Temesvár (Timișoara)
The following are highlights of Süleyman’s advance
1556 Erdély (Transylvania)
into the now easy targets of Hrvatska (Croatia) and
1565 Malta (failed)
Magyarország (Hungary).

1 At

this time the new Gutenberg press helps Luther’s criticism of the Vatican spread quickly across
Europe, creating great internal strife in Christendom. The Edict of Worms, issued on May 25, 1521,
condemns Luther and bans citizens of the Holy Roman Empire from defending or spreading his ideas
but the Protestant Reformation spreads.
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1521: Conquest of Beograd1

With the death of Sultân Selim I expires the peace treaty with Hungary, signed in
1519. In late 1520 new Sultân Süleyman sees an opportunity in Hungary; on the
throne sits Lajos II (Louis) Jagiellon, a weak 14-year-old king, and opportunistic
nobles divide the nation as they seek more power. Süleyman decides to strike hard
and fast against his weak prey. His first instinct is to go to Buda and defeat King
Lajos, but his Grand Vezir (Prime Minister), Pîrî Mehmet Paşa, warns him that it
would be a mistake to leave behind him an important fortress such as Beograd - the
southern gate of the Magyar Kingdom 2. Süleyman agrees and by November of 1520
attack plans are developed and the army mobilizes. Süleyman waits for spring to
arrive in Rumelia and then, with his army, marches up the Via Militaris. Orders are
sent to Gâzî Hüsrev Bey3, the Sançakbey4 of Smederevo5, to begin the blockade of
Beograd. On June 27, at Niš in Serbia, Süleyman orders his Grand Vezir to go to
Beograd and the Rumelian Beylerbey Ahmet Paşa to go to Böğürdelen6 (Šabac).
Šabac, on the south side of the Sava River, is defended by about 500 soldiers led by
Simon Logodi and András Torma. A valiant defense is fought and many assaults are
repelled until the garrison falls to about 60 men. On July 7, Ahmet Paşa storms the
fort and massacres the remaining defenders. The next day Süleyman rides into
Šabac, passing by 100 heads of defenders stuck on pikes, decorating the route to the
fort. Upon his entry, Süleyman proudly declares that Šabac is the first fort that he
has conquered. He then orders a pontoon bridge to be built across the Sava River.
While the bridge is slowly being built, Bali Bey Yahyalı crosses the Sava by boats
with about 17,000 soldiers (Bosnian Akınçı) and then marauds across Srijem
(eastern Slavonia, Croatia).

Beograd, founded by a Celtic tribe called the Scordisci, is first mentioned as Singidunum in 279
BC. The city grows in importance under Roman rule. Due to its strategic value at the confluence of
the Sava and Danube Rivers it has been a center of battles for control over many centuries. The Via
Militaris, a major military road to Byzantium, starts at Beograd. In 1403 Hungary gave the city to
Serbian Despot Stefan Lazarević who made it the capital of Kingdom of Serbia.
1

Magyar is the word in the Hungarian language for the Hungarian people. The country of Hungary
is called Magyarország, meaning ‘Country of the Magyars’. Magyar will be used in this story.
2

Hüsrev Bey’s mother is the daughter of Sultân Beyazid II. After the conquest of Beograd Hüsrev
Bey is promoted to Sançakbey of Bosna and later plays an important role at the Battle of Mohács.
3

The term bey in new Turkish and beg in old Turkish is the lord or master of a sançak (sanjak,
similar to a fief). Higher in rank than an ağa but lower than a paşa.
4

5

Smederevo (Szendrő in Magyar, Semendire in Turkish) is the sançak in which Beograd is located.

Šabac is a fort built by the Osmanlıs in 1470, after the first failed siege of Beograd (1456), to be
used as a launching point for attacks into Croatia and Bosna but it is captured by the Magyars in
1476. The Turkish name comes from Beyerdelen, which means “to strike from the side”.
6
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Zemun (Zimony), the twin fort of Beograd, located on the south bank of the Danube
and the west side of the Sava River, is the next target. The fort is defended by a
garrison of 400 soldiers1, led by Croatian captain Marko Skoblić. After hearing that
Šabac is under attack, Pîrî Paşa and Gâzî Hüsrev Bey cross the Sava River to attack
Zemun. Siegeworks are built and on July 3 cannons begin to fire. Cannons from the
Zemun bastions fire into the Osmanlı army and kill many. Pîrî Paşa sends
numerous assaults, all of which are repelled. But, slowly the small garrison weakens
and Skoblić gives the order to retreat from the town to the castle and then sets the
town on fire. After nine days, despite a very strong defense, Zemun falls on July 12.
Beograd is now besieged on all sides and Pîrî Paşa returns to the siegeworks and
bombardment of Beograd. The bridge at Šabac is completed on July 17 but then
destroyed by a flood. Süleyman crosses ten days later and on July 29 enters Zemun.
He invites Marko Skoblić to join the Sultân’s army but Skoblić refuses and Süleyman
has him executed by being crushed by a war elephant.
King Louis comes with an army to Mohács but due to illness cannot go farther.
Magyar Palatine István Báthori waits at Petrovaradin. Polish King Zygmunt wants
to send help but the Tatars attack Poland. Petar Keglević wants to help but Bosnian
Akınçı attack Jajce, the capital of the Kingdom of Bosna. János Zápolya waits in
Transylvania, claiming to defend his lands, but he does not care much about what
happens to King Lajos.
Next, on August 1, Süleyman crosses the Sava, arrives at Beograd and gives the
command for the assaults to begin. The Beograd garrison is small with about 700
mostly Magyar soldiers; elite marines, cavalrymen, and artillerymen plus Serbian
residents willing to fight. In the early days of the siege the defenders charge out,
sabotage (spike) cannons and even capture some cannons but after many assaults,
the garrison weakens. To make a long story short; the ramparts of the fortress are
destroyed by much bombardment and undermining and then assaulted from all
sides, including from 40 riverboats. After the Osmanlıs break into the town (lower
fortress) the defenders retreat into the castle (upper fortress) to hold out until relief
arrives to lift the siege.
On August 28, after the garrison falls to less than seventy-five, after supplies
required to continue the fight are depleted, and the situation is hopeless, Balázs
Oláh2 , a deputy commander of Beograd, negotiates a surrender under which the
soldiers are promised their lives and safe passage. Rescue does not arrive, what else
can Oláh do? On August 29, Beograd comes under Osmanlı control when the
Janissaries enter the fortress, place their flag on the highest bastion and the call to
1

Maybe 300 Croatian šajkaši (riverboat marines), 100 Magyar infantrymen and some Serbians.

The two Báns (commanders) of Beograd, Ferenc Héderváry and Bálint Török, were absent during
the siege and therefore the defense fell to the Deputy-Báns, Balázs Oláh and Mihály Móré.
2
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prayer is made. Next is placed the flag of Gâzî Hüsrev Bey whose soldiers follow the
Janissaries while his mehter band plays the music of victory. Süleyman enters
Beograd and then speaks to the Magyar Balázs Oláh and his soldiers, and invites
them to join him and his army but the Magyars honorably refuse. Stories say that
the next day the Magyar soldiers are transported to Slankamen (40 km north of
Zemun, on the Danube), where they are soon after massacred by Bali Bey. The
Serbian soldiers and residents of Beograd are either deported to a suburb of İstanbul
or sent to the slave markets. On September 18, Süleyman starts the return trip
home.
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1522: A plea for help

The speed and ferocity by which Süleyman conquers Beograd and later Rhodes
(December 1522) sets off a great panic across Croatia and Hungary1 . If mighty
Beograd fell then what chance do smaller places have? Due to the catastrophic
losses caused by the pitiful defense that King Lajos II can organize, the Croatian
nobles lose respect for him; Lajos, in their view, is a weak ruler unable to fight
Süleyman and therefore they begin to seek help elsewhere.
On November 19, 1522, at the Diet of the Holy Roman Empire in Nuremberg,
Croatian Count Bernardin Frankopan gives a speech titled “Oratio pro
Croatia” (Speech for Croatia) asking for Habsburg help in the fight against the
Osmanlı invasion.2 He speaks:
"All of Christianity is threatened by cruel slavery and tremendous humiliation.
The Türks are ruthless barbarians, beastly tyrants and enemies of the True
Faith. They can be defeated only under a unified army led by the Pope. I have
come to tell you that Croatia is in misery threatened by ultimate disaster and it
is almost at the very end. Croatia fights in this extreme situation and spends
not only money but blood.
During the past 60 years, since the fall of Constantinople, Croatia slowly falls
under Türkish control. The Türks fight with hideous bestiality (foeditas and
feritas). They have no mercy. His Majesty, King Lajos of Hungary, our dear
ruler, has lost the important and most defensible (best fortified) fortress at
Beograd and it can no longer help in the defense of Croatian lands from cruel
Türkish hatred and plunder. We fight but without your help there is no way we
can defend ourselves from the Türkish onslaught (rampage). If there was ever
a time to be vigilant toward the ugly (hateful) enemy, now is the time. The
military might and extreme violence of the Türk have increased to an extent
that justifies great fear. The Türk has (to our sorrow and shame) spread his
rule over more than a thousand Magyar miles and he now threatens all
Christians with the yoke of slavery and great humiliation.
Croatia is devastated and exhausted. Croatian nobles can no longer generate
revenue from their destroyed and burnt-down estates. People flee and the

When Rhodes fell to the Ottomans, Christendom lost a great bulwark. It is said that the resulting
terror in Papal Rome was as great as it was in ancient Rome when Hannibal stood at the gates.
1

Count Frankopan's speech offers a glimpse into the gravity of the situation. This is an informal
translation and summary. Do not use for academic purposes. For entertainment only.
2
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nation is depopulated. 1 If Croatia falls under Türkish rule (may our good Lord
protect us from that), there will be no end to the sufferings and afflictions for
the poor Christians. Truly never. For those beasts, an easy road will be opened
into whichever land (kingdom) they wish to go. They will be able to take and
burn any city under the rule of your Excellency. Your house too is in danger
when your neighbor's house burns.
I must inform your Majesty that in the past few months the Türkish Paşa has
sent to me a messenger offering to make a covenant (treaty) of peace. He said:
“Do you know, dear prince, that in Croatia you are the only one to still
stand after all others have fallen? Alone you cannot defend yourself. Not
even the Magyar king can defend himself from our Sultân, who has,
through his victorious battles, taken under his rule almost all of [near]
Asia. How do you think you will be able to withstand his attacks?
Your lands and forts are on the borders of the Teutonic lands, Styria,
Carinthia, and Carniola and all we ask is that you allow us to safely cross
when we need to attack into Hungary, Italy or Germany. My commander
asks only that your Christian soldiers do not fire on us with cannons, and
also, to provide food. To our Sultân you will owe nothing but a small gift
(tribute) in honor of him accepting you as a friend (tributary). I promise
to you, in the Sultân's name, that all you have will be safe and you shall
receive a letter of guarantee from the Sultân himself.”
At that moment great anxiety befell upon me and I did not know how to
answer. However, I collected myself and with God's help, I declined to enter
into any agreement. After that, at his first opportunity, with some cavalrymen
and a 1,000 infantrymen from our enemy that share our faith called the
‘martolos’2, he began to attack my estates. They take my forts, destroy my
lands and chase away my people.
Whatever happens, I promise that we will not enter into any kind of alliance
with the ungodly Türks. I appeal to you on behalf of all Croatia, Your
Highness, for your help. The situation does not allow waiting. Most humbly I
ask, due to the dire circumstances and danger, that you quickly and earnestly

The 16th century, during the Osmanlı invasions, is the period of greatest depopulation of the
Croatian kingdom with estimates that up to half of the population is lost due to deaths in battles,
flight of refugees, slave-taking, plagues and famine. Some areas are entirely depopulated.
1

2 An

Osmanlı security force in the Balkans comprised of local Serbian and Bulgarian (Eastern
Orthodox) land owning soldiers led by Islamic officers. The soldiers receive privileged status over
the local population.
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send an answer. The suffering Croatian people eagerly wait for my return with
your Majesty's answer.”
The plea for help falls on disinterested ears because the Papacy is deeply embroiled
in its own crisis related to Martin Luther and the Protestant Reformation that
erupted the previous year at the Diet of Worms. In response to desperate entreaties
by the Croats, the Diet advises Count Frankopan to be patient a little while longer
and promises to give Croatia 20 cannons and as much niter (saltpeter) and black
powder as 16 strong horses can carry. Sadly, this is nothing but charity and not the
military aid urgently required.
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1526-27: Hungary divided

Beograd becomes the ‘Golden Key of the Osmanlı Empire’ that opens the door into
Hungary. Five years after the fall of Beograd, Süleyman marches again into
Hungary and his army defeats the Magyar, Croatian, and German forces at the
Battle of Mohács, on August 29, 1526. Near the end of the battle King Lajos II dies
and because he has no heir, a power-struggle ensues for the Magyar crown between
the powerful and popular Magyar noble János Zápolya 1 and Austrian Archduke
Ferdinand I. Ferdinand, brother of Holy Roman Emperor Charles V, claims his
right to the crown for the House of Habsburg based on his status as brother-in-law
to King Lajos II, by Lajos’ marriage to Mary of Habsburg in 1522. In the early days
after the fall of Mohács, most of Hungary and Slavonia2 are in Zápolya’s hands but
he can’t maintain control.
Croatia and Hungary divide; while some nobles prefer the Habsburgs others prefer
independence from Habsburg control. The Croatian Sabor (parliament), having lost
faith in the Magyar monarchy, on January 1, 1527, convenes at the royal fortress at
Cetin3 to elect a new king. On the condition that the powerful Holy Roman Empire
will provide military assistance in the defense against the Osmanlı invasions, most
Croat nobles elect Ferdinand as their new king and thus Croatia joins the Habsburg
Monarchy.
But, high nobles Bernardin and his son Krsto Frankopan Brinjski4, who have doubts
about Habsburg benevolence, and many Croat and Magyar lower nobles from
Slavonia meet in Dubrava (Dombró), from January 6 to 8, to elect János Zápolya I
as the king of Slavonia and Croatia. Civil war ensues. On September 26, 1527, in a
battle at Varaždin (Varasd) against pro-Habsburg forces led by Francis Batthyány,
Krsto Frankopan is killed by Habsburg loyalists, the Croatian supporters of Zápolya
are quickly defeated and soon after the Slavonian nobles pledge their loyalty to
Ferdinand.

János is John. The surname Zápolya is also Szapolyai. The family may have been from the
Slavonia region where the surname Zapolja roughly translates to “From behind the hills”.
1

Present-day Croatia is divided into three regions; Croatia is the westernmost part, Slavonia the
northeast on the Pannonian Plain and Dalmatia being the southern region along the Adriatic coast.
2

Owned by Juraj III Frankopan Cetinski. His cousin Ivan IX Frankopan Cetinski died in the Battle
of Krbava field in 1493.
3

Krsto Frankopan Brinjski is the son of Bernardin Frankopan who fought in 1493 at the Battle of
Krbava and in 1522 gave the speech titled ‘Oratio pro Croatia’, at the Diet of the Holy Roman
Empire, asking for German assistance in the protection of Croatia from the increasing Osmanlı
invasions. Krsto’s sister Katarina, later in 1543, married Nikola Šubić Zrinski.
4
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Hungary soon devolves into even greater chaos— the western part of Hungary sides
with Ferdinand of Habsburg while the eastern part of Hungary, and a majority of
Hungary's lesser nobility, continues to side with Magyar János Zápolya I. Ferdinand
commences the Hungarian Campaign of 1527–28 in part to push back the Osmanlıs
but his main objective is to attack Zápolya and to solidify the Habsburg claim on the
Magyar crown. After numerous defeats in western Hungary Zápolya slowly
withdraws farther east into Transylvania. On the same day that Varaždin falls
Zápolya is defeated at Tokaj and is forced to flee to the safety of Poland. Many of
Zápolya's supporters in western Hungary defect to Ferdinand and on October 3,
1527, Ferdinand is elected King of Hungary and on November 3, he is crowned in
Székesfehérvár.1
In his struggle against the Habsburg usurper for the Magyar crown János Zápolya
seeks assistance from the Pope and kings of Bavaria and Poland, as well as many
other Christian kings but with no success. In October of 1528, Eastern Hungary
signs with France the Franco-Hungarian Alliance, which Zápolya ratifies on
September 1, 1529. Under the alliance, France provides Zápolya with military aid in
his battles against the Habsburgs. Zápolya gains the support of Croat Frater (Friar,
Brother) György Martinuzzi (born Juraj Utješinović) who then leads Zápolya’s antiHabsburg forces - and the battles continue.
King János Zápolya believes that the Habsburgs are a bigger threat to Hungary than
are the Osmanlıs, and because he has no other options, he sends his envoy
Hieronym Łaski to İstanbul to ask Süleyman for help. The Sultân offers his support
on the condition that Eastern Hungary becomes a vassal state of the Osmanlı
Empire, similar to Wallachia and Moldova. Zápolya accepts Süleyman’s aid and the
Eastern Magyar Kingdom becomes a semi-autonomous vassal state. Under the
terms of the new relationship, Zápolya is obliged to pay an annual tribute to
Süleyman, provide soldiers and supplies, as well as free passage to armies marching
westward on campaigns into Habsburg Europe. Süleyman also has a reciprocal
obligation to protect the vassal state that pays tribute to him, which is why in 1565,
János Zsigmond Zápolya (the son of János I) calls upon Süleyman to fulfill his
promise and to help him in his fight against the Habsburgs. Thus, Hungary is
divided into two lands; the western lands known as Royal Hungary, and the eastern
lands known as the Eastern Magyar Kingdom, and also as Transylvania2.

1

Székesfehérvár (White Castle) is where the first kings of Hungary were crowned and buried.

2

Erdély in Hungarian, Erdelj in Croatian, Erdel in Turkish, Siebenbürgen in German.
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On the west side of the Adriatic Sea

Rather than mobilize a defense against Süleyman’s invasions Emperor Charles V
believes that it is more important to use scarce resources to fight against King
Francis I of France during the Italian War (1521–26) and then against the League of
Cognac (1526-30); an alliance1 between Pope Clement VII, France, England, Milan,
Venice, and Florence formed to fight against the growing power of the Habsburgs
and the Holy Roman Empire. Emperor Charles V defeats Pope Clement VII and the
League of Cognac (1530)2 and gains greater control over the Papacy but this has a
ripple effect that contributes to the English Reformation3 and the Act of Supremacy
of 1534, and also to the development of the Franco-Ottoman Alliance, signed in
1536, between King Francis I and Sultân Süleyman.

During the Italian War, the Pope and England fought on the side of Emperor Charles against France
but they both, after realizing the growing threat of the Habsburgs, switched sides and fought with
France against Emperor Charles during the War of the League of Cognac.
1

One of the horrors of the defeat of the League in Italy, occurs on May 6, 1527, when German
soldiers who had not been paid their wages mutiny and sack Rome. Rome is heavily damaged and
depopulated.
2

3

English King Henry VIII does not want to be under the thumb of a Pope under Habsburg control.
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1529-32: Süleyman’s march to Vienna

In 1528, after numerous attacks over the years, the strong capital city of Jajce finally
falls to Süleyman, followed by the fall of other Bosnian places. Now that all of Bosna
is his, Süleyman can set his sights on Croatia and targets further west.
Süleyman’s most ambitious desire is to take Vienna, the ‘Golden Apple’. He arrives
at the walls of Vienna on September 27, 1529, but during numerous assaults, he is
defeated time and again. Bad weather and heavy rains arrive forcing Süleyman and
his army to begin the march home on October 15. During the siege, a young
Croatian noble by the name of Nikola Zrinski IV catches the attention of Emperor
Charles V for his cavalry expertise and courage in repelling an assault and
contributing to the defeat of Süleyman.
For Süleyman, conquering Vienna becomes one of his three great desires in life. In
1532, with about 120,000 soldiers, he again marches toward Vienna. Emperor
Charles V is not ready and does too little, too late. During Süleyman’s march from
Osijek to Vienna he easily takes 17 forts and towns, many without any fight, and
then he decides to take the fort at Köszeg (Güns), on the Austrian and Magyar
border, about 110 km south of Vienna. At Köszeg Süleyman meets captain Nikola
Jurišić, a Croatian nobleman and veteran of Mohács, the ‘supremus
capitaneus’ (supreme captain) of the armed forces defending the border area. To
Archduke Ferdinand the fort at Köszeg is not important and therefore is defended
only after Jurišić decides to bring his soldiers and make a stand. The garrison has
700-800 Croat and Magyar soldiers with some local Magyar peasants - but with few
muskets and without any cannons. The Grand Vezir believes the fort will quickly
yield and begins an intense bombardment followed by undermining and assaults.
After three weeks and 19 assaults, due to strong resistance and the start of heavy
rains, Süleyman withdraws and returns to İstanbul and thus Nikola Jurišić and his
men save Köszeg and Vienna. In 1533 Süleyman secures his possessions in Hungary
and the Treaty of Constantinople, signed on July 22, confirms the status quo
between Zápolya and Ferdinand as Magyar kings. By now, in western Europe,
Süleyman is known as the “Grand Turk”.
Five short years after electing Ferdinand as their king, the Croatian and Magyar
nobles begin to become resentful and distrusting of the Habsburgs who are seen as
not fulfilling their military obligations. The Croatian parliament sends a message to
Habsburg Archduke Ferdinand I, King of Croatia and Hungary, which states: “If you
make no effort to defend us (Croatia), please return to us the documents by which
we elected you our king.”
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A new resistance against the occupation
In response to the lack of military assistance from the Habsburgs, local nobles and
warriors develop a new style of resistance1, comprising of irregular infantry and
cavalry formations using guerrilla tactics to raid and plunder Osmanlı garrisons and
supply lines. The main goal of these resistance (freedom) fighters, known as
Hajduks2 in Pannonia (the northern parts of Croatia, Slavonia and southern
Hungary) and Uskoks 3 along the Adriatic coast of Croatia, is to sabotage the
Osmanlı occupation and make it difficult and expensive to maintain, while earning
money for the soldiers from plunder and ransoms. While the local people
romanticize and celebrate the Hajduks and Uskoks as heroes the Osmanlıs
categorize them as bandits, brigands, outlaws, and terrorists.
Sometimes the resistance is too successful. During the negotiations for the Treaty of
Constantinople (1533) Süleyman demands Croatian 'troublemakers' Petar Kružić
(an Uskok) and Nikola Zrinski IV (a proto-Hajduk) to be placed outside the terms of
the treaty so that he can attack them and not contravene the peace agreement.
Kružić and Zrinski are later placed on Süleyman’s kill list - targeting their lands and
fortresses. Historian Anton Gévay writes that in 1534 Vezir (Minister) Ayas Mehmet
Paşa told Habsburg ambassador Cornelius Schepper of Osmanlı plans to punish
Kružić and Zrinski, the vezir said:
“There is one prince Zrinski, whose father paid tribute to us, but after the father
died (early spring 1534) his son rebelled against us and not only did he stop
paying the tribute but he has done much harm to the servants of the Mighty
Sultân, destroying and plundering everything that was in his path. We intend to
punish him. Because the servants of King Ferdinand, on the borders, might think
that something is being planned against them, tell King Ferdinand not to worry
about defending Petar Kružić or prince Zrinski, and to forbid his servants from
going to the aid of the mentioned brigands. We intend no harm to the servants of
Ferdinand, only to those brigands.”
Schepper responds thus: “If these people and others like them do you evil, that
happens because the Magyar lands are not properly governed (regulated) and
everyone does what they want.”

1 An

evolution actually. During the Osmanlı occupation, in the second half of the 15th century,
guerrilla warfare is a common tactic used by Matthias Corvinus in Hungary and Vlad Țepeș in
Wallachia to fight the Osmanlı occupation. Bandits raid and plunder the Osmanlıs, and others.
The origins of the word hajduk may be in the Turkish word haidut or haydut meaning bandit or in
Hungarian the word hajdú meaning foot soldier. In Albanian the word hajdut means thief.
2

3

Uskok derives from Croatian “to jump in”, those who made a stand or ambushed.
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1537: Fall of Klis and the Battle of Gorjani

Süleyman continues to attack along the border frontier from south to north. On
March 12, 1537, the Croatian fortress of Klis, near the city of Split, which has
successfully repelled attacks for decades, is attacked yet again by Murat Bey Tardić.
Klis, under command of Petar Kružić and manned by his Uskoks, falls because once
again the necessary support does not arrive. During one of the final battles, Atli Ağa
kills Captain Kružić, mounts his head on a spear and the demoralized garrison
surrenders. After the fall, most small towns along the coast that do not belong to
Venice fall under Osmanlı control and large cities, including Split and Zadar, then
come under Osmanlı threat. Ferdinand I, King of Croatia, allows the surviving
Uskoks to settle in Senj and the town becomes their new base for anti-Osmanlı and
anti-Venetian piracy on the Adriatic.
In 1537, after the fall of Požega 1 (1536) in Slavonia (northern Croatia) and soon after
the loss of Klis, Archduke Ferdinand decides to put a stop to the Osmanlı advances
moving westward through Croatia. He mobilizes a multinational army of 24,000
soldiers (18,000 cavalrymen and 6,000 infantrymen) at Koprivnica. Johannes
Katzianer, a nobleman from Carniola (southern Slovenia) and veteran of the Siege of
Vienna, is appointed commander-in-chief and given orders to take the fort at Osijek,
on the Drava River, from the Osmanlıs. 2
At the start of September the army marches east from Koprivnica but soon, this
campaign, which starts with much optimism and hope, quickly falls apart due to
incompetence, personal rivalries, and bad luck. While Katzianer marches east,
Mehmet Bey of Smederevo sançak marches west with 5,000 soldiers into the fort at
Osijek. In the last week of September Katzianer attempts to besiege Osijek but fails
and on the first of October leaves the siege. The hungry army then marches across
northeast Slavonia, in search of food while trying to avoid the enemy.
On October 8, the army encamps near Gorjani where the commanders can’t decide
what to do next. During the night some Austrian and Magyar officers and their
Austrian soldiers desert. Katzianer panics and he too deserts the camp. On the
morning of October 9, Ludwig Lodron takes command of the remnants of the army.
Mehmet Bey Yahyalı (senior), who is following Katzianer’s army, sees the chaos in
the camp and early in the morning attacks. As the Osmanlıs advance, Albrecht
Schlick also flees. Lodron and his men put up a valiant fight but they are pushed
The Osmanlıs take about 30 villages in the region around the city of Požega and then take about
60,000 Croatian peasants captive to the slave markets of the Osmanlı Empire.
1

There are some comments in Hungarian sources that claim Nikola Zrinski marched with Katzianer
in the Osijek campaign but in Croatian sources nothing is said of this.
2
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into the swamp and eventually defeated. Fleeing European soldiers are chased by
the Osmanlı cavalry and cut down and few survive. In this battle, which turns into a
massacre, no one suffers more than the Bohemians - of the 5,000 that came to the
battle not a single one is recorded to have returned home. Mehmet Bey offers the
heavily wounded Lodron his life if he surrenders. Lodron surrenders and Mehmet
Bey cuts off his head.
A young Osmanlı soldier by the name of Mehmet (son of Mehmet Bey), of the famed
Yahya1 family, gains recognition for his bravery in the battle. Mehmet brings to the
Sultân the victory announcement and presents many prisoners and captured flags as
gifts. Mehmet also presents Süleyman with the heads of Ludwig Lodron, Erasmus
Mager and Pavel Bakić. For this, and his father's victory, young Mehmet is
rewarded with the position of Sançakbey of Požega. Together, in subsequent years,
Mehmet Bey senior and his son win many more victories in Slavonia and southern
Hungary. Mehmet Bey junior, due to his bravery and successes in battle, is given the
name ‘Arslan’, which means lion in Türkish.
Among the spoils of war, the Osmanlıs capture the largest cannon on the battlefield
which comes to be known as Katzianer's Cannon and is the very same weapon that
Süleyman brings to the siege of Sziget 29 years later.

1

Various variants of the family name include Yahyalı, Yahyaoğlu, Jahjali and Jahjapašić in Croatian.
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1539: The killing of Johannes Katzianer

The news of the defeat at the Battle of Gorjani shocks Vienna where it is called the
“Austrian Mohács”. The debacle at Gorjani destroys all hopes of pushing the
Osmanlıs out of Slavonia and opens the door for further conquests by the Osmanlıs
across Slavonia. A memorial in Vienna, ridiculing the leaders, says: “Katzianer,
Ungnad and Schlick, they should hang on a rope.”
Ladislaus Pekri is arrested and imprisoned for seven years in Graz and Innsbruck.
He is released after he loses his sight in the dungeons. Johannes Katzianer is
blamed for the defeat at Gorjani and he is arrested and jailed for being a coward and
abandoning his army. In vain, while in jail, he tries to prove his innocence. With
the help of friends and family Katzianer escapes from prison on January 31, 1538.
He eventually finds his way to the Zrinski estate at Kostajnica for refuge and from
where he first tries to clear his name but later begins to negotiate with the
Transylvanians and Osmanlıs for asylum.
Emperor Charles V (some say King Ferdinand) declares Katzianer a traitor and
sends to Nikola Zrinski a letter objecting to Katzianer being harbored at Kostajnica.
Zrinski understands what must be done and orders Katzianer’s execution. Some
stories say that on October 27, 1539, at Kostajnica, Nikola Zrinski stabs Katzianer at
the dinner table but most likely he is killed by two of Zrinski’s men in Kaztianer’s
bedroom. Katzianer’s head is cut off and sent to the Imperial Court in Vienna.
While the execution proves Zrinski's loyalty to the Emperor, it is judged
unchivalrous by his peers and garners him much criticism.
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1538-40: Struggle for the Magyar Crown

In 1526, at Mohács, Süleyman grievously wounded Hungary and then he slowly
occupies the fringes of the fertile Great Alföld (Great Hungarian Plain). After years
of internecine conflict and much negotiation, on February 24, 1538, Ferdinand and
János Zápolya, sign the Treaty of Nagyvárad1 (Várad, Oradea). Under the
agreement, Zápolya concedes to Ferdinand rule of Western Hungary, one-third of
the former Magyar Kingdom, while Ferdinand recognizes Zápolya as King of Eastern
Hungary, two-thirds of the kingdom. Also, Buda remains the capital of Hungary and
the home of King János. The treaty has a stipulation that after one king dies,
Hungary will be reunited under the surviving king. The treaty is kept secret due to
the fear that Süleyman will disapprove and it would provoke an Osmanlı attack.
At the time of the agreement, King János Zápolya is not married and has no heirs
but by February 2, 1539, he marries Isabella Jagiellon of Poland 2. On July 8, 1540, a
son is born and named János Zsigmond Zápolya (John II). King János falls ill and
two weeks later, on July 22, dies but shortly before his death he bequeaths his realm
to his son and as his son’s guardians names Bálint Török (a Magyar), György
Martinuzzi (a Croat), and Petar Petrović (a Serb). King János, while on his death
bed, asks his supporters to swear an oath that they will prevent the transfer of
Hungary to Ferdinand. On September 13, by the Diet of Hungary, the infant János
II is elected king, and Martinuzzi is declared regent.
In August of 1540, Ferdinand makes a demand that under the terms of the Treaty of
Nagyvárad, Eastern Hungary be ceded to him but the demand is rejected.
Ferdinand sends envoy Hieronym Łaski to İstanbul to ask for Süleyman’s
acceptance of Hungary being reunified under the Habsburg crown but Süleyman,
not wanting to lose 15 years of conquests, declines and begins to prepare for a
campaign into Hungary. In October, seeing an opportunity during the confusion
after King János’s death, Archduke Ferdinand sends an army, led by Leonard von
Fels, to take Buda from Isabella Jagiellon, the widow of János Zápolya, before
Süleyman arrives. The army easily takes Esztergom, Vác, Visegrád, and
Székesfehérvár and then, on October 21, arrives at Buda and besieges the city. The
defenders of Buda repel the assaults and the besieging army has problems with long
supply lines that can’t feed the army, resulting in the loss of many soldiers. On
November 21, the first Habsburg siege of Buda ends in failure.

The treaty is mediated by János Zápolya’s ablest adviser György Martinuzzi (Friar George), a
Croatian noble by the name Juraj Utješinović, born near Skradin. His mother is Anna Martinuzzi.
His father and two older brothers were killed when the Osmanlıs occupied the family lands.
1

2

Isabella is the daughter of King Zygmunt I Stary (Sigismund I ‘the Old’) and his wife Bona Sforza.
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1541: Another plea for help from Croatia
Fourteen years after Croatian and Magyar nobles elect to join the Habsburg
Monarchy they still receive little of the military aid they were promised. On May 4,
1541, the Habsburgs once again besiege Buda. On June 9, while Süleyman makes
his final preparations to march to Buda to lift the siege, Franjo Frankopan, a
Croatian count and Franciscan archbishop, gives a speech titled “Oratio
reverendissimi in Christo patris” (Speech by the Most Reverend Father) at the Holy
Roman Empire’s Diet of Regensburg. The speech depicts a grim picture of the
Türkish conquests in Croatia and Hungary and is critical of the lack of support given
by the Habsburgs and the Papacy. Frankopan beseeches the Emperor to do more to
protect Croatia and Hungary from the Osmanlı attacks. Excerpts from an informal
translation of the speech include:
“Croatia and Hungary are in a calamitous situation. The Türkish barbarians
threaten the southern parts of Christianity and we need help. Daily struggles
devastate the land and we can't feed our people. Hunger is everywhere and
many people flee but there is no place for refuge. But, through the attacks and
starvation, we continue to resist the enemy. We fight but that brings greater
violence. Who the enemy does not kill, the plague kills.
The barbarous people might soon have all of Hungary but the Türks are a
threat not only to individual nations but also to all humanity. Their Prophet
(Lawmaker) ordered them to fight with arms for their faith and then convert
the defeated to their ungodliness. The barbarians fight with great ferocity to
destroy the Catholic Church and kill the people that believe in Jesus Christ.
They tempt and corrupt the weak souls with gifts and honors which renegades
embrace. Others they take into slavery and the rest they oppress.
We are ready to fight. We have not forgotten the old ways, the glory of our
ancestors, nor have we forgotten the slaughter and ruin of Christians. We want
to fight but we are a hungry nation. We ask for nothing but the succor one ally
owes to another. An angry enemy attacks us but you do not prepare for war.
Germany must wake up and stop the Türks to save the Christian faith and
freedom.
If you are courageous and if Germany is prepared for war there is no better
opportunity than now. If you save Hungary then you defend yourselves.”
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1541-43: Magyar losses continue

Again, in 1541, Ferdinand tries to take Buda and sends an army of 50,000 soldiers,
led by Wilhelm von Roggendorf. On May 4, the army besieges the city and again
Buda repels attack after attack. By early August the badly managed siege begins to
collapse after Roggendorf's army suffers great losses. While civil war foments in
Hungary, Süleyman returns to make another strike, to land the killing blow. Under
the pretext of coming to protect his ally, the infant King János II and his mother
Isabella, Süleyman arrives at Buda on August 21. The Habsburg army has already
begun to depart and the Osmanlıs attack the remnants of the Habsburg army still in
the vicinity. The German navy escapes but several thousand infantrymen that are
left behind are either slaughtered or taken prisoner. In one of the battles,
Roggendorf suffers a gunshot wound and dies of his injuries two days later.
When Süleyman comes to Buda, on August 26, the Magyar residents of the city
present to him 600 German and Bohemian prisoners captured during the siege.
Süleyman orders their beheading and watches from his tent. On August 29, the 15th
anniversary of the defeat at Mohács, Süleyman invites Isabella, infant János and the
Magyar nobles to his tent to celebrate the liberation of the city. While the residents
of Buda celebrate, Janissaries dressed as tourists that are ‘just looking around’ enter
Buda. On a signal, they take out their weapons, disarm the city guards, and take
control of the gates and key positions. Süleyman keeps the nobles György
Martinuzzi, Bâlint Török, Petar Petrović, Orbân Batthyâny, and Istvân Werbôczy
captive for seven days while he and his vezirs debate what should be done with
them. One option is to behead the nobles and take Isabella and János II to İstanbul
but after much debate, the nobles are given their freedom. Fearing that Bálint Török
could become a powerful opponent, Süleyman keeps him captive and imprisons him
in İstanbul’s Yedikule Fortress (Dungeon of Seven Towers), where he languishes
until his death in 1551.
Rather than confirm Queen Isabella as the ruler of Buda Süleyman takes possession
of the city and tells Isabella that he will be her protector and advises that it is best
that Buda is protected by his soldiers while she, with infant János, lives in the safety
of Transylvania. To György Martinuzzi the Sultân offers that he will allow King
János’s son to rule over the Magyar lands of Erdély, east of the Tisza River (known
as Transylvania). in exchange for an annual tribute of 10,000 forints (Magyar gold
coins). Later, one of Süleyman's dignitaries presents to Isabella an ornate letter,
written in letters of gold and azure, in which Süleyman promises, “by the Prophet,
my saber and my ancestors” to return the Kingdom of Hungary to János Zsigmond
when he becomes an adult. Reluctant, but with no better options, on September 5,
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Isabella with János II and an entourage leaves Buda and takes up residence first in
Lippa (Lipova) and later in Gyulafehérvár (Alba Iulia). But, Isabella is not happy.1
Süleyman thus takes possession of Buda and installs an Osmanlı governor. The
Catholic Church of Our Lady is converted into a mosque and, on September 2,
muezzins make the call for prayer from the tower of the new mosque. Süleyman
marches into the city and thus Buda becomes a part of the Islamic world. Buda
becomes the capital of the new Budin Eyalet and one of the most important Osmanlı
cities. In the fethname (victory letter) proclaiming the occupation, Süleyman says:
“In the preceding years I have conquered Hungary and its capital, Buda, by the
grace of Allâh, thanks to my victorious saber; but, since in those times it was
very far from the Moslem Empire, and hence it would have been difficult to
administer it, whereas King János agreed to pay tribute for it, I transferred the
Kingdom of Hungary to him and to his son, King Istefa [János Zsigmond] after
him. But the king of Germany, Hungary's neighbor, the unbeliever named
Ferandus [Ferdinand] who, cursed djaur [infidel] as he is continually at war
with the followers of Islam and has always been a vengeful rebel would have
liked to become King of Hungary. Therefore his unbelieving brother named
Karlo [Charles V], allied to the King of Ispania [Spain] and with the support of
other unbelievers of depraved lives, assembled a huge army from the provinces
that are hotbeds of terror, and placed guns and weapons on his innumerable
boats on the Danube. The cursed one named Perenyi, one of the Magyar
magnates, also joined him. Moving with all these forces he took power for
himself in Hungary and laid siege to the city of Buda.”2
In 1542, Ferdinand again wants to take Buda but because it is assessed to be too well
defended he attacks the weaker city of Pest, on the east side of the Danube. The
siege does not go well. After weeks of assaults on Pest, the Osmanlıs attack the
Habsburg army, which faces certain annihilation until Nikola Zrinski IV and his
400-strong Croatian cavalry ride to rescue the army. It was said that Zrinski arrived
like an angel from heaven. The Habsburg army is saved but later retreats in defeat.
Incensed by the Habsburg audacity to attack Buda, Süleyman leads another
campaign into Hungary in 1543. To protect Buda he takes the fortresses at
Esztergom3 and Székesfehérvár. Archduke Ferdinand mobilizes a sizeable army but
during Süleyman’s rampage through Hungary, Ferdinand takes no direct action –
and this angers many Croats and Magyars.
Magyars state that György Martinuzzi had no choice but to cede Buda to Süleyman in order to
prevent further attacks and bloodshed by Süleyman. The taking Buda is of benefit to Zápolya's
loyalists because Buda is protected from further Habsburg aggression.
1

2

Perjés, Géza, “The fall of the medieval Kingdom of Hungary: Mohács 1526 - Buda 1541.”, 1989.

3

Esztergom is the capital of Hungary from the 10th to mid-13th century.
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1543: Nikola Zrinski IV’s battle at Somlyó

Nikola Zrinski is now 34 years old, and after 13 years of fighting, his fame is quickly
rising. After he rescues a part of the Habsburg army during the Siege of Pest, he is
appointed Ban (Viceroy) of Croatia on December 24, 1542. On June 17, 1543, he
marries Katarina Frankopan, the wealthy and beautiful sister of Duke Stjepan
Frankopan of Ozalj, Croatia. A grand wedding feast that lasts for 7 days is held in
Ozalj. Soon after the wedding festivities, Zrinski rides off to war.
Starting in late June, on his way to Buda, Süleyman’s army takes Valpovo in Croatia,
crosses the Drava River into southern Hungary and takes Siklós and Pécs, marches
along the Danube to Buda, then takes Esztergom and marches south to take
Székesfehérvár. In mid-September, after the fortresses are taken, Süleyman lets
loose his army to raid across the lands to take spoils and slaves. The most feared of
the raiders are the Tatars; cruel and wild raiders always hungry for prey (slaves).
While they devastate the region the Habsburg army sits at Győr and does nothing.
Reports arrive in the Imperial camp about Tatars marauding near Somlyó, north of
Lake Balaton. Unlike the Germans, Zrinski and his compatriots cannot sit idle and
they decide the time for action is now. With an army of about 1,000 cavalrymen,
they ride to the Somlyó area and surprise the scattered Tatar bands pillaging and
destroying poor villages. Zrinski’s army is spotted and the roving Tatar and Akınçı
bands quickly coalesce into a unified force. Zrinski and his men form a wall of
cavalrymen and charge at the Tatars. The Tatars fire a great rain of arrows at them
but Zrinski’s line of attack cannot be broken. During the chaotic frenzy of battle the
Tatars continuously fire arrows and many Croat cavalrymen are killed. The viceroy's
officer, Gregory Farkašić, is struck by 10 Tatar arrows and everyone thinks he is
dead but he later heals with the help of the physicians.
Eventually, the tide of battle turns against the Tatars and they retreat to find refuge
but they are pursued without pause or mercy. The Tatars scatter and some try to
escape through the marshes but are cut down by musket fire or drown amidst the
reeds. Local peasants, with axes and pitchforks, take great revenge on the Tatars
killing dozens of stragglers caught in the marsh. About 3,000 Tatars are killed and
only a few hundred raiders return to the safety of Süleyman's army at
Székesfehérvár. After a long hard battle Zrinski leaves the battlefield severely
wounded (most likely by an arrow).
Nikola Zrinski is celebrated for developing the plan and for being instrumental and
brave in its execution but the attack is of no operational significance since the loss of
3,000 irregular cavalrymen and Tatars is inconsequential to Süleyman's large army.
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1556: Nikola Zrinski at the battle of Babócsa

In 1545 a peace treaty is signed and in 1547 extended for five years, but as the years
pass the Osmanlı attacks and raids continue -and Zrinski fights back. In 1555,
Toygun Paşa tries to take Sziget but fails. In 1556, Hadım (court eunuch) Ali Paşa is
tasked to take the troublesome fortress. While Hadım Ali Paşa besieges Sziget
Emperor Charles V tells his brother, Archduke Ferdinand, to mobilize an army at
Kanizsa. Magyar Palatine (Viceroy) Tamás Nádasdy and Nikola Zrinski join and
altogether an army of about 10,000 (maybe up to 15,000) soldiers is formed.
On July 18, 45 km west of Sziget and on the west side of the Rinya River, the
Imperial relief army surrounds the Osmanlı fort at Babócsa. By Süleyman’s code,
losing an Osmanlı held fort to the enemy is a greater sin than not taking one from
the enemy and therefore Hadım Ali does not want to lose Babócsa even though it is
smaller and of significantly less value than is Sziget. The siege of is momentarily
halted while Hadım Ali marches west to give aid to the troops at Babócsa.
Hadım Ali Paşa’s army arrives at the east side of the Rinya River, near Babócsa, and
while the Osmanlıs are trying to find the best place to cross the river, Nádasdy raises
his banner and the trumpet blows, thus signaling the start of the battle. Meanwhile,
Zrinski is seen riding into view carriing the royal banner in front of his troops.
Hadım Ali crosses the river and a great battle ensues. Zrinski enters the battle like
an enraged lion, ruthlessly cutting down his enemy while displaying agility and
deftness at every move. During skirmishes, when horses are shot out from under
him, he quickly recovers by mounting spare horses kept on hand. At one time, when
he loses a horse and mounts another, a musketball (maybe a small cannonball) rips
through his cloak, and yet he fights on. Later a feather in his helmet is shot off, but
Zrinski remains unflappable. The battle continues into the evening.
The Türks are so impressed by Zrinski’s bravery that the Sançakbey of Virovitica
comes close to him and in Croatian shouts, “Who are you? What is your name?”
Zrinski shouts back, “I am Nikola Zrinski! Viceroy of Croatia! Send my greeting to
your commander Hadım Ali Paşa of Buda!" Near evening, the rest of Hadım Ali’s
army arrives and encamps for the night. When darkness falls both sides return to
their camps. That evening Hadım Ali writes a letter that is delivered to Zrinski. In
the chivalric letter he thanks Zrinski for his greeting and writes, “If an opportunity
presents itself, I promise to be of service!” After the sun rises and morning prayers
are said, the battles continue. Many of Hadım Ali’s soldiers fall into the mud of the
marshlands. After losing about 2,000 soldiers, Hadım Ali retreats east across the
Rinya and returns to Sziget to continue the siege. On the European side, 270
soldiers are killed and 12 taken prisoner.
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1564: Nikola Zrinski IV speaks to the Imperial Diet
Ferdinand I is crowned Emperor on February 24, 1558, and on July 1, 1562, signs
with Süleyman a peace agreement for eight years. On July 25, 1564, Ferdinand dies
and the agreement is no longer valid. Maximilian II is crowned Emperor. Süleyman
sends a messenger to Vienna, and in addition to giving Maximilian his condolences
on his father’s death, Süleyman pledges to maintain the peace. Maximilian is asked
if he will abide by the terms of the existing agreement - which includes paying an
annual tribute of 30,000 Austrian gold ducats (about 105 kg of gold).
Maximilian can’t make the decision on his own and at the Diet of the Holy Roman
Empire, he asks the participants for their thoughts about how to respond to the
Sultân’s proposal. Most advisors, church and military men alike, agree that peace
must be continued and that nothing should be done to raise the anger of the enemy
that has already done much damage to Christian lands. They believe that it is easier
to lose money than lives and to suffer more defeats as they had in previous battles.
Among the advisers is Nikola Zrinski and he does not agree with the popular
opinion. Zrinski understands the Osmanlı strategy of incrementalism and believes
an Osmanlı peace is as destructive as war. He advises that the dishonorable peace
must be ended, and an honorable forceful war be fought, even if many people will
die. To get a sense of Nikola Zrinski, the man, we can look to the speech he gives at
the Diet. He says [informal translation and summary]:
“Even though a peace accord exists the enemy acts as though there is no peace.
With great malice, they take what they want and destroy everything else but
when we use force to defend ourselves from their aggression they claim we are
violating the peace. The Türks can't be trusted because they are deceptive by
nature. We will get the same results if we caress or beat them. This peace has
exhausted our private and public resources more than any open warfare and
therefore we should stand up with courage and take the embarrassing yoke off
our necks and recover the dignity of our nations. It is true that Süleyman
commands a large force but we know that people exaggerate him into a black
demon rather than tell the truth. I have fought his armies over the years so
believe me when I tell you the image of his army is based on gossip,
superstitions of ignorant people and the lies of his allies telling the world a
greater story than is real. An army of 70,000 under the Emperor’s leadership
should be able to defeat the Sultân's army. That is what must be done.”
While Zrinski is not the only one to hold this opinion, he is the most vocal. The
German majority does not feel as he does and they have greater concerns than the
borderlands; such as their conflict with the French House of Valois as well as the
continuing conflict between the Catholics and the Protestants.
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1564-5: A not-so-peaceful peace treaty

Maximilian sends a response to Süleyman stating that he wants peace, will abide by
the conditions of the peace agreement and will soon send the tribute owed. By the
terms of the agreement, more of a truce and less a treaty of peace, to prevent open
war the actions of regular armies are restricted but irregular military units are
outside the scope of the agreement. On both sides of the border, numerous irregular
military units continue to fight in ongoing small scale battles across the frontier.
After a brief exile in Poland, by the request of Süleyman and allies, 16-year-old
János Zápolya II and his mother Isabella return to Eastern Hungary in October
1556, and young János rules as king. On his own initiative, he decides to expand his
territory into Western (Royal) Hungary. In 1564, Zápolya’s general István (Stefan)
Báthory takes the forts at Nagybánya and Nyirbátor. Maximilian sees Zápolya as a
troublemaker that will cause many problems if not stopped and therefore he
declares that he will not pay Süleyman the tribute while Zápolya attacks and breaks
the peace. In September, Zápolya takes Szatmár (Satu Mare). In retaliation,
Maximilian’s general Lazarus von Schwendi takes from Zápolya the forts at Tokaj,
Szerencs, and Erdöd, as well as a few other small places.
Tensions escalate but Maximilian steps back. To reassure Süleyman that he still
wants peace, Maximilian sends his envoys Michel Cernovichi (Czernowicz), with
Georg Albani and Achaz Csabi to İstanbul with 90,000 gold ducats. When the
envoys arrive on December 20, Süleyman is not in İstanbul but out on a hunt, and
thus nothing can be done. While waiting for Süleyman’s return Georg Albani dies.
Süleyman returns from his hunting expedition on January 29 and Cernovichi and
Csabi are invited to the next Dîvân-ı Hümâyûn (Imperial Divan, council of
ministers). At the Dîvân held on February 4, 1565, Cernovichi gives 60,000 ducats
to Süleyman for the tribute owed and distributes 30,000 ducats to Grand Vezir
Semiz Ali Paşa and the vezirs. Cernovichi presents the Habsburg Imperial letters
and Maximilian’s request for the return of places taken by Zápolya. While the
Sultân acts graciously the vezirs show they have no desire to punish Zápolya but
seek to protect him. The vezirs want to let the Emperor know that the Sultân wishes
to live in friendship but in a way that will also keep Zápolya happy. The envoys are
told the following: peace will last for eight years and the Emperor can keep the
places west of the Tisza River but he must return Banya or Neustadt. On February
18, Cernovichi kisses Süleyman's hand and four days later, while Csabi remains in
İstanbul, Cernovichi with Hidajet çavuş, departs for Vienna to present Süleyman’s
proposals to Maximilian. Everyone believes the peace will be soon concluded.
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After Cernovichi’s departure from İstanbul, exaggerated reports from Zápolya and
the Beylerbey of Buda and Sançakbey of Temesvár (Timişoara) reach Süleyman
stating that Maximilian had twice attacked into Erdély (Transylvania), killed many
people and pushed back the army. The governors fear that if help from Süleyman
does not arrive, Erdély will be lost within a few months. Süleyman is furious and
declares that due to Maximilian’s attacks the new peace treaty is void. He sends two
çavuş messengers to intercept Cernovichi and order him to return to İstanbul.
On Cernovichi’s return, Süleyman shows his great displeasure, gives Hidajet çavuş
new orders and sends Cernovichi and Hidajet back to Vienna. While negotiations
are underway in İstanbul, on March 13, in Szatmár Maximilian and Zápolya sign a
treaty, which the High Porte 1 declares meaningless on April 21, because the Sultân
was not present. Hidajet delivers to Maximilian Süleyman’s letter confirming a
desire for peace but complains that the Sultân is unhappy with the Emperor for
taking Szerencs and Tokaj and that is why the Sultân has ordered his paşas to give
support to János Zsigmond Zápolya. Maximilian gives Czernowicz new orders and
he immediately returns to İstanbul on June 27.
On June 28, Grand Vezir Semiz Ali Paşa, a proponent for peace, dies and Mehmet
Paşa Sokolović (Sokollu), a man with great ambition that sees more opportunity in
war than in peace is appointed the new Grand Vezir. In the Mediterranean the
Osmanlı attack on Malta rages and in Hungary attacks on forts by both sides
continue. On August 2, the Osmanlıs take the fort at Erdőd (Ardud) and then on
August 5, the Grand Vezir tasks Cernovichi to deliver a letter to the Emperor stating
that after the conquest of Erdőd the Sultân now considers it a suitable time to
resume the peace negotiations. Cernovichi arrives in Vienna on August 22 and
presents to Maximilian Süleyman’s letters. The crux of the messages is that
Süleyman wishes to live in peace, but if peace is not possible, he is prepared for war.
Conditions for peace include that Maximilian returns Banya and Tokaj to Zápolya,
and remove the Imperial troops from the borderlands of Erdély.
Over the next few months, a diplomatic game ensues in which both sides try to
reassure each other that they want peace, but since neither of the belligerents is
willing to step back first, they both take all precautions necessary to protect
themselves. In truth, Maximilian does not trust Süleyman and to him, the
negotiations appear to be merely an excuse to await the outcome of his attack on
Malta. Under Sokolović’s tenure tensions escalate, and by the end of 1565, it is said,
almost all the vezirs and dignitaries in İstanbul are hungry for Christian blood.
In Zápolya, Süleyman now has his casus belli - an act to justify war.

High Porte, also Sublime Porte, is the name of the central government of the Ottoman Empire.
Comes from Bāb-ı Ālī in Osmanlı Turkish meaning the ‘High Gate’.

1
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1565: Siege and fall of Krupa na Uni
In the spring of 1565, the Sançakbey of Bosna, Mustafa Sokolović, receives orders
from the High Porte, which are most likely orchestrated by his uncle, Second Vezir
Mehmet Sokolović. Mustafa is ordered to take an army of 2,000 soldiers to attack
Croatian forts along the eastern bank of the Una River.
On June 4, Mustafa arrives at Krupa na Uni (Bosanska Krupa), a small but
important fort owned by Nikola Zrinski, and being defended by Matija Bakić, along
with a small contingent of only 28 experienced soldiers. Upon his arrival, Mustafa
gives Bakić an oopportunity to surrender, which to Mustafa’s shock is promptly
rebuffed. The Osmanlıs fire their cannons at the fort, and the siege begins. On June
16, with the arrival of reinforcements, Mustafa launches more vigorous assaults.
Bakić is wounded, but his small garrison fights on without any decrease in spirit,
and in spite of being vastly outnumbered, repulses the might of Mustafa’s army.
After 16 days, the besiegers run out of black powder and lead, forcing Mustafa to halt
the siege while soldiers go to Banja Luka for resupply. More Osmanlı soldiers arrive.
On June 21, a Habsburg army of 7,000 soldiers led by Freiherr (Baron) Herbard von
Auersperg VIII arrives on the west side of the Una River. The Habsburg army has
Croatian contingents led by Ban (Viceroy) Petar Erdödy II, General Ivan Lenković,
and Prince Frankopan Slunjski. Captain Juraj Kronšal has brought three large
cannons from Bihać. The European and Osmanlı armies are so close, separated only
by the river, that they can shout insults at one another. Auersperg, with a force
twice as strong as the Osmanlı force, should cross the river and attack Mustafa but
he does nothing because he fears the Osmanlı cannons will do much harm to his
soldiers while they cross the river. While Mustafa assaults the fort, Auersperg
continues to debate. Croat Prince Slunjski and Captain Petar Farkašić request to be
allowed to help the garrison but Auersperg forbids them - even using threats of
execution if they act against his orders.
Eventually, the Osmanlı force grows to 12,000 men. On the morning of June 23,
contrary to orders, 20 Croatian soldiers cross the river and sneak into the fort to
help the exhausted defenders. But, soon after, the Osmanlıs launch a massive
assault and after many hours of battle, in the afternoon, the defense is reduced to
Bakić and seven soldiers, all wounded. In the end, Bakić and his men make a valiant
attempt escape by charging through the siege lines, but Osmanlı swords kill five
soldiers. Bakić reaches the river, only to drown. Two soldiers escape to tell the
story. Mustafa is victorious and takes Krupa, followed by Dvor na Uni. He then sets
his eyes on Slavonia, where he raids until, on September 10, Croatian Viceroy
Erdödy stops him at the Battle of Obreška where the Osmanlıs suffer heavy losses.
Captain Petar Farkašić then goes to Sziget to join Zrinski.
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1565: The Siege of Malta

Süleyman seeks an alternate path into Europe, through the Mediterranean that he
controls, with an end goal of hitting the German Habsburgs on two fronts: from
Hungary and from a new front through Italy. His grand plan is to take Malta, then
Sicily, and soon after, gain a foothold in southern Italy and then move northward.
During his march to Vienna Süleyman desires to take Rome, sack the Vatican, and
dethrone the Pope.
Malta is scheduled to be taken by the autumn of 1565. Command of the campaign is
divided between Kaptan1 Piyâle Paşa2 who is admiral of the navy and Fourth Vezir
Mustafa Paşa, who serves as Serdar (general) of the army. Both Piyâle and Mustafa
are to be advised by the legendary commander Dragut Reis.
On March 29, the formidable Türkish armada, with almost 200 large boats carrying
about 31,000 soldiers, not including the sailors and galley slaves (oarsmen), and
abundant supplies, sets sail from İstanbul for a 1,900-km journey to Malta. The
fleet arrives on May 18 and one of the greatest sieges in military history starts in
earnest a few days later. Fort St. Elmo is taken on June 23, the news of which is
received with great joy by Süleyman. Attacks on Fort St. Michael begin, but despite
several strong onslaughts the Sultân’s army fails. In August, when reports of the
failures reach Süleyman, he promptly dispatches an ominous message to Piyâle Paşa
and Mustafa Paşa. The Sultân’s çavuş speaks:
“The Sultân has ordered me to warn you that if the armada, due to bad
fortune, returns to İstanbul without victory in this enterprise he will cut into
pieces all the army and with their blood will wash away the stain of shame
and unusual affront to the Türkish name (nation) and to his undefeated
sword! However, if the army returns from battle victorious He (Süleyman)
will reward the soldiers with new ranks, offices, timars and increased pay
promoting them in the Osmanlı Military Order according to their quality and
merits.”
On September 1, the Osmanlıs press on with a massive assault, but with little success
and suffering many casualties. The army also suffers off the battlefield and more
soldiers succumb to diseases in the camps than in the battles themselves. On
September 7, as the Osmanlıs struggle to keep their grip on Malta, a grande
1

Kaptan or Kapudan Paşa, also called Kaptan-ı Derya, is the Grand Admiral or Captain of the Sea.

Piyâle (Piali, Piale) is a Croat (Ragusan) by birth, from the village of Viganj on the Pelješac
peninsula on the Adriatic Coast. As a boy, when about 11 years old, in 1526, he was captured by
Janissaries during the Mohács campaign. He grows to eventually, at age 39 in 1554, command the
fleets of his captors and become Bahriye Beglerbegi (Admiral-in-Chief) of the Osmanlı Fleet.
2
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soccorso (great relief) is delivered with the arrival of Don Garcia, who lands at St.
Paul's Bay with about 8,000 Spaniards.
On September 11 the Spanish relief army pushes the invaders off the island and
declares victory. Even though King Philip II of Spain would have preferred to fight
the French in Florida, than the Türks on Malta, his decision to send the relief force
that saves Malta at a critical point is an act that earns Philip timeless glory for his
service to all of Christendom.
When, by October 5, fast boats bring reports of the defeat to Süleyman, he is
stunned to learn that his best soldiers led by his best generals were routed by a small
garrison of soldiers. Antoine Petremol, a French agent, who is privy to Süleyman’s
reaction writes on October 7 that Süleyman displayed “grande colère et
fâcherie” (great anger and vexation) at the news of his army fleeing from Malta. To
Süleyman the defeat at Malta is comparable to his first defeat in Vienna in 1529, but
this is more damaging because the westward expansion of the Empire through the
Mediterranean has now come to a humiliating halt.
Süleyman’s initial reaction to the failure is a desire to order the execution of Piyâle
and Mustafa. As time passes, and the boats make their slow return to İstanbul,
Süleyman’s rage subsides. Inside the Topkapı Palace, state officials soften his anger
by assuring him that even though he has lost many soldiers, the defeat is not a
colossal setback because, after all, the expensive galleys and military hardware are
relatively intact—and, moreover, soldiers can be easily replaced for the next
campaign.
When the first ships carrying the wounded soldiers arrive and stories of the
barbarity of the siege battles and Osmanlı defeat reach the people of İstanbul, there
is much dismay, grief, and anger among the many Muslim families that mourn the
loss of a husband, son or brother. As tensions rise, Christian residents avoid
walking on the city streets due to fear of stones being thrown at them by angry
Muslims.
On October 14, the fleet reaches the island of Midilli (Lesbos), and around October
22, it makes its way to the Castle of Kilidülbahir, situated at the entrance of the
Dardanelles.1 Süleyman orders Kaptan Piyâle Paşa to quietly enter the port at night
so that the people of İstanbul do not see the sad sight of the damaged galleys that
bear the scars of the great battles. When the army returns to the city, victory is
feigned, but without the traditional parade of war booty or slaves. Süleyman
displays on spears the heads of the slain Knights of Malta and assures the public that
Malta is destroyed and there is nothing of value that can be brought back from the
1

From “Süleyman the Magnificent and Malta 1565”, by Arnold Cassola, 2017.
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barren rock. To the public, he strives to create an impression of indifference, and
Malta is thereafter minimized or dismissed in conversations and records. A Türkish
phrase sums up Süleyman’s public attitude: “Malta Yok” (Malta does not exist).
However, with his vezirs the story is different. Süleyman’s anger at the defeat
persists during the Dîvân that he convenes shortly after the return of the fleet. This
Dîvân is unusual because it is held while the participants ride their horses.1
Süleyman is infuriated with his vezirs and commanders, and refuses to discuss the
expedition altogether. During the Dîvân, he pointedly speaks only with his Grand
Vezir Mehmet Sokolović and Second Vezir Pertev Paşa, while ignoring the
commanders who had fallen from grace in his eyes.
The lives of Mustafa and Piyâle are spared partly because Mustafa is a near relative
of Süleyman, and Piyâle is Prince Selim’s son-in-law2, and more strategically
because Süleyman knows he will need their expertise to put together another
armada to attack the Christians the following year. As punishment, Mustafa Paşa is
demoted from fourth to fifth vezir. Süleyman proclaims, “Clearly I see that only in
my own hand is my sword invincible.” To the vezirs with bowed heads he continues,
ill-tempered, “Next year, I myself, Sultân Süleyman, will lead an expedition against
this accursed island. I will not spare one single inhabitant! Not one.”
Kaptan Piyâle Paşa is given orders to repair the fleet. But, for now, the door into
central Europe through the Mediterranean is closed and the only door left open to
Vienna is through Rumelia (southeastern Europe) - and that will lead again into
Hungary.

1 A Dîvân

held on horseback symbolizes affairs of the highest importance, including the
announcement of a war. Could Süleyman have made the announcement for the military campaign
into Hungary the following year? In English and Magyar sources there is no certainty about when
Süleyman made that decision.
Piyâle (Piali) Paşa, a Croat, is married to Selim II's daughter Sultâna Gevher. Lala Mustafa Paşa, a
Bosnian, a cousin of Grand Vezir Sokolović, is married to Hüma, daughter of Murad III. He has title
Lala because he was tutor to Süleyman’s sons.
2
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History of the Fortress of Sziget
In 1566, the ramparts1 of Sziget2 held little aesthetic appeal but they were
physically strong and the skill and valor of the men stationed inside the fortress
made it a first-rate source of resistance against the occupation in the region.
Sziget became a launching point for frequent raids into Osmanlı-held lands and the
very capable, and relentless, ‘Szigetars’3 became well-known for inflicting great
damage to enemy forts, plundering supply convoys, sinking ships on the rivers,
and for taking many hostages. The following is a brief history of how Sziget
developed into a significant threat toward Süleyman’s plans for expansion.

The origin of the name “Zygeth” as a settlement dates back to 1391 when a wealthy
Greek family named Anthemi settled in the neighboring forests and hills, probably
after fleeing the Osmanlı conquest of the lands between Edirne (Adrianople) and
Plovdiv in the 1360s. The fortress 4 of Sziget has its start in 1420 when Ozsvát
Anthemi (aka Oswald Antheminus or Antimus) builds the first brick buildings on a
hill named Lázár Island in the marshland5 of the Almás River. The brick buildings
enclose a courtyard, and later a three-story (14 meters) high round stone tower is
built. The brick buildings eventually develop into the inner core of the Citadel. Over
the decades, Ozsvát builds strong ramparts and moats around the brick buildings.
By 1449 there is a castrum (castle) and civitas (city). In 1463, after Ozsvát’s death,
Sziget is given to the Garai family and in 1471 it is given to Ambrus Török. After
Ambrus’ death, in 1491, Sziget is inherited by his son Imre and in 1521 inherited by
Bálint Török, who expands it.
In 1530, János Zápolya I sends his general Tamás Nádasdy to take some places in
southwestern Hungary and Sziget is his primary target but the fortress is well
defended by Bálint Török, who is at the time aligned with Ferdinand I. Török’s
soldiers and the strong water defenses keep Nádasdy from the ramparts. While
1 A rampart

is a defensive earthen wall of a fortress or walled city. It has a broad top with a walkway
and typically a parapet for the protection of soldiers on the rampart. Rampart is derived from the
French verb remparer, meaning “to fortify,” Bulwark is a synonym.
In Hungarian, the full name is Szigetvár from Sziget (island) + vár (castle, stronghold). In Croatian
it is called Siget while in Turkish it is Zigetvar.
2

For the soldiers and residents of Sziget, the word ‘Szigetars’ (Islanders) will be used rather than
Europeans or Christians. The Szigetars are a mix of mainly Croatian and Magyar Catholics.
3

4 A fort

is a small fortification used only for military purposes while a fortress is a larger military
stronghold that can include a fortified town and is large enough to hold thousands of soldiers.
Some sources use the word swamp but this may not be the proper word because a swamp is a
wetland with trees while a marsh is a wetland with grasses, reeds and brushwood. Marsh is more
accurate for Sziget.
5
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Nádasdy besieges Sziget, Habsburg general Wilhelm von Roggendorf besieges Buda
and since Zápolya has few soldiers he recalls Nádasdy to lift the siege at Buda, which
he does, and Sziget remains under Bálint Török’s control.
Bálint Török owns Sziget until 1541 when, after the Osmanlı attack on Buda,
Süleyman has Bálint captured and imprisoned. Even though Bálint fights on the
side of Zápolya, Süleyman does not trust the wealthy influential Magyar aristocrat,
whom he knows could be a strong foe if he switched his allegiance and joined the
Habsburgs. Süleyman demands that Pécs and Sziget be handed over to him, but this
does not happen. In the middle of September 1541, the Sultân’s army attacks Sziget
but is repelled. Bálint’s wife, Katalin Pemflinger, in fear flees Sziget and gives the
fortress to Habsburg Archduke Ferdinand.
Two years later, in 1543, Süleyman again makes aggressive moves against Hungary
in response to Habsburg attempts to take back Pest. During his rampage, Süleyman
takes Valpovo, Pécs, Siklós, Esztergom, and Székesfehérvár. After 1543, the High
Porte realizes that even in a divided and weakened Hungary, the time for large
conquests in great campaigns is over and a new kleinkrieg (small war) strategy is
put into practice by which new territorial gains will be made through small advances
by a slow war of the forts.
The Magyar Diet realizes the importance of Sziget and declares it a royal fortress,
vital to the defense of Hungary. A castellan1 is appointed as a governor (royal
representative) to command the fortress and the lands surrounding it. Sziget is also
designated the headquarters for the Captain-General of Transdanubia2. The fortress
is strengthened and in addition to its military importance, due to its strategic
geographic location, it becomes a commercial center and transit hub for much of the
cattle and wine trade shipped from Hungary to Germany and Venice. As Sziget
grows stronger and safer it becomes a destination for refugees, including nobles,
fleeing the Osmanlı occupation. In 1546 Niklas II, Graf von Salm, Habsburg army
commander, declares that: “Sziget is the most important fortress in the country.”
Starting in the early 1550s, Sziget, a lone island in a sea of Osmanlı conquests,
comes to be heavily involved in the war of forts and the protection of the remnants
of Hungary. Soldiers from Sziget attack Osmanlı forts between the Drava and Sava
rivers and make cooperation between the sançaks of Mohács and Požega difficult.
Szigetars often plunder convoys on supply routes from Bosna and raid shipping on
The term captain is often used to define the position in command of Sziget. Magyars use the term
várkapitány (castle captain). There is also a title of burgrave, a position held by a count. For this
story the term castellan, derived from the Latin castellanus, will be used as the commanding officer
is responsible for military and also for commercial and residential aspects of the fortress.
1

Magyar lands west of the Danube. South Transdanubia is the region south of Lake Balaton, north
of the Drava. North Transdanubia is the region north of Lake Balaton.
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the Drava River and sections of the Danube. The stronger Sziget grows, the more
difficult and expensive the occupation becomes for the Osmanlıs. The more Sziget
stands in the way of further Osmanlı ambitions in the region the more necessary it
becomes for Süleyman to either conquer or destroy it.
In 1554 a plague hits Hungary and thousands of people die in the region. In Sziget
about 50 soldiers are lost that cannot be easily replaced. In July, castellan Farkas
Dersffy dies, which puts János Szermegh and Ferenc Felpéczy temporarily in charge.
The Osmanlıs in Pécs take advantage of the situation and make small attacks on
Sziget. In the first week of August, they raid three times into the south part of the
Town (later known as Old Town) and steal cattle. The Szigetars fight back to stop
the plundering, but they suffer heavy losses while repelling the raids. During one of
the final raids, Egyed Perneszy, a lieutenant of the garrison, is killed in action, and
the Osmanlıs take away his body. Miklós Zalai and some companions attempt to
recover Perneszy’s body but to no avail.
In September of 1554, new castellan László Kerecsényi arrives, and after hearing the
story of Egyed Perneszy, he takes some soldiers to attack the Osmanlıs. Perneszy’s
body is recovered and brought back to Sziget for an honorable burial. During his
tenure, Kerecsényi receives money from the royal treasury and he enlists the help of
Máté Panka to improve the bastions and ramparts. The upgrades to the fortress are
so successful that Kerecsényi happily proclaims, “When his Majesty's eyes see my
bastions there will be no need to feel ashamed.” Kerecsényi continues to strengthen
the defenses of Sziget by adding three long barrel cast iron cannons and 150 pikes.
At this time, the garrison is made of 600 infantrymen, 300 cavalrymen, and 550
male residents capable of fighting.
In 1555, Toygun Paşa, Beylerbey1 (governor) of Buda, submits complaints to Vienna
about bandit attacks coming from Sziget, including taxation attempts that are being
made in villages under Osmanlı control. Vienna does not respond to these
complaints. Toygun then requests and receives permission from the High Porte to
capture forts in southwest Hungary, including Sziget. His strategy to take Sziget is
to first isolate the fortress by taking the forts at Kaposvár, Korotna, and Babócsa.
Then, sometime in the second week of October, with about 8,000 soldiers, Toygun
turns his attention to Sziget and numerous battles are fought during the siege.
Nikola Zrinski offers to Tamás Nádasdy a contingent of 300 Croatian horsemen to
attack the besiegers but no effort is made to against Toygun to force an end to the
siege. The Szigetars continue the defense alone.
Later, Toygun Paşa receives a letter from Archduke Ferdinand proclaiming that
Sziget is a royal fortress and therefore protected under the peace agreement with the
Beylerbey in modern Turkish and beglerbeg by older Turkish. The term means bey of beys, or lord
of lords. The position is a governor of a beylerbeylik (province).
1
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Sultân. Since Kasim’s Day, the traditional day to end campaigns before winter is fast
approaching, and about 300 of his soldiers were killed, Toygun ends the siege.
Upon his withdrawal, Toygun dispatches two envoys to castellan Kerecsényi in
Sziget with demands to immediately cease the frequent shipping raids taking place
on the Drava and Danube. Kerecsényi responds by sending back one of the envoys
with his nose and ears cut off, while he carries the head of the other envoy. The
Sziget garrison celebrates a victory. For their valor and merit, each soldier receives
1.5 liters of wine and loaves of freshly baked bread. Officers and soldiers receive
monetary rewards – as does an Osmanlı prisoner who provided Kerecsényi with
information about Toygun’s camp.
Kerecsényi begins to understand that Sziget truly is an important target for the
Osmanlıs but he also realizes that in all likelihood money from Vienna needed to pay
for the salaries of the soldiers who defend the fortress will not arrive for many
months. In fact, when money does eventually arrive, it is insufficient to cover even a
fraction of what is owed. Such a shameful situation; the soldiers fight to protect the
royal fortress but the king does not pay their salaries. In November, Kerecsényi is so
outraged by this lack of support, including Vienna’s refusal to repay his own
personal loan of 1,656 Magyar forints, used for the preparation of Sziget, that he
resigns from the position of castellan. In his resignation letter he writes: “There is
nothing, no amount of pay, that your Majesty can send here, to this fortress, because
I will certainly not keep it (the position) any longer.” Marko Horváth Stančić1, on
December 9, is commissioned to replace Kerecsényi. On the Osmanlı side changes
also happen; Toygun has lost the confidence of his subordinates and the High Porte
resulting in his replacement in 1556 by Hadım (eunuch) Ali Paşa, who returns for a
second term as Beylerbey of Buda.2
Meanwhile, Vienna is undergoing its own changes. In January of 1556, Charles V
beings to abdicate all his titles, and Ferdinand is crowned the Emperor. As a result
of Charles’ abdication, the peace treaty between him and Süleyman is no longer
valid, and as such, Sziget is no longer under treaty protection. Moreover, with the
Peace of Amasya (1555) concluded with Persia, Süleyman is once again free to look
west.
On February 13, 1556, Marko Stančić arrives at Sziget as the new castellan. Hadım
Ali Paşa receives orders to finish at Sziget what his predecessor started but failed.
On June 11, Hadım Ali besieges Sziget with about 10,000 soldiers, later increasing to
25,000. Marko Stančić and his 800 soldiers and 200 battle-capable residents, prove
Marko Horvat Stančić (In Hungarian: Horváth Stancsics Márk), was born in Gradec, His family is
of old nobility, with King Bela IV signing their nobility papers in 1264. The word Horváth is
Hungarian for Croat.
1

Hadım Ali Paşa was previously Beylerbey of Buda (Budin Eyalet) but is moved east
after the loss at Eger in 1552. After success in Persia he is moved back to Buda.
2
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their worth by bravely and successfully defending the fortress. The Osmanlıs attack
and the Szigetars counter-attack. The Osmanlıs build long wooden embankments
toward the Fortress and the Szigetars sally out and set them on fire. The Osmanlıs
destroy the ramparts and the Szigetars repair them. After almost six weeks of siege,
when Sziget is close to falling, Tamás Nádasdy and Nikola Zrinski come to the
rescue via a diversionary tactic by attacking the fort at Babócsa, which the Osmanlıs
had taken the previous year.
On July 21, Hadım Ali Paşa does not want to lose Babócsa and therefore halts the
siege and with his army marches west to protect Babócsa. The distraction gives the
Szigetars time to rest and to repair the damaged ramparts. After two days of
fighting at the Rinya River, Nádasdy and Zrinski move away from Babócsa and
Hadım Ali returns to Sziget. Upon his return, on July 26, Hadım Ali finds the
fortress in a much better state than it was when he left. The Szigetars shock the
Osmanlıs when they charge out of the fortress to attack the tired returning
besiegers. During the firefights, Stančić is hit in the leg with a musketball.
On July 29, in spite of all his attempts to take Sziget Hadım Ali Paşa remains
unsuccessful. After suffering great casualties, with about 10,000 of his soldiers
killed and many wounded, Hadım Ali finally ends the siege and returns to Buda in
shame - hunted and harassed by Magyar soldiers all the way. While this is a victory
for Sziget, the fortress is in ruins, and Stančić strongly urges Vienna to pay for the
restoration of the shattered ramparts and to increase the number of cannons. The
call for support falls on deaf ears. Stančić becomes disillusioned and he too resigns
the post of castellan in February 1557.
Disillusionment with the Hapsburgs does not end here. Nikola Zrinski is also
greatly disappointed with the lack of Austrian support and an abundance of
cowardice. He is disgusted and angry when he learns that while he went to the
defense of Sziget and fought at Babócsa, incompetent and cowardly Austrian and
German officers lost his forts at Kostajnica and Novi - two forts that are critical to
the defense of Croatia. In December, in protest, Zrinski resigns from his duties as
Viceroy of Croatia so that he can focus his time and resources on protecting his own
lands and forts.
In February of 1557, on Zrinski’s recommendation, Sziget receives a new castellan by
the name of Juraj (George, Grgur, Gergely) Farkašić. Farkašić was with Zrinski at
the Battle of Somlyó in 1543 at which time he had almost died from the wounds of
many Tatar arrows. During Farkašić’s tenure as castellan many repairs are made on
the ramparts and bastions. The Szigetars are once again ready to continue their
attacks and soon set their eyes on Pécs. They ride to Pécs, raid, kill many Osmanlı
soldiers and take four cannons and many heavy mounted arquebuses (wall guns).
On March 29, 1558, castellan Farkašić dies of unknown causes. János Palatics (Ivan
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Palatić) is appointed temporary castellan and commands Sziget until the arrival of
the permanent castellan.
Ferdinand I, King of Croatia and Hungary, is crowned Emperor of the Holy Roman
Empire on February 24, 1558, and soon sends ambassador Ogier de Busbecq to
İstanbul to represent him in peace negotiations with Süleyman. When the vezirs
realize they cannot take Sziget by force, during the negotiations the High Porte
demands that troublesome Sziget be handed over to the Sultân. Ferdinand refuses
because he knows that the safety of Styria, Carniola, Austria and ultimately Vienna
depends on Sziget. Süleyman next demands that the fortress be razed to the ground,
but this too is rebuffed.
On April 15, 1558, Marko Horváth Stančić once again takes command of Sziget after
the new Hofkriegsrat (Aulic War Council, formed in 1556) in Vienna promises to
supply Sziget with the required financial and material resources. Significant funding
is provided and Stančić commits all his energy into strengthening the fortress. The
task of modernizing the defensive structures is given to master fortress architect
Paolo de la Mirandola. During the two-year project, Mirandola strengthens the
ramparts and improves the design of the bastions, changing them from the old
round style to modern angular bastions with improved fields of fire.1 A new
residential and commercial area is built to the south of the Town that comes to be
known as New Town. Stančić also develops an effective spy system with sources of
information stationed in Pécs and Osijek - he even has a staffer in Siklós offer to be
an informant. In 1559, Emperor Ferdinand names Marko Stančić the baron of
Baranya County but within two years of this honor Stančić dies on August 20, 1561,
succumbing to the musketball wound to his leg he had received during the siege of
1556.
Following Stančić’s death, Nikola Zrinski requests Emperor Ferdinand to appoint
him castellan of Sziget. Ferdinand is more than happy to give Zrinski the duty as he
knows that he cannot find a braver or more experienced commander for the fortress
that is now a vital anchor fortress in southwest Hungary. On October 3, 1561,
Zrinski commences the duties of castellan with a mandate to further strengthen the
fortress, protect the citizens, and improve the military and commercial operations of
Sziget. Imperial funding pays for 200 cavalry and 600 (maybe 800) infantry
soldiers to be stationed at Sziget. Styria sends funding for an additional 100 soldiers
to be stationed at Sziget.

1 After

completing the upgrades to Sziget, in 1562, Mirandola goes to Gyula to upgrade the fortress
now under the command of László Kerecsényi.
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Early in 1562, while a peace treaty is still being negotiated between Ferdinand and
Süleyman,1 Arslan Bey of Požega conscripts numerous rayah (Christian peasants)
and starts to build a new fort near Moslavina2, 45 km southeast of Sziget. Zrinski
understands the nature of this threat to his area of operations and quickly mobilizes
1,000 cavalrymen and 2,000 infantrymen, many of whom are armed with muskets,
and 500 of the Szenyér Guard. They cross the Drava River and on March 26, they
march toward Moslavina and stop Arslan’s fort building – more accurately, Arslan’s
soldiers flee when they see Zrinski coming with his army. Arslan’s entire camp, with
all equipment and weapons, including two cannons, two mortars, and 16 heavy
mounted muskets, comes into Zrinski’s hands. All the booty is taken to Sziget with
some things divided amongst the soldiers and weapons placed into the fortress
armory. Arslan’s fort is razed to the ground and the Osmanlıs do not make any
more attempts fort building in the area.
The period of 1562 onwards proves to be a notable one for Nikola Zrinski IV. After
the death of Tamás Nádasdy, the Palatine of Hungary, on June 2, 1562, Zrinski
hopes to be appointed Palatine, but Ferdinand and later Maximilian do not appoint
anyone to the position. In fact, Hungary does not have a Palatine appointed until
1608. Instead, on May 28, 1563, Zrinski is appointed Captain-General of
Transdanubia. Ferdinand informs Zrinski that if the Osmanlıs should attack Sziget
since the duties of the Captain-General supersede the duties of the castellan of
Sziget, it will be up to Zrinski to decide if he wants to stay in Sziget or appoint
another officer as castellan.
For the Captain-General of Transdanubia, in addition to the existing Sziget garrison,
Ferdinand authorizes wages for an extra 100 infantrymen, 100 light cavalrymen
(hussars), and 50 cavalrymen with muskets. Pay for cavalrymen is 4 gold forints per
month while the infantrymen are paid 2 forints. Zrinski receives a salary of 100
forints and his deputy receives 30 forints. The pay is to come from local Magyar
taxes and the shortfall is to be paid from the royal treasury. Unfortunately,
collection of the taxes is next to impossible, and since Vienna does not fulfill its
obligations Zrinski must pay out of his own pocket.
Maximilian II, 38 years old, crowned Emperor on July 25, 1564, like his father
Ferdinand, understands the importance of Sziget but does not provide the resources
Sziget requires. Zrinski increases attacks on Osmanlı forts, notably Siklós and
Valpovo, earning money from plunder and ransoms. Raids on Osmanlı supply
convoys on land and the sinking of ships on the Drava and Danube effectively hinder
enemy supply lines to Buda. From these raids, in addition to hurting the occupation
The Habsburg Ambassador negotiating the treaty was Ogier Ghiselin de Busbecq. He later wrote a
book titled “The Turkish Letters” in which he chronicled his observations of the Ottoman Empire.
1

2

Moslavina is on the south side of the Drava River in Croatia.
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force, Zrinski captures supplies and earns money to pay for Sziget expenses. The
damage done by the Szigetars hurts the Osmanlıs to such an extent that the
sançakbeys1 of Pécs, Mohács, and Požega send complaints to İstanbul about the
raids by Zrinski’s men. In 1565, the High Porte sends complaints to Vienna that
Zrinski and his bandits in Sziget are violating the terms of the peace agreement and
demands that the activities of the criminals be curtailed. The Emperor, however,
rarely does anything to stop the attacks on Osmanlı assets.

Conclusion
A brief history of Sziget for the two decades prior to the siege of 1566 clearly
illustrates that Sziget is an important strategic fortress for the protection of Croatian
and Magyar lands and by extension the southern borders of Austria and Bohemia.
Sziget, better said the soldiers of Sziget, provide an effective resistance against the
Osmanlı occupation force, the likes not seen before.
Sziget is now as important as Beograd was before it fell to the Osmanlıs in 1521.
Unfortunately, what is also painfully evident from the resignations of castellans is
that the Habsburg Hofkriegsrat (War Council) does not provide the resources
required to maintain the strength of a vital part of the defense of the Croatian and
Magyar borderlands.
Today we can only wonder about the true motivations of the Habsburgs.

The proper plural in Turkish for sançakbey is sançakbeyleri and beylerbey is beylerbeyleri but
sançakbeys and beylerbeys is used as the plural form to make it easier to understand in English.
1
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O, my dear Homeland, you great Magyar nation,
Bearing the great shield of Christendom,
Wielding a sharp sabre stained with pagan blood,
School of valor, may God be with you here and now.
The first stanza from the poem “Valedicit patriae”
(He Bids Farewell to his Homeland) by Magyar poet Bálint Balassi 1.

The full title is “Valedicit patriae, amicis iisque omnibus quae habuit carissima” (He bids Farewell
to his Homeland. his friends and all he holds dearest), shortly before 1589.
1
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Main characters of the story
Süleyman bin Selim Khan, the Sultân
Süleyman was born on November 6, 1494. The name Süleyman equates to Solomon,
meaning “man of peace.” At the age of 26, after his father Selim I, The Grim, dies on
September 22, 1520, Süleyman becomes the tenth Sultân of the Osmanlı Empire,
Pâdişâh, Supreme Gâzî,1 and Caliph, implying leadership of the Islamic world.
Süleyman is both a soldier and, under the pen
name Muhibbi (lover or affectionate friend), a
writer of poems with themes of love, beauty, and
the loneliness of being Sultân; all addressed to
his true love Hürrem. By his poems a broad mix
of personality traits can be seen; including deep
love and a growing melancholy. He is a devout
Muslim believing fervently that his duty is to
obey the commands of the holy al-Qurʾân (Holy
Book). He has a fierce sense of justice,
demanding law and order across his lands.
While on a campaign Süleyman maintains strict
discipline in the army while showing his dark
side to the enemy. He is a cruel and capricious
adversary, frequently resorting to cunning and
deceit. After battles, he often orders prisoners to
be executed and pays a bounty for the
decapitated heads of defeated infidels. Süleyman orders the execution of many of
those who fail or displease him and even family and friends are victims of his
cruelty. By his command, his close friend and first Grand Vezir, Pargali İbrahim
Paşa, after 13 years of service is executed in 1536, Lütfi Paşa is exiled in 1541, and in
1555 Grand Vezir Kara Ahmet is executed. In 1553, he ends the life of his son
Mustafa and in 1561 he has his son Bayezid and his four sons strangled.
Upon becoming Sultân, Süleyman has a fervent desire to prove that he is worthy of
the exalted title he has been fated into. He truly believes that he has a righteous
mission, as defined by the al-Qurʾân, to conquer new lands and make them a part of
Dar al-Islam (Abode of Islam), enforce the Law of Islam, and help the pagans
(infidels) surrender (submit) to the only true God worthy of worship, “Allah”. His
first years as Sultân are consumed in campaigns, by which he strives to emulate
1 A gâzî

or ghazi is a warrior that participates in a gâzwa or ghazw, a campaign of conquest for Islam.
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Alexander the Great, expanding his Empire in the East into Persia and in the West
into Europe. The news of Süleyman’s early conquests reverberates across Europe,
striking fear in the hearts of all and solidifying his image as an invincible ruler.
During the 45 years of his reign, by relentless scheming and war, the Empire
increases in size by 50%, from 1.5 million km2 in 1520 to 2.3 million km2 in 1566.
The vast Empire, which he rules with an iron fist, now stretches from Baghdad in the
east, across north Africa to Algiers in the west and Buda in Europe.
For decades, he is one of the most important military and political figures in the
world. In England and France, far from the threat of invasion, Süleyman is called
“The Magnificent” and “Grand Turk”. The Croats and Magyars who are under
attack, and those living under his subjugation, however, call him the “Scourge of
Europe/Christendom”. During the last 15 years of his reign he turns inwards, away
from leading campaigns, to focus on improving the conditions inside his Empire.
Education and the economy are improved, and the Empire thrives, becoming the
wealthiest of the age. He brings law and order, decreases corruption and reforms
the legal code aligning it with Şeriat (Shari’a) Law; and for this, he earns the love of
his people and the title Kanûnî (Lawgiver).
Humility is not one of his virtues. Süleyman believes that the entire world is his
possession as a gift from Allâh. Among the many titles by which he calls himself are
included: Slave of Allâh, Shadow (Deputy) of Allâh on Earth, Süleyman Khan, King
of the Kings of East and West, Lord of Lords, Shah of Baghdad and Iraq, Master of
the Lands of Caesar and Alexander, and Possessor of Men's Necks. His ego and
ambition seem to have no limits. After conquering Bender in Moldavia, in 1538,
Süleyman proclaims (As translated by Halil İnalcık):
“I am God's slave and Sultân of this world. By the grace of Allâh, I am head of
Muhammad's community. God's might and Muhammad's miracles are my
companions. I am Süleyman, in whose name the hutbe [Friday sermon] is
read in Mecca and Medina. In Baghdad I am the Shah, in Byzantine realms the
Caesar, and in Egypt the Sultân, who sends his fleets to the seas of Europe, the
Maghrib in India. I am the Sultân who took the crown and throne of Hungary
and granted them to a humble slave. The voivoda Petru raised his head in
revolt, but my horse's hoofs ground him into the dust, and I conquered the
land of Moldavia.”
At the age of 71, he is a frail man in pain, both physically and spiritually. Gout and
age-related ailments have taken their toll. He pines over the death of Hürrem, is
melancholic, easy to anger, and irrational in his behavior.
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The Sultân is the Empire

A Sultân is the ruler of an Islamic state with full sovereignty without having to
take orders from or answer to any higher ruler - other than Allâh. The title Sultân
comes from the Arabic word sulṭān meaning strength, authority, power, and rule.
The Osmanlı Muslim worldview claims that the Sultân is the Shadow (Deputy) of
Allâh on Earth and that he creates the order of the world. As a result of this belief,
all power is centralized and wielded by the Sultân and only he can create laws, start
and stop wars and sign peace agreements. The Empire, therefore, moves only on the
Sultân’s commands, which are obeyed and carried out without dissent. The Sultân
has been compared to the keystone in an arch without which the arch collapses and
the Empire compared to a beehive in which the Sultân is the queen bee whom all the
other bees serve.
The land is the basis of the Sultân’s power; all the lands of the Empire belong to the
Sultân and he alone has the power to appoint men into positions of authority by
which they manage lands in his name. He gives lands to timariots, promotes
sançakbeys, and beylerbeys and he alone appoints the paşas, the ağas, and the
vezirs. All dutifully serve in the army and if anyone fails the Sultân, they lose their
land. Other centers of power, such as nobility or wealth, are not allowed to develop
to a level that can become a threat to the Sultân1. The only people in the Empire that
can pose a threat to the Sultân are his elite soldiers, the Janissaries, who had in the
past revolted and deposed Sultâns.
The absolute dictatorship of the Sultân creates a system of obedience and order that
enables him to easily mobilize large armies which he uses to conquer and expand the
Empire. Europe, in contrast, is chaotic. In the Holy Roman Empire power is
distributed between the kings and nobles, and the Emperor is elected by a small
group of high nobles. The Emperor, though having a grand title, has limited power
and must be politically adept to develop consensus and receive loyalty, agreement,
and support (money and soldiers) from the various levels of landowning nobility
across the kingdoms of the Empire. For the Emperor, mobilizing a large army to
defend against the Sultân is difficult and expensive.
One significant disadvantage to this highly centralized Osmanlı system is that when
the Sultân dies, all public action ceases because the Slaves of the Porte (Sultân’s
bureaucrats and soldiers) have no master and there is no legitimate authority.
When a Kapıkulu official (Slave of the Porte) such as the Grand Vezir dies his wealth is not
inherited by his family but either returns to the state treasury or the money can be placed in a waqf
(charitable endowment).
1
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Mehmet Sokolović, the Grand Vezir

Távil Mehmet Paşa, the man who becomes the most powerful Grand Vezir of the
Osmanlı Empire, was born circa 1506 to an Eastern Orthodox Christian, possibly
Serbian, family1 in the eastern part of the Osmanlı Sançak of Bosna in the vicinity of
Rudo in Hercegovina. His Christian name was Bajo Nenadić. His father was
Dimitrija (Mito) and his uncle (maybe older brother) Makarija was a monk at the
nearby Mileševa Eastern Orthodox monastery. It is said his family took the name of
Sokolović from the sokol (falcon) and from this came Sokollu in Türkish.
Bajo is taken from his family sometime between
1519 and 1523 as part of the Osmanlı devşirme
program, becomes a slave of the state and
converts to Islam taking the name Mehmet2. He
trains as a Yeniçeri and later, due to his superior
abilities, enters the Enderûn, the school for
interior services in the Topkapı Palace. Due to
his height, at just over two meters tall he towers
over others in the court, he is given the epithet
Távil (Tall). His keen intelligence gains him
Süleyman’s attention and favor. During his
duties in the various lands of the Empire, he
learns to speak many languages, including
Türkish, Croatian, Persian, Arabic, VenetianItalian, and Latin.
Previous Grand Vezirs—Rüstem Paşa Opuković
and Semiz (Fat) Ali Paşa Pračić3 were not
interested in great conquests in Croatia and Hungary. During the peace
negotiations of 1564-5, Semiz Ali was willing to negotiate a just peace and because of
his jovial spirit, most European leaders and diplomats liked him. Mehmet Sokolović
is the opposite of Semiz Ali Paşa; he is a cold scheming war hawk with strong antiHabsburg sentiments and yearns for war by which he builds his own small clan
empire in Bosna, Croatia, and Hungary.

There is debate about the social status of the Sokolović family. While they are not of noble lineage
it is doubtful the family is of peasant class. Maybe by modern standards they are upper middle class.
1

2

The name Mehmet is also Mehmed or Mohamed and means praised, commendable, or laudable.

3

Rüstem Paşa, a Croat, died on July 10, 1561. Semiz Ali Paşa, a Bosnian, died on June 28, 1565,
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Numerous battlefield victories ensure him quick advancement into the upper
echelons of the military and then bureaucracy. Later, as a vezir Sokolović is bold,
ambitious and wily; as one must be to rise up in the ranks to become Grand Vezir.
In 1562, at 56 years of age, he joins the Sultân’s family when he marries Esmahan,
the 17-year-old daughter of Selim II,
and gives Selim two grandchildren;
Sokolović's career
Ibrahim Han and Gülruh Sultân. From
1526 - Battle of Mohács
his previous marriage he has two sons;
1529 - Battle of Vienna
Kurt Bey and Haşan Bey. All the while,
1535 - Persian campaign
his clan network grows more active in
1541 - Imperial Chamberlain
assorted military campaigns in Croatia,
1543 - 46 - Commander
Bosna, and Hungary.
of the Imperial Guard
1546 - 51 - High Kaptan of the Fleet
1551 - 55 - Beylerbey of Rumelia
1552 - Conquest of Temesvár
1554 - War in Persia
1555 - 61 - Third Vezir
1561 - 65 - Second Vezir
1562 - Marries Esmahan Sultân
1565 - 79 - Grand Vezir
1566 - Siege of Sziget

Süleyman, old and weak, trusts
Mehmet. While the Sultân, in his old
age, enjoys the leisure of this world;
hunting, writing poems and praying the
allows his Grand Vezir to carry out
most of the Sultân’s duties. Mehmet is
so highly adept in both military and
political skills that he becomes the de
facto ruler of the Osmanlı Empire.
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The Grand Vezir is the Prime Minister

The word vezir (vizier) comes from the Arabic wazīr meaning “one who bears a
heavy burden”. In Süleyman’s time, there are four vezirs and the Grand Vezir is the
Prime Minister - appointed by, accountable to and dismissible by only the Sultân.
During Süleyman’s reign the vezirs are still products of the devşirme program and,
though powerful and wealthy, are Slaves of the Porte (Kapıkulu). Since they do not
belong to any noble Türkish family they are loyal only to the Sultân. Most, having
served as Janissaries have proven themselves by the sword. While the Sultân is a
Türk it can be said that the Golden Age of the Osmanlı Empire is brought about by
the devşirme boys brought to İstanbul from western Rumelia (Albania, Bosna,
Croatia, Hercegovina, Montenegro).

Grand Vezirs during Süleyman’s life showing time in office and origins.
Hersekzâde Ahmet Paşa Hercegović (1515-16), from Hercegovina.
Hadım Sinan Paşa Borovinić (1516-17), from eastern Bosna
Yunus Paşa (1517), either from Greece or Bulgaria.
Piri Mehmet Paşa (1517-23), from Aksaray, Anatolia.
Pargalı Ibrahim Paşa (1523-36), from Parga in Epirus (now in Greece).
Ayas Mehmet Paşa (1536-39), from northern Albania or Hercegovina.
Damat Çelebi Lütfi Paşa (1539-41), from southern Albania.
Hadım Süleyman Paşa (1541-44), from Styria or Carniola.
Rüstem Paşa Opuković (1544-53, 55-61), from Croatia.
Kara Ahmet Paşa (1553-55), from Albania.
Semiz Ali Paşa Pračić (1561-65), from eastern Bosna.
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Nikola Šubić Zrinski IV, the Castellan of Sziget

Nikola Šubić Zrinski IV (Hungarian: Zrínyi
Miklós) was born circa 1508, in Zrin, Croatia, as
one of six children1 of Nikola Zrinski III and
Jelena Karlović, princess of Krbava, and sister of
Ivan Karlović also known as by his Latin name
Johannes Torquatus. Nikola IV is the third
generation of the Zrinski family whose life is
dominated by fighting against the Osmanlı
invasion into Croatia. His grandfather, Petar II,
and uncle, Paul III, both died at the Battle of
Krbava in 1493 while his oldest brother, Mihail
(Mihály), and his uncle, Bernard, lost their lives
in the Battle of Mohács in 1526. Nikola IV’s
older brother Ivan (János, John) fights in 1527
for King Ferdinand against János Zápolya and
continues to fight against Simon Bakócz-Erdődy,
Bishop of Zagreb and ally of János Zápolya.
Nikola is intelligent and well-spoken, as seen in the letters he writes and speeches he
gives, but necessity prevents him from receiving a high education and instead forces
him to become an expert soldier - riding horses and swinging swords from boyhood.
At age 21, in 1529, as a young cavalry officer, he distinguishes himself at the Siege of
Vienna 2 and Emperor Charles V, impressed with Nikola's contribution to
Süleyman's defeat, rewards him with a magnificent horse, a sword and a gold chain.
Thus starts a lifetime of fighting the advancing Osmanlıs.
After the death of their father in 1534, Nikola IV and his brothers successfully
manage the family estates while Nikola also holds positions in the Magyar and
Austrian courts. In 1542, at age 34, after helping in the battles of Buda and Pest,
which make him famous not only in Hungary but across Europe, he is appointed
Ban (Viceroy) of Croatia3. As part of this appointment, he is required to maintain
600 light cavalrymen, 400 infantrymen, 4 and some spies. In November of 1556, he
is appointed Tárnokmester (Master of the Treasury) of Hungary, the third most
prestigious position in the Croatian-Magyar court and thus becomes one of the most
Brothers Petar III (1505?,1547), Ivan I (1510–1541) and Juraj III (1528–1547) and sisters Jelena
(married to Ferenc Tahy) and Margareta (married to Ivan Alapić).
1

2

Young Janissary Mehmet Sokolović was also at the Siege of Vienna. Did their paths cross?

3 As
4

Ban, Nikola receives a salary of 100 Magyar gold forints per month, but is later raised to 300.

The pay for mercenaries is about 4 Magyar forints per month.
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influential people in the land. All the while he successfully fights in many battles
against the Osmanlıs and earns recognition as being one of the best military
commanders in the region.
Nikola is very loyal to the Habsburg emperors -- Charles, Ferdinand, and
Maximilian. While his father, Nikola III, out of necessity to prevent attacks on
Zrinski lands, paid a tribute to Süleyman, after his father's death Nikola IV stops
paying the tribute and swears loyalty to the Habsburg Emperor. Of this historian
Anton Gévay writes that in 1536 Vezir Ayas Mehmet Paşa spoke of Nikola Zrinski IV
saying:
“Croatian princes Zrinski, Blagaj, and Slunjski pledged to pay a tribute to the
mighty Sultân but for two years now do not pay anything claiming they are
servants of his Majesty the Emperor. The Sultân has decided that he will force
them to do so but before he does he wants to let his Majesty be informed of the
truth.”
Under Nikola IV the Zrinski family becomes one of the largest landholders in the
Kingdom of Croatia and Hungary and from his lands he consistently contributes
significant resources to Croatia and Hungary for the defense of these kingdoms,
paying for soldiers and providing supplies to the Emperor's army. In return for his
loyalty, on March 12, 1546, Emperor Charles and King Ferdinand grant the Zrinski
family the castle at Csáktornya (Čakovec) and large
lands in the Muraköz (Međimurje) region as
compensation for the lands the family had lost in
Osmanlı attacks and the family moves north from
Zrin to Csáktornya. In 1554, King Ferdinand,
while in Pozsony (Bratislava), issues a charter
giving the Zrinski family permission to use in their
family coat of arms the tower from the coat of
arms of the defunct Ernusth family, to whom the
Csáktornya lands belonged to previously.1 In the
charter, the king writes about Nikola Zrinski's
glory at Pest and declares: “You have, without any
doubt, won immortal splendor and glory for your
name on account of your illustrious deeds of
incontestable virtue.”
By 1561, Nikola has a house in Vienna, considered a symbol of high status of which
few Croatian nobles can boast, but he chooses to live in the dangerous frontier of the
borderlands. He prefers to manage and protect his estates away from the politics of
1

Gaspar Ernusth or Ernuszt died with no heirs and therefore the family lands reverted to the king.
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the court, where he finds himself in perpetual conflict with German nobles whom he
often criticizes for doing little to protect Europe from the Osmanlı threat. Even
though Nikola is Catholic, his tolerance of Protestantism draws the ire of some
Catholic German nobles.
Nikola is a man of action and rarely waits for orders to attack the Osmanlı
occupation. Since the Habsburgs are, more often than not, prone to renege on their
obligations to protect the Croatian and Magyar lands, Nikola takes it upon himself to
defend his lands by taking an offensive approach, attacking wherever and whenever
he can, which makes him a prime target in the eyes of the Osmanlıs. Even when he
is personally targeted by Süleyman and under-supported by Vienna, Nikola and his
men continue to pursue the fight going as far as the Danube to attack shipping and
200 km into Bosna to burn enemy forts. He is a versatile soldier; with the skill and
discipline to be effective in large battles using formations and also a capable
guerrilla soldier. In battle after battle, he and his soldiers score victories and thus
earn the fear and respect of Osmanlıs across the region.
Success in battle and unquestionable loyalty to his king bolster Nikola’s reputation
and status in the royal court resulting in promotions to increasingly more
prestigious duties. But, while he is loyal he is not afraid of voicing and acting on his
concerns about the lack of Habsburg support in the defense of Croatia and Hungary.
Insights into his character can be seen in his resignation from the position of
Viceroy of Croatia in 1556 resulting from disagreements with the Emperor about the
lack of military support given by Vienna to Croatia. In 1561, after the death of
Marko Horvat Stančić, the castellan of Sziget, Nikola requests to be appointed the
new castellan. Emperor Ferdinand gives him the duty because he needs a strong
man that he can trust to protect Styria, Carniola, and Austria. On May 28, 1563,
Emperor Ferdinand, also king of Croatia and Hungary, names Nikola the CaptainGeneral of Transdanubia, which includes all Magyar lands west of the Danube.
Miklós Istvánffy, a Hungarian historian proclaimed, Zrinski as: “... A leader of great
renown, worthy of glory, and at that time in the emperor's army there was no one
more honorable or capable of leading an army.”
At the coronation of Maximilian II as the new king of Croatia and Hungary, on
September 8, 1563, Nikola Zrinski, at the head of the 3,000 strong troop of Croatian
and Magyar mounted noblemen, carries a golden apple and cross, symbols of the
king's authority and his son Juraj carries the Dalmatian flag. During the festivities
that follow Nikola mingles among the top noble families of the Empire. After
Ferdinand I dies on July 25, 1564, at his funeral Nikola has the honor of carrying the
Holy Crown of Hungary, and his son Juraj holds aloft the Magyar flag. Later, in
1564, in Frankfurt, after Maximilian’s election as Emperor of the Holy Roman
Empire, Nikola participates in his coronation with the honor of carrying a replica
crown of St. Stephen.
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In 1566, at 58 years of age, Nikola is still in very good physical condition and much
stronger than average with big strong shoulders developed from using a heavy 1.5 kg
sword. Due to his Dalmatian ancestry1, he grows into a tall man, about 2 meters in
height. Stories say that he can eat and drink a lot - and, after drinking much wine he
is not afraid of anything. He is a soldiers’ soldier; fierce in spirit, with a good sense
of humor, well respected, and trusted by his men. He is good to his soldiers, both
during active service and in retirement, and therefore he is surrounded by loyal
officers.2 A noble act of charity is recorded in 1543; while on his way to Győr3 to join
the Imperial Army mobilizing to defend against Süleyman’s attack into Hungary,
Nikola stops in Varaždin where he meets with the widow of Ivan Horvat, and her
mother, and in exchange for two horses he forgives a debt of 1,000 gold forints,
which passed on to them upon Ivan’s death.
There are reports that Nikola is far from saintly, with some saying that he is
headstrong, temperamental, and unscrupulous in his business dealings. Some claim
he is a harsh landlord, but this is the age of feudalism and war, and there is no
evidence that he is worse than average. Any modern-day criticisms of Nikola are in
truth criticisms of the entire noble class in the feudal system of the time.4

The Šubić Zrinski family
The House of Šubić is one of the oldest noble families of Croatia. In the early days of
the Kingdom of Croatia, the Šubić family was one of twelve that composed the
nation and one of the six from which the Ban was chosen. The family traces its
family tree back to 1066 and Mrmonja, Župan (regional ruler) of Bribir, a signatory
of the Pacta Conventa of 1102, by which Croatia joined the Magyar monarchy.
Some speculate the family has an ancestral connection to one of the ancient
patrician families of Rome, the gens Sulpicia, through Publius Sulpicius Rufus who
was the governor of the province of Illyricum circa 45 BC.

The people from the Adriatic and Dinaric Alps regions (Dalmatia, Hercegovina, and Montenegro)
are known for their tall slender physique. This is one of the reasons why boys from those lands are
preferred for the devşirme program. Mehmet Sokolović is from this region of tall people.
1

2

In his will Nikola instructs his sons to take care of the retired soldiers that live on his lands.

3

Győr is about 75 km northeast of Palota, located where the Rába River joins the Danube.

Trivia: While Nikola Zrinski is fighting the Osmanlıs, Michelangelo, from 1546 to his death in
1564, is the architect building St. Peter's Basilica in Rome. During the Sziget campaign, William
Shakespeare is two years old, Nostradamus dies, and the Dutch seek independence from the Spanish
monarchy.
4
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Before 1347, the Šubić family name included de Breberio (of Breber, now Bribir)
because the Šubić family ancestral castle and lands were centered in Bribir, on the
Adriatic coast about 25 km north of modern-day Šibenik, in the province of
Dalmatia. In Bribir, the members of the noble Šubić family were called nobiles/
principes Breberienses (Princes of Breber). In 1347, due to the Osmanlı invasions,
Magyar King Lajos I exchanged the family lands in Bribir for lands in Zrin. The
family moved and changed its name to Zrinski (of Zrin). In 1546, continuing
Osmanlı invasions forced the family to again move north from Zrin to Csáktornya
(Čakovec) but the name Zrinski remained.
The family name of Šubić Zrinski is most often shortened to Zrinski.
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Act I - Sultân Süleyman in the East
Why did Süleyman march to Sziget?
In 1566, at age 71, Süleyman’s accomplishments are many. He is the Sultân of a vast
Empire, and has already made extraordinary conquests in Hungary, an intriguing
question arises - why would a man in his twilight years, a frail man weakened by old
age, suffering pains physically and spiritually—some describe him as a walking
corpse, and unable to ride a horse for more than a short distance, decide to lead a
perilous military campaign into Magyar lands 1,300 km away? What is the
compulsion that so absorbs the mind of Süleyman to risk venturing into a dangerous
military campaign? Several motives might move Süleyman to march one last time;
honor, geopolitics, religion, military need, and vanity - Süleyman broods over how
history will remember him, and he believes that one more conquest could only serve
to seal his reputation as the invincible figure, a new Alexander, he deems himself to
be.
But, maybe his decisions weren’t entirely his own. In the waning years of his life
Süleyman might have entered what Shakespeare calls a ‘second childhood’1; lacking
sound judgment, having lost his sense of reason and proportion, is now volatile and
unpredictable - and might be easy to manipulate. While Osmanlı chroniclers want
us to believe 2 that, as frail and feeble-minded as Süleyman might be, he alone orders
the campaign, it is easy to be suspicious that his decisions might be influenced by his
Grand Vezir. The personal ambitions of Mehmet Sokolović, who strives to establish
a regional family power network in western Rumelia, and others close to the Sultân
add complexity and confusion to the mix of Süleyman’s motivations.

While historical records barely scratch the surface in revealing the events in the
Topkapı Palace as Süleyman planned for his campaign into Hungary, there is
room for speculation about how events might have transpired. The imagined
scenes of Act I hope to capture the spirit of dialogues that might have taken place.

1

“The seven ages of a man,” from William Shakespeare's “As You Like It”, published in 1623.

It is important to note that the Osmanlı historical record is shaped by the chroniclers who are
employed and rewarded by the Grand Vezir who has a grand desire to be portrayed in the most
favorable light.
2
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“A Szigeti Veszedelem”

Nikola Zrinski VII, great-grandson of the Sziget hero, begins his Magyar epic poem
of the Siege of Sziget, titled “A Szigeti Veszedelem” (The Siege/Peril of Sziget),
published in 1651, by explaining the supernatural motivations that move Süleyman
to march into Hungary. He writes:
God Almighty looks down and sees that the Magyars are not living by the
teachings of his son Jesus Christ. The Magyars (and Croats) worship idols and
pursue pleasures without restraint, with little reverence for Jesus’ sacrifice and
do few good deeds. Not even the old men have honor.
There is much loose virtue, blasphemy, avarice, hatred, murder, theft, slander,
and all sorts of unnatural perversions and depravity. The Lord’s anger grows
and he calls for Archangel Michael. The archangel arrives and stands before
the Lord, who in his anger says:
“Look at those Scythians who have strayed from being good Magyars; they
trample on the Christian faith and find glory in many religions. I brought
them out of Scythia which had become too small for them. In Pannonia,
where milk and honey flow, I gave them Hungary and every benefit.
I made them strong so that one Magyar can defeat ten foreigners, I sent to
them my Holy Spirit, gifted them with good kings and gave them peace and
dignity. But, in return for my blessings, they are ungrateful and dare to
leave me. They feel no shame as they betray their Lord and sink into all
forms of wretchedness.
Now I regret what I did for them. It is as if I placed vipers on my own
breast. Now it is time to teach them once again that I am a God of
vengeance. Michael, fly now down into Hell and choose an enraged Fury
and send her into Sultân Süleyman so she may send him with true rage upon
the Magyars.
I will make the Türks strong so that they will thrash the wicked Magyars and
the yoke shall stay upon their necks until they acknowledge their abandoned
God. They will cry but I will not listen. They will weep but I will not see. I
will laugh at their wretched plight.
Thus it will be until my vengeance is complete. My punishment will be upon
them for three or four generations, as long as need be until they return to
me. But, when they return to me and repent their sins I will once again
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bring them to life from death. Till then the Türk will be the scourge of my
fury!”1
Archangel Michael spreads his wings and flies without rest, down into Hell
where he finds the Fury named Alecto2, the embodiment of the rage of the
damned. In Hell, she is bound by a hundred chains. For hair, snakes writhe
on her head and bloody venomous puss flows from her eyes, while sulfurous
fumes spew from her disfigured mouth.
Archangel Michael releases Alecto and by the power of God commands her to
fly to the Osmanlı lands and into the heart of Sultân Süleyman and move his
heart so that he marches with venomous fury against the Magyars to bring
great and fearful weapons upon them and assail the Magyar lords with all his
strength.
Alecto, with joy, departs from Hell and flies to Türkey where at midnight she
arrives at Süleyman’s palace in İstanbul. While Süleyman sleeps, in a dream,
the Fury takes the form of Süleyman’s father Selim and begins to speak. She
reminds him of all that Allâh has given him, strength, courage, sound mind,
good counsel and plentiful wealth and now is the time to march against the
Magyars. Thus Alecto speaks and puts a venomous viper into the mind of
Süleyman - a snake that will not rest until it reaches its destination.
Süleyman wakes, his heart poisoned with hatred, jumps from his bed and
shouts: “To Arms! To Arms!” He commands his officers that fortresses will lie
in ashes, infidels will lie in heaps and his horse will bathe in a lake of Christian
blood.

This may be based on Martin Luther’s claims that the Turkish invasion is a punishment sent by
God.
1

2 Alecto

is one of the Erinyes (Furies) of Greek mythology. The Erinyes are three sisters that are
deities of vengeance, also called the “infernal goddesses”, that live underground. Alecto is the
goddess of anger and she castigates the moral crimes people commit. In ancient Greek, Alecto
means “the implacable or unceasing anger”. Her sisters are Megaera (the jealous) and Tisiphone
(avenger of murder).
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Scene 1: The sway of religion

As Allâh’s Deputy on this world, the Sultân had great duties to fulfill. This
imagined dialogue presents how people in Süleyman’s inner circle might have used
his religious duties to influence him to go on one more campaign.

Early October, 1565
Library in the Topkapı Palace.
Süleyman
[In the library he sees Mihrimah, his daughter by Hürrem and Selim’s sister,
talking with her religious confidante Şeyh (Sheikh) Nuruddin. He enters.]
Al-salāmu ʿalaykum (Peace be upon you), Mihrimah and Şeyh Nuruddin.
What are you discussing with such religious zeal?
Mihrimah Sultân
Wa ʿalaykum al-salām (and upon you be
peace), my dear father. I am reading the
sayings of Alî ibn Abî Ṭâlib, Peace Be Upon
Him, in the “Nahj al-Balagha”1 and Şeyh
Nuruddin helps me understand. We discuss
Alî’s guidance on how Allâh gives us
determination to protect His religion and
defend His honor.
Süleyman
What thoughts do his teachings inspire in you?
Mihrimah
Sadness stopped me when I read Hadith
(Saying) #74, in which Alî warns:
“The breath of a man is a step toward his death.”
Süleyman
We each have what Allâh wills.

“Nahj al-Balagha” (Peak of Eloquence) is a book of the Prophet Muhammad’s sermons, letters and
sayings that were collected by Alî ibn Abî Ṭâlib,. Alî was a cousin of Muhammad and married to
Muhammad’s daughter Fatima. Alî was also the first man to accept Islam.
1
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Mihrimah
I feel great happiness and pride to be your daughter because you have done
many great deeds in expanding Dar al-Islam (Abode or Land of Islam).
spreading the Word of Allâh and thus creating peace. You have been a truly
magnificent Sultân.
But, I am now sad because you do not do more with the breaths you have
remaining. Dar al-Harb (Abode of War), is still large and I worry about the
well-being of the Empire. I worry about you because I see that you have
become lax in fulfilling your obligations for Jihâd1 (Struggle, Fight). I worry
about how this world will remember you and how Allâh will judge you.
Father, is your sword too heavy? Have you lost your love of conquest?
Süleyman
Your concern warms my heart, but do not worry about how Allâh will judge
me.
Mihrimah
Dear father, I am not the only one to worry. Many people speak about how the
honor of the Muhammadan faith should be defended and the Şeriat (Religious
Law) spread. The people of the Empire now wonder and whisper, “Sultân
Süleyman does not go on any campaigns with his army, is he now too old?”
Şeyh (Sheikh) Nuruddin (also Nûreddînzâde or Nûrü-d-dînzâde)
Mighty Sultân your daughter speaks the truth. I humbly only speak the words
of the al-Qurʾân 2. Every Muhammadan has a duty to go to war against the
infidels and spread the Faith and Şeriat. Many years have passed since you
have gone on a Gâzwa3 (military campaign) and you might be neglecting your
Muhammadan duties.
Süleyman
There are many ways to honor Allâh and serve our faith. I recall, in Hadith #81
Ali says: “The worth of every man is in his attainments.”
Have I not attained enough? During the first 30 years of my reign, as a young
man full of vitality, with the might of my hand, I conquered new lands and
Jihâd is to strive or struggle, especially with a praiseworthy aim. One form can be a religious duty
of holy war against infidels, while another form can be an inner spiritual struggle against sin.
1

To add a flavor of the time, the word Muhammadan, based on the name of the Prophet Muhammad,
will be used for the people of the Muslim faith and Muhammadanism for the religion of Islam.
2

From the Arabic gâzya, gâzwa or gazâ which means to attack. A battle against non-Muslims for the
expansion of Muslim territory and/or conversion of non-Muslims to Islam.
3
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spread the Law in both Europe and Asia. Through the twelve campaigns I led,
the Empire grew greatly in size. Now, some call me Magnificent, the Grand
Türk, and the Grand Seigneur, but I also like it when they call me the Scourge.
Mihrimah
You are the Pâdişâh, the Master of Kings. But you went on your last campaign
12 years ago - into Persia against the Safavids. The last time the Christian
infidels felt the might of your hand was 22 years ago when in 1543, in a great
campaign, you went into Hungary and took Esztergom, Székesfehérvár,
Szeged, and Siklós.
Over the last 10 years, you have lived a soft life of comfort, here in the palace,
not fulfilling your warrior obligations of Jihâd to Allâh.
Şeyh Nuruddin
My Sultân, Mihrimah again speaks the truth. While we are all Allâh's slaves
you are his deputy, his shadow in this world. -and of you is expected more.
You are the Caliph in his place! You are the successor of the Messenger of
Allâh. You hold the keys to Mecca and Medina that the Sharif of Mecca gave to
your father. You are the protector of not only the cities and the trade routes
but also of the Muhammadan Faith.
As a righteous servant of Allâh, you have a duty to wage Jihâd of the soul and
Jihâd by the sword. The al-Qurʾân provides guidance on what to do during a
war with the infidels. The Prophet Muhammad (alayhi s-salām, peace be
upon him), in Sûrah 47:4 al-Qiṫāl (The Fighting, Muhammad), says:
“You are ordered by Allâh to continue in carrying out Jihâd against the
disbelievers until they embrace Islam and are saved from the punishment
in the Hell-fire or at least come under your protection. This is the Law.
Had Allâh willed, He could have taken vengeance upon the unbelievers
Himself [without you] but he desires to test you [in the fight] through
them. Those who are slain in the Way of Allâh, He will never allow their
deeds to be in vain (lost).”1
Remember, as there is only one God in Heaven, Allâh, there can be only one
Emperor on Earth, the Sultân - for if there are two then there will always be
war. Peace is found only in nations that have submitted (in servitude) to Allâh
and live under the rule of Şeriat Law. Therefore, you must go into the Dar alHarb (Abode of War) and subjugate those lands to expand Dar al-Islam
Based on “The Noble Qu’ran: English translation of the meanings and commentary”, as translated
by Muhammad Taqî-ud-Din Al-Hilâlî, and Muhammad Muhsin Khân 1999.
1
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(Abode of Islam) and Dar as-Salam (Abode of Peace). Your conquest is just
because it brings the One True Faith to the heathens and salvation to
humanity.
Our Jihâd by the sword can end only when the entire world is Dar al-Islam.
That is what is required.
Mihrimah
I agree. For centuries, the Europeans went from West to East and now it is our
turn to go from East to West. We slowly swallowed up the Byzantine Empire,
then the Eastern part of Christianity, and now it is our time to take and civilize
the Western parts.
Europe is a land of great opportunity but full of heathens that will be better off
after they have been civilized.1 I hope that you will lead another great campaign
against the uncivilized German pagans and prove your strength to the people.
Süleyman
When we are young we have much passion and strength but little wisdom and
when, in our old age, we lose our strength we must use the wisdom gained
through the experiences of our youth. In the Nahj al-Balagha, Hadith #86 tells
us: “I love the wisdom of an old man more than the determination (passion) of
a young man.”
During the last 15 years, after making the Empire bigger, I made Dar al-Islam
better. I used the might of my wisdom to reform the laws that improve the
lives of all Believers in the Abode of Islam. I have accomplished two of my
three great wishes; water flows again into İstanbul through the aqueducts and
my mosque the Süleymaniye, built by the great architect Mimar Sinan, has
become a new wonder of the world.
Our culture and science have reached new heights, and my subjects are living a
life of comfort better than at any other time in history. Our treasury is full, and
we are the wealthiest people in the world. Truly, we live in a golden age.
In many ways, this was a more daunting task than taking great fortresses.
Mihrimah
Father, of great men great accomplishments are expected. You have done
much to improve the quality of life inside the borders, but that is a slow
The Osmanlıs might have viewed Europe in a way similar to how the early Americans saw the Wild
West - as an untamed land of opportunity waiting to be colonized, or as the British Empire saw the
colonization of India as a way of bringing a higher level of civilization to a backward region.
1
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process taken in small steps that people do not see. Military conquests,
however, are hard to ignore. For many years you have not conquered. The
people desire to see a conqueror!
Süleyman
I will admit to you what I will admit to no one else. I am now 71 years of age.
You know I am weak. I suffer in my body great pain from gout and my spirit
suffers from melancholy. I miss my dear Hürrem. She was my favorite, my
Haseki Sultân. Ever since her death eight years ago my world has been a much
darker place and depression attacks me.
Mihrimah
Yes, you are weak, but you still live. Do not lose your passion. Remember,
Hadith #118 tells us: “To miss an opportunity brings about grief.” Now is the
time to accomplish your third great wish and take the Golden Apple (Vienna) do not miss this opportunity. There are many people who wish to hear the old
lion roar once more.
Roar father! Let Europe hear your roar!
That will lift your spirit. That will make you happy.
Süleyman
I am the Sultân. I am the center of the Osmanlı Empire and all my slaves serve
me; they are all loyal to me. I have vezirs (ministers) and ağas (generals) that I
can send to do my bidding. When I want the Empire to go to war, they will go.
Mihrimah
Earlier this year you honored mother’s wishes and sent your army to fight the
infidels on Malta. Hürrem too believed that destroying the Knights of St. John
and taking Malta is a pious mission and for that she left a great deal of money
to which I added my own money to fund the building of a flotilla of 400 boats
to carry your many soldiers. You entrusted the attack to trusted men, Kaptan
(Admiral) Piyâle Paşa and Serdar (General) Lala Mustafa Paşa, but they failed!
Defeat came because you, the Shadow of Allâh, were not on the battlefield.
Süleyman
Malta pains me greatly for that door into Europe is now closed. My heart still
suffers from the wounds of that failure.
Daughter, you know Selim will soon be the next Sultân. He will, with the
vitality of youth, conquer as I did when I was young.
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Mihrimah
Selim? He is my brother and I love him. Yes, he is talented in literature and
the arts, but he is not a warrior. He is not worthy to be your son and the next
Sultân. Selim is undisciplined, has no great ability in politics or military
affairs, enjoys the pleasures of the harem too much, drinks wine to excess and
is a poor judge of character.
The more you accomplish now, by your hand, the less we will need to worry
about Selim. The stronger you leave the Empire, the less damage he can do to
it. For that reason also you must lead your army because we know that Selim
will not.
Süleyman
What of the treaty that I signed with the Habsburg Emperor?
Şeyh Nuruddin
The so-called Holy Roman Emperor Ferdinand died on July 25, 1564, and your
treaty with him has ended. It can be said the new treaty has not been ratified,
and therefore his lands are no longer protected as either Dar al-Ahd (Abode of
Truce) or Dar al-Sulh (Abode of Treaty) and therefore the Dar al-Harb (Abode
of War), and you are obligated to go to war.
… and do not forget that Maximilian attacks the man you consider your
Magyar son, your young vassal János Zsigmond Zápolya II. You have an
obligation to protect him.
Mihrimah
Now you must be a Gâzî warrior - a warrior of Islam! You must be at the head
of your soldiers on a Holy War as was our Prophet Muhammad. Our Empire is
designed for war and for expansion. Muhammadanism knows nothing of
retreat - only advance. Mobilize the largest army the world has ever seen! If
the way by water is closed, then go once again by land. Let the world
remember you for a glorious final victory!
Şeyh Nuruddin
Exalted Deputy of Allâh in this world, fulfill your Muhammadan duties as a
Mujahid on Jihâd. When you walk into the lands of the European infidels and
dogs, the cursed barbarians with no faith, I want to walk beside you and be
your spiritual support.
Mihrimah
Dear Father, Hadith #151 says: “Every human being has to meet the end, sweet
or bitter.” You also know well the traditions of our ancestors; it is said that “a
baby is born in a house but a warrior must die on the field of battle.”
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You will die one day. It is better to be remembered for dying honorably as a
Şehîd1 at Vienna’s ramparts than as a frail old man in a bed with soft pillows
inside this palace. Mighty Sultân, ensure that your end is sweet!
Süleyman
My daughter and Şeyh Nuruddin, your words move me. I am inspired by your
piety toward our Muhammadan Faith and obligations. I wish my son Selim
had half the heart for Jihâd and conquest that you have.
I am Süleyman the Magnificent and Süleyman the Lawgiver, the most powerful
man in the world, but the two of you speak to me like no others dare and I
welcome it because you remind me of my duty to be a Gâzî once again on a
final Gâzwa! I have much to contemplate.
Maʿ al-salāmah (Goodbye)
Mihrimah
Fî amān Allâh (In Allâh’s Protection)
Şeyh Nuruddin
Allâhu Akbar (Allâh is Most Great)
[Süleyman exits the library]

Shahid or Shaheed can be either a witness or a special martyr, a person killed, with proper intention,
solely for the sake of Allâh’s Cause. To die a martyr is one of the greatest honors in the
Muhammadan faith.
1
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Scene 2: A show of strength

The Sultân also had to take into consideration significant military and geopolitical
issues, which may have had a higher priority than the religious. While the
conversation is imagined, the issues discussed are true to fact.
Mid-October, 1565
Topkapı Palace
Sultân Süleyman
Greetings, my new Grand Vezir! Early this year Emperor Maximilian's envoy
Michael Cernovichi, on a mission from Vienna, came to me, kissed my hand
and assured me that the Habsburgs desire to maintain peace. How progresses
the eight-year peace treaty Grand Vezir Semiz Ali Paşa was negotiating with
Maximilian?
Grand Vezir Mehmet Paşa Sokolović (also known as Sokollu Mehmet Paşa)1
My Sultân, your young vassal János Zápolya II desires to continue his father's
dream for Hungary to be independent of the Habsburgs and he tries to prove
his strength to Maximilian and his own countrymen. He is ambitious, and
while successful at first, when his army conquered Szatmár (Satu Mare),
Hadad, and Nagybánya (Baia Mare) in 1562, he was not strong enough to hold
those places.
Shortly after Cernovichi and his entourage left İstanbul, on February 22, we
received reports from the paşas of Erdel (Transylvania), Buda, and Temesvár
that Maximilian attacked Zápolya. While Cernovichi promises peace
Maximilian's general, Lazarus von Schwendi continues his attacks. On
February 11, after an eight-day siege, he took Tokaj and then attacked other
forts in Erdel. In early March, Szatmár fell to Schwendi. Maximilian and
Zápolya continue to fight, back and forth, over the lands they desire to control,
but later in March both parties sought to resolve their conflicts by negotiating
in Szatmár a peace agreement without involving you, Your Highness.
Süleyman
The Szatmár peace agreement between Maximilian and Zápolya is not valid
because peace can only come by my hand. Ensure that Zápolya knows this.
Tell me, can there be peace between the Habsburg and Osmanlı Empires?

1Sokolović,

59 years old, is promoted to Grand Vezir after the death of Semiz Ali on June 28, 1565.
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Sokolović
My Lord, the situation in Europe is changing and it is not good. Zápolya, your
Magyar son, attacks Maximilian in Royal Hungary and takes a few places and
then Maximilian attacks to take other places, and thus tensions escalate. For
peace to be possible Maximilian must know his place.
Süleyman
Yes, these minor border fights are normal; that is the way of kleinkrieg war.
What is one small fort here or there when we win more than we lose and we
slowly advance?
If my memory serves me well, we did agree that Maximilian has rights to the
lands of Royal Hungary west of the Tisza River while Zápolya controls the
lands east of the river - Erdel. Explain in more detail what is happening with
Zápolya.
Sokolović
Grand Vezir Ali Paşa sent a message to Maximilian informing him that you
want to live in peace and that you have no desire to ask Zápolya to give
anything back or to punish him. We also demanded that Maximilian return to
Zápolya some forts he took. Negotiations between the High Porte and Vienna,
however, fell apart when Telli Haşan Paşa, 1 the Sançakbey of Temesvár
(Timișoara), informed us that Imperial Habsburg troops had twice attacked his
camps, and had killed many of his people. 2
Zápolya and Telli Haşan Paşa again went on the attack and took back Szatmár
and some other places. On August 2, they took Erdőd (Ardud) and Maximilian
wants those forts returned to Habsburg control. Once we were in a position of
strength we resumed the peace negotiations.
Now, Zápolya does not trust Maximilian, and he fears that the Habsburg
general Lazarus von Schwendi will cross the Tisza and that Erdel itself is in
danger and will be lost within a few months if no help arrives. He now asks for
your help.
Süleyman
Zápolya complains much. Does he not demand too much?

1

Nikola Predojević is from Hercegovina. He dies at the Battle of Sisak in 1593.

European accounts say that during the negotiations, the Beylerbeys of Buda and Temesvár
(Timişoara) actively try to provoke Maximilian's armies which are led by general von Schwendi.
2
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Sokolović
His demands are legitimate, My Lord. You did make promises to his mother
when you took Buda in 1541 saying that “by the Prophet, your sword and your
ancestors” when young János Zápolya becomes an adult, you will return to him
the throne of Hungary (Buda). Remember, it was by your wishes that the Diet
of Erdel persuaded Isabella to return to Erdel with young János in October of
1556. They left the peace and security of their Polish estates and now
Maximilian tests Zápolya.
For years young Zápolya has served obediently. But now, he reports that he
spends his treasure and faces all the dangers alone. The young king adds that
our paşas in the borderlands do not help him, but rather, by ravaging his lands
they estrange both the Magyars and Erdélyiek (Transylvanians). He says
Magyar princes, nobles, and all the “useless ones” mock your promises and
despise him for believing in you. Based on all this tension, My Lord, he fears
his subjects will fall away from him.
János Zápolya is now 25 years old and you are obligated to fulfill your promise.
Süleyman
What of Maximilian's armies? What is your assessment?
Sokolović
My Lord, Europe is weak because it is divided. Your wise support of the
Protestants fosters religious turmoil with the Catholics. The Germans can't
agree amongst themselves and are mired in perpetual feuds and wars for
inconsequential things. We can see how Magyar forts are insufficiently
provisioned and deteriorate.
Earlier this year I sent the Bosnian Sançakbey, Mustafa Sokolović, who as you
know is also my nephew, with 2,000 soldiers to take a fort called Krupa na Uni
(Bosanska Krupa) located on the Bosnian side of the Una River about 28 km
northeast of Bihać. This fort is important for further conquests into Croatia,
but strangely for all the importance of this fort, there were fewer than 50
soldiers stationed there when we arrived. After we lay siege for two weeks, on
June 21, a large army of 7,000 soldiers commanded by Baron von Auersperg,
arrived and encamped on the other side of the river, but only watched our
attacks on the fort. On June 23, after a heroic defense by the few defenders,
the fort fell to us.
Recent reports, arriving at the High Porte from the Beylerbey of Buda, Mehmet
Paşa Yahyalı, the so-called Arslan (Lion) Paşa, claims there is no sight nor
sound of the Emperor’s army, no matter where he goes. Hungary will be wide
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open for your army to march through. You should strike before they grow
stronger.
Süleyman
Congratulate the Beylerbey of Bosna for his victory!
What is your assessment of the new Emperor, Maximilian?
Sokolović
Maximilian does not worry me. It appears that as long as only Magyar lands
are under threat, the Habsburgs are not much concerned. Their concern is
focused on Vienna’s defenses and is heightened only when the fortresses of
Győr and Komárom are under threat because those are the last defenses for
Vienna and Austria 1. Arslan Paşa believes that Maximilian cares only for
eating and drinking.
For decades the German Emperors have feared to engage you on the field of
honorable battle and Maximilian is no different. Remember how in 1532, you
marched into Europe looking for glorious battle but the Imperial Army was
nowhere to be found because the cowardly infidel Habsburg Emperor Charles
V, afraid of Allâh’s sword, hid from you in Győr. Remember your
disappointment. The tehditname (a letter of threat used to provoke an
opponent) you sent to him is a classic. You wrote to the cowardly German dog:
"For quite some time you have been presenting yourself as a virile man,
proclaiming that you will come to our duel (to battle). How many times
have I marched against you and done whatever I wanted to do in your lands,
while there was no sight or sound of neither you or your brother? For you, it
is not proper (just) to say you are a ruler, nor that you are a man. Do you
not feel shame in front of your army or your wife? Even in women there is
some gravitas (zeal, earnestness) but in you there is none. If you are truly a
man you should come out to our duel. That which Almighty Allâh desires
(asks for) must be done (in its appointed place) …”
Süleyman
Yes, I remember. I ended the letter by writing:
“Let us go to fight our duel for rulership in the plains of Vienna. Let the
poor rayah finally find relief. Do not consider yourself a virile man, if like a
fox, you seek an easy hunt after the lion has left the field. If once again you
do not come to the duel, take a needle and thread (as women do), take the

General von Schwendi does strive to improve logistical support for the borderland defense system
but there is not enough German interest and thus not enough money for the needed improvements.
1
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crown from your head, and do not ever again speak that you have a man’s
(manly) name.”
Sokolović
My Sultân, I fear to speak of something, but my duty is to be honest with you.
The Europeans are beginning to talk about the erosion of your invincibility.
For years I have heard the Europeans talk about your weak health and
imminent death - a death which they have already announced numerous times.
Stories are told all over Europe about how the infidel Grand Master Jean de
Valette with his 600 Knights Hospitaller did not let you go past Fort St. Elmo.
Now all of Europe celebrates calling Malta an epic battle of the Crusader
Knights and proclaim it as the beginning of the downfall of your Empire. What
an insult!
Süleyman
I do not care about what they say. They are no match for my might.
Sokolović
My Lord, if I may say so, this does matter. You must realize that when
Maximilian attacks Zápolya, his purpose is to test you. Maybe, Maximilian
does not pay the owed tribute because he thinks you are too weak to punish his
disrespect.
In fact, one of his Croatian captains, Count Nikola Zirinoğlu 1 (Zrinski), has the
gall to publicly insult you in the German Diet! Last year (1564), after the death
of Ferdinand, Maximilian asked his princes and advisers what to do about the
new treaty and tribute being negotiated after his father’s death.
While most spoke of appeasement, peace and paying the tribute, Nikola
Zirinoğlu was a loud voice for a stronger defense. He said that Croatia and
Hungary must “regain their freedom and to throw the Türkish yoke from their
necks!” To the German Diet he said that no matter your power, Sire, you
should not be overestimated and that it is wiser to pay the tribute owed now
and then stop payments in the future. Zirinoğlu recommended that money
spent on tribute should instead be used on strengthening forts and preparing
for war.
It is fair to wonder how long it might be until more godless German nobles
begin to think the same thoughts that Zirinoğlu thinks about you?

1

Zirinoğlu is the Osmanlı variant of Zrinski. Zirinoğlu = Zirin (Zrin) + oğlu (son).
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Süleyman
Yes, you are right Sokolović! Such an embarrassment!
What is your recommendation for what I must do next?
Sokolović
My mighty Master, you are the Great Hand of Allâh in this world but your
enemies will respect you only for as long as you show them they should fear
you.
I can see how strong you are - but you have not led soldiers into holy battle in
many years. Your army is greater than it has ever been. During your reign, the
Kapıkulu Army (Slaves of the Porte) has risen in number from 27,000 to
42,000 soldiers, not including those stationed at various forts. As long as your
feet carry you, you are mightier than soft and indecisive Maximilian who
attacks only your friends.
During his four year tenure as Grand Vezir Semiz Ali was soft and weak,1 and
now I fear that the European monarchs see you as old and weak. I do not
believe in his soft diplomacy. Remember, weakening the Habsburgs has been
the cornerstone of your policy in Europe for over 40 years. You must continue
to show strength.
My advice is that you march with your mighty army to Maximilian and show
him how strong you are. A glorious victory will prove you and the Empire are
invincible and that insolence from neighbors and even Emperors will not be
tolerated. The Ragusans, Wallachians, Moldavians, Crimeans and others will
see your actions toward your vassal Zápolya and see there is much benefit in
being a part of the Osmanlı Empire. If you do not help when help is called for,
they may wonder why they should send tribute to you.
Süleyman
A campaign is fantastically expensive.
Do we have enough money in the treasury?
Sokolović
My Lord, the treasury is full and if we need more coins then we can melt silver
and gold found in the palace and mint the coins we need. Do not forget how
profitable campaigns can be. The soldiers take plunder and slaves of which
you get your share but that is the least of the economic benefit. After Mohács

/1 Semiz Ali Paşa Pračić, was born in Prača, eastern Bosna. He is Grand Vezir from July 10, 1561 to
June 28 1565. The epithet "Semiz" means "fat" in Turkish and it is said that he is so fat that it takes
two strong men to lift him onto the saddle of his horse.
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you took about 100,000 captives that were sold in the slave markets - that was
worth over 1,000,000 altın 1.
Great wealth will come from total control of the fertile Alföld, the Great Magyar
Plain. Think of the food and livestock found in that rich land to feed our
Empire. And, of course, there are minerals; by taking control of Hungary we
will have control over some of the richest deposits of niter (saltpeter,
potassium nitrate) in Europe - by taking away their niter we harm the infidel's
ability to make black powder.
There is also military necessity. You took Rhodes and went to Malta to protect
Osmanlı trade routes across the Mediterranean and likewise going into
Hungary again will solidify your hold of the Danube and the lines of
communication between Bosna, Beograd, and Buda. Many areas of the
Danube are still under threat from the Hajduk bandits that raid from Magyar
forts. Sziget, for example, is a growing threat to our ships on both the Drava
and Danube Rivers.
Süleyman
I appreciate your counsel.
I will think about my next steps.
Sokolović
My life is to serve.
[Sokolović exits]

Osmanlı pure gold coin, weighing 3.5 grams, similar to the Austrian ducat and Magyar forint. One
gold altın equals 120 silver akçe. Similar in size to an American dime and thinner than the Euro 2
cent coin.
1
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Scene 3: Shadow of mortality

Süleyman was the Sultân but also a man and mortality undoubtedly took its toll on
him as it does on all men. This scene is not based on any historical accounts but on
a dialogue, investigating the human heart and mortality, found in the play “Zrínyi:
Ein Trauerspiel in fünf Aufzügen” by Theodor Körner, 1 written in 1812.

October 15, 1565
Süleyman's Quarters
Sultân Süleyman
[Breaths, how many breaths? Süleyman sits on his divan, leaning forward, he
rests his head in his hands, deep in thought, pondering the words spoken earlier by
Mihrimah.]
Physician Kaysûnîzâde2
[Enters, bows to the Sultân, and then speaks.]
My mighty Pâdişâh, you summoned me? Your humble slave stands ready
at the will of the one who holds in his hands my life and death.
[there is no response]
[to self] He sits silent. Does he not hear me?
[louder] Forgive me, my master!
Do not take my boldness for insolence!
You sit sorrowfully. Sire, are you ill?
Süleyman
Quiet, quiet!
Everything that weakens me is beyond your power to help me!
Kaysûnîzâde
Almighty Master. Believe this old man, your physician. If anyone can, I can.

It is known that Theodor Körner, a young playwright and soldier, did much historical research
before writing the play “Zrinyi: A Tragedy in Five Acts”..
1

Kâyşûnî or Kaysûnîzâde Bedreddin. His real name may have beeen Bedrettin Mahmut, Bedreddin
Muhammed or Badruddīn Mehmet. Kaysûnîzâde indicates the family is from the area near the
Kûsûn Mosque in Cairo.
2
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Have I maybe not proven my skill and my fidelity over the forty years while I
have taken care of your precious health. Believe me when I tell you I know the
inner workings of your body and spirit.
Everything I learned in my youth from the best physicians and everything I
later learned through experience I have used and will use successfully, by the
Will of Allâh, to keep you healthy until the end of my life. Just ask and I will
fulfill all your requests because your health and well-being are the welfare of
the Empire. The health of a Sultân and hero concerns all his people.
Süleyman
I know your skill and fidelity very well my old servant. Many times, during my
illnesses and anguishes I have felt the comforting results of your art and that is
why I have asked for you. Tell me my faithful servant, but only truth, how
many years of life do you promise me? I have some important victories I must
accomplish before I die. How many years will I live? I want the honest truth!
Kaysûnîzâde
Sire! To that question only, Allâh can give an answer. I am a physician,
not a sorcerer or fortune-teller. To this question, my art must be silent.
Süleyman
Then, of no use is man's knowledge. The inner workings of the body and the
secrets of the spirit you proclaim to understand. You poke, prod, and measure,
but you can't calculate how long my body will continue to work. I need to
know; when will the springs lose power and the wheels stop turning?
Kaysûnîzâde
Almighty Sultân, do not criticize my noble art. We as physicians, like all
people, study what is known but we know little. To know all and understand
all was not given to the mind of mankind by the Will of Allâh. We can explain
the various times of life, birth, growth, and aging but to calculate the final
moment is beyond us; concealed 6,000 years from our mortal senses.
But, my Lord, by looking at your physique, the strength of your spirit and
looking into your noble and passionate eyes I can assure you that you will live
for a few more years. I can see that Allâh still has much in store for you.
Süleyman
A few more years? Is that so, physician?
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Kaysûnîzâde
That is so, Sire! I can promise you ten years but only if you take care of
yourself. Take heed; only if you do not squander your vitality, if you live
virtuously without anxiety, if you enjoy tranquil pleasures - rest is important.
You have received what Allâh rarely gives; you have age, vitality, fame, and
fortune. For almost 50 years your might has won many victories and your
glory and voice resound around the world. Today the silver laurels of wisdom
crown your head.
Now, Mighty Sultân, rest a while from all the battles that ensure your
immortality. Give yourself more to Jannah (Muhammadan Paradise, Heaven)
than to this world. Enjoy the precious time Allâh gives you in a life of peace.
Süleyman
Quiet, old man, quiet! This lion is alive!
I do not want to die before I am dead.
I do not need any more advice that causes the blood to clot in my veins.
Ten years your art promises me if I rest in peace?
I am accustomed to battles and heroic deeds.
I wish to be, I will be, able to fight for one more victory!
One more year, I do not ask for more. Go now!
Kaysûnîzâde
[Bows and exits]

Marantonio Donini, secretary of the Venetian bailo from 1559 to 1562,
wrote about Süleyman's health, saying:
“His Majesty (Sultân), for many months of the year was greatly sick of body
and quite close to dying with little stopping his soul from passing. He
developed dropsy, his legs were swollen, his appetite decreased, his face had
a very bad color and was swollen. Four or six times in March and other
times since then he was overwhelmed by fainting, in grave and dangerous
way, that several times his attendants did not know if he was alive or had
passed from this life and it was not expected he would recover from them.
By common opinion his death must come soon in spite of the many
powerful medicines given to him by his physician.”
Albèri, Eugenio, “Relazioni degli ambasciatori veneti al Senato; ... edite da Eugenio
Alberi”, Series 3, volume 3 (Florence, 1855), page 178.
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Scene 4: What will be my legacy?

The Grand Türk might have wrestled with the same fears and desires that all men
have in their last days. This imagined scene is also based on Körner’s “Zrínyi”.
[Alone, after his physician’s departure, Süleyman continues with a soliloquy.]
I must rest in peace before I am dead? No! I can't waste the strength that is
still in these old warrior limbs on idle leisure watching life go by! My heart still
beats strong and craves war. My blood boils for battles to be won.
The worm is born, crawls around in the mud and is soon trampled by feet,
leaving behind no trace it ever lived. Like the worm the multitude come into
life, live a poor existence, and then depart life all alike - unknown.
But, I have lived! I feel it. My fame is mingled with the immortal stars. When
I was born the world shook, and where I marched the world trembled. I was
the only champion of my time. Though noble men have lived within my
century and valiant warriors tried to oppose me, I was not a child of Fortune. I
boldly took, by force, from Fate what it withheld from many a supplicant's
prayers. Let the world shake once more before I must pass on to eternity.
I want a name! I want to ensure immortal glory after I pass from this world.
What did Cyrus, Hannibal, Alexander, and the Roman Caesars, do to win their
glory and fame? Battles! Conquests! I conquered and I would have conquered
more had no La Valette opposed me or had no Charles withstood my arms.
Emperor Charles! Charles! Had you alone never been born, your Europe
would lay prostrate at my feet.
I am the new Alexander! My life will be measured, not by the length of my
years, but the extent of my dominion. Tremble, House of Austria, I will call
you once again into war and on your ramparts I will avenge my former shame
and win my glory. In Vienna, I will open the door to Europe for my son and his
sons to enter and conquer farther. Arise, Maximilian! Prepare your tribes!
Gather your heroic soldiers! You can pray to your false god, but you must fall
before the Pâdişâh – the master of kings.
Death will subdue this old body but I, Süleyman, will leave this world as a
glorious conqueror. Time will honor my heroic daring - my name will live
forever! That is what this old conqueror wants, that is what Sultân Süleyman
will get.
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Scene 5: Call to war

Issues discussed in this scene are true, but the conversation is imagined. Some
creative license has been taken to explore the planning required for a massive
movement of soldiers and weaponry. Körner’s play “Zrínyi” is a foundation.
Last week of October 1565.
Süleyman’s meeting room.
Sokolović
[Enters, bows.]
My Master and Sultân! You called for your servant.
Here I stand, humbly before you, ready for your orders.
Süleyman
To war! To war! Grand Vezir, prove your zeal, give my vezirs and ağas the
order for departure! Time is precious, and my resolve is ripe. Together we will
walk the last steps of my life to victory. Early next spring, we march on the
devil! Where are my army commanders? I want to give them my commands.
Sokolović
Pertev, Ferhât, Ahmet, Mustafa, and Ali Portug all await your orders.
Süleyman
They are trusted generals. Send them to me.
[Sokolović leaves and soon returns with Pertev, Ferhât, Ahmet,
Mustafa, and Ali Ağa. They enter the room and bow.]
Sultân Süleyman
Welcome, my vezirs and generals; foundations of my Empire! Welcome,
witnesses to my conquests and glory! Time imposes its hard and heavy hand
even upon a Sultân. A man with one foot already in the grave knows the value
of the hours he is fortunate to have—hours that will be talked about for as long
as the world exists.
To war we go, now or never.
Leaders
Glory to you Sultân! May Allâh always protect you. We are your servants.
Lead us into the battle that will seal your glory and that of the Prophet!
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Second Vezir Pertev Paşa1
Almighty Sultân and Master! The Grand Vezir announces that you have
commanded a campaign in the spring. Your army is always prepared to fight
for your honor and the honor of our Prophet Muhammad. Happily, we will
march, even to our death. What is your command?
Süleyman
To conquest, to glory we will go, but not to death.
You are aware that the Austrian king, Maximilian, the snake who calls himself
the Holy Roman Emperor, was slow to pay his tribute for two years, and now
he keeps the Tokaj fortress and others. He threatens my young vassal János
Zápolya in Erdel. I will give János the protection I promised.2
Now I swear before Allâh, and his Prophet Muhammad, that for his
wrongdoings and insults I will make that Christ-worshipping Maximilian and
his German dogs pay! What a vile and treacherous race those Germans are.
They cast scorn upon our Holy Prophet and worship their false god. The
crescent moon will topple their cross and rule the world. Therefore, I want
war!
Ali Ağa, the Yeniçeri 3 Ağa (Janissary Agha)
We, the Yeniçeri, man for man, are your willing slaves. My soldiers sing songs
about their almighty Sultân, the father who feeds them. They call you the
Sword of Allâh and they clamor for war with the Christ-loving German dogs!
We will conquer the world for you!
Third Vezir Ferhât (Ferhad) Paşa
Victory to the Sublime Süleyman, our indomitable hero!
Give us an opportunity and we will prove our worth!
Blessed be, by the Prophet's Hand!
Sokolović
My Sultân! The army is always thirsty for kâfir (infidel) blood!
Pertev Mehmet Paşa is of Herzegovinian or northern Albanian origins. He was the Janissary Ağa,
then Beylerbey of Rumelia (1554), fourth vezir (1555), third vezir (1558). In 1555, he married
Nurbegüm Hatun, the widowed concubine of Prince Mustafa (executed in 1553). He is a long time
friend of Sokolović from when they served as Yeniçeri under İskender Çelebi during the Persian
Campaign of 1553-55.
1

We can wonder whether Süleyman’s response to Zápolya’s pleas is a true desire to help a vassal, or
a pretext to take tighter control of Transylvania and then expand farther into Western Hungary?
2

3

Janissary comes from the Turkish word Yeniçeri, which means Yeni (new) + çeri (soldier).
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Where do we go in the spring?
Süleyman
On July 1, I want to be in front of Vienna! I will destroy their ramparts and
bastions. By my sword, the fields will be red with infidel blood. After Vienna is
mine, all others will easily fall. From my new throne in Vienna, I will give my
laws to all of Germany. 1
Sokolović
But first, my Master, we must attack Hungary because obstacles stand in our
way. After the fall of Temesvár in 1552, the fortress at Gyula stands behind our
back and threatens Temesvár and Zápolya. In the north Eger continues to
cause us grief and in the south Sziget stands in our way to Vienna.
Süleyman
Let Second Vezir Pertev Paşa take Gyula and let Zápolya take what he wants in
the north. Now I must decide where I will march with my army; to Eger or
Sziget.
Ferhât
The Magyars know we are still bitter about our loss at Eger in 1552. They sing
songs about István Dobó and his heroes of Eger. Let us finish what we started
there and take away from them any hope they may have.
Fourth Vezir Ahmet Paşa
Eger is a sound choice. Maximilian’s army will mobilize at Győr but your
armies at Buda and Székesfehérvár will stop Maximilian if he attempts to
advance from there. The German pig soldiers will not be able to attack your
siege army at Eger.
Pertev Paşa
I concur with Ferhât Paşa that Eger is a wise choice. After I take Gyula my
army can march north and join with the main army in taking Eger. After Eger
falls, your army can join with the armies from Buda and Székesfehérvár and
then together march west to Maximilian as he cowers in Győr - as Charles did
in 1543.
When you annihilate Maximilian at Győr then Vienna will easily fall.

1

In 1566, Vienna might be only a symbolic objective representing further advance into Europe.
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Sokolović
May I recommend an alternative? While Zápolya attacks in the north and
Pertev Paşa in the east, the main Muhammadan Army should go to Sziget in
the south.
One reason is food. The armies will need a great supply of food from Bosna.
Since 1543, we have been trying to strengthen our lines of communication from
Beograd and Bosna to Buda. We must protect our supply lines that cross the
Drava River at Osijek because the brigands from Sziget terrorize the region,
they raid our supply convoys and plunder and sink our boats on the Drava they raid shipping as far as the Danube! If we attack Eger and Sziget stands
behind us, the brigands from that fortress will do much harm to our supply
lines and the army will go hungry.
Pertev Paşa
True! Earlier this year, near Osijek, the bandits from Sziget captured the ağa of
the Azebs (naval infantry) stationed in Buda. The ağa is second in command to
the Kaptan of the Danube fleet. Is no one safe from those wolves in Sziget?
Ali Portug, the engineer (also known as Pörtük or Perkûk)
Sziget must be ours but it will be difficult to take that fortress. During the last
few years, under the command of Nikola Zirinoğlu (Zrinski), the ramparts have
been upgraded and strengthened. The wolves inside those ramparts grow
stronger!
Pertev Paşa
[explains to others]
For those who do not know, Sziget is a fortress west of Pécs that we have
wanted for many years. After years of banditry from Sziget, in 1555 Toygun
Paşa tried to take the fortress but failed. In 1556, Hadım Ali Paşa besieged
Sziget, defended by Croatian castellan Marko Horvat Stančić with a garrison of
800 soldiers (at most 1,000). Ali Paşa assaulted with an army of 25,000
troops, but the fortress held for 42 days. Finally, when Ali Paşa was close to
seizing Sziget, Tamás Nádasdy and Nikola Zirinoğlu created a strategic
distraction by attacking Babócsa.
Not wanting to lose Babócsa Ali Paşa took his army west to fight Nádasdy and
Zirinoğlu. During Ali Paşa's absence, Stančić repaired the damaged fortress
ramparts and when Ali Paşa returned, Stančić with his troops charged from the
fort and attacked Ali Paşa. After the cost of the failed siege rose to 10,000
men, Ali Paşa withdrew.
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In January of 1557, the High Porte told Ferdinand that a new peace treaty
could be signed only if he razed to the ground the fortresses at Sziget and Eger
but he refused and the Hajduks from Sziget attacked and defeated our
garrisons at Sellye and Görösgál. In 1559, because the stone walls were still
intact the Sançakbey of Pécs tried to rebuild Sellye, but the Szigetars attacked
again and pushed him back. Into the 1560s they continued their bandit raids
deep into our lands. In the spring of 1561, they attacked Mohács and burned a
church where Muhammadans were hiding.
Zirinoğlu took command of Sziget in November of 1561 and in 1562 he attacked
Pécs, burned the town and took 60 prisoners. Also that year he defeated
Arslan Paşa at Moslavina and destroyed the fort we started to build there.
Sokolović
True. Nikola Zirinoğlu is the true reason to attack. His father, Nikola
Zirinoğlu III, showed respect and paid tribute to the Sultân and therefore we
did not attack his lands. After his death in 1534, his sons Nikola IV, Ivan and
Juraj swore loyalty to the Habsburgs Ferdinand I and Charles V and then
stopped paying the tribute.1 Nikola has been a long-sought enemy ever since.
Pertev Paşa
I know of Zirinoğlu. He is a hajduk, a valiant soldier, frontier raider, and
troublemaker. He is the king’s man but operates outside the treaty. The locals
see him and his comrades as freedom fighters, but they are nothing more than
criminals and terrorists.
Sokolović
Osmanlı possessions in the region will be safe only when Zirinoğlu is dead and
his fortress is in our hands. Only then can our invasions safely continue into
the counties of Slavonia and Zala. Only then will Vienna and the rich lands of
Austria be within our reach. My Lord, Imagine the fear you will create when
you defeat one of Maximilian’s most loyal and best soldiers!
Süleyman
That damned Zirinoğlu and Sziget! Those names insult and pain me but
Alexander did not chase little men. For my last campaign, I seek a greater
glory than one small Zirinoğlu - a rural noble. I want to defeat Maximilian!
That will bring true glory!

In 1530, Nikola Zrinski III begrudgingly agreed to pay a tribute (protection money) and not to
attack Osmanlı soldiers crossing his lands in order to protect his properties along the Una River
valley as well as his castle and mines at Zrin. For him this is a necessity, a cost of doing business in
the frontier-lands, when the Habsburgs are not protecting the lands as they are obliged to do.
1
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Sokolović
My Lord, those infidel dogs must be taught proper fear and respect for the
Sultân and Empire, and that damned Nikola Zirinoğlu is the ideal target by
which to set an example. Today he is the strongest of them; he is in the prime
of his political and military life, rising quickly in the aristocracy. When the
strong Sultân shows what he can do to their strongest and bravest then the rest
will fear the Sultân’s wrath. But, if nothing is done now, Zirinoğlu and his
terrorists will become a greater threat.
Süleyman
Surely Sokolović, your capable nephew can take care of that Zirinoğlu.
Sokolović
The Szigetars are a formidable enemy and are relentless in their resistance but
with the might that you, my Lord, commander of the Muhammadan Army,
hold in your hand the fortress will quickly crumble and the wolves will perish.
Süleyman
Is there no other way to get rid of Zirinoğlu?
Maybe assassination or sabotage?
Pertev
We have tried. In May of 1557, we conspired to bring down Zirinoğlu by
sullying his reputation, but with no success. If you remember, after he
resigned from the position of Ban of Croatia, due to his unhappiness with
Ferdinand, Grand Vezir Rüstem Paşa attempted to sabotage his name.
Ferdinand’s ambassadors Vrančić, Zay and Busbecq, were given false
information in the form of forged letters through the Beylerbey of Buda to
make it appear like he was in secret negotiations with us.
The objective was to manipulate Ferdinand to lose faith in Zirinoğlu and thus
cause Zirinoğlu to abandon Ferdinand and accept the Sultân's protection on
the condition that Süleyman guarantees that Zirinoğlu would continue to rule
his cities and soon take the Croatian crown. The forged letters revealed details
of the negotiations and Süleyman’s acceptance of all of Zirinoğlu's conditions.
Ferdinand's ambassadors sent reports of this to Vienna, but an investigation
cleared Zirinoğlu of any suspicion.
Therefore, it is my belief that since we cannot dispose of him indirectly, we
must resort to more direct measures.
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Sokolović
I agree. Zirinoğlu has earned the respect of his people and his adversaries as
well. His strength continues to grow. His ambition is to strengthen Sziget,
take Siklós in Hungary and Valpovo in Croatia, forts you took in 1543 and put
them under his command. We cannot allow Zirinoğlu to take what belongs to
the Sultân.
Ferhât
I agree. We cannot go to Hungary and not punish that insolent kâfir!
We can’t let Zirinoğlu be an example other nobles will want to emulate.
Süleyman
[He ponders a bit, his anger rises.]
To Sziget we go! I will not allow that damned Zirinoğlu to outlive me!
We will stomp on that molehill and burn the ants as they scatter. Then we will
go to Eger, followed by even grander conquests. I remember how, in 1532,
1541, and 1543, Magyar forts fell before me, one after the other. None could
resist me! As I rode across Hungary I called out to Charles V and his brother
Ferdinand I to meet me in battle but they both hid in fear.
The details for the planning I leave to you, my trusted Grand Vezir.
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Scene 6: Campaign planning

Continues
Süleyman
Grand Vezir, what is the status of my army?
Sokolović
Your permanent paid army, including infantry, cavalry and artillery, and
various other soldiers amounts to 48,000 men. Of these 20,000 are your elite
Yeniçeris1 – the most disciplined, effective and feared military force in Europe.
The cavalry, specifically, the Sipâhi palace cavalry, is strong and well trained.
Every single one of them is a true soldier, loyal and dedicated to you and
willing to fight to the death. Muskets, we have many, and the artillery corps is
excited to fire our newest cannons.
We have a big advantage over the European armies, Sire, because they consist
of mostly wild and undisciplined mercenaries that are mobilized only when
needed. They are loyal to whoever has the most money, but they quickly desert
when the money runs out and easily flee when the battle becomes difficult.
Yeniçeri Ağa
If I may add, Sire, during the Siege of Malta we lost about 4,000 experienced
Yeniçeris from our ranks. 3,000 were killed and about 1,000 were maimed so
that they cannot fight and have been forced to retire from the army. Based on
this, we have moved new soldiers, most 23 to 25 years of age, from the training
units into the regular units and all of the 165 ortas are at full strength.
While the new soldiers lack battle experience, they do not lack heart and they
are eager to drench their swords with kâfir blood and ready to take any fortress
quickly and easily and make you proud.2
Süleyman
I have full faith in the youngest Yeniçeri soldier as I do in you, my most senior!
I value what the Yeniçeris did on that accursed rock. I will soon give timar land
grants, promotions and rewards to the bravest heroes of Malta. When the
soldiers see my appreciation and generosity, they will no doubt look forward to

1

The plural of Yeniçeri is Yeniçeriler but Yeniçeris is used to make it simpler for English eyes.

Some accounts claim the Janissaries are not interested in a campaign so soon after the brutality and
losses in the horrific defeat at Malta (1565), The soldiers need time for rest and recovery.
2
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another glorious battle. You will let me know what more I can do for my
Yeniçeri Corps.
Yeniçeri Ağa
As always, my master. We will take what you want to be taken, no matter the
cost, to wipe away the stain of shame suffered at Malta.
Süleyman
[Turns again to the Grand Vezir]
Grand Vezir, 48,000 soldiers does not sound like enough. The army went to
Malta with about 40,000 soldiers and failed. We need a mighty army - the
greater the size, the greater the impact it will have in creating fear. Remember,
it is said: “Let your army be as many as the sands of the sea, so that it cannot
be counted.”
Sokolović
That, my Sultân, is your standing Kapıkulu army. When the order is given, the
beylerbeys of each eyalet1 (province) will mobilize their troops. Each beylerbey
has expectations of each of his sançakbeys and each sançakbey has
expectations of his timariots (timar, fief holders) to prepare and report for
military duty. Through this mobilization, we can expect to mobilize 100,000
timariots with 60,000 irregular infantrymen and maybe 40,000 timariot
cavalrymen - if not more.
Auxiliary troops to complement our military strength will come from the
voivodes of Moldavia and Wallachia. The fearless Akınçı irregular light
cavalrymen and Deli2 horsemen (the crazies) from Serbia and Bulgaria will
join. From the East, the Tatar Khan of Crimea will bring his wild horsemen,
truly a fierce force. Along the way, we will conscript local rayah, and force
them to labor as needed - thus allowing the soldiers to fight rather than toil.
Süleyman
The Grand Mufti will issue a Fatwâ3 (religious decree), which will grant
absolution for all sins to those that march with us on this campaign. Large
numbers of the faithful usually volunteer - we should get about 40,000. Also,
by declaring this campaign a Jihâd I have the right to receive one-fifth of all the
The Ottoman Empire is divided into eyalets (provinces) governed by a beylerbey and each eyelet is
divided into sançaks (sanjaks) governed by a sançakbey. Sançaks are divided into timars, similar to
fiefs, that are managed by tımarlı (timariots). Each bey and timariot has military obligations to fulfill
during a campaign.
1

2

Deli means daring, reckless, madman, crazy. They are Rumelian irregular light cavalrymen.
These crazy fearless men or desperados, volunteer during campaigns to earn land by their bravery.
3 A Fatwâ

is a special religious decree given by a mufti, based on Sharia Law.
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plunder seized including slaves. That will help defray the costs of this great
endeavor.
Sokolović
I anticipate a force, all in, of about 200,000 soldiers. I will not record on the
official muster rolls those that respond to the Fatwâ because they have barely
any military training and rarely any weapons. At best they will be support staff
and at worst disposable workers.
Süleyman
That is a good number. The army will be divided into three units—each with
its own objective, but each is part of the whole - if one falls, the whole
campaign will be in jeopardy. I will personally take command of the main
army to ensure victory at Sziget. The main force will be about 100-120,000
people, which includes soldiers and support staff. The heart of my army will be
12,000 Yeniçeris and 300 cannons. Joining me will be soldiers from all across
the Empire; Crimea, the Arab lands, from Egypt and all across my Balkans.
Pertev Paşa I appoint you Serdar and put you in command of the army that
will be in the east. With the Beylerbey of Anatolia, you will go to Gyula, on the
Körös River in Erdel, lay siege, and take the fortress. You will then occupy the
Tisza region. I will give you 3,000 of my Yeniçeris. You will also have 25,000
Anatolian soldiers (infantrymen and cavalrymen). With the help of the
Sançakbey of Temesvár and the Tartars, you will have over 40,000 men.
Mustafa Paşa Sokolović, along with the Karaman Beylerbey Süleyman Paşa,
will be in command of the army to my west. You will go to Pécs where other
units will join you. You will take the army of about 10,000 soldiers (maybe
25,000 by some accounts), with 2,000 Yeniçeris, to Székesfehérvár to aid the
Beylerbey of Buda. There you will observe Maximilian’s army and if it moves
from Győr then Mustafa's army will destroy it in the open fields! If need be,
Pertev's army will join you. Mustafa, you will join me on the departure.
Pertev, you will depart before us and start the siege early in order to distract
Maximilian toward Gyula.
Zápolya and the Tatar Khan Devlet-Giray will receive orders to recapture
Szatmár and Tokaj because their loss is very painful to me. Adding Gyula,
Szatmár, and Tokaj to Erdel will make it stronger and I will fulfill my promise
to János Zápolya.
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The maps of the time are not consistent about where the border is. The border
presented is based on the knowledge of which forts each side controlled. The map
uses old Magyar names for places north of the Danube and Drava.

Ali Portug, the engineer
If I may add, secrecy and disinformation will be important. We must keep the
inexperienced Maximilian and his fumbling German War Council of mindless
dogs confused. We know there are loose lips and spies all over the Empire
selling information to the Austrians - that is a fact of life and war.
We also need a contingency plan just in case something goes wrong. We have
learned from previous experiences that, due to rains and an enemy beyond our
control, we need to be flexible in what we do after we reach Beograd.
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Süleyman
Ali Portug, you make an excellent point. Between us, let Sziget be our first
priority and then should there be difficulties in accomplishing our objective, we
can then turn to Eger. Sziget will be Plan A and Eger will be Plan B. To
confuse Maximilian let him believe the opposite – that we go to Eger first.
Eger is 110 km from Tokaj where Zápolya will be and therefore that will be a
deception that Maximilian and his generals will easily believe.
Let it be known that this winter I do not return home and that the army will,
for the first time, winter in Buda and continue the campaign in the spring
when I will finally take a bite of the Golden Apple (Vienna). The campaign, as
to be leaked to the Europeans, is:

Old Magyar names are used for places north of the Danube and Drava.
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Ali Portug
My Sultân, you must talk to the Ragusans (citizens of Dubrovnik) to ensure
they stop singing like songbirds to the Venetians and Habsburgs as soon as
they hear something about our plans. I am certain they had a role to play in
the defeat at Malta. Let them know the punishments will be great.
Süleyman
Prepare the fleet and send it into the Adriatic while I march into Hungary. Let
the Ragusans, Venetians, and Spaniards know that we are a force to fear on the
waters.
Ali Portug
Also, the Danube will be important to us. Not only for transporting the
heaviest supplies, like cannons and grains but also to fight the infidel Danube
fleet. Zirinoğlu’s attacks on the Danube have already been mentioned but let
us not forget that other bandits from Eger and Palota also attack our boats on
the Danube. The Habsburgs are amassing a navy on the Danube with reports
stating that about 700 boats are docked at Komárom. We need a strong naval
presence on the Danube.
Süleyman
Ali Portug, on Malta you proved your abilities and therefore for the Sziget
campaign I appoint you admiral of the Danube fleet. Prepare my personal
yacht, assemble the riverboats and bring the fleet and supplies to Mohács.
Ali Portug
By your command.
Süleyman
Sokolović, you are responsible to mobilize the army. Six months are required
to move the army, food, supplies and most importantly the cannons to the
target. The sooner we get to Hungary, the sooner we will have victory.
To everyone else, I say that my trusted Grand Vezir Mehmet Paşa Sokolović
will be the seraskar, commander-in-chief of the entire campaign. 1 I command
my vezirs and all ağas: “Whatever the seraskar says and in whatever manner he
decides to make orders you are to accept them as if they are the propitious
respect-commanding decrees issued from my own wisdom-dispensing tongue.
Hear them with your ears and give them your unqualified acceptance.”

This is the first time in 30 years, since the death of Süleyman's friend Pargalı Ibrahim Paşa, that a
Grand Vezir is also appointed serasker. Being Grand Vezir, serasker and married into the Sultân's
family Mehmet Sokolović has all the power that a person who is not a Sultân can have.
1
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Serasker, you have the resources of the Empire at your disposal. However, be
aware that in front of Vienna’s walls, someone's head will be on a pike, either
that of the commander of Vienna or yours.
Sokolović
To Beograd, Sziget and beyond.
All of Hungary will finally be yours!
And then Vienna will fall!
Süleyman
To war and glory we go!
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Scene 7: The Grand Vezir’s war plan

Continues
Sokolović
The seasons and specifically the availability of food dictates the timing of
operations for the Osmanlı army. The army, specifically the Sipâhi cavalry, can
mobilize only after March 21, the vernal equinox and start of Spring, when the
grasses grow lush and high enough to feed the cavalry horses and beasts of
burden. The army can depart İstanbul sometime in April.
The campaign must end and the army begin the march home before the “Day
of Division” between summer and winter known as Ruz-i Kasim (Kassim's
Day), which is St Demeter’s Day 1 for the Europeans. At the start of winter, the
soldiers can refuse to fight and return home. Likewise with our navy.
This will be a mobilization of the entire Empire.
High-level details for the campaign are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Ali Portug will be in command of the Danube navy and supply ships.
Beylerbeys of Anatolia, Karaman, and Rum will mobilize timariot troops.
The Beylerbey of Rumelia will mobilize all his beys and cavalrymen.
The Beylerbey of Temesvár will stand ready to assist Zápolya.
The Beylerbey of Buda will stand ready to work with Mustafa Sokolović.
The bey of the Akınçı will mobilize his irregular cavalrymen.
The Sançakbey of Edirne will prepare a rendezvous point.
The Sançakbey of Beograd will prepare boats and plentiful food.
The Sançakbey of Szeged in the Eyalet of Buda will collect 30,000 sheep.
All sançakbeys will ensure weapons and supplies are prepared.
Various regions will send charcoal, sulfur, and niter for black powder.
A request will be sent to the King of Poland to allow 40,000 Tatars
to cross his lands so they can ride to Erdel.
13. The Tatars must travel along the Danube and not through Erdel.
Süleyman
Ensure that Arslan Paşa, the Beylerbey of Buda, is fully informed of what is
expected of him. He will have great responsibilities in this war. 2
Send a letter to János Zápolya in Erdel (Transylvania). Tell him:
October 26 by the Gregorian (standard calendar) and November 8 by the Julian calendar (Eastern
Orthodox). The Gregorian calendar was introduced in October of 1582 by Pope Gregory XIII.
1

2 Arslan

Paşa receives his orders on November 25, 1565.
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“In response to being informed about the situation in Erdel, the armies of
the paşas will give you aid. We have not left you and we will not forget
you. I am not happy and do not want the King of the Germans to treat us
so deceitfully and to constantly harass you. Remain in your country until
the summer and collect food to feed the invincible army.
I have decided that next spring I will come and give you such great aid
that my promised favor to you will shine more brightly than the sun that
lights the whole earth and will be spoken of until the end of the world and
the final day of judgment.”1
Sokolović
Great plans are indeed in store for the Arslan Paşa, the Lion of Buda.
Of vital importance will be our bridges across the Danube and Drava rivers.
1. A bridge will be built across the Drava near Osijek in Croatia.
2. Koca Mimar Sinan, the Sultân's chief architect, will design the bridge
3. Hamza Bey of Pécs will build the bridge across the Drava.
4. Nasuf (Nasuh) Bey of Požega will build a boardwalk across the marshland
north of the Drava from the bridge to our fort at Darda.
5. At Petrovaradin a bridge will be built across the Danube.
6. Regions from Zemun to past Osijek will collect supplies for the bridges.
I will immediately take these high-level objectives and develop the master plan
that will be divided into smaller orders for the beylerbeys and generals. My
army of scribes will write a multitude of letters that our messengers will, in all
haste, deliver to the furthest timars across the Empire.2
Süleyman
Send out my call to war! That is my command.
Leaders
[All cheer with enthusiasm]
Hail Süleyman the Sublime!
We march to destroy the German Emperor and return triumphant!
[all exit]

1 A letter
2

such as this is send from Süleyman to Zápolya near the end of October.

The first orders are drafted and dispatched on November 14.
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Muslim Manual of War

Written in the late 14th century this book provides advice, based on quotes from the
al-Qurʾân, on how o successfully wage war. The book can be considered an
Osmanlı version of Sun Tzu’s or Machiavelli’s “The Art of War” 1.
Book Seven: about the explanation of when it is necessary to encounter
the enemy and do battle against him. In it are two chapters.
Chapter One:
About what [must be done] if the army is strong and the enemy is weak.
Under these circumstances, opposing the enemy, being prepared for him, and
raiding him in his own country are necessary. God had commanded His
Prophet to fight the unbelievers and treat them roughly, when He said, exalted
be His power: “Struggle with the unbelievers and the hypocrites, and be thou
harsh with them.” (9:73)
And He ordained engaging those of the unbelievers who were near neighbors
of the Muhammadans when He said, exalted be the Sayer, “Find the
unbelievers who are near you; let them find in you harshness.” (9:123)
The 'ulama' have said that the least that has been enjoined of raiding of this
type is once each year. The Prophet went forth to fight, ghazā, twenty-eight
times and conquered most of the country of the Arabs before his death, may
God have mercy upon him and grant him peace. Abū Bakr, the Trustworthy,
al-Ṣiddīq, may God have mercy upon him, fought after him, in his caliphate,
the people of apostacy, al-riddah, who turned away [from Islām] after the
Prophet's death, and refused to pay the zakāt. He said: “Were they to refuse an
‘iqāl (poor tax) which they used to give to the Messenger of God, I would fight
them for it.” He conquered Buṣrā (Bosra) in the land of Syria in his caliphate,
and it was the first city to be conquered in the land of Syria.
After him, 'Umar b. al-Khattāb, may God have mercy on him, conquered
Damascus and the rest of the land of Syria, and beyond this to the East until
his conquests reached to Khurāsān and the lands adjacent to it. And, likewise,
during his reign, some of the cities of Syria and Egypt and Barqah and other
places were conquered.

“A Muslim Manual of War”, translated by George Scanlon, Cairo, 1961, p. 76.
Originally “Tafrīj al-kurūb fī tadbīr al-ḥurūb”, by Umar Al-Ansari, late 14th century.

1
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Scene 8: Sokolović in thought

Continues: Later that night after the campaign planning
In the Grand Vezir’s quarters.
Sokolović
[Alone. Looking at a map of Hungary, he ponders the opportunities and dangers of
the campaign. He speaks to himself.]
How fortunate it is that Süleyman was so easily convinced to take Sziget first!
While taking Eger in the north of Hungary is a better option for the Empire,
taking Sziget in the south is more advantageous for me. Sziget is an invaluable
strategic fortress from which my clan will be able to launch many raids and
move the border westwards. What’s more, Nikola Zirinoğlu, the powerful
opponent who stands in our way, will finally be vanquished.
Oh Bayo, you've risen to the pinnacle of power, but you must always be
vigilant. Your intelligence and craftiness have served you well and today you
are the de facto ruler of the Empire but never forget that even now you are still
a slave to the Sultân, as feeble as he is.
Vienna will not be your greatest challenge - you probably won't get there.
Keeping Süleyman happy while you act as the intermediary between the rash
Sultân and his army will be your true test. Remember well the lessons learned
while observing Grand Vezir Rüstem Paşa, manage Süleyman's expectations.
Ignore his unrealistic fantasies, but do give the Empire and yourself a victory
by taking what is left of Croatia and Hungary. While you coordinate all aspects
of the campaign, Süleyman and all others in the Empire must always believe
that Süleyman is in control.
Bayo, fate smiles upon you! Soon Süleyman will be dead and when feeble
Selim, your father-in-law, is Sultân then the time will be ripe for greater
opportunities. With Selim, you have created good camaraderie. He trusts you
after you helped him in his fight against his brother Şehzade (Prince) Bayezid.
When Selim wants to enjoy his wine and pleasures, he will ask you to run the
Empire. Over Selim you will have more influence than over Süleyman. For
now, though, all you need to do is to survive the transition period.
Now, Bayo, clever and careful you must be but never appear to be a viceSultân; one unpredictable reaction could cost you your life.
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Three months later in the High Porte
Habsburg ambassador Albert de Wyss continuously attempts to appease the vezirs
to prevent war. On December 21, he speaks for three hours with Grand Vezir
Sokolović trying to convince him that Maximilian desires to keep the peace and
explains that the battles over the past year were started by the Transylvanians and
the Osmanlı paşas. The Grand Vezir responds stating that Süleyman has already
made the decision for war and if he speaks any more about peace to his master his
head will be at risk. On January 1, Ambassador de Wyss sends a report to Vienna
about Süleyman’s letter to Zápolya and what he knows of the campaign scheduled to
begin after the spring equinox; while Süleyman commands from either Sofia or
Beograd his son Selim will take one army to Buda, a second army will go to Gyula
and then Eger, while a third will go to Sziget. War is inevitable.
The Grand Vezir later throws Ambassador de Wyss, along with his entourage, into
prison. They are guarded so strictly that no one can contact the ambassador, and no
one is allowed to come to him except the person who provides their food. The
imprisonment is so harsh that when one of the ambassador’s servants becomes ill
with the plague, and de Wyss asks for a physician and medicine, Sokolović refuses
and answers: “Each man is destined to his last day, which is impossible to evade.”
The sick servant is not given any aid and dies as a result of the inhumane cruelty.
While Maximilian deliberates in Augsburg, he sends György Hosszútóthy as an
envoy from the Imperial Chamber to İstanbul. His mission is to meet with de Wyss
to receive advice and to then go to the High Porte to find a diplomatic resolution to
the escalating problems so that the peace concluded by Ferdinand can be continued.
It is known that Süleyman has great trust in his Grand Vezirs and that they influence
his decisions, and therefore Maximilian sends many gifts and asks the new Grand
Vezir to help negotiate and build a new peace, but this is to no avail. Envoy
Hosszútóthy is brought to the Dîvân and he informs the vezirs that Emperor
Maximilian seeks peace, stating: “If you want the tribute, we will send it; if you want
a fortress, take it; if you want a province, we will send you the deed with seal.”
Unfortunately for Hungary, Mehmet Sokolović has a personal agenda and responds:
“Our great Sultân and Lord, may Allâh give him abundant aid, is ready for war.
The candle of the Pâdişâh's Osmanlı dynasty already burns with the [body] fat
of his many defeated enemies. Long ago, with his Muhammadan sword, he put
the kings of Hungary under his power and that which he yielded was done only
by the grace and goodwill of the Pâdişâh. Now is your time, do not delay, go
and prepare! Behold, our great Lord has one foot already in the stirrup and the
mighty Army of Islam moves.”
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Tensions escalate in Erdély

On February 20, 1566, Franz Balogh, the ambassador from Erdély, arrives at the
High Porte with the tribute owed and with the usual complaints against
Maximilian’s aggression. Süleyman tells Balogh to inform his Lord János Zsigmond
Zápolya that he will soon march into Hungary with his army and provide whatever
help is needed. He also tells Zápolya to prepare provisions and hurry to organize,
with the sançakbeys of Temesvár and Szolnok, for a siege of Gyula.
While Süleyman prepares, a psychological battle is fought, by the Habsburgs and
Magyars, for the hearts and minds of the nobles of Eastern Hungary. Earlier in the
year, Zápolya sends letters to his nobles in Erdély asking for their support in the
coming campaign against the Habsburgs. In response, on March 4, Habsburg
general Lazarus von Schwendi sends a letter to Zápolya’s nobles urging them to join
Emperor Maximilian and not give obedience to Zápolya or Süleyman. Schwendi’s
justification is that the Sultân intends to put a beylerbey in command of Erdély, and
therefore it will be best for the Magyar people to side with the Christian Emperor.
Süleyman learns of this letter and is further infuriated. He agrees with his Grand
Vezir, who supports war, and his resolve is strengthened that an attack into Hungary
is the only viable option to assert the Sultân’s authority. Now, even delivery of the
promised tribute of 30,000 Austrian gold ducats is enough to change Süleyman’s
decision about the campaign. In fact, Süleyman states angrily that at this point no
amount of gold and silver, even if Maximilian sends 1,000 horses laden with gold,
can buy peace for Eger, Gyula, and Sziget, which must either surrender or be
destroyed.
Nothing will sway Süleyman’s desire for glorious war and conquest!
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Act II - Nikola Zrinski in the West
Little hope for peace exists. A powerful storm is forecast to come from İstanbul to
Hungary. Croatia and Hungary are wounded and weak and therefore cannot make a
stand on their own against Süleyman’s might.
Europe must unite and prepare for a proper defense against the common foe that
threatens all but even in this dire time consensus and cooperation are difficult to
achieve. While the Germans slowly debate, Nikola Zrinski, the castellan of the
fortress of Sziget realizes the direct threat to Sziget and he must prove that in the
competition for limited resources the fortress of Sziget is given a high priority. He
strives to gain support from the German Prince-Electors and nobles who wield the
power of the Holy Roman Empire but during the ongoing deliberations, as a good
soldier, he also prepares Sziget, as best as he can.

Sadly, we can only scratch the surface in understanding what moves Nikola
Zrinski and his officers to make their heroic stand against the coming storm. As in
Act I, there is much room for speculation and wonder about how a few brave men
choose to fight for the safety of others rather than flee danger to find personal
safety. The imagined scenes of Act II hope to capture the spirit of dialogues that
might have taken place in Vienna and Sziget and to provide character development
for the people defending the fortress of Sziget.
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Diet of Augsburg (1566)

By November of 1565, the Habsburgs know that Süleyman is once again planning to
march into Hungary. On December 7, Emperor Maximilian calls for a Diet
(Parliament of the Empire) to be held in Augsburg, 450 km west of Vienna, from
January to April 1566, at which he will request military support from the German
lands for the defense against Süleyman. Maximilian also calls the Diet of Hungary,
led by Archduke Charles, to be convened on February 2, in Pozsony (Bratislava).
Maximilian is eager to mobilize the European nobles and their soldiers as soon as
possible and then go onto the battlefield for his first great battle as Emperor. But
even as reports arrive about Osmanlı mobilization and that Süleyman himself will
lead the campaign, the opening of the Diet of Augsburg is postponed1 because the
representatives (Prince-Electors2 , nobles, and advisers) are not in a great hurry to
take the actions that the dire situation warrants. In theory, Maximilian knows that
the wealth of the Holy Roman Empire can easily support the campaign against
Süleyman, but the bickering and delays among the nobles of the various kingdoms
of the Empire, prevent even the smallest movement.
Bitterly Maximilian complains to the Spanish Ambassador Chantone (Thomas
Perrenot de Chantonnay) about the natural slowness of the Germans and how it is
not in his power to do more. He says: “If Germany was united, with its wealth in
soldiers and all other things necessary for war, it could be powerful.” But his wishes
are in vain because the Germans cannot agree, leaving the Empire a fragmented
force against the powerful invaders.3
Maximilian is not deterred. As new reports of Süleyman’s mobilization arrive he
once again calls for the opening of the Diet and this time the representatives finally
meet. Never before had the Diet been so well attended, and to make up for lost time,
the dignitaries dispense with the ceremonial openings and banquets, and instead try
to get to the business at hand. Unfortunately, religious conflict between Catholics
and Protestants becomes the top priority; the Protestants try to get religious
concessions in exchange for their help against the Osmanlıs but Pope Pius V is not
willing to make any compromises. On March 23, Maximilian states he will not allow
further religious debate and shows the Pope that he will not make any compromises

1

It is said that on February 27, Maximilian is still waiting for the arrival of German delegates.

Prince-Electors, or just Electors, are members of the electoral college that elects the Holy Roman
Emperor. The Electors are considered to be second in status only to the King or Emperor.
2

Power is decentralized and an endemic problem exists in the Holy Roman Empire and Royal
Hungary in that the nobles care more for their own local concerns than national issues.
3
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at the Diet but also shows the Protestants that he is not unfriendly to the side of
Reformation.
Eventually, the discussions move away from religion and the Emperor puts forth his
request for 40,000 infantrymen and 8,000 cavalrymen for the first year, and
20,000 infantrymen and 4,000 cavalrymen for subsequent years.1 While the PrinceElectors of Saxony and the Palatinate (Pfalz), as well as the college of princes and
cities are agreeable, there is dissent led by the highly esteemed Archbishop-Elector
of Trier2, who opposes the number of soldiers and costs being proposed. There is
little consensus in sight.
A point of considerable debate is about how to recruit soldiers on short notice with
uncertain resources. During the Diet, a letter by General Lazarus von Schwendi is
presented to Archduke Charles in which he laments the lack of funds being sent to
him and how he must always borrow money to pay his soldiers so that they are not
demoralized and desert. Scbwendi writes that he wants to prove himself as an
honest and faithful servant, but he cannot do so when he is not given the necessary
financial support. He continues that when he looks around, he can see that the
enemy already tests the Emperor’s readiness to fight; but, adds that he is helpless. If
he is supplied with what he needs, he adds, there is still a chance to break the
enemy’s plans and be victorious. Finally, Schwendi echoes Maximilian’s
characterization of the situation, namely, the shortness of time causes the greatest
distress. More time passes.
Meanwhile in Pozsony, at the Diet of Hungary, the representatives are unhappy that
the Emperor does not attend their parliament. The representatives quickly become
embroiled in their own internal controversies and complaints, chief of which are
constitutional injustices being committed by the Habsburgs toward the Croatian and
Magyar kingdoms. The Croats and Magyas at first threaten to withhold all taxes
until the Emperor meets with them to discuss their grievances and for him to cease
his unlawful activities. After lengthy persuasion Archduke Charles convinces the
Diet to agree to a one year tax but with a necessary condition that Emperor
Maximilian will attend the next Diet.
Weeks pass. Every day Maximilian becomes more bitter. Without the support of
the representatives to mobilize, the opportunity to surprise the enemy is lost.
Maximilian fears that Süleyman will be at the gate before the Germans agree to act.

Keeping a standing army is costly and problematic in every kingdom. Typically soldiers
(mercenaries) are hired and armies are mobilized for a few months, for a single campaign, and then
after the campaign the army is demobilized and soldiers let go.
1

The Elector of Trier is Johann von der Leyen. He dies of tuberculosis in February 1567. It should
be noted that the lands of Trier are close to Luxembourg, about 1,100 km away from Sziget.
2
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Scene 1: State of affairs

This imagined conversation between Castellan Zrinski and Emperor Maximilian
presents known facts about the state of affairs in early 1566.1
Late February of 1566
Vienna, Emperor Maximilian's office
Emperor Maximilian II, House of Habsburg
[Welcomes Nikola Zrinski into his office.]

War clouds form on the horizon.
I have done what I can to prevent war. I
continue to promote peace but after the death
of Grand Vezir Semiz Ali Paşa, in June of last
year, the Türks 2 continue to threaten war
against us! Ambassador Albert de Wyss, on
December 10, sent a special report from the
High Porte in which he said, “There is nothing
but military armor on land and water here.
The Sultân is already prepared to go to war.”
At the start of the year, Süleyman sent a
message that he will come in person and
attack Hungary if I do not give him Gyula,
Eger, and Sziget.
Are they testing me through János Zsigmond Zápolya’s3 constant aggression? I
am the new Emperor and I have done nothing to provoke Zápolya but he
attacks - here and there.
Does Maximilian like Nikola Zrinski on a personal level? We know that the Habsburgs need
Zrinski’s military and logistical support and we know that Charles V and Ferdinand I had great
professional respect for Zrinski but the true nature of the personal relationship between Maximilian
and Zrinski is not known by the author.
1

2

The word Türk is used because that is the word Maximilian and Zrinski used at that time.

Habsburg propagandists call János Zápolya I a “pretender to the throne” because he denied
Ferdinand’s claim to the Magyar crown and subsequently developed an alliance with the Osmanlıs
against the Habsburgs. Most Magyars at the time believe that the Habsburgs are the greater threat to
Hungary and therefore his son, János Zsigmond Zápolya (János II) is seen as a true patriot who
protects the Magyar people from the greater enemy, the Habsburgs, who are the true pretenders to the
Magyar Crown.
3
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I must stand my ground against Zápolya and let the Türks, our hereditary foe,
know what to expect of me. I must be strong otherwise my credibility as
Emperor will be damaged for years to come.
I continue to wonder if Süleyman truly wants peace.
Nikola Zrinski
My Emperor, I would have done the same as you did against Zápolya. Quite
often I wonder about what peace means to the Muhammadan Türks because
their peace is not peaceful. As I have already clearly stated, against the Türks
we must stand strong because weakness invites more attacks because they only
respect strength. We have seen that numerous times over the last 50 years.
What is the status of preparations for our defense against Süleyman’s attack?
Maximilian
I met with the nobles at Augsburg to request support for mobilization but it is a
slow and cumbersome process - as easy as herding cats. At the Diet, everyone
was confused by the drastic change in Türkish foreign policy. Rumors claim
the new Grand Vezir Sokolović is masterminding events. What do you know
about him?
Zrinski
Mehmet Sokolović is a dangerous man. The new Grand Vezir is the opposite of
Ali Paşa; Sokolović is no one's friend but his own. His greed for gold and
power is an unmitigated passion. Peace he does not want because he finds
advantages in war.
I have had many encounters with Sokolović going back more than ten years
when he was Beylerbey of Rumelia. I can confirm that unlike Semiz Ali he is
not afraid to be on the front lines - he enjoys it. Remember that he was one of
the commanders during the Türkish attacks on Temesvár (Timișoara) and Eger
in 1552. Since then he has made great advances by taking many forts in
Western Bosna and Croatia. He is a blood-thirsty commander, as is also his
nephew Mustafa of Bosna, notable for the great atrocities they commit during
and after battles. They do not take prisoners but seek total cruel annihilation
to inspire terror in those they attack.
I have already lost a few of my forts to him. Last year he ordered his nephew
Mustafa Sokolović to attack from Türk occupied Croatia (Bosna) and take my
fort at Krupa na Uni (Bosanska Krupa), followed by Novi (Novi Grad) and Dvor
na Uni (Dvor). Almost all the defenders were killed, either during the battles
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or cruelly executed after the forts were taken. These military attacks against
me are also part of the Türk’s economic war against you by preventing me from
giving your army the support it needs.
Maximilian
Dangerous men create dangerous times!
To face Sokolović we will require much courage.
You caused quite a stir with your report telling the Diet that Süleyman's army
is large but that we should not overestimate his strength. New reports speak of
300,000 men being mobilized! What is your assessment of the Sultân’s army?
How powerful will be the war-storm that comes from the east?
Zrinski
I have said before that those numbers are greatly exaggerated. Men capable of
wielding a sword will be one-third of that and less than half of those will be
well trained. Over the last 20 years of fighting and defeating them, I can say
with confidence that while they have great numbers, their skill as soldiers is no
greater than ours and we have greater motivation because we fight for our
homes.
Maximilian
Reports say the entire Türkish Empire is in motion!
When do you think the Sultân and his army will arrive?
Zrinski
Soldiers in the timars across the Empire are on the move. My spies in Beograd,
Buda, Pécs, and Edirne, as well as forts across Bosna, Serbia, and Erdély report
increasing numbers of orders being sent from the High Porte in İstanbul to the
beylerbeys of the provinces for the accumulation of armaments, war supplies,
and stockpiling food in preparation for the arrival of a massive army. I
received a report, dated 15 February, stating that the Sançakbey of Szeged, half
way between Beograd and Buda, received from the Sultân's court money and
an order to start buying grain and to store it in Szeged.
Based on his previous campaigns, if Süleyman comes we can expect him to be
in Beograd in mid to late June. Then, another month until he arrives at his
target. Therefore, we have five months before his attacks start.
Maximilian
Five months! We do not have much time and what we do have the Diet
squanders in endless controversy and debate. How I wish we had more time.
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How envious I am of the Sultân! When Süleyman gives an order, his empire
moves. His empire is a centralized autocracy totally obedient to him; a military
state optimized for war and conquest! When I make a request, my empire
debates. I wish I had a competent Hofkriegsrat (War Council) staffed by men
of merit, like Süleyman’s vezirs and Yeniçeris, rather than by nobility of birth.
Zrinski
And, Süleyman pays his soldiers on time, every three months, while our
soldiers sometimes go without pay for over a year - but I digress.
We must make a stand. Surely, the Holy Roman Empire, the defender of
Christendom, with many rich cities and 19,000,000 people and strongly
Catholic Spain with another 8,000,000 must be able to raise an army to
defend itself from these heathen barbarian invaders from the East.
I honestly believe your nobles and other Christians will, when asked, do their
duty in defending Europe against the common enemy. You should be able to
bring together an army of 80-90,000 soldiers from your German lands and
from across Christendom. When we defeat the Türks, a good solid defeat, we
will be free of them for at least a generation.
Maximilian
Nikola, you live in the borderlands and you see only Croatia and Hungary. I
have an Empire to rule - with religious and secular crises all over. Threats
come to me from inside and outside. Rivalries among German princes have
created internal strife. Rancor grows every day between the Catholics and
Protestants.
Even in little, but rich, Holland the religious conflict grows, and the Dutch
Calvinists detest even the art and icons found in Catholic churches. On my
west, the French threaten us and based on their Franco-Ottoman Alliance
signed in 1536, they plot with the Türks to weaken us. As you know, most of
the German Prince-Electors and nobles in the Empire want to negotiate a
peace at any cost.
Zrinski
Surely they must see that this threat to my lands will soon be an existential
threat to their own lands. The Türks are like the barbarian Goths that
threatened ancient Rome. Look at the progress Süleyman has already made.
In ten years the Türks might have all of Croatia and Hungary and then they will
once again knock on Vienna's doors.
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After Vienna and Graz fall, Munich will be next. What will happen to the
Empire when the German Catholic and Protestant princes themselves are
threatened with Muhammadan rule?
Maximilian
In 10 or 20 years the German princes will make the effort they should have
made today, much blood will be shed and they will regret not heeding your
warnings today.
I received reports about the recent Diet of Hungary held in Pozsony led by my
brother Charles II, Archduke of Austria. Give me your assessment of what
happened.
Zrinski
The Croat and Magyar nobles were very upset because you did not attend.
They felt your absence was a sign of disrespect, as if we are second-class
members of the Habsburg Monarchy.
The nobles would not discuss Süleyman until they aired their grievances. They
voiced their anger claiming you are not fulfilling your defense obligations and
the high and growing involvement of Germans in Croatian and Magyar affairs,
an injustice in contravention of the Croatian and Magyar Pacta Conventa of
1102. They also complained about local problems including the many cruelties
and robberies that German soldiers commit in Hungary against the Magyar
nobles and serfs.
About 100 written complaints were collected to be presented to you. Yes, they
have legitimate concerns but Süleyman is preparing for war and we face an
existential crisis! Unbelievable! We must get our priorities in proper order.
But, the Diet of Hungary did, after discussing petty grievances, approve a
special war tax of 2 forints per house, which all houses will pay except the ones
damaged in recent attacks by the Türks.
Maximilian
An investigation into their grievances has already been started.
Zrinski
Also in attendance was László Kerecsényi and he made an urgent request for
support to strengthen the defense of Gyula. If you know the history of Sziget
you will remember that László was castellan of the fortress until 1555 and he
resigned the post because he was not receiving the support to accomplish what
Vienna expected of him. Now he faces the same problems at Gyula - the same
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problems I face at Sziget. We are on the front lines but with little support from
those whom we protect.
My Emperor, the Diet must be aware that when we Croats and Magyars fight
the Türks in the borderlands we also protect the German peoples far from the
border but Austria and Germany contribute little to the common defense.
There is much resentment toward this injustice.
The German lands must contribute more.
Maximilian
Nikola, I am fully aware of the situation.
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Scene 2: Defense requirements for Sziget

While this conversation is imagined, the facts are true and key statements made by
Nikola Zrinski are based on a letter he sent to Archduke Charles II, on March 21.
Continues
Maximilian
My spies send reports stating that Süleyman might send his army only to
occupy Siebenbürgen (Transylvania in German) because he does not trust
Zápolya and wants to take the throne from him. Are you certain Sziget will be
Süleyman’s target?
Zrinski
As early as September of 1565 we’ve had strong suspicions that Süleyman will
come to take Sziget. Peter Orostonyi reported in a letter, dated September 8,
1565, that Türks from Pécs and Mohács will come to Sziget.
In late September Türks began to reconnoiter the fortress and lands around it.
Soon after, they launched such intense raids across the lands around Sziget
that peasants fled and the residents of Sziget could not move outside the
fortress undetected and lived in great fear. The Türks then formed a tight ring
around Sziget and only Sziget soldiers could go out to fight them. After three
days of strong battles, the Türks returned to Pécs and Mohács.
Later, captured Türks, including a spy sent from İstanbul pretending to be a
trader and caught while scouting the Sziget fortress, confirmed that the
Sultân’s army is mobilizing and will come to Hungary to take Sziget and Gyula.
In December, I was informed by my spies that the Sançakbey of Požega
complained to the Sultân about our raids that have been very successful in
disrupting Türkish supply shipments going to Buda. The Sultân wrote back
promising he will come to Hungary and punish the miscreants in Sziget.
As a result of all this, I am very certain that Sziget is Süleyman’s main target.
We continue to observe the Türkish movements around Pécs, Mohács, Siklós,
and Koppanyi and I will provide updates as we receive new information.
Maximilian
Süleyman will attack somewhere, maybe it is best that he attacks Sziget
because your brave garrison in that fortress is most capable of defeating him.
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I am preparing for another session of the Diet of Augsburg scheduled for
March 23 and now I must ask you an important question. As Captain-General
of Transdanubia, you have the right to move out of Sziget and appoint another
officer to be castellan while the fortress is under siege.
Will you continue to personally command Sziget if Süleyman attacks?
Zrinski
In the name of God, for the Emperor and Christendom, I will do my duty in
Sziget!
From an early age, with a good conscience, I have been a faithful servant to the
Emperor and will continue to be one and therefore, as Captain-General of
Transdanubia, I will remain at Sziget during a siege and protect the fortress.
Even if I were not the castellan I would ask to help in the defense.
Leaving, and expecting another man to stand in my place when danger arrives
is dishonorable and will bring great shame to my name. My malicious enemies
will not have any opportunity to slander me due to an absence from my post.
Therefore, I will stand and defend Sziget as only a true man can.
Maximilian
Your commitment to personally protect Sziget brings me great happiness.
Tell me, what do you need from me for the defense of the fortress?
Zrinski
Remind the Hofkriegsrat of what Count Niklas von Salm, the defender of
Vienna in 1529, said in 1546 when he visited Sziget: “Sziget is the country's
most important castle.” If the Türks want Sziget then we should want it even
more!
Tell the Hofkriegsrat that Sziget is large and drastically undermanned to hold
off a massive siege by the Sultân. We have a great need for more soldiers, at
the very least 3,000 but ideally 6,000, and therefore I need money to pay this
many soldiers for a minimum of four months. We also need cannons and
muskets, especially the large wall-guns, and men that are skilled at firing
them! 1 The cannons and muskets will require much black powder and
ammunition.

The mid-16th century is a period of transition from archery to musketry. Bowmen (archers) are still
more effective (in range and accuracy) than musketeers (musketmen) but skilled bowmen are hard to
find since they require years of training. Musketeers, while less effective, are more plentiful.
1
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Maximilian
I will endeavor to get you what to need.
To ease your worries, if Süleyman does come to Sziget I will come to your aid.
As in 1556, when you attacked Babócsa to pull the Türks away from Sziget, my
army will come to your rescue to lift the siege. It will take time, but my army
will come. How long can you hold off Süleyman’s siege while I mobilize and
march?
Zrinski
Fortresses typically fall within 30 days if there is no rescue but Sziget is
stronger due to its extensive water defenses. With the proper amount of
trained and disciplined soldiers, we should be able to hold out for two months
if not more. I will stock Sziget at my own expense with enough food and
supplies to last us four months.
Maximilian
Do you want 1,000 German mercenaries?
Zrinski
The strength of a fortress is based on the strength of the ramparts and the
strength of the soldiers defending those ramparts. I mean no disrespect to
your German mercenaries, but in Europe, noblemen become captains before
they become soldiers. Because they do not defend their own homes they are
willing to surrender rather than hold out when the defense becomes difficult.
I prefer local soldiers from Croatian and Magyar families, battle-hardened and
proven on our lands, to stand with me in Sziget to protect our lands. I do not
say this from any sort of hatred, racism or reproach, but only from a fear that a
lack of harmony and unity can develop in a garrison made of people from
various languages, cultures, and loyalties.
Remember how in 1552, first Temesvár and then Szolnok fell but Eger did not.
Why? It is true that during all three of these attacks, the Türks vastly
outnumbered the defenders, but there was one important difference.
Temesvár was defended by Spaniards who, after a month of successfully
repelling Türkish assaults, demanded that István Losonci surrender. The fort
was lost and Losonci was beheaded. Szolnok was defended by Spanish,
Bohemian, and German mercenaries who fled in the night, leaving the main
gate open, allowing the Türks to easily take the fort and capture Lőrinc Nyáry
and the fifty brave Magyar soldiers that remained.
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Eger, however, defended by 2,200 Magyar soldiers, under the command of
István Dobó, endured and withstood a siege by a much larger Türkish army.
They persevered courageously because they were brave Magyar sons protecting
their families and Magyar Homeland. Likewise, in 1556 Sziget held out
because the soldiers were local soldiers fighting for their homes. For my fight,
I would rather have 1,000 brave local lions protecting their families and homes
than 10,000 mercenaries from faraway Germany, Italy, and Spain.
Maximilian
I do not like to hear what you say about my German soldiers.
Zrinski
What am I supposed to think of Carniolan and Styrian officers when I think of
how, in 1556, while I fought at Babócsa to protect Sziget, Pankratz (Ignac)
Lusthaller lost my fort at Kostajnica, or last year when Baron von Auersperg
watched as my fort at Krupa na Uni was massacred? And please, do not forget
that after the fall of Kostajnica, between 1556 and 1562, about 40,000 Croats,
Dalmatians, and Slavonians were taken from the newly conquered lands into
Türkish slavery.
My heart breaks knowing the suffering and sacrifices of my soldiers while
foreign commanders act with so-called prudence. Auersperg claims he acted
with caution, I say it was cowardice. Yes, there is resentment and a lack of
trust.
Maximilian
Fair points! I will speak to Herbard von Auersperg to ensure he is more
courageous in future battles. I want to let you know that one of the conditions
for the peace treaty that I demand is that Süleyman gives back your forts at
Krupa and Pankota. Before we end this meeting, I confirm to you that I will
speak to the Diet to get approval and then the Hofkriegsrat to provide you with
everything you need at Sziget.
Zrinski
In return, I promise to do my duty and protect what has been entrusted to me.
I will lock myself in the Fortress, risk my life, and spill my blood if necessary.
Sziget will endeavor to stop Süleyman as Nikola Jurišić, and his brave 800,
stopped him at Köszeg in 1532.
Maximilian
Nikola, God blessed us when he created you. You are the best of us and you
will save us from the worst the Türks throw at us. Soldiers like you will save
Europe from this foreign scourge.
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Return to Sziget, tell your spies to stay observant, continue to assess the
situation, and send me reports so that I can inform the Diet of new
developments.
Zrinski
Pro aris et focis.
We fight for God and Homeland, and all that is most dear.
To die for God and Homeland is most honorable.

[Zrinski bows and departs the Emperor's office.
Zrinski returns to his home in Csáktornya and then to Sziget.]
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Scene 3: Warning order: Süleyman will come

The following scenes at Sziget are imagined but it is safe to assume these types of
discussions took place. While the dialogue is imagined, the facts are true. The
dialogue format is used because it is more interesting than traditional narratives.
Mid-March, in Sziget
[Zrinski with his top officers: Gašpar (Caspar) Alapić, Juraj (George) Horvat,
Petar Farkašić, Lovro (Lawrence) Juranić, Máté (Matthew) Szecsődi1, Petar
Patačić, Vuk (Wolf) Paprutović, Ferenc (Francis) Črnko]

Nikola Zrinski
Greetings my vitézek 2, my valiant brothers, my heroes! 3
I have a man in the headquarters of the Beylerbey of Buda. He is a Magyar
son4 forced into Türkish service, but a man who has not forgotten who he is
and where he is from. He translates and copies letters and when there is
something of interest he sends a copy to me. This morning I received a copy of
a letter sent by Arslan Paşa, the Beylerbey of Buda, to the High Porte. The
letter reads:
“I write to you, my Sultân and Lord, with humbly bowed head. The
situation among the Christians has worsened. The Emperor and his
princes care more for matters of religion; the Catholics desire to destroy
the Protestants. Maximilian does not have an army, nor does he think of
one as he enjoys tranquility; only eating and drinking. The Magyars are
idle; the dogs all hate one another. Only private interests concern them.
They have no great generals and those they have do not listen to the
officials of the state.
My Lord, this is the ideal time because the Magyar nation cannot be in a
worse state. If you come, no matter where you go you will find Hungary
open to your army. You will have a glorious victory, leaving behind many
infidels lying in heaps as rivers of blood flow.”
In Hungarian the family name is written first, followed by the personal name. In this story Magyar
names will be written in the English style, with personal name first followed by the family name.
1

2

Vitézek is plural for vitéz (in Hungarian): a word for an honorable, valiant warrior, or champion

3

These are borderland soldiers, not courtiers. They are rough, tough and down-to-earth.

There are two known spies in the service of Arslan Paşa. Kâtip Süleyman (originally György Antal)
and Yahya Yazıcı (originally János) are clerks and translators (dragoman).
4
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Petar Farkašić
[chuckles with bravado]
Let him come, we'll show him rivers of blood!
[others laugh]
Zrinski
You laugh, but there is much truth in that letter. The Habsburgs and Magyars
are divided and weak with a very small standing army and that is why
Maximilian does everything he can to negotiate and pay a tribute for peace.
At the German Diet of Augsburg, Emperor Maximilian spoke about the ferocity
and inhumanity of the Türkish attack on Malta and reports of Süleyman’s
desire to lead his army into Hungary for one more campaign. Many people,
especially those from the Spanish court, believed that Süleyman is too old and
sickly to lead such an ambitious campaign, but Maximilian convinced most
participants that the danger is very real. After reports were read about
Süleyman’s impending invasion, most have agreed that a European
mobilization is required.
Baron Herbard von Auersperg has written to his Carniolan countrymen
(southern Slovenia), asking them to send soldiers to the military frontier, and
reminding them that: “If the Türks attack and take Croatia then the Carniolans
can't expect something different. They too, today or tomorrow, will suffer the
same fate as the Croats.”
Juraj Horvat
It is hard to believe the promises that Vienna sends. Too often it feels like we,
Croatia and Hungary, are grains of corn between the grindstones of two great
empires; with one enemy in İstanbul and the other in Vienna.
Zrinski
Preparations in the Empire are underway, but too slowly for my liking. After
much deliberation, the Diet agreed to prepare for Süleyman's arrival and
allocated 1,700,000 gold forints1 for war expenses. German knights and nobles
have promised 50,000 cavalrymen and infantrymen to form the heart of an
army to counter the Türkish threat. After they authorized the mobilization of
troops, Maximilian appointed generals who will lead the army units.

1 A forint

is a Magyar gold coin similar to the Austrian and Venetian ducats, and the Osmanlı altın.
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Scene 4: The European mobilization

Continues
Lovro (Lawrence) Juranić
What are the Habsburg plans for the mobilization of the army?
Will it be large enough to stop the coming Türkish attack into Europe?
Zrinski
The defeat of the Türks at Malta has raised morale and a substantial force will
mobilize. Many Christian nations pledge contributions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spain offers 6,000 soldiers and 10,000 gold crowns per month.
The Czechs will send 7,000 cavalrymen.
Hungary will send 3,500 soldiers.
Austria will send 1,900 cavalrymen.
Archduke Ferdinand will send 1,700 cavalrymen.
Saxony offers 1,000 cavalrymen for three months.
Duke of Ferrara will come with 900 men
including 300 Harquebusiers (musketeers) on horseback.
Mantua, Genoa, Milan, Luca, and Rome will send money and soldiers.
Henri de Lorraine, duc de Guise, will bring 100 knights.
German princes and nobles pledge to come to the fight.
English gentlemen include Master Smith, Richard Greinville, Henry
Champernon, Philip Budshall, Thomas Cotton, and William George.
Pope Pius V1 with Genoa pledges 50,000 scudi (gold coins)
and funding for 2,000 infantry soldiers.
Italian bankers gladly loan money.

This great threat brings together enemies for the greater fight. The hostile
princes of Savoy and of Tuscany set aside their quarrels to unite in the defense
of Christendom. Philibert of Savoy will send 200 infantrymen and 200
cavalrymen while Cosimo de' Medici of Florence (Tuscany) will send 3,000
infantrymen and lend 200,000 ducats. 2
Many noble gentlemen, from all over Europe, including England, France, and
Germany, have pledged to come with an entourage at their own expense and
protect Christendom from the Muhammadan invaders. Many of the princes
Born Antonio Ghislieri. In 1557 he became a cardinal and inquisitor general.
Later he becomes a leading figure of the fight against the Protestant Reformation.
1

Cosimo de Medici also asked to be given the title of archduke, which Maximilian did not want to
give, and settled on becoming the first Grand Duke of Tuscany.
2
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from free cities of Italy, declared their goodwill toward the Emperor. The
Knights of Malta, who had planned to again go to Malta if the Türkish fleet
returned, pledge to help in Hungary if needed. The Emperor also commanded
that all the nobles of Austria mount their horses, and march to war at their own
expense.
The Emperor will provide a fleet on the Danube including 12 galleys, 30 yawls,
and thirty ships for carrying soldiers, specially made so that Türkish arrows
cannot injure the soldiers. This fleet, able to carry 3,000 soldiers, mainly
Italians and Dalmatian riflemen, will be a powerful force. The fleet will be
under the command of German Philip Flach, Grand Bailiff of Germany, and a
Knight of Malta.
Lovro
The mercenaries who are arriving from other parts of Europe—they are
adventurers I do not trust. This is the time and place when true men make a
whole-hearted stand and fight for the Homeland. 1
What is the Croatian Sabor (Parliament) doing?
Zrinski
On May 5, the Croatian Sabor will meet in Zagreb to determine what will be
done on Croatian lands. I anticipate troops will be mobilized under Viceroy
Petar Erdödy's banner. If Süleyman comes to Croatia he will not have an easy
time!

In Hungary, there is ambivalence if not animosity toward German officers and soldiers. All too
often, when the Osmanlıs attack Magyar forts of raid towns, Magyar soldiers retaliate but Vienna
deems the valiant Magyars as troublesome and replaces them with foreign officers. The foreigners,
typically Germans, who are often uninterested in the well-being of Hungary or fear to fight the
Osmanlıs, do little in the defense against the invaders. The ongoing devastation of Magyar lands is
the natural end result.
1
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Scene 5: A decision for Sziget

In the spirit of the times and ideals held by the Croats and Magyars.1
Continues
Zrinski
Maximilian prepares and so must we. If you have any ideas or concerns about
what must be done at Sziget talk freely; I command men, not slaves.
Juraj
We swore loyalty to Maximilian and in return he promised to protect us.
However, previously when we needed protection, neither did he provide money
nor men. He cared more for the needs of his German princes than for us.
For Maximilian, we are only a buffer to protect his Austrian lands. If he is not
loyal to us why should we be loyal to him?
Zrinski
Juraj, my brothers, what the Germans did, and do now, is of little concern to
me. We must do the right thing for the right purpose because that is required
of honorable men. We do not fight to protect the Germans, we fight first to
protect our families on these lands and then to protect our Christian family in
Europe from subjugation and slavery.
Juraj
There is another way to avoid this perilous fight. Your father paid a tribute to
Süleyman and your lands were kept safe. Surely, paying a tribute is wiser than
our small nation fighting against the might of the Sultân.
Over the last 100 years those that stood and fought, with no help, were
conquered, ruined, and enslaved. Those that surrendered and subordinated
themselves as vassals survived and persevered. Look at our Croatian brothers
in Dubrovnik, it is a prosperous vassal with more liberty than we have under
Habsburg rule. Look at the Wallachians and Moldovans; they have their own
language, government, and law.
Zrinski
Am honorable man does not pay for his safety.

Reminder: This story is set in 1566 and not the present day - it was a different time. The purpose of
the conversation is solely to provide context and an emotional setting for the events of the time.
1
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When I was young, my father paid tribute to the Türks to gain safety, but our
safety was paid for with something far more precious than gold - our honor.
Deep in my heart, the shame of subservience pained me and I realized that a
slave is still a slave no matter the benevolence of the master.
When you think of peoples the Türks have conquered, do not forget the
Armenians. They, our oldest Christian brothers,1 have lost almost everything.
After the fall of Constantinople, the incessant Türkish invasions brought to the
Armenians great destruction. By 1516 all their lands, including Cyprus, were
taken and divided by the Türks and Safavids of Persia. The suffering
Armenians now wander as homeless vagabonds across the barbarian empire.
We, Croats and Magyars, love our Homeland, cherish our ideals and desire the
justice found in liberty and fraternity. We are an optimistic and hot-blooded
people willing to fight no matter how difficult the struggle. We would rather
die than trample our honor by selling our sons and daughters into slavery or
wandering homeless.
For the safety of our families, homelands, and our honor,
we must stand on guard!
Juraj
My heart is with you, but my mind says that we are the much weaker side. If
we are attacked, surely we will lose. Is it not wiser to surrender Sziget and live,
even as vassals if necessary, until we grow stronger and then fight another day?
Zrinski2
We can, but there is danger in that strategy. Why? Because our world-views
(Weltanschauung) are incompatible, and people are corruptible.
Let me explain: We are of the West, Christian Europe, and we have our beliefs
and our ways. The Türks are of the East, of Asia, with a moral code and culture
that is in opposition to ours. Their ways are foreign to us and incompatible;
they are not our brothers. What they do on their lands is of no concern to me,
but on our lands, I prefer our ways. Our society is far from perfect, but we are
free. For us, freedom and faith are as important as the air we breathe.
Therefore, I will fight to protect our home so that my sons and daughters and
their children can be free to live and pray in our way.

1 Armenia,

a civilization over 5,000 years old, was the first nation to adopt Christianity
as its official religion in 301 AD.
2

This speech is a summary of the spirit of the times.
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You say we should wait to grow stronger, but the Türks are dangerous because
they are as good at killing the soul with lies and temptations as they are at
killing the body with a sword. They are masters of cunning but dishonorable
political intrigues and deceit, trickery, wiliness, craftiness, and deceit. They
fool and trap the weak of heart with social, political, and financial temptations.
To control their slave nations they divide people politically, destroy the
institutions of society and corrupt the culture.
Once a society is sick with the Türkish disease it becomes defenseless and easy
to rule. Just look at what they did to the people in our ancestral Croatian lands
in Bosna, from where my family came from, the land which was once the heart
of the Kingdom of Croatia where Tomislav, our first king, was crowned. Now
the Bosnians do not know if they are Croat, Vlach, or Türk.
Look at our neighbors, the Rascians and Serbs; see how quickly the Eastern
influence corrupted and brought out the worst in them. Serbian warlords are
now more loyal to their Türkish masters than to their own people. The Serbian
men fear to fight against their occupiers and become martolos (irregular
soldiers, collaborators) fighting for their masters against their European
brothers. They fawn over their overlords and follow orders to receive their
approval. In return, their foreign masters throw them scraps of power and
some pieces of gold over which they fight like hungry dogs over a bone.
The conquered have become the dregs of southeastern Europe; cruel, boorish,
unstable, unpredictable, untrustworthy, and without honor. What will they be
in another few generations? Likewise, I fear that there are those of our own
people with weak, selfish, sinful souls that would easily collaborate with the
occupiers for their own benefit. In 50 years, when the spirit of the nation is
sick, the fight will become even more difficult. Is that the future fight you want
to give to your grandchildren? There is no honor in that.
Juraj
True. We have seen that. Their way of life is a powerful temptation to the dark
side of the soul. Sadly, I must admit that I fear some of our own, like modernday Judases, would sell out their own family for a crumb of power and a
handful of gold.
Look at the Poturs 1 who betray their kin and Christ. Sadly, the folk-saying is
true, “Poturica gori od Turčina” (A Half-Türk is worse than a real Türk.

Potur or Poturica is a “Half Türk”, a turncoat, a collaborator. A term used in Bosna from the 16th to
18th century for Slavic collaborators and converts to the Muhammadan faith. It is often said that
converts make the most passionate (worst) zealots.
1
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Zrinski
The Türks are free to live in any way they like in their own home on their own
Eastern lands, we do not deny them that, but Sultân Süleyman claims universal
rulership and challenges, everywhere and in every way, the authority of the
Pope. I will not forget my obligations to Christendom and our Holy Father.
I love my Lord God Jesus Christ with all my mind, heart and soul. I love my
fellow Christians and when attacked I will fight to my last day, and die as did
the martyrs in days long gone, so that my brethren will not have to suffer living
by foreign religious laws. I will not allow them to become my masters. I will
not be forced to live under Muhammad's Law, for he is not my Prophet. I will
not follow him!
Juraj
True. Our Lord Jesus tells us to love our neighbors and I will love my
neighbors so long as they behave as good neighbors. But, the Türks do not love
us, their neighbors. To them, we are pig-like infidels, mindless Christ-loving
dogs, the cursed and swine soldiers of Kâfiristan. They show no mercy to us.
Zrinski
If we do not make a stand, who will?
Will we suffer in this fight? Yes! But, we must stand brave and proud,
honoring the sacrifices of our forefathers ready to save our Homeland. One
day this war will end and our Christian brothers in Italy, Germany, France, and
Spain will remember our service, and our name will be honored for our bravery
and selfless sacrifice.
Our sons and all their descendants, for as long as Croatia and Hungary exist,
will stand proud because of our valiant actions here.
Juraj
I will stand beside you in this noble cause!
All
As will we all!
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Scene 6: The garrison of Sziget

Continues
Gašpar Alapić (Zrinski’s nephew)1
Over the last decade, after New Town was built, many refugees have come to
Sziget fleeing the Osmanlı occupation. We have some nobles and many
landowners who lost everything and were made homeless by the Türks. Many
brave civilians now pledge to fight, to protect their homes and while that is
noble, it is not enough. Today we have only 800 trained soldiers at Sziget. If
Sziget is the primary target, then we must mobilize accordingly.
How many soldiers will the Emperor send to protect these ramparts?
Zrinski
I was given authorization and funding for 1,000 soldiers and I will hire them
by the end of April. To entice the best soldiers to come to Sziget, rather than
they go elsewhere, I will pay wages in advance. Typically hired soldiers must
pay for their own food but I will provide food to everyone in the fortress during
the siege at no cost.
We will have 1,800 soldiers guaranteed plus others that I can recruit.
Gašpar
That is not enough. These ramparts and bastions are strong but the true
strength of the defense is in the men that stand on the ramparts. We need
many more good soldiers if we hope to make a strong stand.
Zrinski
I made the Emperor aware of those concerns and he has offered to send 1,000
German soldiers. I have also received a letter from Archduke Charles offering
to send his soldiers. I prefer quality over quantity and therefore I did not
accept either of those offers and continue to lobby for funding to hire more of
our own local soldiers - true proven men.
From my experience, forts defended by garrisons made of mercenaries from
multiple nations are rarely effective. They lack loyalty and unity, and all too
often they are easily defeated or quickly surrender. A small garrison needs
cohesion and harmony; it must be united in the cause. Local soldiers are more
Gašpar Alapić (Alapy) is a son of Nikola’s sister Margareta (Margit) III and János Alapy de
Nagykemlék. He was born sometime some time between 1526 and 1530.
1
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loyal, fight more bravely and endure more suffering because they have more to
lose.
So, I ask you; do you want to accept Maximilian’s German and Charles’ Styrian
and Carniolan mercenaries to fight by your side?
Gašpar
Soldiers cannot be allowed to have any doubts in any of their brothers-in-arms.
I too prefer not to have the foreigners because they will most likely be rabble;
under-trained and undisciplined men that will do us more harm than good.
Too often many of these mercenaries are expensive and have little experience.
Petar Farkašić
I agree. Sometimes, depending on mercenaries is worse than not having an
army - defeat comes but hefty wages must be paid.
Over the last 30 years, I have rarely been impressed with German soldiers that
come to fight in the defense of the borderlands. Mobilizing German soldiers is
easy but turning them into an effective military force is difficult; they have little
if any discipline, make incredible demands and quite often mutiny against
their own officers and desert.
The cowardice of the Styrians and Carniolans (Slovenians) I witnessed
firsthand last year when I was with Herbard von Auersperg at Krupa na Uni.
He had the advantage but he did nothing. Croatian Prince Franjo Frankopan
Slunjski and I asked commander von Auersperg, to give us 1,000 cavalrymen
and 1,000 infantrymen to cross the river and attack the enemy but he refused.
We asked for permission to go with only our Croatian soldiers but he did not
allow us to cross the river to help Matija Bakić and his weakening garrison!
Auersperg even threatened us with execution if we disobeyed his orders!
Zrinski
Valor, bravery in combat, depends on what you fight for. I heard tales brought
back from China by Marco Polo1. He spoke of ancient Chinese wisdom and one
pearl that is precious for us soldiers, spoken by a philosopher named Lao Tzu,
says: “Being deeply loved by someone gives you strength, while loving someone
deeply gives you courage.”
Baron von Auersperg, though a good soldier, might have loved himself more
than he loved the lands he was tasked to protect and therefore he lacked the
courage needed for the battle.
Marco Polo, born on the island of Korčula (Venetian at the time), departed Constantinople in 1271,
travelled to China where he lived for 17 years and returned to Venice in 1295.
1
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Gašpar
When a man fights only for gold he will not stand strong under difficult
circumstances. Therefore, I do not want adventurers that will run away or sell
their souls for Türkish gold without regard for the well-being of their
comrades. That is why I support the decision to hire experienced local soldiers
we can trust; men who will not surrender because they fight for a noble cause for their families.
Petar
I too prefer quality over quantity, but we also need a good quantity of quality
soldiers because one good soldier in the defense of a strong fort can hold off 10
maybe 15 attacking soldiers. If we have, let us say, 4,000 soldiers, then we can
hold off an attack by 60,000 soldiers.
If Süleyman comes to Sziget, what size of an army can we expect to attack us?
Zrinski
Süleyman will come with great numbers. By looking at past campaigns we can
estimate he will personally lead an army of about 90,000 to 120,000 men, but
we can estimate the professional army, the Sultân’s Slaves, is no more than
40-50,000 trained and equipped soldiers and of those maybe 18-20,000
Yeniçeris, but only two-thirds of those will come here. Another 50-60,000 will
be timariots; infantrymen, and cavalrymen from the provinces in various states
of training coming together only in time of war.
The rest of the camp is service staff such as cooks, blacksmiths, shoemakers,
stable hands and many more. These people do not come to the fight. Also,
there are many volunteers that are untrained and unarmed, used for manual
labor - these are nothing but rabble that dies easily.
Fortunately, a recent deserter from the Türkish army told us: “The Sultân is
great but weak, easy to beat with God's help.”
Petar
We can prepare for the worst but if they attack us with 90,000 soldiers, no
matter how weak many of them are, they will have a large mass that can create
great momentum in battle. On our side, we have much experience and some of
our soldiers have been at Sziget for almost a decade now, including a few
officers who were here in 1556 when the Türks tried to take the fortress. But,
that is not enough.
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Zrinski
Do not forget that we also have about 2,000 civilian residents; men, women,
seniors, and children, including some military families, in the Sziget complex.
This will intensify the fighting spirit of the soldiers because they know they are
fighting not only for the nation and fort but also for the safety of their kin.
While the soldiers fight, everyone else will have responsibilities to support
them during the siege. As the women of Eger were instrumental in the
successful defense of Eger in 1552, they will also be important here. The young
and elderly will help build and repair the internal fortifications. We have
carpenters, masons, blacksmiths, and armorers. The unskilled will cook, bake,
and deliver water and supplies. Find out what each person is capable of and
come up with a plan to make sure all know what they must do.
Petar
Nikola, my friend, I am a damned good soldier, and I can see great ability and
courage in the soldiers standing here beside me, but I do not like the odds
associated with 30 Türks attacking me. As I said already, one experienced
defender can hold off 15 attackers, but not indefinitely. Holding off 30 is
almost impossible.
Zrinski
In 1556 Marko Stančić defended Sziget with about 800 soldiers and held out
for 42 days against a besieging army of about 25,000 - that is 31 to 1.
Máté Szecsődi
We must be optimistic but we also must be realistic in what can be done. I was
here in 1556 with Stančić. Yes it is true that we put up an incredible defense
and I made many glorious attacks on the Türks but we were close to falling.
We would have fallen within a few days if the rescue army, led by Tamás
Nádasdy and you (Zrinski), had not attacked Babócsa to pull Ali Paşa and his
army away from here.
We will do our duty, as we did then, as only true men can, and we will hurt and
tire out the Türks but Maximilian must come here to destroy them with the
great Christian army. Otherwise, Sziget will fall.
Nikola, as castellan of Sziget and Captain-General of Transdanubia, you will
need to get Maximilian’s commitment to coming to Sziget if Süleyman comes
here - otherwise, everything we do will be for nothing.
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Zrinski
Rest assured, I have spoken with Maximilian and I am certain he will come to
the rescue. I will speak with the local Magyar nobles and ask them to hire and
send troops to Sziget. They know that Sziget protects them, and I am certain
they will contribute to the common defense.
We have four months to develop a defense plan, train, and create a united
garrison. Now, let us go and assess the state of the fortress.
[Zrinski and his officers walk to the stone tower.]
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Scene 7: The fortress of Sziget

An imagined scene presenting true information in conversation format.
Continues.
[Zrinski and his officers arrive at top of the tower, and
from there they survey the fortress and surrounding landscape.]
Zrinski
Gašpar, give us a report on the status of Sziget.
Gašpar
Sziget is more than just a fort because it is a large complex with military,
commercial and residential areas, and thus has the designation of a fortress.
The ramparts are not like those of old-style castles with high stone walls - this
is a cannon fortress (artillery fort) with low soft earth ramparts (walls) that are
resilient against cannon-fire. When a cannonball hits stone or brick walls they
shatter, but earthen ramparts absorb the kinetic energy of the impact and
dissipate the shockwave that travels through the earthen wall.
Our primary defense is the artificial lake surrounding the complex - that is why
this place is called Sziget (Island). The lake, or better called an impassable
marsh filled with reeds and shrubs, is created by a series of earthen dams and
dikes that control the water fed by the Almás River. 1 Only in the center, near
the fortress, is there a visible water surface like a lake. A large earthen dam,
about 650 meters long, on the western side of Old Town, directs the water
flowing from the north to spill around the Fortress and the west side of the Old
Town and then is channeled to the east side. The dam is wide enough to allow
three wagons to travel side by side. The water control system ensures an
optimal level of water in the marsh; high enough for defense but not too high
to flood the complex during heavy rains. After the spring rains, the marsh is at
an optimal level.
The lake goes westward from about 420 to 600 meters, eastward from 260 to
440 meters and in the north for about 700 meters. The water keeps cannons at
a distance, makes the cavalry useless, prevents easy charges toward the
ramparts by the infantry and stops siege towers from being brought close. As

1 Almás

is apple in Hungarian. Old folk tales say that ages ago there where many apple trees along
the creek and in the autumn when the apples were ripe they fell into the water and floated far
downstream.
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long as the marsh is full of water, the Türks will have a difficult time attacking
the ramparts and bastions.
Zrinski
Gašpar, explain the four areas of the Sziget complex to the new officers.

Dimensions of the parts of Sziget are for the area inside the ramparts and do not
include the ramparts. They are based on present-day archeological research.
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Gašpar
The southern-most part, our newest addition built after the siege of 1556, is
called New Town. It is primarily a trading center with a large marketplace and
has the weakest fortifications. The buildings, commercial and residential, are
made of wood and have straw roofs, The people living there are mostly
refugees that fled, during the last decade, from the Türkish invasions.
The walls around New Town are not ramparts but the palisade type
(stakewalls), almost 5 meters high, made of medium-sized oak tree trunks,
positioned side by side with no space between. The tree trunks are buried
almost 2 meters in the ground and the wall is strengthened by a low narrow
earthen wall on the inside. A deep moat separates New Town and Old Town.
Old Town is quite large and much better fortified than New Town, but its
military value is low. It has commercial and residential buildings1. Old Town
is about 375 meters long and 220 m wide in the south, and 225 m in the north.
The earthen walls of the ramparts and bastions are built in the ‘Magyar style’
with three rows of massive 10 meter long oak tree trunks, from trees at least 25
years old, sunk 3 meters into the foundations, along the centerline of the
rampart, and joined together with wicker fasteners and large iron nails. The
space between the rows of oak is filled with a well-tamped mix of soil and clay.
The outside of the ramparts is coated with a layer of hard clay. The ramparts
are about 7 m high, 14 m wide at the base, and 7 m wide at the top. On the
outside edge of the ramparts are chest high parapets that provide protection to
our soldiers that fire muskets and cannons at the attackers. Outside the
ramparts is a barrier of tens of thousands of sharpened stakes driven into the
ground, at an angle of about 45 degrees, to slow an assault on the ramparts.
Bastions are located on three corners of Old Town. The cannons on the
bastions are protected from rain by shingled roofs. There is no rampart on the
north side nor is there a bastion at the northwest corner, but there is a good
reason for that. If Old Town falls a rampart can protect the enemy soldiers and
a bastion in that location can be a great danger because from there the enemy
can safely and effectively fire into the Fortress. While the ramparts and
bastions are strong enough to allow wagons to be driven on top, they are not as
strong as those of the Fortress.
To the north of Old Town, farther into the middle of the lake, we have the
oldest parts of Sziget which some call ‘the City’. The City is divided into two
parts: the Inner Fortress and Outer Fortress. The Inner Fortress, which we call

Some stories and old drawings say there is also as a church with two high stone steeples that are
used as observation towers but there is debate today about the existence of a large church in 1566.
1
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the Citadel, is the northernmost area and is surrounded on the south on two
sides by the Outer Fortress, which we call the Fortress.
The Fortress is connected to Old Town by a bridge, more accurately a
boardwalk, that is about 100 paces (meters) long. The gate at the bridge is the
only entrance into the Fortress. The Fortress is the best-fortified part of the
complex and is our area of strongest defense. The ramparts are 7 to 8 meters
high and about 7 m wide on top. On the corners, are the strongest bastions on
which are mounted our large cannons, which cannot be easily moved. Inside
the Fortress, by the south rampart near the gate, a large hill has been
constructed out of the ruins of the church that was destroyed in the siege of
1556. This hill, named Hegy Bástya (Hill Bastion, some call it Cannon Hill), is
the highest ground in Sziget. This important elevated cannon firing position
overlooks all paths of approach to the Fortress. On this hill sits our largest
cannon, named ‘Margit’; while difficult to move she can hit targets at a great
distance in all directions.
The Citadel is the oldest part of the complex. It is separated from the Fortress
by a deep moat and connected by a drawbridge. The Citadel ramparts facing
outward to the north are strong but the southern walls facing the Fortress are
not fortified ramparts- they are the thick walls of the buildings, one of which
holds the castellan’s quarters. The strongest building in the entire complex is
this stone tower that is 14 meters high, 10 m in diameter and has walls that are
1.5 m thick. Inside the tower is the main storage area for our black powder and
thus the tower is also known as the powder tower. From here we can observe
all the areas around the complex and we also have a bell to ring and sound the
alarm to warn of incoming attacks. Connected to the tower are the walls of
stone buildings, destroyed in 1556 and not rebuilt, that create a protected
courtyard. Some consider the Citadel to be the north bastion of the Fortress.
Finally, the two parts of the Fortress, as well as Old Town, are surrounded by a
triple moat. If the marsh drains, then water will remain in the moat, serving as
an obstacle to prevent the undermining of the ramparts or a mass assault.
Zrinski
Over the last ten years, we have made many upgrades.
Can you explain how those will help us?
Gašpar
The complex has been upgraded and strengthened based on what we learned
during the siege of 1556. We hired Italian architect, Paolo Mirandola, as well
as siege engineers to develop improved bastions in the Old Town and in the
Fortress. The bastions are stronger and were rebuilt to the new angular design
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that provides us with improved fields of fire for shooting at the enemy
assaulting the ramparts. Also, the ramparts now have embrasures - these are
openings, similar to windows, from which our cannons can fire horizontally, at
ground level, toward attacking soldiers.
Zrinski
Tell us Gašpar, what are the biggest problems we should be aware of?
Gašpar
New Town is weak. The palisade walls are not high or strong. The walls are
protected by only two weak bastions on the south side. The walls can keep out
bandits and raiding parties, but cannot withstand an assault by a siege army
for more than a few days.
Old Town is big. At about 84,000 square meters we have much land to
protect.1 The three ramparts together are almost 1,000 m long! The southeast
bastion of Old Town, the farthest bastion from the Fortress, is not well
protected because the northeast bastion cannot fire effectively at soldiers
attacking the southeast bastion. The problem is the result of the two bastions
on the east side being about 375 meters apart and therefore outside the
effective range of the cannons on the bastions. On the northwest corner there
is no bastion and therefore the northern part of the western rampart is not well
protected, other than by the moat and marsh.
The marsh is vulnerable. The dams are hidden but if they are discovered and
destroyed or the dikes are cut, then the water from the lake will drain and we
will lose our primary defense. The Türks did this in 1556 and will undoubtedly
do it again. But, as long as there is water in the lake we have hope for a
successful defense.
Remember also, the distance from the south part of New Town to the north
part of the Citadel is about 1 km! That makes communications difficult and
requires a lot of running for messengers in battle!
Zrinski
Thank you Gašpar. We will need to develop plans on how to strengthen the
weaknesses of the complex and the officers will need to run combat drills with
their units so that all our soldiers know the complex thoroughly.

To imagine the size of Old Town, consider a football (soccer) pitch may be 105 m x 68 m which is
an area of 7,140 square meters and thus Old Town is the size of 12 football pitches.
1
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Scene 8: Weapons and ammunition

Continues.
Zrinski
Ferenc, what is the status of our weapons and ammunition?
Ferenc Črnko (chamberlain and supply officer)1
At the start of the year we had 40 cannons, three of which are large caliber. In
the last supply shipment from Vienna, delivered by 41 wagons pulled by 212
horses, we received an additional 14 cannons: 3 of large caliber, 9 mediumsized falconet cannons and 2 short howitzer cannons that can shoot fireballs.
In total, we now have 54 cannons but only 6 are of large caliber and long range.
Margit is our largest.
We have about 260 old arquebuses, muskets and large caliber wall guns2 in the
armory. Of these firearms, 200 have been here from before 1554 and about 60
were captured in raids against the Türks, including 16 heavy mounted muskets
(wall guns) captured at Moslavina in 1562.
We already had a large supply of black powder, but Vienna sent us more and
now we have about 40,000 kg of black powder 3 with most of it stored here in
this tower. Our inventory of cannonballs was low but Vienna sent only 2,400
cannonballs of various calibers. 4 Now we have much black powder but still not
enough cannonballs. We will need to ration them carefully and fire them
wisely if we are attacked. We also received supplies, including iron, steel, and
equipment for maintaining the cannons as well as lead for casting bullets.
I was hoping Vienna would deliver new muskets, and most importantly
musketeers that know how to fire them, but they did not. Maybe muskets and
musketeers are too expensive for the cost-cutting bureaucrats in Vienna. But,
they did send us 300 battle-axes of various types.

Ferenc is a Magyar name, Franjo in Croatian and Francis in English. Ferenc Črnko is a minor noble
of Ukrainian origin who came to northwest Croatia some time around 1550 and found employment
with Nikola Zrinski at Csáktornya. He is the most educated of the Szigetars and very trustworthy.
1

Wall guns are extra large muskets with mounts or hooks by which they are rested on the parapet of
the rampart. They have greater range and do more damage than do the Janissary muskets.
2

3

Recorded as 800 hundredweights. 1 hundredweight = 50.8 kilograms

4 After

the siege of Sziget in 1556 about 10,000 cannonballs are collected. Some are kept at Sziget
but many are sent to other forts. Therefore it is not known how many cannonballs Sziget had.
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Gašpar
The Yeniçeris (Janissaries) will undoubtedly bring thousands of muskets
but Vienna sends us axes to take to a gunfight!
Zrinski
Fortunately, we are experts at old-style close up bloody hand-to-hand combat.
How about our food supplies?
Ferenc
I can give you the numbers but to get a true appreciation of the amount of food
that we will have, let's take a tour of the cellars and granaries.
[All leave the top of the tower and walk from the Citadel to the Fortress.]
Ferenc
[Ferenc leads everyone to the cellars and granaries in the Fortress.]
Our main cellars and storerooms are located here in the Fortress. Food is still
in the process of arriving from all the Zrinski lands, including Csurgó and
Csáktornya, but we anticipate the larders, cellars and granaries will be easily
filled over the next three months. When all the supplies arrive we will have:1
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hundreds of live animals to be butchered as needed.
Dry meat, smoked bacon, sausages and dried fish of all sorts.
An abundance of oats, barley, and rye.
Various types of beans, lentils, and peas.
Plenty of vinegar and salt.
Enough wine for one serving per soldier per day.

In the Royal Gardens, to the south and east of New Town, we grow an
abundance of vegetables. In Old Town, where most of the residential homes
are located, families have gardens in which they grow vegetables and so we will
have plenty of fresh food from July to the end of September. We have fodder
for the livestock (sheep, goats, and pigs) and feed for the horses, including hay,
oats, and grains. These are stored in the Fortress and are covered by cowhides
to protect from fires. We have more than enough food for any siege that
Süleyman can impose on us.
Zrinski
You have done well Ferenc. Flour to bake fresh bread is our most important
food and therefore I will supply 100,000 kg of wheat. I will also hire a
construction team to build a new dry mill in the Fortress. Rather than bring in
1

The historical record does not provide the quantities of foods in inventory at the start of the siege.
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flour now and risk that it spoils during storage we will mill wheat into flour as
we need it. If more soldiers arrive, I will bring in more food supplies.

[A messenger rushes in and gives Castellan Zrinski a message.
Zrinski reads it then speaks to his officers.]
Zrinski
My contact in Buda tells me that we now know with certainty that Gyula is one
of Süleyman's targets. On March 14, the Beylerbey of Temesvár received
orders to prepare his troops and at a later date to join an army coming from
İstanbul. The beylerbey responded he will be ready but that he has concerns
about the insufficient amount of heavy cannons with which to besiege the
fortress of Gyula.
Ferenc
[Chuckles]
It seems everyone has the same problems - not enough cannons.
Zrinski
Ferenc, keep filling the cellars and make sure you can find more cannonballs
and lead for musketballs. When Süleyman's Yeniçeris come to visit, our
cannons and muskets 1 will fire often to greet them. Find an armorer to inspect
and repair the muskets we have - ensure they are all usable. Also, find soldiers
that have an aptitude for firearms and train them to shoot the muskets - I want
musketeers to be able to fire one shot per minute. Swords are fun but it is
better to kill a charging Türk at 100 meters with a musket rather than at one
meter with a sword.
Gašpar and Petar, you will put everyone to work, including all the townsfolk.
The better we prepare and the more we do now, the less we will have to do later
when we are besieged and must focus on fighting. Ensure that you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1

Repair and reinforce the ramparts wherever they are weak.
Build internal defensive structures such as palisades and trenches.
Build strong gabions to protect the cannons on the bastions.
Adjust the dam system and ensure maximum water level.
Prepare and put in place repair supplies such as sand and lumber.
Put in place firefighting equipment, sand, and water, all around.
Buy or make construction materials such as lumber of all sorts.

For simplicity, for the rest of the story, musket will be used for all long guns including arquebuses.
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Scene 9: A just war

This speech is imagined in the spirit of the times to present the beliefs commonly
held by the Croats and Magyars. The goal of this scene is to present how the
concept of ‘just war’ theory1 justified the fight and motivated the soldiers.
Zrinski
Before we adjourn this meeting, I want to say a few words to fortify the spirit.
My brothers, if you have any doubts about what we must do, let me reassure
you of our cause. Over the course of my life, I was forced to be a soldier in
many battles. I have done many things I wish I did not have to do, but I had no
choice. With me, you have gone into many fights during which we have killed
countless men and many of our friends have died. We have destroyed and
plundered during our many raids, but for none of this do we need to ask
forgiveness because our fight is not for sinful self-enrichment but as a
defensive tactic to punish the Türkish occupation, slow the colonization of our
lands and the corruption of our way of life.
Süleyman believes his conquest, following the doctrines of the al-Qurʾân, is
just. He believes the Muhammadan Türkish Empire, led by the House of
Osman, is more civilized with greater justice and a higher standard of living,
and therefore he believes it is his duty to civilize Europe. Thus, under the
green flag of his false prophet, 2 he fights to destroy Christianity and force his
way of life on us.
Free Croats and Magyars bow only to their king. I do not want to bow to
Süleyman and live under his despotism; by his religion, by his laws and by his
way of life. I am a free man and will die free. Remember this, war is terrible
but there are worse things than death. 3
Our Catholic army chaplain, Father Janko Jelačić, will now say a few words.

Just war theory is divided into two parts: the jus ad bellum (right to go to war) and jus in bello
(right, proper conduct in war). The concept is not a new concept but has been discussed for many
centuries going back to ancient Egypt, Greece, China and Rome.
1

2 At

the time, many intellectuals and clergy call Muhammad the anti-Christ, a wicked deceiver, and
that the goal of Islam is to destroy Christianity. In England, John Foxe writes of Islam as “the
malignant rabble of the Anti-Christ, enemies to thy Son Jesus our Lord and Saviour.” In Germany,
Martin Luther, says that “ if the Pope is the Anti-christ, the Turk is the devil incarnate” and
Muhammad is “a devil and first-born child of Satan.” But, Catholics say Luther is the Anti-Christ.
3

“No one can be brave who considers pain to be the greatest evil in life.” - Marcus T. Cicero
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Father Janko Jelačić
[Steps forward. Blesses the crowd with a sign of the cross.]
Our Lord Jesus Christ told us our goal, as Christians, is to build a world of
peace and justice. He commanded us: “You shall love the Lord your God with
all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind - this is the great
and first commandment. And a second is like it: “You shall love your neighbor
as yourself. On these two commandments depend all the Law and the
Prophets.” (Matthew 22:35-40). He also taught us that, “If it is possible, do all
that you can to live at peace with everyone” (Romans 12:18) and, “Blessed are
the peacemakers” (Matthew 5:9).
Our Lord promises us that if we live by His teachings then one day there will be
no more wars - but that day is not today because war comes to us and therefore
we must take up arms and fight. We are justified to go to war, with the proper
authority given by the Emperor, founded on the following reasons:
• The tyrant comes here for conquest that will enrich his own country but
inflict grave and lasting damage to our nation - that is our main justification.
• In response to his aggression, our Emperor has tried to negotiate and keep
the peace, as flawed as it is, but the tyrant does not make peace possible.
• While we are small in numbers we are big in heart and by the wisdom
gained over the last decade, we have a reasonable possibility of success.
• Our arms will not produce greater evils and disorder than brings the tyrant.
We did not start this war. We do not attack Süleyman for conquest, to take his
lands to expand our own. We do not go to İstanbul to attack Süleyman to take
his power. We do not go to war out of envy or hatred, nor to command how he
and his people should live and pray.
We did not start this war, but we must finish it! We must fight against
Süleyman’s horde, a savage and cruel enemy, for a just cause; to protect our
lives, our families, our honor, and Christendom. If Süleyman takes Sziget, he
will then go to Vienna followed by Rome and then the Holy See where he
desires to sit in the Chair of Saint Peter - that we cannot allow.
Remember, we fight with proper intent in our desire to defeat the tyrant so that
our descendants will have the liberty to worship our Lord Jesus Christ, our
only Saviour, and to enjoy peace in their lives.
-Amen.
[Soldiers are dismissed and everyone exits.]
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Scene 10: Soliciting support for Sziget

Some time in March, Castellan Zrinski gave command of Sziget to his deputy and
once again traveled to Vienna to converse with Emperor Maximilian, Archduke
Charles, and the Hofkriegsrat. He then returned to his estate at Csáktornya
(Čakovec) to take care of family matters and to solicit support from other nobles in
the area. We can imagine the following based on what is known.
On April 19, 1566.
Zrinski’s office at Csáktornya.
Zrinski
[At his desk, with pen in hand, he says to himself.]
The soldiers don't know it yet, but I am certain Süleyman will soon come to
Sziget and therefore I must accelerate our preparations. I still do not have the
soldiers promised by the Emperor and now it is time to solicit aid from the
local nobles whose lands Sziget protects. The ideal person to talk to is Orsolya
Kanizsai the widow of my old friend and fellow Türk fighter Tamás Nádasdy
(Nádasdy de Nadasd et Fogarasfold), the previous Palatine of Hungary. Tamás
understood the importance of Sziget and hopefully, Orsolya does also. A
strong defense at Sziget will also be of great importance to the Nádasdy family
as the center of their lands is about 100 km northwest of Sziget. If Sziget falls
then the Nádasdy lands will be in danger of future raids and possible conquest.
Zrinski
[Writing a letter to Orsolya Kanizsai, the widow of Tamás Nádasdy.]
To the noble and magnificent lady.
Greetings,
It is evident that our most feared enemy, the Sultân of the Türks, is coming
with immense power to lay waste and utterly destroy what is left of our
beautiful suffering Homeland. He will first besiege Sziget, the bulwark and
protector of many lands and then, after the fortress falls and he turns Sziget
into earth and dust, he will take the province and from there go farther. It is
very important to defend, with high priority, this place. We must stop the
Türks here to prevent others from suffering in the coming calamity. Everyone
that depends on Sziget for their safety and survival should contribute and
assist with the defense.
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In the absence of his royal majesty, the Holy Roman Emperor, our majestic
prince, our Lord Charles, Archduke of Austria, the noblest of us, has graciously
declared his intention to provide certain equipment, war supplies and soldiers
for the defense of the fortress but this will not be enough. We know the Sultân
has innumerable soldiers and if one of his paşas besieges us we will need more
soldiers than we have.
Therefore, if the fate of our sweet Homeland is dear to Her Ladyship and if you
wish to protect it from despotism, for the future of your children, brothers and
sisters, friends, neighbors and trusted servants and to preserve the peace, we
solemnly call upon you, at your discretion, for the following: please, as soon as
possible, send as many infantrymen with muskets to Szigetvár as you can, as
well as one or two officers, along with a four-month supply, at your expense.
We do not ask this for ourselves, in consideration of our personal lives, but to
fulfill our duties for the safety and continuation of Christendom.
We have decided, that in the name of the almighty God, we will shut ourselves
into the Fortress, not for our own good, but to fight by all means in an effective
defense of Christendom. Above all else, for our benevolent God, then for his
Holy Imperial and Royal Majesty, and finally serving our dear Homeland
facing destruction. We will act faithfully, steadfast, with a brave face (cheerful
countenance), spilling our blood and if fate requires the loss of our heads.
I hope you will honor us with your patronage and support in our service.
May God keep you in good health and happiness for a long time.
Dated in Csáktornya, 19 April 1566.
Nikola, your constant friend, Zrinski, etc.1

On April 23, Nikola Zrinski writes his final will.

1

This is an informal translation of the letter Nikola Zrinski sent to Orsolya Kanizsai.
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Nikola Zrinski’s letter to Orsolya Kanizsai, from the National Archives of Hungary.
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Osmanlı Raids - Arslan Paşa on the offensive

Early in 1566 Arslan Paşa, the Beylerbey of Buda, received orders from the High
Porte to assess the readiness of Magyar forts in the region around Buda. If
opportunities become available, he is to attack and take small forts to test the
Habsburg reaction. In April, he begins to attack forts and raid villages across the
borderlands, starting in Gömör (Gemer) County in the north of Hungary. On April
22, the captain of the weak fort at Ajnácskô1 travels to Eger on business and takes
with him his best soldiers as a guard and thus leaves the fort poorly defended.
Arslan's spies report the captain’s departure and the next day, on April 23, Arslan
sends his soldiers to attack the fort. At dawn, using ladders, they climb over the
ramparts, overwhelm the defenders and kill all those who defend the fort.
Following their successes in the north, Arslan’s soldiers move southwards attacking,
plundering and doing much harm (infinite evils) to the peasants from Győr to Gyula.
Arslan Paşa receives a report (maybe in early May) stating that Nikola Zrinski, the
castellan of Sziget, is in Vienna and Arslan decides to take the fortress by surprise as
he did the fort at Ajnácskô. Taking Sziget would be a great victory for him but
unbeknownst to him, Zrinski has recently returned to Sziget from Csáktornya.
2,000 of Arslan’s soldiers attack but are shocked when the Sziget garrison, including
Zrinski with a sword in hand, charges out to fight them on the fields outside. The
fierce fight lasts about four hours and the Osmanlıs are beaten and forced to flee to
Pécs. Very few Szigetars are lost. 2
By these small movements and attacks, the Osmanlıs test the preparedness and
reaction of the Magyar and Habsburg forces. Unfortunately, from these attacks,
Maximilian’s advisors cannot deduce Süleyman's plans and where he will attack but
the attacks do motivate Europe to accelerate military preparations.
The preparations at Sziget continue.

1

May be the Magyar Gömör Castle (now Gemer) in the Hajnácskő region of present-day Slovakia.

French historian Martin Fumée said of the battle: “... the Türks found greater resistance there, then
they thought for: and being come to handy strokes, they were so hotly repulsed, and with such
slaughter, that among them there remained two wagons loaded with heads which were carried to
Sziget: and at the bruite (noise, talk) of so fierce an encounter, those who were at Pécs understanding
of the great loss happened to their party, began to fly and forsake the place.”
2
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Act III - The long road to Sziget

The decision is made, orders are sent, preparations completed and now the long
march begins. Men that are now separated by 1,300 km will soon meet face to face.
Emperor Maximilian has 90 days to mobilize and organize the Imperial Army. We
can only imagine the emotions Nikola Zrinski and his men in Sziget feel as they
receive spy reports and track the advance of the mighty storm.

Act III, while interesting, is not vital to the story of the coming siege, and the
reader can ‘fast forward’ through the following 60 pages. But, this part does add
color and depth to the historical setting and characters that will soon meet. The
march to Sziget also provides doorways that lead to many other interesting
stories.
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The Osmanlı war machine is set in motion

February, March 1566
The Osmanlı Empire
In early 1566, months before Süleyman leaves İstanbul for the long march to Sziget,
the Grand Vezir sends orders to the beylerbeys, sançakbeys, and timariots in all
parts of the Empire to prepare for the campaign ahead. Sançakbeys in Rumelia,
through which the Sultân will march, are to ensure their regions are free from any
danger or disorder. Local officials are warned that delay, disobedience, or failure in
fulfilling their assigned tasks will not be tolerated and will be harshly punished. The
orders sent are detailed and precise, with much thought given to military hardware,
supplies and the movement of personnel required. They include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Timar holders are ordered to mobilize for war.
All who fail to fulfill their obligations as cavalrymen will lose their timar.
Anyone suspected of being a German spy is to be taken into custody.
The mountains and forests are to be cleared of brigands and their heads are to
adorn the roads of the villages the Sultân will pass.
The Via Militaris and other roads must be widened and repaired.
Bridges from İstanbul to Beograd must be cleared and repaired.
Where creeks and marshes form due to rains, crossings are to be made.
Warehouses and supply depots are to be established along the route.
Depending on the area, supplies required can include everything from food
such as cereals, 1 flour, biscuits, salt, smoked meat, barley and oats for horses to
supplies such as horseshoes and nails, as well as digging equipment.
Campsites will have a landscape suitable for setting up many army camps.
Campsites must have plentiful vegetation to feed the animals.
Campsites must have an abundant water supply for the army and animals. 2
In the spring, the fleet will take the island of Chios, off the coast of Türkey.
In the summer, after Chios is taken, the fleet will sail into the Adriatic.

A multitude of messengers deliver thousands of orders, to even the most remote
sançaks, across the Empire. The Military machine begins to move and the
sançakbeys of Bosna, Semendire (Smederovo), Sirem (Srijem), Pojega (Požega), and
Segedin (Szeged) as well as Mohács, and Pécs will play important roles.

Military campaigns depend on an abundant of supply of cereals such as wheat, rice, corn and barley
which are the main nutrition for the army.
1

Imagine the sanitation problems caused by 90,000 soldiers, about 30,000 support staff (if not more)
and tens of thousands of animals (horses, mules, camels) in the camp.
2
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Building a bridge over the Drava River

A critical requirement for the Osmanlı campaign is to ensure troops and supplies
can cross the Drava River, near Osijek in Croatia. During the campaigns of 1541 and
1543 into Hungary, the Osmanlıs had built a temporary pontoon bridge in that area
but it was destroyed in 1545. While the Osmanlıs are skilled in traditional bridge
building, for expediency’s sake they opt for a pontoon bridge consisting of boats
linked across a narrow section of the river. A boardwalk across the Baranya
wetlands (marsh), on the north side of the Drava River, is also needed to connect the
bridge to the Osmanlı outpost at Darda.
In early April, orders are sent commanding Hamza Bey of Pécs to build the pontoon
bridge. He is ordered to acquire 40 boats from surrounding areas to be used as
pontoons for the bridge and he is also required to gather the necessary supplies such
as floorboards, support beams, posts and ropes for the construction. To pay for the
wages of the laborers and shipbuilders he is given 2,462 gold altın and if more
money is needed, he is told, it can be taken from local taxes. Boats are collected and
by mid-April, 35 sajkas1 (riverboats) manned by crews with cannons and muskets,
35 boats for transporting supplies, and 15 boats for transporting horses are brought
to Osijek. Hamza Bey is warned: “With Allâh's help, do not ruin the boats.”
The construction of the boardwalk across the Baranya wetlands is assigned to Nasuf
Bey of Požega2 and the Sançakbey of Mohács is tasked to assist him. The boardwalk,
maybe 6 km long, is to be built with decking strong enough to ensure the safe
passage of soldiers, supply wagons, beasts of burden, and heavy cannons. A wide
footpath on the south side, to the bridge, and another footpath on the north, away
from the boardwalk, are also required.
The Spačva region, 70 km south of Osijek, famous for its large oak forests, provides
the wood to be cut into lumber (timber) such as beams and planks needed for the
construction of the bridge and boardwalk. The laborious process requires many
wagons and wagon drivers to transport the wood to Osijek.
The bridge and boardwalk are to be completed by the end of June.

The sajka (sayka, chaika) are river longboats that can be 20 m long and 3.5 m wide. Each boat may
have 18 to 24 oarsmen and 2 to 4 small cannons. A longboat can carry 50 to 60 soldiers with
muskets or pistols.
1

Due to the availability of skilled labor and good wood the Sançak of Požega is one of six Osmanlı
sançaks with well developed woodworking and shipbuilding abilities. Others include Mohács in
Hungary, Zvornik in Bosna, Smederevo in Serbia, Nikopol and Vidin in Bulgaria.
2
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Süleyman’s delayed departure

Late April
Topkapı Palace, İstanbul
Süleyman, although weak and in much pain, eagerly anticipates reliving the
adventures of his youth. Süleyman's original plan was to depart on April 5, the 15th
day of Ramadan, to have as much time as possible on the battlefields of Hungary
before he must return home for winter, but events force him to delay his departure.
The schedule is shifted forward when a messenger arrives on April 7 from Buda with
a letter from Maximilian informing Süleyman that an envoy will soon arrive with the
tribute owed.
While preparations are nearing completion, many in the High Porte silently hope
that war can be avoided. The Kapıkulu soldiers are overjoyed when they hear a
rumor about the tribute being paid because after the defeat and massive losses at
Malta, they have little desire for yet another campaign, preferring to rest this year
and be spared the dangers of war. Soldiers curse János Zápolya II for starting up
the troubles in Hungary. At the same time, rumors circulate that the new Grand
Vezir's manipulations are responsible for the increasing tensions and Süleyman’s
desire for war. The rumors are true - Mehmet Paşa Sokolović does look forward to
war and urges Süleyman to proceed with preparations for battle and conquest. The
Grand Vezir says there can be no rest until the fortresses of Eger, Gyula and Sziget
are under the Sultân’s control.
Süleyman knows that time is of the essence but he decides to stay in İstanbul a little
while longer, so that he can observe the fasting required during Ramadan (one of the
Five Pillars of Islam). Thus, the departure date moves to April 21 (1-Shawwal-973,
the first day of the 10th month in Islam). But, there is then yet another change. On
April 20, at noon, envoy Hosszútóthy arrives at the gates of İstanbul. Upon entering
the city, he is led with his entourage to the Grand Vezir wherein coded letters that he
secretly carries are forcibly taken from him. Then, mocking all prescribed laws and
conventions, Süleyman orders Hosszútóthy imprisoned along with Ambassador de
Wyss. Süleyman becomes paranoid about Maximilian’s true intentions and is
frustrated by the delay tactics - which Süleyman believes are only meant to give
Maximilian more time to prepare his own army for war.
In the midst of the tumult of deception and delay, Süleyman is gripped by intrigues
and grows suspicious of his own family. He knows his son Selim will soon be Sultân
and wants him to go to war by and have a major military success to his name.
Süleyman wants Selim and his grandson Murad to join him on the campaign to
Hungary. Selim though, almost 42 years of age, does not want to join his father, nor
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does Murad. Selim, accustomed to the indolence and pleasures of his harem, gives
vague excuses and feigns fatigue.
Süleyman is disgusted with Selim’s response. While he knows his son enjoys the
pleasures of the harem and wine,1 he also secretly fears Selim is a schemer, who is
tired of seeing his father live so long and impatiently awaits the time to take over the
throne. What can Selim be planning to do while Süleyman is away on a campaign?
Süleyman recalls how his own father, Selim I, forced his grandfather, Bayezid II, to
abdicate the throne on April 25, 1512. Süleyman thinks a similar fate awaits him if
he leaves his son behind. On the other hand, there is also speculation that Selim has
his own suspicions of his father. He is afraid his father might want to kill him, and
so is hesitant to journey on the Sultân's yacht to Mohács with Ali Portug.
Süleyman once again postpones his departure as he sends spies to the city of
Kütahya to carefully monitor Selim’s behavior. There is a suspicion that Süleyman
might actually hope that Selim is, in fact, indulging in treachery rather than
cowardice because in Süleyman eyes treachery is a far better virtue than cowardice.
The spies return, report their observations, and Süleyman’s fears of his son are
removed. He is convinced that sheer indolence truly drives Selim, after all.
Süleyman judges Selim to be incapable of being a good ruler but Selim is his only
remaining son and therefore must live on. He finds comfort in knowing that Grand
Vezir Sokolović has promised to advise Selim well.
Finally, Süleyman announces he will depart İstanbul on May 1 (maybe April 29).
The illnesses of Süleyman's old age are the official reason given for the delay. It is
said he waits for his pains (possibly gout) to ease before going on the long march.
On April 25, Pertev Paşa, with an army of 25,000 soldiers2, departs for Gyula. As
Pertev marches up the Via Militaris he sends reports about the condition of the road
and campsites. Along the way, additional Rumelian soldiers will join him. In
Bulgaria, near Dobrudzhanka in Szilisztra, the Tatar cavalry sent by the Khan of
Crimea will join.3 At Temesvár all elements of the army will merge and then proceed
to Gyula. Pertev’s estimated time for the start of the siege is the first week of July.
There is no longer any talk of peace. The two Habsburg envoys, György Hosszútóthy
and Albert de Wyss, remain in the prison.

Süleyman abhors wine and asks Selim to stop drinking “that red mad thing” but he does not stop.
Süleyman has one of Selim's drinking companions executed but Selim continues to drink in secret.
1

2

Pertev’s army includes 3,000 yeniçeri, 1,500 sipâhi, 600 silâhdar and 63 çavuş.

Tatars ride from Crimea, north of the Black Sea, across Poland (now parts of Ukraine), into
Hungary.
3
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A letter to Erdély: I am coming to your aid

April 29
The High Porte
Earlier in the year Zápolya and Schwendi had exchanged heated letters discussing
the extent to which the Magyar noblemen of Royal Hungary and Erdély should be
involved in joining the fight against their perceived enemy, the Habsburgs. In
response, Süleyman reaches out to the nobles of Erdély to demand their support
against the Habsburgs. On April 29, before his departure from İstanbul, Süleyman
sends a letter in the Magyar language to the nobles with this dire warning:
“For a few years already, the German Emperor invades the Macaristan
Krallığı (Magyar Kingdom) but with the help of Allâh, I will have such an
army that I will be able to destroy your enemies. I tell you this now so that it
cannot be said afterward I was not open (honest) about my will (intentions).
If you love your kingdom, land, life, women, children, subjects and your
goods (possessions) before I arrive submit yourselves to your King János
Zsigmond and be faithful and obedient to him.
But, should you be reluctant (obstinate, rebellious) and defy my command,
in the near future I will give out punishments. If you do not submit to your
king according to my orders, as I hope to Allâh you do, not a single one of
you will remain alive and your castles and estates will be destroyed.
Think of what lies ahead and know my words are clear and certain.”

Before Süleyman leaves İstanbul, he also sends a çavuş messenger to Zápolya to
summon him to an audience in Zemun, on the west side of the Sava River across
from Beograd.
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Süleyman’s departure from İstanbul

Before his departure
İstanbul
As he had done in his previous campaigns, following the traditions of his
predecessors, Süleyman visits the tomb of Abu Ayyub Ansari, a close of the Prophet
Muhammad, to pray and call on him for conquest and victory. Next, he begins to
distribute alms as is required by tradition and royal custom but he feels weak and
returns to the Palace. He orders Grand Vezir Sokolović to complete the visits,
prayers, and recitals from the al-Qurʾân at the tombs of his Osmanlı ancestors and
the distribution of alms.

May 1
İstanbul
When undertaking foreign campaigns, Süleyman’s ceremonial marches out of
İstanbul were always a matter of grand public display, but this time an even more
impressive spectacle is organized. Süleyman has amassed the largest army the city
has ever seen, about 100,000 soldiers, and the people of İstanbul arrive early to find
a good place from which to witness the most awe-inspiring of send-offs. More than
600,000 people, residents of the city 1 and the lands around it, line the route to cheer
on the massive army called to arms from across the Empire; including the
Anatolians, Karamans, Vans, Karahamids, Erzurums, Arabs, Egyptians, and
Africans. This army is said to be unstoppable and capable of destroying the world.
At the first light of dawn, the army organizes and everyone stands in their proper
position. As the sun rises Süleyman appears2 and mounts his majestic Arabian steed
and the Sançak-ı Şerif (green flag of the Prophet) is raised. From his horse,
Süleyman shouts out: ”Forward! To Vienna!” Standing beside the Grand Vezir, a
Derviş shouts out loud: “Allâh! Allâh! Allâh!” Musketeers fire shots and the Sultân’s
çavûş (court messengers) shout loud praises. The Sultân's large kös (war drum)
booms and the mehter band plays, giving commands all can hear. The army is set in
motion. In accordance with established customs and laws, Süleyman exits the Bab-i
Hümay (Imperial Gate of the Topkapı Palace).

İstanbul is the largest city in the western world. Paris and Antwerp have a population of about
200,000, Venice 170,000, London about 150,000 and Vienna has about 50,000 people.
1

It is said that Sultân Süleyman appears like the sun itself and by his light all the evils of the world
(unbelief, infidels) will vanish (be vanquished).
2
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As with everything in the Osmanlı Empire, there is organization and order to the
army as it marches out of İstanbul. At the front of the army is the Akınçı light
cavalry whose job is to be the first into action and to create chaos on the enemy
frontlines and spread great fear. Following them is the Azap irregular infantry, wild
in appearance and tasked with clearing the path for the Yeniçeris in frontal assaults.
Next, march the Deli, irregular light cavalry shock troops from Bulgaria and Serbia,
wearing all varieties of animal skins including leopard, tiger, and lion, some with
wings of eagles mounted on their shoulders and others wearing the heads of bears
and wolves as helmets, and carrying sabers, maces, and spears.
When the Sultân's Sipâhi cavalry marches past, armed with sabers, daggers, axes,
bows, and arrows and riding their beautiful Arabian, Persian, and Türkish purebred
horses, the crowds howl with enthusiasm. Then march the Yeniçeris in their
magnificent uniforms carrying the muskets they received just seven years earlier,
during the war against the Persians. They march under white flags with text from
the Muhammadan Holy Book, the al-Qurʾân, written in gold letters with doubleedged swords beneath the text.
Süleyman, dressed in white, swathed
in bandages under his clothes, rides
on his beautiful white horse. For 15
years he has been applying rouge to
cover up his pale chalky complexion,
and on this day, he does his best to
look vigorous and primed for battle.1
His personal bodyguard, the inner
group of Yeniçeris known as the
Solaks, surround him on all sides.
A large retinue of dignitaries and
officials from the High Porte ride
close to Süleyman. They include his
vezirs: Vezir-ı âzam (Grand Vezir)
Mehmet Paşa Sokolović, the serasker,
who leads the pack and behind him is
üçüncü (third) vezir Ferhât Paşa with
his scowling face and haughty gaze.
Next is dördüncü (fourth) vezir
Ahmet Paşa, large, ugly, and moroselooking, who just recently received the rank of vezir thanks to crown prince Selim.
Some comments say that Süleyman, though in pain tries to walk with the swagger of a warrior. It is
difficult to believe that he can go hunting in the vicinity, much less on a distant campaign.
1
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Beşinci (fifth) vezir Kızılahmetli Mustafa Paşa, who commanded troops in Malta, is
next, but after his defeat and demotion, few pay any attention to him. Among the
pack is also Şemsi Ahmet Paşa, Beylerbey of Rumelia, the European part of the
Empire, and younger brother of the fifth vezir. Absent is ikinci (second) vezir Pertev
Paşa because he is already on his way to Gyula.
The vezirs are followed by the two kadıasker, the chief judges of the Empire:
Mevlana Perviz Efendi, the Anatolian judge, responsible for the Asian part of the
Empire, and Mevlana Hamit Efendi, the Rumelian judge, responsible for the
European part.
The al-Qurʾân and pieces of the sacred black rock Kaaba are transported on sacred
camels, on top of which fly light green flags. Young scholars read from the alQurʾân1, possibly including from Sûrah 8: al-Anfâl (Spoils of War):
60: Mobilize against them your armed force to the utmost of your power and
bring steeds of war by which you will strike terror into the hearts of the enemy
of Allâh and your own enemy. Frighten also those others beside (behind) them
that you do not know but whom Allâh knows. Know that whatever you spend
in the cause of Allâh will be repaid to you in full; you will not be wronged.
(Allâh will give you sufficient recompense with due justice.)
61: And if they incline to peace, then incline to it also and trust in Allâh.
Verily, it is He who is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing.
62: But if they desire to deceive you - then sufficient for you is Allâh.
It is He who strengthens you with His aid and with the company of believers!
63: And in the hearts of the believers he placed affection and unity. If you were
to spend all the wealth of the earth, you could not have united their hearts; but
Allâh brought them together. Indeed, He is Exalted in Might and Wise.
64: O Prophet, sufficient for you is Allâh and the support of the believers who
follow.
Poets sing of the triumphs of the Pâdişâh of the world. The Sultân's mehter band,
part of the Yeniçeri Corps, provides music with drums of various sizes, zil (cymbals),
boru (bugle), zurna (oboe), kurrenay (curved horn), and the mehter whistle—the
power of which few have heard before. Thousands of flags and military unit banners
fly as the army marches.
Of interest for the justification for war and conquest are the following Sûrahs of the al-Qurʾân:
Sûrah 8 al-Anfâl (Spoils of War), Sûrah 47 al-Qiṫāl (Fighting), Sûrah 48 al-Fatḥ (Victory), Sûrah 105
al-Fīl (The Elephant). In the al-Qurʾân, a Sûrah is a chapter and an āyāt is a verse.
1
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The scene is a spectacle to behold – the enormous crowd is waving flags, screaming,
singing, and playing instruments; trumpets, pipes, musettes and drums of all types
and sizes. People on both sides of the road lift their hands to the sky and with tears
in their eyes they are heard to shout: “Oh my Allâh! Help the Islamic Sultân,
support the Muhammadans, humiliate those unbelievers who despise (show disdain
for) Islam and help those who fight for the True Religion.”
Following the main state dignitaries march the Yeniçeri Ağa Ali Ağa, the
defterdarları (chief treasurer) Murat Çelebi with his assistants Mehmet Çelebi and
Haşan Çelebi, the nişancı (chancellor, holder of imperial standard) Eğri Abdizade
Mehmet Çelebi, and the chief müteferrika (chief of palace notables) Celalzade
Mustafa Çelebi. The rear of the retinue is brought up by the beylerbeys of various
provinces. Also marching with the Sultân, to see him off on his campaign, are the
Grand Mufti Ebüssuûd Efendi, Doctor of the Law, who Süleyman named
Şeyḫülislām, the Kadı (chief judge) of İstanbul Kadızade Ahmet Şemseddin Efendi,
and great scholars such as İskender Paşa are present.
To ensure mass participation and support, early in the year, on Süleyman's request,
the Grand Mufti had issued a Fatwâ to declare the campaign a holy war and to
encourage all who can to volunteer. Thus, tens of thousands of volunteers join for
the glory of participating and most importantly to be welcomed into Paradise if they
die as Şehîd (martyr) in battle. These volunteers, with barely any military training
and not recorded on the muster rolls, march in a ragtag manner near the rear.
Farther back are the slow-moving support and supply elements, including horses
pulling hundreds, if not thousands, of carts carrying tools of war, tents, equipment,
and food. Tens of thousands of camels are loaded with food, supplies, cannons, and
barrels of black powder.
Officials that will remain in İstanbul escort Süleyman to the gates of Edirne to see
him off. The care of the capital is entrusted to loyal officials - İskender Paşa as the
kaymakam (colonel, deputy of the Grand Vezir) and the second and third defterdars
(treasurers). Protection of the port, shipyards, and the arsenal are entrusted to the
Kaptan Piyâle Mehmet Paşa1 and the Bostanji (Gardner, imperial guard) Paşa Davud
Ağa. Also remaining are the Grand Mufti and the Kadı.
The massive army departing İstanbul is truly a magnificent sight to behold but it is
not the Army of Allâh in its entirety because elements of the provincial Sipâhi
cavalry and Azap infantry, often used for digging trenches and as cannon fodder, will
join Süleyman along the march to Beograd at cities such as Edirne, Plovdiv, Sofia,
and Niš. Mustafa Bey Sokolović joins the campaign later.
1

Piyâle does not stay long in İstanbul. In July, he takes Chios and the takes the fleet to the Adriatic.
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This flamboyant display of pomp and circumstance also comes with added benefits:
as the army is motivated and the citizenry impressed, so too are the ambassadors
and observers from across Europe, who promptly send reports to their rulers of
Süleyman's grandeur and might. In other words, psychological warfare is in play
amplifying Süleyman’s strength, to strike fear in the hearts of Habsburg generals
and advisers.
As the army marches, Maximilian waits with great trepidation.

The picture on the following page, in two parts, is presented to help the reader
imagine the grandeur of Süleyman’s departure from İstanbul.
Title: “Procession of Sultân Süleyman through the Atmeidan”1
From: Ces Moeurs et fachons de faire de Turcz (Customs and Fashions of the Turks)
Artist: After Pieter Coecke van Aelst the Younger, maybe in Antwerp, 1553.
Held by: The Metropolitan Museum of Art
Note: The wide picture is cut into two pictures. The top picture is the right side and
the bottom picture is the left side of the full picture.

1

The Atmeidan is the Hippodrome of İstanbul.
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Süleyman's weakness

As Süleyman departs, many dignitaries fear that this will be the last time they see
their Sultân alive. A visibly frail old man, Süleyman proudly rides his magnificent
horse 2 km from the Topkapı Palace to the Süleymaniye Mosque, a new wonder of
the world and the burial place of his beloved wife Hürrem. While Süleyman
marches he admires how İstanbul has grown under his rule.
In 1521, during his first campaign, Süleyman rode his horse the entire way to
Beograd, but in 1566 he now rides his horse only when traveling through towns or
by Osmanlı outposts where he will be seen. Age has not been kind: weakness,
drowsiness, aching bones, and possibly arthritis force him to dismount his horse,
when out of public view, and enter his well-padded carriage or litter in which he sits
while he holds conferences with his vezirs. Seeing the Sultân traveling in a litter
carried by porters is odd because women typically travel in this fashion but for
Süleyman, weak and in pain, this is the most comfortable manner of transport.
To make the trip as comfortable as possible, orders were sent out for timariots along
the route to repair the road and bridges in preparation for the campaign. When the
march starts, the Grand Vezir sends the engineers one day ahead of the main body,
to ensure the roads are leveled and all bridges are ready for crossing. In spite of
these precautions, the journey is difficult for Süleyman. He requires extra rest each
night to recover because even with the soft pillows in the litter he is in pain.
The bumpy roads bother him.
The cold of Thrace bothers him.
The rains of Bulgaria bother him.
His gout and edema1 bother him.
His depression and irritable melancholy bother him.
A deserter from the Osmanlı army later reports:
“The Sultân wears a black feather in his turban and has a long grey beard.
Because of his old age, his head rests on his shoulder. He can't ride a horse
and travels in a carriage and when he comes to his tent two footmen (aides)
help him to the tent.”

Dropsy is an old term for the medical condition that results in a a swelling of soft tissues, especially
in the lower legs and feet, due to the accumulation of excess water.
1
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The Via Militaris

Over the last 200 years, each Sultân marched a little farther up the Via Miliaris
and conquests progressed as follows: Edirne in 1361, Plovdiv in 1363, Sofia in 1385,
and Niš in 1386. In 1456, Süleyman’s great-grandfather Mehmet II tried to take
Beograd, at the end of the long road but failed. In 1521, Süleyman marched all the
way to the end of the road and took Beograd.
The Via Militaris is a 1,000 km long road from İstanbul to Beograd. Eight meters
wide and paved with stones or covered with sand. The road was built in the 1st
century Anno Domini (A.D.) by the Romans to transport their armies countless
times. It later comes to be known as Crusader Road because the Crusaders marched
on it to Constantinople during the Crusades. Now, like a river flowing northwest,
the soldiers, animals, and wagons travel once again up the ancient road. The
Osmanlı army marches, on average, about the same distance as did the Romans,
about 24 km per day. Having already marched up the Via Militaris for seven
campaigns, Süleyman knows the route well; from Edirne to Sofia through the
Maritsa River valley, and then from Niš to Beograd through the Morava River valley.
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March to Beograd

The first place the army encamps outside of İstanbul is near the aqueducts, the
construction of which is Süleyman is very proud and which he now sees for the first
time. Next, they stop at Lüleburgaz where Grand Vezir Sokolović later builds a
mosque and bridge designed by architect Mimar Sinan. The 240 km march to
Edirne (Hadrianopolis, Adrianople), the second capital of the Osmanlı Empire, takes
11 days. At the city gates of Edirne, the Asiatic armies join Süleyman’s army.
The army rests for three days at the fields of Rüstem-Çelebi, near the old Roman
ruins of Hadrianopolis just short of reaching Edirne. Poets Nevaji, Furi (Fuzi), and
Kasi Ubeidi-Chelebi come to the Pâdişâh and speak in verse wishes of a happy
departure to a blessed and triumphant war. The “Sultân of Poems”, Mahmut
Abdülbâkî (Bâkî), recites a poem that will make him famous. In the poem the
master poet speaks of:1
How happy Bâkî is to see his Sultân resting here in this beautiful land and
proclaims how seeing his Sultân is like the flowering of a new life for the poet.
Time for the Sultân’s duty is here, now that spring has arrived it is time for the
Pâdişâh to mount his steed, and gallop in glory across the fields of the world.
The Sultân should march into Rumelia and behold the lands he has taken,
which now, because of his victories, are subjects under his proud banner.
Bâkî uses the imagery of a strong cypress tree in the garden to describe how the
Sultân’s strong arms (weapons) gracefully sway in the winds of conquest.
The Sultân’s scimitar is as water that will cleanse the world of detritus and the
blood of his enemies will turn the earth into a rose garden (paradise).
From the heavens, Behram the Foe-Slayer (god of war) watches him as he
fights and applauds him, “Well done, brave hero, a thousand times, well done!”
In ending, Bâkî prays that Almighty Allâh protects the Sultân from error and
harm while the ruler of the world, the righteous Sultân, Šāh (Shah) Süleyman
does his duty.

This poem has never been translated, in its full beauty, to English and
therefore only a description of the shadow of the poem can be provided here.
1
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From Edirne, the army marches 40 km on the north side of the Maritsa River, and at
Svilengrad they cross the 295-meter long Mustafa Paşa Bridge (Old Bridge), built of
stone in 1529—one of the first major works by architect Mimar Sinan.
Each day at dawn the camp packs up and begins the march, with the Anatolian army
in the front, through the beautiful river valleys and mountain gorges of Rumelia.
Depending on the weather and road conditions the army typically arrives at the next
bivouac site in the early afternoon. On arrival, the soldiers find that the camp is
already in the process of being set up by a large support group whose only
responsibility is to pack up the camp, move it by wagons and set it up at the new
location ahead of the Sultân’s arrival.
The Sultân's grand tent, 1 as luxurious as a palace, is always ready for Süleyman. The
tent may have two or three poles holding up the roof and the walls are made of many
large fabric panels. The size and weight of the tent and furnishings are so great that
it cannot be taken down at the old camp, transported and then put up at the new
camp in time for the Sultân's arrival and therefore two tents are used. While the
Sultân occupies one tent a group of tent pitchers marches ahead to set up the second
tent in time for the Sultân's arrival. Hundreds of camels carry the materials and
furnishings from location to location.
The Grand Vezir rides ahead to supervise the engineers as they repair roads and
bridges. Messengers travel ahead of the army to inform the chiefs of towns and
villages along the route of the approaching army. The local chiefs are told to give
Süleyman a respectful reception, to celebrate to the utmost, while not being too
noisy to disturb the Sultân’s comfort. When they stop for the day at the camp, food
and supplies are found waiting for the army, and the beasts of burden are taken to
the fields to graze. Süleyman rests in his tent, meets with his commanders and
enjoys a cool sweet sherbet drink, both refreshing and medicinal, prepared from
fruits, herbs or flower petals.
At night servants arrange Süleyman's bedchambers and light hanging lamps. His
physician brings medicines to help ease his pains and to help him sleep. Young
students of the al-Qurʾân read passages. Süleyman might have asked one of his
attendants to read to him what the monk Isaias of Serres wrote about the Osmanlı
invasion of Macedonia and capture of Skopje in 1371-2. The attendant reads aloud:
“Like the birds of Heaven, the Ishmaelites (Muhammadan Arabs) spread
themselves over the land, and never ceased murdering the inhabitants or
carrying them off into slavery. The country is empty of men, of cattle, and of
There are no dimensions available for the Sultân’s tent but it can be safely
imagined that it is as large as the tent of a traditional traveling circus.
1
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the fruits of the fields. There is no prince or leader: there is no redeemer or
savior among the people. All faded away before the fear of the Ishmaelites, and
ever the brave hearts of heroic men are transformed into the weak hearts of
women. Rightly the dead are envied by the living.” 1
Süleyman smiles.

By Osmanlı accounts, the march through the occupied territories of Rumelia, now
inside of Abode of Peace, is very disciplined with strict commands preventing harm
to local residents and others using the road. Soldiers are forbidden to go off the
road, either left or right, and those who do, are severely punished. Taking anything
from local peasant lands or demanding anything from local people without paying
for it is deemed illegal. Beasts of burden are not allowed to graze on lands and crops
belonging to villagers. To maintain law and order inside the army, Ali Ağa and
Malkara Bey are designated as yasakçı (men-at-arms, police). Their units are
tasked with finding criminals, both inside and outside the army. Soldiers that harm
local people during the march are executed.
The Venetian Giovanni Sagredo, however, paints a slightly different picture of the
campaign and how the troops conduct themselves:
“[… the campaign is] a deplorable misunderstanding between the desired and
possible. While the army units at the front are disciplined and have nice tents
set up in a proper camp, the elements at the rear, a mass of non-military
servicemen, craftsmen, tradesmen, traders, volunteers, and workers who do
not participate in the battle live a life quite the opposite of what the Janissaries
enjoy. While the army marches through the occupied lands of Rumelia the
soldiers are ordered to take care and not destroy farmer's lands and towns, but
many of the volunteers live in squalor and must fend for themselves. As such,
they sometimes pillage the local countryside for food.”
Along the length of the Via Militaris, the Grand Vezir is very busy having meetings
with the vezirs and senior military commanders to ensure supplies arrive on time.

1 As

translated by Herbert Gibbons in “The Foundation of the Ottoman Empire…”, New York, 1916.
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Cannons for Sziget
On May 19, a message is sent from Osmanlı command.
From: Headquarters
To: Beylerbey of Buda, Arslan Paşa
For a possible siege of Sziget you are required to do an inspection of
the Budin Eyalet for [long range siege] cannons capable of destroying
the cannons at the fortress of Sziget*.
Inspect the cannons at Buda, Pécs, and Székesfehérvár and send a
report of what is available. Prepare the cannons and if such cannons
are not available then acquire them and make them ready.

#158
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Rains and floods

Heavy rains in May of 1566 make the march up the Via Militaris more difficult than
past campaigns. The downpours are so intense that the Dîvân scheduled for May 17
is canceled. Due to great rains at Plovdiv, the army stops and rests. On May 29, the
rainstorms again force the cancellation of a Dîvân and everyone tries to stay dry
inside their tents. Rivers are swollen, bridges cannot be built, and roads are washed
out. Camels, which are creatures of the desert, have great difficulty walking on the
mud and crossing rivers. Heavily loaded with supplies, they slip, fall, break their
legs or drown. The oxen pulling cannons don’t fare better either and often get stuck
in the mud.
Southern Hungary is experiencing a similar deluge and, on May 23, reports arrive
informing Süleyman that the Drava River has spilled its banks and flooded the
surrounding region making it impossible to cross the river at Osijek. As Süleyman
marches through Bulgaria, on May 30, he is informed by messengers from Bayram
Bey, the Sançakbey of Smederevo, that the Sava and Danube Rivers are flooded near
Beograd and that crossing by pontoon bridge from Beograd to Zemun will be
impossible. The sançakbey reports that the next best location for a bridge is at the
village of Šabac, about 80 km west on the Sava River, where pontoon bridges had
been built in the past. Subsequent reports confirm that the floods on the Drava have
not subsided.
Süleyman and the army persevere across Rumelia but the pace of travel from
Plovdiv to Sofia is quite slow and causes Süleyman great discomfort. On June 1, one
month after departing İstanbul, the army arrives at the scenic fields of Pazardzhik
(Tatár-Bazári). Here Süleyman receives some good news: a messenger delivers a
letter of glad tidings informing him that a son is born to Prince Murad (Selim’s son),
Beylerbey of Magnesia. Fulfilling Süleyman’s wish, the great-grandson is named
Mehmet for Süleyman’s great-grandfather Mehmet the Conqueror.
The rain and strong winds make the passage through Trajan's Gate1 hazardous, but
the march continues. The army rests a few days in Sofia while Süleyman enjoys the
hot mineral baths hoping they will ease his pains.

Named after Roman Emperor Trajan who ordered the fort built on the Via Militaris. Also known as
Gate of Trajan, Trayanova Vrata, Pass des Trajans-Thores, Kapulu Derbent, and Thorpass. Located
in present day Bulgaria, about half way between Plovdiv and Sofia.
1
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First change in plans

Reports continue to arrive about great flooding along the Sava River forcing a
change in Süleyman’s plans. The original plan for the army was to march directly
from Beograd to Zemun by crossing the Sava River, where it flows into the Danube,
across a pontoon bridge but great rains flood the Sava River. After much
deliberation, Süleyman’s planners decide against this risky crossing. Instead, they
opt to make a detour and travel from Beograd to the Osmanlı camp at Böğürdelen
(Šabac, taken in 1521), where they will cross the river by a bridge and then march
north to Zemun. On June 3, an order is sent to Bayram Bey, the Sançakbey of
Smederevo, and the commander of Šabac to cut a wider path through the forest and
make a road to Šabac and there build a pontoon bridge over the Sava River. Also
required is a boardwalk toward and away from the bridge to allow the army to more
easily, and without harm, cross the flooded and muddy land.
While approaching Sofia, on or about June 4, additional reports arrive detailing
ongoing massive flooding along the Drava River in northeast Slavonia. The vezirs
discuss the floods and further investigation confirms it is not possible to build a
bridge across the flooded area at Osijek. While orders had been sent out months ago
to build 40 pontoon boats to support a floating bridge over the Drava at Osijek, the
river has now widened considerably. An alternative to a pontoon bridge is to ferry
the army across by boats but ferrying an entire army is hazardous and will take too
much time. On June 6, Süleyman decides that “waiting for the rivers to return to
their beds will cause much delay” and therefore, on or about June 9, he moves his
primary target from Sziget to Eger in northern Hungary. Going to Eger will, if
needed, also provide relief to Pertev Paşa, who is besieging Gyula.
A change in target requires that new orders are dispatched. The sançakbeys of Pécs,
Požega, and Srijem are told to stop all preparations for bridge-building on the
Drava. The Sançakbey of Srijem is ordered to build a pontoon bridge across the
Danube at Petrovaradin (Novi Sad, 75 km upriver from Zemun). He will receive the
boats from Osijek and also additional boats since the Danube is wider than is the
Drava. All materials, supplies, and boats, including 50 sajkas, 20 boats for horses
and 36 pontoon boats, as well as laborers are redirected to Petrovaradin. Additional
boats are ordered from Nikopol in Bulgaria (720 km away), Vidin in Bulgaria (500
km) and Zvornik in Bosna (350 km). Süleyman expects fast results from his military
planners despite these last minute changes. While the bridge at Petrovaradin is
being built, the Sançakbey of Požega is ordered to continue building boats for the
transport of people. He is also tasked to monitor and report on the changing water
levels of the Drava River. Unbeknownst to Nikola Zrinski, his prayers were
answered; Sziget and his soldiers have been spared.
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Maximilian in Augsburg and Vienna

When Süleyman sets out from İstanbul, Maximilian is still at the Diet of Augsburg.
The deliberation process is slow and arduous, with much ongoing religious
distraction and politicking.1 Eventually, the German Prince-Electors and nobles give
Maximilian the support he asks for, but, with the stipulation that the support will
not come in the form of troops, but in money. While Maximilian does not get the
German soldiers he requested he is satisfied with the money that is pledged saying
that he has been given more than has ever been given to any Emperor in Habsburg
history. Unfortunately, the support pledged is slow to be sent. Maximilian sends
messengers to European princes giving them a report on Süleyman's progress and
solicits their help to pay for mercenaries. Maximilian’s hopes are bolstered by
support from Saxony, Bavaria, and the Archbishop of Salzburg, who loan him
300,000 gold thalers.
Maximilian begins to recruit soldiers to mobilize an army, but his advisers cannot
agree on what Süleyman will do and therefore Maximilian hesitates to make plans
until he is certain of Süleyman's intentions. The Habsburg spies do a poor job
providing information and the analysts do an even worse job analyzing the
information they receive. In April, Maximilian again hears that Sziget is a target but
is not certain. Early opinions among his advisers and the military council are that
Süleyman will support (or seize) Siebenbürgen (Transylvania) by taking Gyula,
Szatmár, and Tokaj. Some advisers believe that Eger cannot be a target because of
its location in the north and the fortress is considered well-fortified and manned.
On May 20, in Augsburg, Maximilian declares war decrees about:
• Equipping soldiers, their servants, and their horses.
• Proper behavior of units on the battlefield or in garrison.
• Duties and salaries of war leaders, soldiers, and all support staff.
• Ways of replacing diseased, wounded and killed soldiers and horses.
• Conduct of guards and soldiers, the relationship with commanders.
• Relationship between soldiers of different nationalities.
• Procedures against spies and prisoners.
The Diet of Augsburg is dissolved on May 30.

On May 14, Elector Frederick III of the Palatinate is called to defend the “Heidelberg Catechism”
that he had commissioned, and which has become very popular but has received much criticism.
Frederick’s defense is so good that he is allowed to use his catechism. The Elector of Saxony says:
“Fritz, you are better than all of us,” and the Margrave of Baden adds: “Why do you trouble this man.
He is more pious than all of us.”
1
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Süleyman’s march through Serbia

On or about June 11, at Niš1, in Serbia, about 240 km southeast of Beograd, the army
stops and Süleyman enjoys two ‘spa days’ at Niška Banja, one of the oldest hot water
spas in Europe. This is one of his favorite resting places because the hot radon-rich
mineral waters are known for their benefits for rheumatic and cardiovascular
ailments. After departing Niš the army turns into the Morava River valley toward
Beograd. The rains subside, but new dangers lie ahead.
Travel on the Serbian roads is perilous due to brigands and highwaymen that rob
travelers. As the Osmanlı army marches through the forests of Serbia, bold bandits
not only pilfer supply stations but also sneak into the army camps to steal valuables
and weapons from tents and supply wagons. The thefts are not only ‘grab and run’
but the thieves come with swords ready to fight and they rob many injured and ill
soldiers, especially among the poorly armed volunteers at the tail end of the army.
When Süleyman learns about the robberies he is infuriated, first with his officers for
being so careless and lax with security and then with the thieves. After an
uneventful march, he springs into action and orders the captain of the Yeniçeris and
the captain of the yasakçı (police) to redouble their vigilance and then find and
execute the thieves. Orders are given to Evren Bey2, the Sançakbey of Malkara, to
aid with the hunt for the contemptible evil thieves. Vigilance is heightened and
hunting parties are sent out to catch the Serbian thieves.
All along the road from Niš to Beograd, many of the Serbian bandits, brigands, and
highwaymen are found hiding in their farms and in caves. The thieves are taken
from their hiding places and brought to the camp where gallows are set up, and
every day, thieves are hung in public view. The Sultân's army remains safe for the
rest of the march. Evren Bey is rewarded for maintaining camp security and
promoted to çavuşluğı (çavuş, a messenger of the Dîvân). Four Yeniçeris that
distinguished themselves in the hunt for thieves are promoted to Sipâhi and given a
pay increase of 13 akçe (aspers, silver coins).
Süleyman, a hunter at heart, fondly remembers the hunt for the brigands of the
Serbian forests throughout the rest of the campaign and speaks of it during
receptions, diplomatic talks, and councils of war in Beograd and Zemun, as well as
during military parades at Mohács.

Niš is one of the oldest cities in southeast Europe, founded in 279 BC by a Celtic tribe called the
Scordisci and taken by the Romans in 75 BC. Constantine the Great, of Illyrian origins, was born
near Niš in 272 AD.
1

Historian Joseph von Hammer-Purgstall calls him Oren Bey of the Sançak of Milgara (Greek:
Malgara), located 100 km south of Edirne.
2
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Sziget: Situation reports
Information continues to flow into Sziget from all directions.
The following is what Zrinski and his officers might be aware of.
On or about June 12
About Maximilian in Vienna
While Süleyman is nearing Niš in Serbia, Maximilian leaves Augsburg for Vienna
and arrives on June 8. He complains about how he could have already been in the
field with his army but has lost two months waiting in Augsburg for the German
support. While waiting in Vienna, Maximilian suffers an attack of podagra (gout)
and is in such great pain that he cannot stand or walk and has to stay in his
chambers, often in bed, off his feet.
Good news arrives from Vienna. Soldiers from across Europe are beginning to
arrive but Maximilian complains about how slowly they arrive. Maximilian makes a
personal decree that Europe prays for God’s help and good luck for the Christian
army in the coming war. In the Holy Roman Empire, at the signal given by ringing
church bells, everyone is to kneel and pray, be it at home or in a public place. When
news of the European mobilization to fight off the approaching Osmanlı army
arrives at Sziget, spirits in the fortress are greatly lifted. In Sziget, and across all of
Europe, there is great optimism for Maximilian’s fight against Süleyman.

Reports about Süleyman’s advance
As Süleyman approaches Beograd reports from spies and informants in Beograd,
Buda, and Pécs arrive regularly to Sziget. Zrinski knows the following:
Gyula: Second Vezir Pertev Paşa marches to Gyula and will arrive at his target in two
weeks. At Temesvár, he is joined by about 10,000 local Wallachian (Romanian)
soldiers. It is difficult to give a number for the Tatars, who cause great fear, but
estimates say they are 20 to 40,000 strong. Decades have passed since the fierce
Tatars, greatly feared by the Magyars, have not been this far inside of Hungary.
Zrinski can attest to the ferocity of the Tatars from a personal experience in 1543
when he fought against them near Somlyó.
Reports say that in April the Beylerbey of Smederovo, on the Danube southeast from
Beograd, receives orders to send two large basilisk-class siege cannons with
cannonballs and wicks to the Beylerbey of Temesvár for the siege of Gyula. Among
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these are 2 large cannons firing shot weighing 16 okka1 (20.5 kg), 4 cannons firing 14
okka (18 kg) shot and 4 cannons firing 11 okka (14 kg) shot. However, they are
delayed due to bad road conditions. Without large artillery, Pertev Paşa cannot do
much damage to the strong bastions of Gyula during the siege.
Toward the end of May, Pertev Paşa's army arrives at Csanád where it crosses the
Maros (Mureș) River and then marches north along the Tisza River, all the while
attacking and destroying defenseless villages in their path; some are wiped out
completely, to the last person, never to reappear on a map again. Pertev then
marches to Szentes and turns eastward to Gyula in Békés County. Here, the army
attacks and then rests. In the meantime, great fear spreads all across the Tiszántúl
region of the Great Alföld (Great Hungarian Plain) bounded by the Tisza, Körös and
Maros rivers. Endless worry spreads that Süleyman desires to take the entire Great
Alföld to feed his empire.
Sziget: In April, Nasuf Ağa, the deputy in Pécs, informs Zrinski that he has heard
that Sziget is one of Süleyman’s targets. In May, reports inform Zrinski that the
Türks will conscript peasants all along the Drava River to build a bridge across the
Drava at Osijek and that the bridge will be completed by June 20.
Siklós: In early June, an informant tells Zrinski that while he was in Sarajevo2 he
saw a large Türkish army, with tents stretching for 2 miles3 and that it is marching
north. Another informant also speaks of an army marching north toward Sziget or
Eger. During the second week of June, a spy from Pécs reports that an advance unit
of the Sultân’s army is marching to Pécs. With them, they transport many wagons of
supplies. The soldiers will soon arrive at the Türkish fort at Siklós, north of the
Drava River and 30 km south of Pécs, and encamp there. An informant from Pécs
later provides more details; the army unit is led by Mehmet Bey of Tirhala4 and he
has orders to cross the Drava River using many boats and then continue from Siklós
toward Pécs.
Elsewhere: Zrinski is informed that the Beylerbey of Buda and the Sançakbey of
Smederevo are ordered to stand in war readiness and await new orders about
Süleyman's final destination.

1 A Turkish

measure of weight. 1 okka = 1.282 kg.

2In

this report there is an error. It is known that the main element of the Türkish army moves through
Serbia and not through Bosna. This may be a vanguard unit of Bosnian soldiers. This is indicative
of errors in intelligence gathering that plagues all armies.
3 A Magyar

mile is about 8.5 km. An Austrian mile is about 7.6 km.

Mehmet is from Tirhala, also known as Trikala in Greek, located in modern-day Thessaly.
He is Sançakbey of the Vize Sançak about 140 km west of İstanbul in Eastern Thrace.
4
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The story of the Battle at Siklós

Unbeknownst to Nikola Zrinski Sziget is no longer Süleyman’s target, but …

Mission to Siklós
The various reports, with conflicting information, cause confusion, and Zrinski is
not able to send a useful report to Maximilian explaining Süleyman’s intentions - to
strike at Sziget or Eger. Better intelligence is needed and the vanguard unit
marching to Pécs, via the Osmanlı fort at Siklós, is an ideal source of information. A
plan is developed to send a reconnaissance (recce) mission to Pécs and a search and
destroy mission to Siklós with an objective to capture Osmanlı officers for
interrogation. Gašpar Alapić is assigned to lead the mission, supported by Vuk
Papratović, Peter Patačić, and Miko Kovač as lieutenants. Mihály Verebélyi, captain
of Babócsa, 40 km west of Sziget, is ordered to contribute soldiers. In total, a force
of 1,000 infantrymen and 500 cavalrymen is organized.
As a first step, Gašpar Alapić is tasked to go to Pécs and reconnoiter, and if he finds
an army there to attack and destroy it. 1 If there is no army at Pécs, the plan is to then
march south to Siklós. If Alapić finds an army unit at Siklós he is to attack it, and if
there is no army unit to burn the town. Zrinski tells Alapić to try his luck at plunder,
depending on the situation that he encounters but warns him to be careful because
the soldiers are needed for the defense of Sziget.
Early in the morning, the Szigetars depart and march eastward along muddy roads,
caused by heavy rains. A direct route from Sziget to Siklós across fields is about 54
km while a route over better roads via Pécs is about 62 km. It is estimated that the
march to reach Siklós may take up to two days due to the speed at which infantry
soldiers can march.
In the evening of June 17, Gašpar Alapić and his men arrive in the village of Bisse,
about 6 km directly north of Siklós hidden behind the well-forested Villány Hills. A
local villager tells Gašpar that an Osmanlı unit has crossed the Drava and is now
encamped out in the open at Siklós. While there is still some light, in the pouring
rain, Gašpar sends a recce team of 200 infantrymen and 100 cavalrymen to observe
the situation around Siklós; that is, to assess the number of troops, how they are
organized, and identify weaknesses. The Sziget recce team travels about 11 km
around the hills of Tenkes-hegy, arrives near Siklós, and observes the Osmanlı army
from a distance.

1

There is speculation that the orders include burning the town of Pécs but this is not verified.
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As the crow flies, the distance from Sziget to Siklós is about 45 km and 62 km by a
route via Pécs.
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Osmanlı camp at Siklós

On June 17, rains fall yet again. The morning drizzle slowly grows to heavier rain as
an Osmanlı army unit arrives at Siklós after a long march through Bosna and
crossing the swollen Drava River. Mehmet Bey commands soldiers from Tirhala
(Thessaly) and a Türkish captain named Begen leads Karaman infantrymen sent by
the Sultân. With him is also a contingent of Bosnian cavalrymen from Banja Luka.
While some accounts claim the unit has over 1,000 soldiers, others claim about 300
soldiers encamp at Siklós.
Mehmet Bey arrives outside the ramparts of the Siklós fort in the early afternoon.
On his arrival, İskender Bey, the alaj-bey (chief of police) of Pécs and captain of
Siklós, comes out and welcomes Mehmet. As the soldiers set up camp İskender
warns Mehmet of the dangers of staying outside and invites him and his soldiers
into the fort. Mehmet, regardless of the warning, decides to encamp overnight
outside. Mehmet tells İskender that he is not worried because he has well-trained
soldiers protecting the supplies he is transporting.1 İskender speaks of how even he
is afraid of the wolves of Sziget that prowl the region. Mehmet responds that he was
raised and trained in the Sultân’s palace and he believes a Muhammadan Gâzî can
easily kill four Christian infidels in battle and adds that he hopes Zrinski will attack
because he looks forward to killing the hajduk brigand in battle and proving himself.
But, he is certain that this will not happen because it is common knowledge that no
one attacks in the rain.
Mehmet Bey invites İskender Bey to join him in his tent for coffee and to exchange
stories from İstanbul and information about Süleyman’s campaign into Hungary. In
Mehmet’s tent, perfumed with incense, attendants place on the ground a leather mat
and cushions. Mehmet’s son Rezman joins them. They sit, share dinner, enjoy
coffee and chat. After the meal, an attractive young boy, dressed in colorful clothes,
enters with a musical instrument similar to a lute and begins to play music, sing,
and dance. Mehmet and İskender enjoy the music and admire the sweet voice,
sensuous movements, and effeminate beauty of the boy. 2 Before midnight prayers,
İskender Bey stands to depart and wishes Mehmet Bey and his son a good night and
safe sleep. Once again Mehmet assures İskender not to worry. Mehmet points out
that the clouds are thick, rain is falling, the night is dark and lightning flashes. He
asks - who can attack at night during such a storm?

1 A contributing

factor may be that the fort is on a hill and the roads are muddy, making it difficult to
pull the wagons up the inclined road. Mehmet Bey might want to protect the valuable supplies.
The boy may be a köçek, an attractive young boy, son of non-Muhammadan dhimmi parents,
skilled in playing a musical instrument, singing and dancing for the entertainment of older men.
2
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Attack on Siklós

June 18, sometime before sunrise.
Nautical twilight is at 03:24 hrs.
Civil twilight is at 04:16 hrs.
Sunrise is at 04:55 hrs.
During the evening, the storm worsens. Late that night, the recce team returns to
Bisse and reports that the Türks are vulnerable. The recce captain says he was
surprised to see the Osmanlı unit, which is smaller than expected, camped outside
the Siklós fort in the open, and making much noise. Only a few soldiers are on
guard, while most stay in their tents seeking shelter from the storm.
The Szigetars depart Bisse and march along the muddy road and across soggy fields
to Siklós. It is still dark, the rain falls even harder, lightning flashes across the sky,
and thunder roars. Sometime before sunrise, quietly and with great discipline, they
arrive at the Osmanlı camp and encircle it. The soldiers are in their dry tents
sleeping. There are few, if any, guards on sentry duty because no one wants to be in
the rain.
At a signal, the Szigetars shout, “Jesus! Jesus! Jesus!”, fire their pistols and muskets
into the camp1, and charge. The shocked soldiers come out of their tents, some still
in their nightclothes, slip and stumble on the wet grass and mud of the camp.
Mehmet Bey, who has dreamed of glory, finds the opposite. In his nightclothes, he
too is shocked. He grabs his sword while his guards quickly surround and protect
him. Mehmet Bey yells to his soldiers to protect his son Rezman. Gašpar’s men
notice the important man being protected by Yeniçeris and they move to capture
him, but the guards stay close to Mehmet and fight well.
The fight is difficult for both sides; strong men swinging heavy swords, slipping on
the muddy ground, but they fight as well as they can. Mehmet Bey wasn’t bragging
about his skills the night before – he is a skilled soldier and fights valiantly. During
the battle, he suffers numerous wounds but continues to fight. It is said that the
fight lasts for a while, attesting to the skill of the brave Osmanlı soldiers from Bosna
and Tirhala. When the tide of battle turns hopelessly against Mehmet Bey he tries to
save himself by hiding in the reeds of the marsh but there in the muck he drowns.2

1

If it is raining maybe they do not fire their pistols or at best fire only one preloaded shot.

2 A more

dramatic scene includes: “As swords clash in the melee, a Sziget cavalryman charges past
and with a great swing of his sword cuts off Mehmet Bey’s left hand. Mehmet cries in pain and
stumbles. He is almost taken captive but he is pulled away by his Janissary guards. In his retreat
Mehmet Bey falls into the moat (or marsh) where he drowns amongst the reeds.”
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İskender Bey and his soldiers inside the Siklós fort hear the sounds of battle outside
and come to the ramparts. Mehmet Bey’s soldiers shout and beg the soldiers inside
the fort to come out to their aid but help does not come. From the ramparts, the
soldiers try to fire their muskets in the rain but without much success. Some of
Mehmet Bey’s soldiers run to the gate of the fort, pleading to be let in, but the
gatekeeper does not open the gate fearing that the wild Szigetars, who outnumber
the Osmanlıs, will enter and slaughter them as well. As a result, the soldiers outside
are on their own.
Even though Mehmet Bey’s soldiers put up a terrific fight, the Szigetars eventually
overwhelm them. The remaining Osmanlıs flee in all directions as the Szigetar
cavalrymen chase them down. Many of Mehmet’s soldiers escape into the woods
near the fort, but many either die by the sword or drown when they fall into the
moat around the fort. War stories tell that the Szigetars throw some of the wounded
enemy soldiers into the moat to drown. By any measure, this is a massacre that
results in some 120 dead Osmanlı soldiers 1, either lying in the muddy plains or
floating in the water of the moat.
After the battle most Szigetars stand on guard, ready for a possible attack from
inside the fort while the other soldiers ransack the camp and find a treasure greater
than they have ever captured before. While the camp is pillaged, İskender Bey and
his soldiers in the fort watch helplessly. The Szigetars take wagons loaded with war
booty; and, they also use these wagons to load the bodies of their fallen and
wounded comrades. As the Szigetars depart, they are on guard for an attack from
behind, but no attack comes.
When the fighting is over, the Szigetars have a wounded senior Osmanlı officer and
two junior officers as captives to be taken to Sziget for interrogation. Numerous
regular soldiers are also taken as captives. Maybe taken captive at this time is
Mustafa Vilić, a Bosnian cavalryman from Banja Luka, whose name is mentioned at
the end of this story. What happens to Mehmet Bey’s son, Rezman, is confusing.
Osmanlı accounts say that he falls a martyr in the battle while Ferenc Črnko writes
that Rezman and three other Türks are taken captive and interrogated but Nikola
Zrinski does not report this to Maximilian in his diligent reports. Rezman’s fate
remains a mystery.
Osmanlı historian İbrahim Peçevi writes of the attack: “The bastards attacked before
sunrise, surrounded the sançakbey, and made martyrs of him and his son.”

If only 120 Osmanlı soldiers, out of between 300 and 1,000, are killed then this defeat is not a true
massacre. The big loss is in the death of Mehmet Bey and the items pillaged from his camp.
1
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Victorious return to Sziget
Scant details were written about what happened when the soldiers returned
to Sziget but we can imagine from the few details we do know.
The march back to Sziget is uneventful. The Szigetars sing the songs that soldiers
sing and even the wounded are cheerful. A strong rear-guard of cavalrymen
marches behind the infantrymen as protection against a possible attack from Siklós,
but no attack comes. The Osmanlı captives are not happy because, they were
defeated but they are still alive and they know there is a frontier code of honor
guiding how prisoners are treated. Typically, Osmanlıs taken as prisoners1 are
treated well by the Magyars, and vice versa, but this is not out of purely
humanitarian reasons. The belief is that since battles are ongoing, while today you
are my prisoner, tomorrow I might be yours, and how I treat prisoners while waiting
for a ransom or prisoner exchange determines how I will be treated later. There is
honor in death but no honor (or profit) in mistreating prisoners. The frontier code
is especially strong among the opposing army units where soldiers grow to know one
another.
The victorious soldiers return to Sziget still singing songs of glory. The cavalry
marches in front, with officers holding high two large Osmanlı red flags, made of silk
with a trim of silver thread one hand-width wide. They also hold aloft a tuğ 2 (tugh,
horsetail banner) representing the authority of the sançakbey. One of the more
gruesome war stories says the Szigetars return with two wagons full of decapitated
heads, maybe 94 or 100 in total. 3
Castellan Zrinski and the townsfolk greet the returning soldiers with much
jubilation but sadness befalls everyone as the wagons, carrying the 50 injured
soldiers and the 3 dead, roll past. Zrinski tells Gašpar to store the wagons in Old
Town and secure the valuables in the strong buildings of the Citadel. The prisoners
are then taken to the Fortress for interrogation. The wounded soldiers are sent to
the hospital and the bodies of the dead soldiers are taken to the church. Later, a
funeral mass is held for the dead and the bodies are honorably buried in the military
cemetery located on the west side of Old Town.

During normal times, the castellan pays a reward of 2 to 5 forints for each captive and the prisoners
are used for prisoner exchanges or ransom. The bounties might continue during the siege.
1

The tuğ, or tugh, is a symbol of rank taken from Mongol and Tatar traditions. The tuğ is an
ornamental pole with braided horsetails and a silver ball at the top. The number of horsetails indicate
the rank of the person. At that time, the Sultân has six tails, the Grand Vezir has four, vezirs have
three, beylerbeys have two, and sançakbeys have one tail.
2

Imagining that Zrinski’s men are responsible for this gruesome scene is difficult but Ambassador
Contarini writes about hearing of the decapitated heads. Perhaps this is a way to prove kills.
3
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Mission debriefing

Zrinski and his men inventory the spoils of battle. There is much gold and silver, of
which 17,000 gold altın coins were being taken to Pécs to pay the salaries of Osmanlı
soldiers and buy supplies. In addition to the money, there are silver plates and fine
fabrics, as well as purple and gold robes, fur-lined garments and uniforms of great
value1. Six war chariots and wagons are filled with tools and supplies. There are
weapons, including 100 balta (war axes) and maces. The spoils also include many
beasts of burden; including 8 camels, 60 horses, 50 mules, and 40 cows.
The most unique prize of all perhaps is the Türkish captain’s fine horse, which is
richly decorated; the saddle pommel and back part gilded with fine Arabic gold, and
the rest of the saddle, aside from the seat, gilded with silver. The seat of the saddle
is covered with purple velvet, the trappings and bridle are beset with many little
turquoises and rubies.
The Osmanlı prisoners are interrogated, and the senior officer who was wounded
during the battle, a strong and honorable man, says nothing and dies in silence.
From the interrogation of the others, vital information is gathered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The convoy, soldiers and supplies, were tasked to go to Pécs.
There, they were to set up a camp with plenty of green pastures and water.
At the camp, they were to wait for other units and new orders to arrive.
While waiting, they were to send out scouting parties into the region.
A part of their duty was to protect the left flank of the Sultân's army.
A bridge is being built across the Danube at Petrovaradin.
Mehmet Bey’s final objective was to join with an army at Székesfehérvár.
As far as the convoy officers know, the Sultân’s destination is Eger.
They know of Emperor Maximilian's army in northern Hungary.
They had no intention to attack Sziget.

That night, most likely, a celebration is held in Sziget with a great bonfire and
barbecue feast and much wine and song. At Siklós the mood is undoubtedly quite
different. The next day Zrinski writes a report about the results of the attack on
Siklós, including the information gathered from the prisoners, and sends it to
Vienna. Captain Begen’s horse and saddle are also sent as a gift to Maximilian.2
… Nikola Zrinski and the Szigetars have poked the bear.

1

The expensive uniforms are probably to be given as gifts or rewards for acts of bravery in battle.

2 A questions

worth further investigation: What did Zrinski do with the 17,000 gold altın?
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Süleyman’s arrival at Beograd

As Süleyman neared Beograd he might have reminisced and had thoughts similar
to the ones imagined here based on true facts.
June 19
Fortress at Beograd
While traveling through Serbia, Süleyman looks out from his litter and remembers
wistfully how, in his youth so many years ago, he had taken these lands. He ponders
on the once-proud Kingdom of Serbia, formed by Dušan the Mighty, and how in the
14th century it became a small empire, larger than the Osmanlı Empire at the time,
but then the Serbian Empire fell not because they did not know how to fight or
lacked valor, but because they did not know how to unite and who to fight. A nation
that has strong soldiers but with leaders that are divided, disloyal to one another,
and do not recognize the threat of the real enemy, is easy to defeat. The Serbs
defeated themselves allowing us, the foreigner, an easy victory after they killed their
own strongest soldiers in ruinous internecine wars.
Soon after being conquered the Serbians became more loyal to us than they were to
their own kings and nobles. It is known that the Rascians (the Serbian tribe of the
Pannonian plain) are, as Habsburg ambassador Busbecq wrote of them, great
drinkers and treacherous. Today, for a few Osmanlı gold coins, the Serbian
mercenary martolos gladly fight against their Christian Croatian and Magyar
neighbors. They have the potential, the raw material for greatness, but they do not
know how to develop to their full potential. The boys we take from Croatia, Bosna,
Montenegro, and Serbia become great Yeniçeri soldiers and rise up to become vezirs
- such as my loyal Mehmet Sokolović. That is good for us!
A new moon welcomes Süleyman to Beograd 1. After a record-setting 49-day march
through inclement weather, Süleyman makes his grand entrance into Beograd, the
command center for his campaign. The march is relatively short this time when
compared to previous marches: in 1526 it took 71 days, in 1529 it took 68 days and
in 1532 it required 60 days. Süleyman is eager to get to the field of battle.
In Beograd, Süleyman rests for three days but nothing else is known about what
happens there. We can assume there are numerous reports analyzed and planning
sessions held. Undoubtedly, Süleyman walks around the castle reminiscing about
the great battles he fought in 1521, in his first year as Sultân. Süleyman remembers
the exciting days of his youth, when healthy and strong, with his army of 250,000
1

In Serbian Beograd means White City. In Hungarian it is Nándorfehérvár, and Belgrad in Turkish.
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soldiers he departed Edirne and marched to Šabac, which he easily took. Next, he
marched to Zemun, took it, and continued to Beograd.
The ramparts of Beograd bring back memories of when, under his command, the
Army of Allâh besieged the mighty fortress. After much heavy bombardment and
undermining the ramparts of the fortress collapsed and a massive assault, on August
29, finally took the vital city from the Magyars. He is proud to have accomplished
what his great-grandfather, Mehmet the Conqueror, in 1456, could not accomplish
due to a heroic defense led by Magyar Voivode1 János Hunyadi and Italian
Franciscan Friar Giovanni da Capestrano2.
He remembers the great panic caused in Hungary, and across Europe, by the loss of
Beograd, but it was their own fault. King Lajos II of Hungary, just turned 15 years of
age, and his nobles could not mobilize, manage or feed his army to mount a proper
defense. The Christians could have held Beograd had they joined forces and
planned more carefully, but they did not. Good fortune for me, he smiles, the once
strong ‘Bulwark of Hungary’ on the Danube is now in my hands the “Golden Key of
the Osmanlı Empire”, the Key to Hungary. Those were great days indeed, he thinks
nostalgically.
Süleyman’s next destination is Zemun, which is only 14 km away if the Sava River is
crossed near the Danube, but heavy rains continue to swell the river and Süleyman,
feeling unsafe, does not want to cross the Sava near Beograd nor does he want to
wait for the river to subside; he instead decides that, along with most of the army, he
will cross the Sava at Šabac - 80 km west. He commands the Yeniçeri Ağa, the
defterdar with the treasury, parts of the Rumelian, Anatolian, and Karaman armies
to cross over the Sava by boats, secure and prepare the camp at Zemun, on the fields
of Srijem, and there wait for his arrival.
The day of Süleyman’s departure from Beograd is a beautiful one, the sky is clear
and the sun is shining. The Majestic Pâdişâh wears a magnificent gold-embroidered
robe and rides his strong steed, which has ceremonial decorations made of Tibetan
yak fur and gold woven into the mane on its neck and decorated with precious gems
from head to hoofs. Selânikî Mustafa Efendi observes that seeing their Sultân
looking spectacularly regal the soldiers are so happy that their delight (rejoicing)
cannot be written down and explained. Accompanied by most of the army,
Süleyman starts on a 5-day, 150-km detour westward.

During Hunyadi’s time, the Voivode of Erdély (Transylvania), or erdélyi vajda in Hungarian, is the
highest-ranking official in Erdély, and is appointed by the King of Hungary.
1

John of Capestrano died of the bubonic plague on October 23, 1456, in Ilok Croatia. In 1690, he is
canonized and as the “Soldier Saint” becomes the patron saint of jurists and military chaplains.
2
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The next day, torrential rains fall again and floods wash out the dirt roads. The
march from Beograd to Šabac is chaotic and many camels die, and supplies are lost.
Süleyman's tent is delayed in being set up, and he uses the Grand Vezir’s tent
instead. It rains incessantly during the night as well as the next day forcing
Süleyman to stay at camp. When the rains stop, the army marches onward, and on
the fourth day, they arrive at the fort of Šabac. Süleyman and his soldiers cross the
bridge without difficulty. Next, they march without any problems, 60 km northeast
to Zemun.
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Memories of Zemun and Marko Skoblić

As Süleyman nears Zemun1 (Zimony) the sights bring back more memories of his
first attack on the outer wall of Christendom in 1521. After taking Šabac, Süleyman
marched to Zemun, the easternmost fortress of the Kingdom of Croatia, where he
had his first personal experience with Croatian soldiers - and what a story that is!
Süleyman remembers the stories of how, while others ran from Zemun, Croatian
captain Marko Skoblić mobilized 400 experienced soldiers from Croatia, 100 from
Hungary, some from Serbia and then marched into the fort and closed the gate.
Skoblić swore that the Türks will have to pay a heavy price to take Zemun. While
Süleyman’s soldiers, led by Grand Vezir Pîrî Paşa, encircled Zemun the defenders
fired their cannons from the bastions into the Gâzî soldiers and many fell. The
many assaults sent by Pîrî Paşa were repulsed but Marko's garrison slowly dwindled.
On July 12, while Süleyman was in Šabac, Pîrî Paşa’s soldiers charge in a great wave
across the ramparts. The small garrison fought bravely but was eventually defeated
by overwhelming numbers and almost all the defenders were cut down. Marko
Skoblić fought like a lion and could not be captured until nearly fatal wounds caused
him to stumble and fall, unconscious. Finally, he was captured and brought,
exhausted and bloody, to the siege camp where Osmanlı physicians washed off the
blood and tended to his wounds. There, Skoblić rested and recovered.
Süleyman entered Zemun on July 29. When Marko Skoblić regained his strength he
was brought before the Sultân. Süleyman was so impressed with Skoblić’s skills and
valor that he gave the Croatian officer an offer to join his army. Marko was told that
for his conversion to Muhammadanism, and loyalty to the Sultân and Osmanlı
Empire he would be well respected and rewarded, but Skoblić refused. Passionately,
he spoke at great length about his king, duty, honor, pride and that he would never
betray his people. He proclaimed his love for Jesus and that he would never
renounce Christ by becoming a potur (half-Turk). We can only imagine how Skoblić
continued with insults against the Sultân, his people and faith with such colorful
words2 that Süleyman was enraged to such a level that he ordered him tied up,
thrown on the ground and then crushed by a war elephant. Other prisoners
followed their captain’s example and were similarly crushed.
Süleyman smiles.

The area around Zemun has been inhabited for about 9,000 years. After the establishment of the
Kingdom of Croatia the town was a part of the province of Srijem, and ruled by one of the seven
viceroys under the Croatian king. The name changed to Zemln and later Zemun. After Croatia
joined Hungary in 1102 Zemun received the Magyar name Zimony.
1

2

Sadly, Marko’s comments to Süleyman were not recorded. Undoubtedly, the words were colorful.
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Arrival at Zemun

June 27, 1566
Zemun in Sançak of Syrmia (Srijem, Croatia)
Riding his horse, with great pomp and circumstance, Süleyman arrives in Zemun.
The mehter band plays and the great flags of invincible Muhammadanism fly. The
parade is a splendid affair - a spectacle of grandeur that even the eyes of Jannah
(Heaven) had not seen until that day. The Sultân is welcomed by his army, standing
on both sides along his arrival route. The troops of Türkish Europe are presented by
Şemsi Ahmet Paşa, the Beylerbey of Rumelia, a native of Albania, along with
Mustafa Paşa the fifth vezir. The Asian troops are presented next by Zal Mahmut
Paşa, Beylerbey of Anatolia, a native of Bosna and much loved at court for his
amiable naature. Also present is Süleyman Paşa, the Beylerbey of Karaman, a native
of Circassia, a warrior of such reputation that on battlefields the enemy asked about
him hoping to hear he is not there. Süleyman thanks his soldiers on the left and
right - causing the crowd to roar. The chronicler Selânikî Mustafa Efendi reads from
the al-Qurʾân. According to ceremony, the army shouts a thousand prosperities to
the Sultân. All hope to receive the Sultân’s praise and favor.
Grand Vezir Sokolović sees his master smiling and is happy. After a long and
arduous march of more than 1,000 km, Süleyman has finally arrived safely at this
important checkpoint. Morale in the army is high and thus Sokolović can breathe
easily for a while. Rumors spread about Süleyman's health, due to prolonged hours
spent in the litter, but are easily controlled through periodic public displays of
Süleyman’s strength and good spirits. Kurban Bayram will soon be celebrated and
that will distract the army.
Süleyman's tent is set up on the hilltop where János Hunyadi's castle, Zimony
Fortress, once stood. Here, on August 11, 1456, three weeks after his victory over the
Osmanlıs at Beograd, Hunyadi died of the plague. It is said that on his deathbed
Hunyadi told his comrades: “My friends, protect Christendom and our Hungary
from all dangers and continue in the fight against the pagans. Amongst yourselves
do not quarrel. If you waste your strength on fighting one another then you will seal
your own fate and dig a grave for our Homeland.” Sadly, Hungary suffers centuries
of grave hardships because his advice is not followed.
To celebrate Hunyadi’s victory, Pope Pius II ordered that, across all of Christendom,
the church bells be rung at noon. The Pope gave Hunyadi a great honor by naming
him Athleta Christi (Christ's Champion) and to the present day, he is remembered
as one of Hungary's greatest heroes.
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Military Dîvân

A month before Süleyman was to go into battle, a target had to be chosen.
Unfortunately, in the historical record, there is much inconsistency in the timeline
as to when and where this decision was made. We can make an educated guess.
June 28, late afternoon
Zemun camp
After the grandiose welcome Süleyman receives upon his entry into Zemun, a
military Dîvân (council meeting) is held to finalize plans. Pertev Paşa, whose army
is 240 km away, just west of Gyula, attends the meeting. The Sançakbey of Požega
sends reports about the continuing flooding along the Drava River, stating that
while the floods around Osijek slowly recede building a bridge across the flooded
plain is still not possible. Süleyman is restless and having come this far, he’s not
inclined to let flooded rivers stop him – he must attack somewhere. Differing
opinions are presented but many vezirs and commanders are in favor of the
previously discussed goal of taking Eger.1 The following is decided:
Süleyman, with the main army, will go north to Eger. The bridge at
Petrovaradin is nearing completion and one part of the army is ordered to
cross the Danube and establish a secure camp on the north side of the river.
Karaman Beylerbey Süleyman Paşa and Bosnian Sançakbey Mustafa Paşa
Sokolović will continue to Székesfehérvár and act as an army of observation
and provide aid to the Beylerbey of Buda if Maximilian advances from Győr.
Pertev Paşa will take Gyula, followed by the smaller forts at Jenő (Ineu) and
Vilagos (Șiria). The Beylerbey of Temesvár will assist Pertev Paşa.
János Zsigmond Zápolya, with the assistance of Devlet Giray and his Tatars,
will take Tokaj (100 km northeast of Eger) and Szatmár (Satu Mare).
After the fall of Eger, the main army will then either help Zápolya take Tokaj,
or help Pertev Paşa at Gyula. If all are successful the armies will merge and
together attack Maximilian's army at Győr and Komárom.
Süleyman proclaims Kurban Bayram will be celebrated the next day. The army
decorates the camp with an indescribable splendor for the celebration.

1

By some accounts, Zápolya is a part of this deliberation and he too supports an attack on Eger.
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Kurban Bayram

June 29 (9th day of Zilkade in 973)
Zemun camp

The festival known in Türkey as Kurban Bayram, also called Eid el-Adha (Festival
of Sacrifice), is one of two major Muhammadan holidays. Kurban Bayram
commemorates İbrahim’s (Abraham’s) obedience and willingness to sacrifice his son
Ishmael (Isaac) when Allâh asks him to prove his faith. When İbrahim shows his
willingness to fully submit to Allâh's Will, Allâh spares him from the task and allows
him to sacrifice a ram instead.1 The festival is a reminder of loyalty, family,
community, and charity.2
Süleyman celebrates Kurban Bayram with prayer, sacrifice, exchanging of gifts, and
a great feast. A few months earlier, the Grand Vezir had ordered provinces south of
Beograd, including Čačak, Kruševac, Valjevo, and Vidin to send large flocks of sheep
to Zemun. For the celebration of the festival 30,000 sheep are brought to Zemun;
one for every five soldiers. Around the camp, prayers are said and then trained
butchers slaughter the sheep ensuring the process is halal by Muhammadan Law.3
The wool is saved because it will be useful later during a siege. The meat is cut up
and distributed. The soldiers either roast or cook the meat as they prefer.
Süleyman, to show his generosity, distributes a great sum of money to his vezirs,
dignitaries, and officials. Each Beylerbey receives 50,000 silver akçe, each
sançakbey receives 30,000 akçe. Each Sipâhi receives 1,000 akçe and each Yeniçeri
receives 500 akçe.4

1

This story is also found in the Hebrew Tanakh and the Old Testament of the Christian Bible.

For this celebration, every family that is financially able sacrifices an animal. In the sacrifice a goat
or sheep, minimum of one year old, or a bull or camel, minimum of two years old, is killed
representing a sacrifice for up to seven people. Traditionally, one-third of the meat is given to the
poor, one-third to friends and neighbors, and one-third is enjoyed by the family.
2

By cutting through the jugular vein, carotid artery and windpipe. The blood is drained, the head is
cut off, the carcass hung up and skinned. Next the feet are cut off and the organs removed
3

To get a sense of the size of the gift, junior Janissaries receive pay of 3 akçe per day, senior
Janissaries receive a minimum of 8 akçe per day, while cavalrymen receive at least 10 akçe per day.
(1 gold altın = 120 silver akçe)
4
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The story of János Zsigmond Zápolya

Invitation sent to Zápolya
Early in May, Franz Balogh, the ambassador from Erdély (Transylvania), comes to
meet Süleyman during his march to Beograd and accompanies him for three days.
To the ambassador, Süleyman says: “Hurry to your lord, my son, and tell him we are
in motion and that I will personally come to his aid, and we will protect and defend
him from all his enemies.”

In a letter to his vassal János Zsigmond Zápolya,1 King
of Erdély, Süleyman writes:
“Do not be sad (worried). Cheer up and be happy. Do
not enter into any agreements with your enemies
because we are close with a mighty army and without a
doubt, we will destroy all of them.
Those that have been disobedient to you, we will
destroy them with fire and sword in order to give,
through them, a terrible example to the whole world.
Come to meet me so that we can together deliberate on
a plan of action.”
Balogh returns to Erdély. After reading the Sultân’s letter, Zápolya makes
arrangements to pay homage to Süleyman, his master and protector, and calls on his
nobles to accompany him. He orders everyone to be handsomely groomed and wear
clothing either red or purple in color and ride horses adorned with silver.
After all preparations are completed, Zápolya, with his entourage of nobles, sets out
for Zemun. He reaches the Danube and there waits for the Sultân’s boats. Ali
Portug arrives and ferries Zápolya and his nobles across the mighty river on the
Sultân’s beautiful yacht gilded with gold and decorated with peacock feathers,
manned by a crew wearing splendid ceremonial robes. Zápolya and his entourage
then travel to Zemun and there find their tents already set up close to the tents of
the vezirs and paşas. They then await Süleyman’s call.

His father is János Zápolya. After King Lajos II dies, at the Battle of Mohács, János Zsigmond
Zápolya is crowned the King of Hungary but he can only control Eastern Hungary after the
Habsburgs take control of Western Hungary and name it Royal Hungary.
1
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János Zápolya pays homage

June 29, day after Kurban Bayram
Süleyman's tent at Zemun
On Süleyman’s command, a çavuş arrives to summon Zápolya. János Zápolya and
40 of his nobles mount their horses and ride to the Sultân's tent. They are
accompanied by 50 çavuş in front and 50 behind, carrying wooden sticks as
weapons. Horsemen in Persian style clothes ride beside Zápolya. Three masters of
ceremonies ride in front; the Yeniçeri Ağa, the chief chamberlain, and grand
marshal carrying a staff decorated with silver chains. Süleyman waits on horseback.
Upon Zápolya’s arrival a great gun salute thunders. From the Sultân's tent, on the
hill, can be seen the massive formation of the army; the troops from Rumelia,
Anatolia, Karaman and other lands; the infantrymen and cavalrymen are so
numerous that they cannot be counted.
The meeting between Süleyman and Zápolya is truly a magnificent affair. Zápolya is
signaled to dismount his horse, and four pages, in gold-colored clothes, hold the
stirrups of his horse as he dismounts. Accompanied by nine of his nobles and
sançakbeys from the Osmanlı provinces, Zápolya enters the Sultân's tent where the
vezirs stand by the Sultân’s golden throne. Zápolya takes off his hat, embroidered
with gold and decorated with precious gems. In front of him, walk 100 Yeniçeris
carrying his gifts to the Sultân; including 12 richly gilded golden vases, 5 sets of gold
plates, cups and goblets, 100 silver plates, and a ruby worth 50,000 gold forints.
Also given are two chests full of expensive clothes, and a promise of 5,000 horses
ready for riding, and 5,000 castrated male sheep to be delivered at a time and
location of the Sultân’s choosing.
Zápolya then walks toward Süleyman, he takes a few paces and kneels. Süleyman is
happy to receive the respect and tells him to rise. Zápolya rises, walks two more
steps and kneels. Süleyman tells him to rise again. Zápolya rises, walks forward and
at Süleyman's feet kneels a third time and bows so low his face touches the Sultân’s
shoes, which seem to be gilded with gold. Süleyman, sitting on his golden throne,
welcomes him, invites him to stand up, and then offers his hand, which Zápolya
kisses. The entourage of nobles also kneels in front of Süleyman and pay similar
homage. The Grand Vezir leads Zápolya to an upright seat without a backrest,
embroidered with gold and decorated with pearls and precious gems. Süleyman
calls Zápolya a beloved son and promises to help him whenever he needs it. Taken
aback by the grandeur, Zápolya tells Süleyman that he, the mere humble son of the
Sultân's old servant, is unaccustomed to such magnificence.
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illustration from the Süleymannâme recording the campaign of 1566.

Unfortunately, more details of their conversation are not recorded.
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János Zápolya's departure

July 1
Sultân's tent, Zemun
Fully 25 years have passed since as a child, János Zápolya II and his mother Isabella
were given a promise by Süleyman that he will recover his father's lost crown for the
whole of Hungary and return Buda to them. Zápolya now comes once again to
Süleyman to bestow upon him one more gift and to make an additional request.
János Zápolya entreats Süleyman to fulfill the promise he made in 1541, and through
a written letter, he asks for the lands between the Tisza River and the Eastern
Hungarian frontier to be ceded to him. He is wise and does not ask for Buda, nor for
Temesvár and Lippa (Lipova) where mosques have already been built, nor the
border towns of Debrecen and Szolnok. Süleyman solemnly renews his promise of
support to Zápolya, proclaiming he is always willing to give aid to widows and
orphans and assures him that he will not return to İstanbul before crowning Zápolya
the one King of Hungary. Süleyman grants the request for the lands and releases
300 prisoners to Zápolya.
Süleyman presents to Zápolya gifts carried by 22 court attendants; they include a
sword richly decorated with gold and gemstones, a smaller sword, and two ornate
vestments. Zápolya also receives a magnificent horse with a luxurious saddle and
gear brought to him by the chief officer of the cavalry. These are signs of respect for
a hero. Each of Zápolya’s nobles receives a fine suit as a gift. Süleyman then assigns
Zápolya the task of taking back the forts of Szatmár and Tokaj, taken by Maximilian
the previous year, the loss of which still greatly pains him.
Süleyman rises, twice kisses Zápolya on the forehead and promises to be his sincere
friend, as he had been his father's friend, and come to his aid and protect him
against all the attacks by his enemies with whatever is needed. At their parting,
when Zápolya kneels before him, Süleyman says: “You gather your troops, the black
powder, ammunition, and money; if there is anything you need, let me know and I
will send it to you.” Süleyman then ceremoniously dismisses Zápolya and his
entourage. During his stay in Zemun, the Sultân also meets with diplomats from
France, Dubrovnik, and possibly others.
In all of this, it is interesting to speculate as to what lay at the heart of the
relationship between Zápolya and Süleyman. Zápolya can pay an annual tribute
of at most 20,000-30,000 gold forints, but Süleyman spends about 300,000 gold
altın each year to maintain his soldiers and forts in Eastern Hungary. What does
Süleyman expect to gain from Zápolya and Erdély?
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Second change in plans

At some time—we are not certain when—Süleyman again changed plans about
which target he and his army will hit first. We can speculate on what might have
motivated him.
Circa June 29
Camp at Zemun
Süleyman receives reports of Arslan Paşa's defeat at Palota, on June 15, and of
Nikola Zrinski's attack at Siklós 1, on June 18. Already tired and anxious, the bad
news enrages him and adds a new irrational variable to his decision-making.
Süleyman begins to feel the world is conspiring against him: the loss at Malta,
Maximilian's lack of tribute, Selim’s debauchery and disinterest in the campaign, the
merciless rains during the march, the Serbian thieves, his incompetent
insubordinate Arslan Paşa, and now again that damned Zrinski. Süleyman is
seething with anger; he feels like he was personally robbed by Zrinski's audacious
attack at Siklós that killed Mehmet Bey of Tirhala, a former Çaşnigîr-başı (chief
taster) and a favorite of the Sultân and the Dîvân. In an irritable state, he allows his
temper and pride to get the better of him.
New reports arrive that the floods on the Drava River, by Allâh’s Will, have begun to
subside and that the river will be passable in a few weeks. Süleyman, fixated on
Zrinski, a man who for decades has dared to challenge and insult him, remembering
the blood-thirsty pleasure he got from punishing the bandits in Serbia, decides2 to
go to Sziget and thrust that same fate onto Zrinski and his hajduk terrorists. Eger
can wait, he decides. Süleyman yells the command: “Remove the impudent molehill
of Zigetvar!” And he may add: “Extinguish it, it is most necessary to extinguish it!”
New orders are sent to all the army commanders. The soldiers that crossed the
Danube at Petrovaradin are now ordered to return, but the powerful waters of the
Danube washed away much of the bridge. Updated orders are sent to dismantle
what is left of the bridge at Petrovaradin and build a new bridge at Vukovar, 80 km
upstream. There, the army will return across the Danube and then march to Osijek.

1

Reports about Arslan's siege of Palota may have arrived while Süleyman was in Beograd.

While there is no record of Sokolović’s involvement in influencing Süleyman’s decision to again
target Sziget, it is an open question as to whether the Grand Vezir opportunistically manipulated
Süleyman into a decision that will result in great difficulties for many but will in the end satisfy
Sokolović’s own personal ambitions in Bosna and Croatia.
2
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Departing Zemun
In the northeast of Hungary, on July 2, Pertev Paşa besieges Gyula. In the west, on
the same day, the Bosnian Mustafa Bey Sokolović and Karaman Süleyman Paşa,
with their armies, cross the Drava by many boats at Utovo and then establish a
fortified camp at Harkány1, near Siklós. They encamp for two weeks with orders to
stop any Habsburg advances, or attacks from Sziget, toward Darda or Osijek aimed
at attacking the bridge-building project. In the east, the soldiers that crossed the
Danube at Petrovaradin now march toward Vukovar to rejoin Süleyman.
Süleyman departs Zemun sometime between July 3 and 10. The march to Osijek,
which is 170 km northwest of Zemun, can be completed in a week but it takes longer
- few details are recorded explaining why. At one camp on the way to Osijek,
possibly near Vukovar, yet again, the heavy rains fall so constantly that neither men
nor beasts can do anything and prevent the army from marching. Along the route to
Osijek, the soil is very fertile and the beasts of burden are well fed in the fields full of
lush grass that has grown so high after the plentiful rains that in some places the
marching soldiers can’t see over it.

The exact route and timing of the march is not known.
1

Some stories, maybe erroneously, say Harsány, which is today Nagyharsány. Both are near Siklós.
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Süleyman’s rage and mercy at Vukovar

Some events are not directly relevant to the main story but provide insights into
the nature of the characters involved. One such event at Vukovar provides insight
into the Grand Vezir’s ability to influence Süleyman’s unpredictable moods and
erratic decisions. If Sokolović could easily influence Süleyman on one decision,
which is recorded, how many other decisions did he sway and for what purpose?
July 9, plus or minus a few days
About 35 km southeast of Osijek
Earlier in the campaign, the Kapucıbaşı (Kapiji Paşa, quartermaster) Ali Ağa, was
ordered to take a part of the army to Petrovaradin, cross the Danube River and then
march north. He crossed and encamped on the southern edge of the Great Magyar
Plain while waiting for the rest of the army to arrive. After Süleyman redirects his
army to Sziget, Ali Ağa receives an order to march to Vukovar, cross the Danube
over the new pontoon bridge and then rejoin the army. Ali Ağa and his soldiers
march across sodden Pannonian fields, endless marshes, centuries-old forests and
villages where people live in mud huts. They cross the Danube and at Vukovar wait
for Süleyman’s arrival. Either in his enthusiasm, or confusion with the orders, Ali
Ağa arrives one day earlier than Süleyman's order dictates.
Upon arriving at Vukovar, Süleyman learns of Ali Ağa’s early arrival and becomes
angry. Ill and irritable, expecting his orders to be followed exactly, in a rage he exits
his litter and goes in search of the chief of the guards and when he finds the man
with the distinctive dolman and staff with bells, he orders Ali Ağa beheaded. The
Grand Vezir steps in to placate Süleyman who once again collapses on his cushions.
Sokolović appeals to Süleyman’s vanity saying:
“Pâdişâh. Your servant did not place the tents as commanded and for the
violation of your command he is worthy of execution but because of the Will of
Allâh, the tents came to this place to create great fear. The enemy will tremble
when they see that the Pâdişâh of the world, even though old and weak, is not
helpless if he can turn two marches into one, as if he is young and healthy and
arrives early at his destination.”
Süleyman smiles, rescinds the execution order, and rewards Ali Ağa with a sançak.
Thus the life of Ali Ağa is saved by the Grand Vezir. That night the sky is clear but
somewhere up the Danube heavy rains fall, swelling the river and causing water to
enter Süleyman's tent. The river destroys the bridge; tears apart the chains, and
carries away boats, beams, and planks. Remaining materials sent to Osijek.
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The bridge over the Drava River

July 2 - 18
Osijek, Croatia
Reports continue to confirm that the area around Osijek is still flooded and the
Drava River will be difficult to cross, but Süleyman insists a bridge must be built at
Osijek to cross the Drava - anything is possible when Süleyman commands it.
Resources from all over the region are marshaled and orders are sent as far away as
Lippa, in Eastern Hungary about 280 km east of Osijek, to send carpenters and
bridge builders.
As before, the project has two components; the pontoon bridge over the river and a
wooden boardwalk over the wetlands on the north bank of the Drava. The bridge
and boardwalk1 are to be wide and strong enough to carry very heavy loads.

Selânikî writes the bridge is 4,800 zirâ long and 10 or 13 zirâ wide. The İstanbul zirâ is 75.6 cm for
masonry and architecture. The zirâ is the same as an arşın, and similar to rőf and cubit.
1
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Once again Hamza Bey is tasked to build the bridge across the river and Nasuf Bey is
tasked to build a boardwalk to the outpost at Darda. In his orders, Süleyman warns
Hamza Bey that if he fails to build the bridge he will be impaled in front of his house
and his body, on the bloody spit, will be carried around the neighboring villages.
When, on or about July 2, Hamza Bey arrives at the first location, he sees the Drava
has burst its banks and created a sea of water, flooding all the fields. At a place
called Utovo,1 he attempts to build a bridge but, at about midnight when the bridge
is near completion, the turbulent waters of the river destroy it and carry away many
boats and materials. Hamza Bey then chooses another location and after two days
of labor, the river again destroys the bridge. He starts to build a third bridge near
Osijek and again it is destroyed.
Seeing the futility of his efforts, Hamza Bey sends a messenger to the Sultân to
explain the difficulty of building a bridge at Osijek at this time, and to request more
time until the river subsides, he writes:
“... It is not more difficult to make a bridge upon a sea full of storms
and tempests than upon the Drava River whose waters have flooded
over the whole country.” 2
Süleyman receives the message and sends a response thus: He gives the same
messenger an Osmanlı scarf, with the words “Sultân Süleyman” written in gold
embroidery, to be delivered to Hamza Bey. The messenger is told to give Hamza Bey
the scarf and the following command:
“I, Sultân Süleyman, command you, by the same messenger you sent,
to build a bridge across the Drava at any place and in any way you can
but in a hurry. If the bridge is not built by the time I arrive you will
be strangled on the shore by the bridge with this scarf.”
Hamza Bey takes the message very seriously as he knows that Süleyman rarely
hesitates to punish failure. Thus, the threat of death makes the impossible possible.
Hamza Bey sends soldiers to conscript more peasants from all over the region and
this action prompts most peasants to escape their villages and flee westwards, but
more than 25,000 local peasants are caught and forced to work. To assist with the
effort Süleyman orders his Yeniçeri Ağa to lead Rumelian and Anatolian soldiers
and assist in the building of the bridge. No one is spared - thousands of soldiers,
including Yeniçeris, soldiers, officers, and even officials are put to work.
1

Utovo, Ottovus, Ottovustól, or Újtónál is a lost village on the Drava, west of Osijek.

Or, by another source, the message may have been: “… it is as easy to build a bridge in the clouds
as on the Drava which is transformed into a furious deluge.”
2
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Building the pontoon bridge is difficult but building the boardwalk is a formidable
undertaking, both laborious and dangerous. The first step to build the boardwalk is
to sink very heavy wooden pilings (vertical support posts) into the soft ground of the
wetland that now has high water levels. Sinking the pilings is a perilous operation,
to say the least, requiring people to work in the deep waters of the flooded marsh.1
Support beams are then attached to the pilings to make the frame and this is
followed by the installation of the decking (top planks). The work continues and the
boardwalk slowly progresses.
In the meantime, on July 7, an informant arrives in Sziget from the Osmanlı camp in
Beograd and tells Zrinski that the Sultân has ordered soldiers and boats to go to
Osijek and build a pontoon bridge over the Drava. Days later, a letter arrives from
Nasuf Ağa in Pécs confirming that Hamza Bey, with authority from the Sultân, has
conscripted many soldiers and many thousands of peasants to hasten the bridgebuilding. He also sends to Zrinski the scarf that Süleyman sent to Hamza Bey and
writes about Süleyman's threats to kill the sançakbey if he fails to build the bridge on
time.2
Changing direction, from Eger to Sziget, is a rash decision causing great logistical
difficulties for the army especially the elements of the army that had already crossed
the Danube. But, Süleyman’s erratic actions might benefit the Osmanlıs by causing
more confusion among Maximilian's advisers who cannot discern Süleyman's true
intentions.

We can safely assume the boardwalk building started south of Darda, at the north end of the flooded
wetlands, and then moved southwards to connect with the pontoon bridge.
1

The Osmanlı outpost at Darda is 100 km east of Sziget. Worth pondering - why didn’t Zrinski send
soldiers to attack the construction crews building the boardwalk?
2
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Making the impossible possible

Chronicler Ferîdûn Bey writes that the Muhammadan Army accomplished a miracle
by building a bridge and boardwalk in less than two weeks that, under normal
conditions, requires six months. But, Ferîdûn does not record that hundreds if not
thousands of people, along with a thousand horses, and a thousand camels, that died
during the construction of the bridge and boardwalk.
When the duty of the individual is to sacrifice for the state, when the value of life is
negligible, and the ends justify the means, then miracles are possible. In his
historical annals, written in 1603, Richard Knolles comments on the bridge building:
“In this Work were imployed not the Vulgar People only, of the Country which
was Tributary to the Turks, but the Gentlemen themselves also, were by the
imperious Turk (now commanding for his Life) enforced to lay their Fingers to
work day and night without ceasing, until the Bridge (which before was
thought scarce possible to have been made) was by the restless industry and
labour of such a multitude of Men, in the space of ten days brought to
perfection. Wherein the severity the barbarous Tyrant useth towards his
Subjects, is worth noting; whereby he extorteth from them more than is
almost possible for Men to per∣form; so that it is not to be marvelled, that he
hath so good success in whatsoever he taketh in hand.”
Süleyman’s Leadership
Süleyman, in fact, is not a leader but a ruler. He does not go into battle, in the front
with a sword in his hand, nor does he inspire people by example to do great deeds.
He rules simply; he is an autocrat that moves people by reward and punishment.
Süleyman is a great believer that strong discipline instills unity in his army. He does
not accept any objections to his orders and thus his discipline is tinged with seeming
cruelty and his unity is thus based on the fear of Süleyman's ruthlessness. Unity and
order based on fear are difficult to maintain and require constant fear. If fear
disappears then so too will discipline and order.
The discipline and unity of the Osmanlıs stand in stark contrast to the motivations
found in the Sziget garrison where discipline and unity rest on the importance of
solidarity in a righteous common cause. Unfortunately for Croatia and Hungary, all
too often, the Germans of the Holy Roman Empire have difficulty in agreeing on a
common cause.
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Crossing the Drava River

July 18-20, maybe
Osijek, Croatia
Ali Portug brought the Sultân's flotilla; a yacht and three galleys from the waters of
the Bosphorus to Zemun and then farther up the Danube to Vukovar and now
Osijek. Osmanlı gunboats are stationed west on the Drava, ready for battle, to
protect the bridge in case the Habsburgs send attack boats down the Drava or if the
soldiers from Sziget were to attack. Ten ferryboats are held in reserve in case a
problem develops with the pontoon bridge. Süleyman embarks on his luxurious
green yacht1, which had never before been seen on these waters, in these far-away
lands. Süleyman holds the rudder of his yacht and watches the work in progress.
At Osijek, construction of the bridge and boardwalk continues day and night with
great effort, creativity, and sacrifice; many people die as do many horses and camels.
On July 18, ten days after Hamza Bey had received the Sultân's scarf, the pontoon
bridge is completed —built so solidly that no flood can destroy it. From his yacht,
Süleyman inspects and approves the pontoon bridge and then fires the cannons on
his yacht to celebrate. He then goes ashore to the tent of the Yeniçeri Ağa and
generously rewards him, Ali Portug, Hamza Bey, Nasuf Bey, and many others for
their success. Süleyman orders the army to cross without any delay. The first to
cross is the Anatolian Beylerbey, followed by the Akınçı Paşa and then the Rumelian
Beylerbey. Kapucıbaşı Ali Ağa takes Süleyman's tent across the bridge and sets it up
north of the wetland near Darda, but Süleyman does not want to cross that day until
more of his army crosses. He sleeps that night, on the south side of the Drava, in the
tent of the Grand Vezir.
On July 19, the first day of the Muhammadan new year (first day of Muharram in
974 A.H., Anno Hegirae), Süleyman watches as more of his soldiers cross and then,
when he feels safe, crosses the Drava. When he reaches dry land at the end of the
boardwalk, there is much happiness and celebration. Süleyman rests in his tent
while waiting for the remainder of his soldiers to cross.
To prevent overloading the pontoon bridge and boardwalk, the soldiers cross in
small numbers, and therefore, it takes two and a half days for the entire army to
cross. The next day, July 20, Süleyman starts the 60 km march toward Mohács.

We do not know where Süleyman boards his yacht. Maybe at Vukovar or maybe Osijek. Boarding
at Vukovar and then going to Osijek by boat would be more comfortable for weak Süleyman.
1
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At the Drava we see a soldier showing off that he and his horse do not need
a bridge to cross the Drava. As recorded in the Süleymannâme.
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Süleyman's panic attack

Few stories show Süleyman in an unflattering light. The following, if true, shows
that, at least in 1566, he did not have the superhuman courage attributed to him.
July 18, maybe
Osijek, Croatia
Most stories of the crossing of the Drava River say, “The Sultân's tent is set it up on
Habsburg land but Süleyman does not want to cross that day until more of his army
crosses.” Similarly, Venetian ambassador Giacomo Soranzo writes, on August 3, to
the Venetian Doge: “Süleyman did not want to cross until after the army crossed
because he did not feel safe. He stayed in the magnificent tent of the Grand Vezir.”
But, there might be more to the story, a deeper reason why he did not want to cross.
A captured Türkish deserter provides an insight into what may have happened.
During interrogation, on August 8 at Kanizsa, the deserter tells a story about a panic
attack that Süleyman suffered at the Drava. The deserter begins by saying that
during the march from Zemun to Vukovar, Osmanlı soldiers captured some
Habsburg soldiers from Esztergom, including a Croat named Bertalan. From the
prisoners, they learned that Maximilian is mobilizing an army of 100,000 soldiers
and spy reports later confirm this.
We can imagine that Süleyman hears the reports and begins to worry. He knows
that attacking the Osmanlıs here at the river-crossing, where his army is divided, is a
smart move for Maximilian to make. Süleyman’s anxiety grows. On July 18, when it
is his time to cross the Drava with his Yeniçeris, he might think about Arslan's defeat
at Palota and then grows afraid that Maximilian or that damned Zrinski will attack
him on the north side of the river. Süleyman’s paranoia builds, he suffers a panic
attack and refuses to cross. He wants to return home.
The deserter tells that the Grand Vezir, with the Beylerbey of Rumelia, calmed
Süleyman and urged him on, saying: “You are safe and your army is on the other
side. You have come so far. Are you the powerful Sultân or a frail old woman that
you want to turn back (flee) now? You must cross and lead your army! You must go
and duel with Maximilian; if Allâh wills that he triumphs over you then that is the
Will of Allâh.” Süleyman regains his composure and then crosses the river on the
second day.
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Pillage and plunder

Before the Sultân’s army arrived at Sziget, Osmanlı soldiers were already dying.
After crossing the Drava, the Osmanlı army is no longer on-Muhammadan lands,
and therefore in the Abode of War. Osmanlı officers begin to conscript (capture)
local peasants to provide forced labor during the upcoming siege operations at
Sziget. The captives are disciplined to ensure compliance and then trained for tasks
they will be required to do.
Starting on the night of July 21, after learning they are now in the land of infidels,
mobs of irregular soldiers and volunteers begin to burn and plunder villages and
towns along the route. Tens of thousands of Magyar peasants flee westward, some
go to Sziget and thousands of wagons arrive at Kanizsa1 and there create great chaos.
Süleyman is angry because at the start of the campaign he had given orders that
during the march to Sziget discipline must be maintained and abuse of the local
population is strictly prohibited. Angrily, he writes a harsh letter to Sokolović and
sends Kapıcılar Kethüdâsı2 Gülâbî Ağa, with 100 armed guards, to find the arsonists
and robbers. The guilty are found and executed; hung in the places where they
committed their crimes.

Observations of the march
Venetian ambassador to France, Giacomo (Jakab) Soranzo, on August 17, writes to
the Venetian Doge informing him that he has heard that the Sultân has crossed the
Drava and the army will arrive at Sziget in five days. Even though there are strict
laws the discipline in the Sultân’s army is terrible. The soldiers commit many
robberies and murders amongst themselves and people are not safe on the roads or
in their tents. It is said that there are many dead Türks among them.
On September 19, Giacomo Soranzo adds that the French ambassador wrote about
his observations stating that in the Osmanlı army, mortality was high and as he
traveled down the Danube he saw many hideous corpses shamefully scattered on the
shore. He saw the beasts of burden fall like flies, and the riders and wagons were
left without horses.

1

Kanizsa, or Nagykanizsa, is 50 km east of Lendava in Slovenia and 130 km northwest of Sziget.

Kapıcılar kethüdası may have been the lieutenant (deputy, second-in-command) of the palace
gatekeepers or maybe the head of the imperial palace guards and ushers..
2
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Süleyman rests at Mohács

July 22 - 31
Mohács Hungary, about 75 km north of Osijek
The Osmanlı army units that crossed the Drava on the first day now march to the
Mohács plains1 where they set up the Sultân’s tent and encamp around it. With the
entire army having crossed to the north side of the Drava, Süleyman marches to
Mohács, 60 km to the north. Upon his departure from the bridge, the Bosnian and
Karaman Paşas protecting the left flank of the army leave Harkány, march toward
Pécs and then on to Székesfehérvár where their objective is to block Maximilian if he
decides to move toward Süleyman.
On July 22, Süleyman arrives in Mohács, known as the tomb of the Magyar nation,
with much happiness and fanfare. Upon inspection of the camp and ensuring that
everything is as it should be, he calls for a military Dîvân to plan for the attack on
Sziget and to ensure that all necessary preparations are completed at the target so
that the siege can start upon his arrival. While Süleyman waits at Mohács, the
Danube fleet, which had already made its way to the port, offloads the soldiers,
cannons, cannonballs, grains, and other heavy supplies. It is said that at this time
the army has 280 small to medium-sized cannons2, and 17 large cannons (basilisks),
including the very large Katzianer cannon. Orders are given to send all the cannons
and supplies to Pécs and those needed for the siege sent onwards to Sziget. Camels
carry the small cannons, horses pull wagons with medium-sized cannons and oxen
pull the large heavy cannons. Due to the poor quality of the muddy roads between
Mohács, Pécs, and Sziget, the transportation of the cannons and supplies is slow.
While Süleyman waits, he spends a happy week in Mohács relaxing. He visits the
Törökdomb (Türkish Hill) to look at the old battlefield and reminisce fondly on past
glories. Forty years have passed since his great victory here but the scenery brings
back a flood of memories of how, on August 29, 1526, here at Mohács he watched his
mighty army fight the army of the infidel Kingdom of Hungary. In a glorious battle
that lasted into the evening, he greatly wounded an independent and powerful
European nation. Süleyman lost only 1,500, while the enemy, outnumbered,
outgunned and outmaneuvered, lost 20 to 24,000 soldiers. Decades later,
Ambassador Busbecq said of the battle: “…the plains of Mohács are still white with
bones of slaughtered Christians.” Among the dead were many brave nobles from
The whole army might not have gone to Mohács. Records are not clear but elements of the army
may have encamped at various locations between Mohács, Pécs and Harkány.
1

2 A siege

requires large cannons. 280 small to medium sized cannons is much more than is necessary
for a siege. This number of cannons is most useful in a field battle between two large armies.
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Hungary, Croatia, and Bohemia; including Nikola Zrinski’s oldest brother, Mihail,
and his uncle Bernard.
Süleyman recalls the reports he received after the battle stating that near twilight
King Lajos, on his horse, fled the battle and reached the Csele River, and when he
tried to cross it his horse reared up and threw him off, backward into the river.
Tired, possibly suffering a concussion, and wearing heavy armor, Lajos was not able
to stand up and there he drowned. During and after the battle many of Lajos’
soldiers were captured. To send a powerful message to all the Christian nobles of
Europe, while sitting on his golden throne, with his vezirs and ağas beside him,
Süleyman ordered and watched the massacre of 2,000 prisoners - while the rain fell
in torrents.1 Heads of the common soldiers were placed in piles on the ground while
noble heads were mounted on spears to befit their status.
Süleyman then recalls his subsequent march to Buda. Before his arrival at the city,
the widow of the dead king, Mary of Habsburg, fled to Vienna and when he was only
halfway to Buda the Jewish burghers of the city came to him and laid the keys of the
city at his feet, and begged for mercy. Süleyman gave them mercy and they became
loyal subjects fighting against the Christian enemy, and for that, they were given
special privileges. On September 10, with his Yeniçeris, Süleyman entered Buda and
days later the palace and arsenals were looted and everything was shipped to
İstanbul. At the end of the campaign, the Osmanlıs took almost 100,000 Christians
as captives, destined for the slave markets. Magyars and Habsburgs were powerless
to stop him. Such a sweet year that was, Süleyman muses.
After King Lajos’ death, Bohemia joined the Habsburgs but a succession crisis
developed in Croatia and Hungary. Hungary became divided between two kings: the
Habsburg Ferdinand I in the west and the Magyar János Zápolya in the east. While
high nobles in the west supported Ferdinand, the majority of the lower nobles and
great masses of the people supported Zápolya. Süleyman also recalls how János
Zápolya I, here at Mohács, in 1529, paid homage to him, his new master; here
Zápolya knelt and kissed Süleyman’s hand. He smiles, and thinks, 1566 will be
another glorious year.

The prisoners were mostly Czech and Polish infantrymen who would not surrender or retreat and
continued to fight until late evening, even after they were abandoned by the cavalry. They caused
great losses for the Osmanlıs and this made Suleyman very angry, and therefore he punished them
after they were captured.
1
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Departure from Mohács

Few details are available about Süleyman's 6-day march west.
August 1, Thursday
Camp at Mohács
Somewhere, at some time, most likely at Mohács, Süleyman appoints Ali Portug to
be responsible for the combat engineering and artillery during the siege of Sziget.
Süleyman knows about Ali Portug’s competence and bravery the previous year on
Malta. He knows how Ali Portug attacked the bastions of Fort Saint Elmo by using
undermining to collapse the ramparts and by building large siege towers with
windows for firing muskets and cannons to achieve a tactical advantage by firing
from above onto enemy positions. Süleyman now believes the sixty-somethingyear-old Ali Portug, intelligent and loyal, is the best man for the job of taking Sziget.
While he waits at Mohács, Süleyman becomes anxious and irritable. On one of his
last days at Mohács, for reasons that are not clear, Süleyman orders the execution of
Arslan Paşa, allegedly as punishment for his failed siege of Palota, and by this
punishment to set an example and strike fear in the hearts of his officers as they
prepare for the upcoming siege. He orders the chief of the guards, Burunsuz
(Burunsif), the one without a nose, to go with 15 armed guards to Buda, and there
give Arslan Paşa a silk string (strangle him) and then bring back his head.
On the last day of July, the Sultân is informed that the vanguard elements of the
army, led by the Rumelian Beylerbey and the Akınçı Paşa, will soon arrive at the
north end of Sziget and that the siege camp will be established within a few days.
The fast Tatar and Akınçı light cavalry already reconnoiter the region. On the first
day of August, the main body of the Sultân’s army departs Mohács and begins the
100 km march west toward Sziget.
Süleyman wants to encamp at Siklós but due to rains, the fields are muddy. On
Friday, August 2, the Sultân’s camp is established on Nagyharsány (Mount
Harsány), about 8 km east of Siklós, on a hill overlooking the village below. There,
the camp holds prayers and rests. Anxious to see Arslan's head, Süleyman asks the
Grand Vezir for an update. He is informed that it may take Burunsuz three days to
return from Buda, which is about 220 km away. Late in the afternoon a messenger
arrives from Buda and informs Süleyman that Arslan Paşa had departed Buda two
days ago and travels to the Sultân’s camp and may arrive the next day. Arslan Paşa
seeks an audience with the Sultân to explain his defeat at Palota and other concerns
that he has. Süleyman stays at Nagyharsány for two days.
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The tragic story of Arslan Paşa

We know that at Nagyharsány, during Süleyman’s march to Sziget, Mehmet
Arslan Paşa Yahyalı was executed but there appears to be more to the story of his
execution than what is presented in the official history as recorded by the Grand
Vezir’s chroniclers.1 Arslan’s execution is suspicious because military commanders
are rarely executed for battlefield loses - even large ones. Military commanders
win and lose battles - that is the reality of war.2 We can explore the possibilities.

Historical setting
As in every society, in every nation and empire, there is always competition for
power, between individuals and between social classes. In this case, the personal
conflict between Mehmet Arslan Paşa Yahyalı and Mehmet Paşa Sokolović is an
extension of a deeper class conflict developing in Osmanlı society between the old
Muhammadan Türkish nobility and the new military and bureaucratic class
developing from the devşirme (blood tribute) program. Almost all of Süleyman's
vezirs and most commanders are devşirme slaves from the lands of old Illyria3 and
the once noble Türkish families feel the slow decline of their status. But, this is not
accidental and is the result of the Sultân’s desire to prevent the development of
internal (Türkish) power-bases that could be a threat to his power.
Mehmet Arslan Paşa, an educated and fearless warrior from the famous Yahyalı
family, clearly sees and understands the socio-political changes and the gradual
erosion of the traditional values and social structures of the Osmanlı Empire. He
also sees and fears what Mehmet Paşa Sokolović is doing in the development of his
power network in Hungary and seeks to warn Süleyman about the dangers ahead.
But, the devious Grand Vezir carries out a successful character assassination
resulting in the execution of a ‘Lion’ who gained his first glory at the Battle of
Gorjani (Vertizo) in 1537.
The story of Mehmet Arslan Paşa is not a direct part of the Sziget story but it is an
interesting sub-story in itself - think of it as a bonus scene.

For more about Arslan Paşa read the article: “Budin Beylerbeyi Arslan Paşa (1565-1566)” by
Yasemin Altayli, from the journal “Osmanlı Tarihi Araştırma ve Uygulama Merkezi Dergisi”, Sayı:
19, 2006.
1

For example, Hadım Ali Paşa did not lose his life for his defeat at Eger in 1552 nor for his defeats at
Babócsa and Sziget in 1556.
2

3

Primarily Hercegovina, Montenegro (Zeta and Duklja) and Albania.
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Arslan Paşa’s failed attack on Palota

Early in the year, Mehmet Paşa, better known as Arslan (Lion) Paşa, the Beylerbey
of Buda, received orders to test the defenses of Magyar forts in the areas around
Buda and assess the nature of the Habsburg military reactions. He easily takes
Ajnácskô in April and raids across the region without much resistance, except when
he tries to take Sziget. As Süleyman marches, Arslan Paşa continues his attacks and
seeing no Habsburg armies coming to stop him he escalates. Hoping to impress his
master, Arslan plans a daring attack on Palota (Várpalota), about 22 km west of
Székesfehérvár. He plans to catch the fort unprepared and take it at a minimum
cost in terms of soldiers and supplies.
Palota, a small Magyar fort that was upgraded over the years, is typically guarded by
about 200 men who periodically raid the lands that Arslan Paşa is responsible for.
However, just before the siege, it is strengthened to almost 500. The fort is under
the command of György Thury (Thuriger), who is a shrewd captain, a valiant fighter,
and a true patriot. For his swordsmanship and victory in about 600 duels, György is
famously called the “Magyar el Cid”, while to the Osmanlıs he is the “Transdanubian
Lion”. His men willingly fight for him, and few wish to have another leader.
In the attack on Palota, Arslan Paşa is joined by sançakbeys from around Buda
including Koppány, Szekszárd, Fülek, and Mohács. Many peasants are conscripted
into the heavy labor of building the siegeworks. On June 5, Arslan besieges the fort
with 8,000 soldiers and bombards the ramparts with four large cannons and several
smaller ones. As Arslan’s army prepares for the siege, Thury's men fire muskets at
the Osmanlıs, killing many, but there are too many to hinder the siege effort. Farkas
Thury (György’s brother), and Ferenc Pálffy leave Palota and ride 200 km to Vienna
to inform the War Council about the siege. Thury's messengers arrive on June 6 or 7
and are fortunate that Maximilian has just returned to Vienna from Augsburg. The
messengers explain the situation and warn that losing Palota will be a direct threat
to Győr and Vienna. Maximilian and the War Council send an order to Count
Lazarus von Salm to rescue the besieged fort. Also at about this time, Maximilian
gives orders for the mobilizing European army to encamp at Győr.
At Palota the siege cannons fire continuously, and after about 2,000 cannonballs the
targeted rampart begins to weaken. Palota has lost many defenders and many more
are wounded but the battle of wills and endurance continues as the defenders repair
the damage. The odds are definitely on Arslan’s side; by any rational assessment
with his 8,000 soldiers, 16 attackers for each defender, Arslan should be able to take
Palota but Thury is no ordinary commander and his soldiers are far from average.
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One night Péter Papp and Péter Literádi, sneak out of the fort on a mission to blow
up the Osmanlı black powder stores. They are successful and cause great damage
but they are caught, tortured, and interrogated about the weaknesses in the
ramparts. The two Péters mislead their interrogators, telling them that Arslan’s
cannons are shooting at a strong part of the rampart, while in fact, the rampart is
about to collapse. Believing the lie, Arslan repositions his cannons and fires at a
different section of the rampart. The two Péters lose their lives, both impaled in
front of their comrades, but their sacrifice saves the fort. The Osmanlı
bombardment of Palota continues; soon a bastion is about to crumble, and a
rampart is near collapse.
On June 14 Arslan pauses the attacks to give his soldiers some time to pray, rest and
prepare for the final assault to take the fort the next day. After many days of
incessant cannon-fire, there is quiet in the night. Thury knows that a mass assault,
which he won’t be able to repel, is coming. During the night, the Magyars grease the
hinges of the castle gate and the chains of the drawbridge, to allow the gate to be
opened silently, and then in the dark of night, while Arslan's men sleep, Thury and
his troops make a daring charge out of the fort. They fire their pistols, make a great
noise, set tents and wagons on fire and create a panic. Over 50 Magyar soldiers fall
during the daring charge, but many more Osmanlıs are killed and supplies are
destroyed. But, what can Thury hope to accomplish even if he kills 2,000 of the
attackers when Arslan has thousands more.
Somehow, circumstances and good luck come to Thury’s rescue. Spies had earlier
informed Arslan of a Habsburg army of about 14,000 cavalrymen being mobilized
under General von Salm to come to Palota. Arslan sends out scouts to observe the
countryside and warn him of Salm’s approach. Early in the morning, during Thury’s
charge and subsequent battle, Arslan’s scout Deli Lutfi returns with news that
Salm’s army approaches - he tells of many wagons, horses and bonfires. Arslan is
surprised by this unexpected news because for months the Germans had done
nothing. Arslan’s quick assessment is that he is the target of a coordinated attack on
two fronts, from inside and outside.
Knowing his men are tired and low on supplies Arslan makes a tactical retreat to
Székesfehérvár, about 22 km away, to regroup, rest and attack again the next day.
In his haste, during the retreat, he leaves behind two small cannons and supplies
including tents, wagons, and food as well as some flags. Arslan soon learns of the
growing army at Győr, a direct threat to Buda, and therefore aborts the siege, avoids
the Hungarian soldiers from Palota that are now hunting him, and returns to protect
Buda, the capital city of the Budin Eyalet. What Arslan does not know is that the
army his scout saw and reported on was not Lazarus von Salm's army but workers
with maybe 400 wagons sent from Győr to collect wood to reinforce the
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fortifications of the army camp there. The workers made a lot of noise, shouted, and
sang songs in German and Magyar while they worked.
General von Salm and his army arrive three days after Arslan’s retreat. Since there
is no battle at Palota, on June 30, Salm and his army attack and take Veszprém
(close to Palota) and then return to Győr. After a short rest, in mid-July, General
von Salm and Count George von Helffenstein take Tata. In the battle, they capture
Arslan’s cousin, along with other officers, and send them to Vienna. Thus, a safe
perimeter is secured south of Győr.
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I want Arslan's head!

While we know that Süleyman ordered the execution of Arslan and we know the
official reasons but there are a meager few details about how the decision was
made. We know that the person who benefited most from Arslan’s death is Grand
Vezir Sokolović. We can speculate.
Circa July 30
Sultân’s camp at Mohács
A month after receiving reports about the failed siege of Palota 1, Süleyman is still
bothered by thoughts of Mehmet Arslan Paşa. He knows that Arslan Paşa has
served his Empire well, gaining his first glory in 1537 at the Battle of Gorjani
(Vertizo). He knows of the glorious past of the loyal Yahya (Yahyalı) family, of
which three generations fought nobly and helped, by the sword, to build the Empire
in these European lands. But, Süleyman’s fixation on Arslan Paşa grows.
Süleyman calls for his Grand Vezir to discuss what should be done about Arslan’s
failure.2 Unlike the incident at Vukovar with the quartermaster Ali Ağa, Sokolović
does not defend Arslan Paşa. Sokolović seems to do the opposite as he speaks of the
importance of orders and discipline; only the Sultân can give orders and orders are
to be fulfilled otherwise there is chaos. He states that Arslan was not given orders
for a large attack on Palota and such insubordination cannot be allowed.
Only the Sultân can give the order to execute a senior official and therefore
Sokolović must manipulate Süleyman into making the decision he desires. The
deterioration of the relationship between Vienna and İstanbul must be someone’s
fault and therefore Sokolović continues, speculates, and plants ideas that this war
might be the result of Arslan Paşa’s incompetence in the office of Beylerbey of Buda.
It was last year, on May 19, 1565, that Süleyman promoted Arslan into the second
most powerful position in Rumelia — a most influential post for its diplomatic
impact on the relationship with the Habsburgs. But, it was under Arslan’s tenure
that relations with Vienna had begun to deteriorate and Zápolya attacked
Maximilian and Maximilian became emboldened in his attacks against Zápolya.
Sokolović explains how he tried to help Arslan in his duties, including sending
letters advising what must be done, but adds that he did not receive a single
In proper context, the failure at Palota is a minor event with the loss of only a few hundred men and
some small cannons. For some reason the loss is blown out of proportion and the punishment greatly
outweighs the crime.
1

Sokolović, and not Süleyman, might have been the instigator of this event by reminding Süleyman
about the embarrassment of the failure and the bad example it sets for others before the great
campaign starts.
2
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response from the new beylerbey. Arslan does what he wants, Sokolović says. He
further posits that it might have been Arslan Paşa’s actions that made the Sultân and
his Empire look weak.
The scowl on Süleyman’s face looks like he is going in the direction Sokolović wants.
Süleyman’s emotional buttons need to be pushed a little further. Sokolović
continues that it was due to Arslan's recent brazen actions that Maximilian's general
Count von Salm took Tata and Veszprém where they burned the cathedral that had
been converted into a mosque and killed Muhammadan soldiers hiding in it. Now
Maximilian is mobilizing a massive army and German generals are on guard.
To ensure that Süleyman makes the desired decision, the Grand Vezir, knowing
Süleyman’s dislike of wine and his son Selim’s frequent intoxication, reminds the
Sultân about Arslan’s character flaws and the reported abuse of alcohol and opium.
He poses the question of whether these intoxicants clouded Arslan’s judgment and
led him to take foolish risks? He wonders, is Arslan an addict? Did Arslan go into
battle and command his soldiers while intoxicated by opium?
The Grand Vezir adds that it is well known that Arslan and his family helped build
the Sultân’s Empire, but now Arslan’s arrogance is setting the wrong example for
others and his insubordination is becoming a threat to discipline and order. He
states that an example must be set before the coming battles to ensure a proper level
of fear, obedience, and discipline in the senior ranks.
Irritable and grumbling, Süleyman announces that he wants Arslan dead. He orders
the Grand Vezir to make Arslan disappear from this world.
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Execution of Arslan Paşa

This scene is based on what is recorded to have happened.
August 3, Saturday morning
Sultân's camp at Nagyharsány
A Dîvân is held in the Grand Vezir's tent and Arslan Paşa is the topic of many
conversations - everyone knows of the order given by Süleyman. While others eat
and talk, Grand Vezir Sokolović ponders his next step. He knows the High Porte is a
hotbed of political competition and conflict, with constantly shifting alliances,
manipulation, and sabotage. Unlike Arslan's hot character, that of a warrior poet,
Sokolović is cold; a very suspicious, cautious, and cunning man. His rise in the
Osmanlı power structure was achieved through well-calculated steps. Now as Grand
Vezir he desires to expand his political influence but he knows that Arslan Paşa, with
others, conspires against him. Sokolović wants Arslan Paşa executed, but he is
aware that others know of his animosity toward Arslan and thus he can’t seem to be
opportunistic. He controls his emotions.
Rarely, especially if they are members of the Sultân's family or the old Osmanlı
noble families that helped build the Empire, do military commanders suffer such
dire punishment for defeat in battle. Sokolović is aware that the execution of an
eminent beylerbey requires convincing justification so that he does not suffer the
wrath of the vezirs, noble families, Yeniçeris, and the army. He knows he is not wellliked by some and does not want to be seen as a threat by all. Being too eager to kill
a man from a noble family could put his own status in danger. Sokolović must show,
with genuine sincerity, that he is only executing the Sultân's will and not trying to
eliminate a personal opponent.
The Dîvân lunch of rice pilaf, seasoned with honey and cinnamon, is served.
According to custom, the vezirs and paşas eat in the tent while the soldiers eat in the
meadow in front. After the dignitaries of the Empire finish their meal, they wash
their fingers in bowls of rose water. Outside is heard the sound of horses galloping
and a commotion among the soldiers. Arslan Paşa arrives with fourteen heavily
armed guards, all on horseback and they dismount near the tent.
Arslan approaches the tent to take his seat among the dignitaries. Sokolović, sitting
with the other members of the Dîvân, knows he must be strong while appearing to
be reluctant, and only following Süleyman's orders, for what he must do next.
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He stands up quickly, walks to the entrance and says loudly for everyone to hear his
accusation against Arslan:
“Why are you here? To whom did you entrust the care of your army?”
Arslan steps forward but before he can say anything, Sokolović says loudly:
“The Pâdişâh appointed you beylerbey and you, with your foolishness
and carelessness, surrendered Muhammadan forts to the infidels.”
Sokolović pauses, and then continues:
“Woe to you! For abandoning your army, your sentence of death
has already been pronounced. You wretch be damned!”
Turning to the çavuşbaşi (guard captain) Sokolović commands:
“By order of the Sultân, make this man disappear from this world.”
Arslan Paşa pleads but Sokolović is quite firm in his resolve. The çavuşbaşi moves
toward Arslan. Hoping for salvation, Arslan pulls some letters full of eloquent
rhetoric from his pocket. With the letters he hopes he can prove he is the target of a
conspiracy by a cabal of his enemies, Sokolović being one of them, and thus sway
Süleyman's decision.1
Arslan asks:
"Before I am killed, I seek to speak with the Sultân to plead my case.
I have reports the Sultân must see so that he knows what is happening.
Then if I must die, so be it."
Sokolović grabs the letters from Arslan, gives them to a guard and orders them
burned. Sokolović motions to guards who then grab Arslan. As Arslan Paşa is led
out of the tent the hodja (schoolmaster) Ayas Ağa says to him:
“The things of this world are transient. There is nothing left for you
in this world. Repent, move to the other world and return to Allâh.”2

1

It is not certain if Süleyman attends the Dîvân or says anything during the execution of Arslan Paşa.

2

Or, “The world has no substance, make your penitence and return to Allâh.”
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That day, the executioner is not in the camp and the apprentice is summoned.
Arslan Paşa, the warrior-poet, knows his end is near but is haughty to the end.
Having found serene bravery, he smiles and says to the apprentice executioner:
"Dear master (workman), finish quickly
by squeezing the threads firmly with your thumbs."
The executioner approaches Arslan Paşa and quickly wraps a bowstring around his
neck and strangles him on the spot. Arslan stands with honor and does not struggle
until the last moments of agony seize him and then he is dead. All night a hâfiz, a
Muhammadan who has memorized the al-Qurʾân, watches over Arslan’s body as
prayers are recited in a low sad voice. Early in the morning of the next day, Arslan's
body is taken by his horse guards, who are silent with terror, to Beograd where he is
buried near his father, Gâzî Mehmet Paşa, in the tomb of the Yahyalı family.
After his execution, Arslan's fortune (assets, gold, gems, horses and slaves) are
confiscated and become the property of the state and given to the treasury.

Why did Arslan really die?
Defeat, insubordination, wine, and opium might have been merely pretexts for
Arslan Paşa’s execution. Today, to find the motive we ‘follow the money’ but in this
case, we need to ‘follow the power’. When we follow the power, by seeing who
benefits from the execution, a complicated situation becomes clear and
understandable.
After Arslan Paşa’s execution Mustafa Sokolović, the nephew of Grand Vezir
Mehmet Sokolović, is appointed Beylerbey of Buda. Another man in the Sokolović
clan, a young cousin named Mehmet, is appointed Sançakbey of Bosna.1 The
execution of Arslan Paşa can be considered Sokolović's first masterful victory of the
campaign - he eliminates a dangerous threat and installs a loyal family ally.
Chronicler Selânikî Mustafa Efendi admits that Arslan was “martyred by the dagger
of politics.” Or, better said, “The Paşa, by the dagger of politics, was sent to the
army of martyrs.”
Now, there is only one more significant threat to the ambitions of Mehmet Sokolović
- and the name of the threat is Nikola Šubić Zrinski.
1 Almost

40 years later, the cousin Mehmet becomes Grand Vezir known as Sokolluzade Lala
Mehmet. The next Sançakbey of Bosna will be Ferhât Bey Sokolović who is promoted to Beylerbey
of Bosna when Bosna is upgraded in status to an eyalet. Mehmet Sokolović also installs clansmen
inside the Eastern Orthodox Church. Thus, the Sokolović clan network grows.
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A few days away from Sziget

August 4
Pécs, Hungary
In the afternoon, after a 25 km march, Süleyman enters Pécs with great fanfare,
preceded by Kurt Bey and Haşan Bey, teenage sons from Grand Vezir Sokolović’s
first marriages.1 The mehter band plays and dignitaries march under the Sultân's
flags; including Ulufeji general Ferhât Ağa and the chief of the müteferrikas with five
readers (students) of the al-Qurʾân. The students, with beautiful voices, read the
Sûrahs of Victory and Conquest. On his left, Süleyman is escorted by the vezirs
Ferhât Paşa and Ahmet Paşa, and on his right, Ahmet's brother Mustafa Paşa, and
from Egypt, the renowned Kilun or Sofi (Sufi) Ali Paşa, recently promoted to the
newly created position of Sixth Vezir.2 From his carriage, Süleyman salutes his army.
Reports arrive confirming that the Rumelian beylerbey has encamped north of
Sziget on Similehov Hill. By this time, many of the provincial soldiers are at Sziget
and siege preparations are underway.

August 5
Pécs, Hungary
The Grand Vezir and Dîvân members expect Sziget to be taken quickly, and thus
they recommend to Süleyman that he should stay in the comfortable lodgings
available in Pécs while they take Sziget and then they can quickly proceed to Eger.
After coming all this way, Süleyman wants to be on the front lines, personally in
command of his army.
Early in the morning, after prayers, the Kapıkulu army marches again. By old
military rules, the 12,000 Yeniçeris depart first and march two hours ahead of the
Sultân. Anticipating a quick victory at Sziget much of Süleyman's baggage and
heavy supplies, including many cannons, are left in Pécs under a strong guard, ready
for the next part of the campaign. In mid-morning Süleyman mounts his horse and
rides out of Pécs but then enters his litter and travels 20 km west to a town called
Szentlőrinc, which is already in ruins, having been leveled by the advance elements
of his army. In one day, 15 km away, the paths of Sultân Süleyman and Nikola
Zrinski will converge.

Before Mehmet Sokolović married Selim’s young daughter Esmahan he had two wives. He
divorced the previous wives in order to marry Esmahan in 1562.
1

2

Previously, the Sultâns had five vezirs. This is the first time there are six vezirs.
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Act IV - Arrival of Süleyman’s army
Scene 1: Raid on Szentlőrinc
Day -6: July 31, maybe Wednesday, morning
Sunrise 05:28 am, sunset 08:19 pm
Sziget and Szentlőrinc (Saint Lawrence, about 16 km east of Sziget)
During the past two weeks, after Süleyman’s crossing of the Drava River, many
peasants were seen on the roads walking westwards - a wave of refugees escaping
from the advancing Osmanlı army. While most pass by, maybe a few hundred,
believing in the strength of Zrinski and the safety of Sziget, decide to seek refuge in
the fortress.
Inside the ramparts of Sziget, the soldiers and civilians work around the clock to
build defensive structures, such as high palisade and retirata walls, trenches dug
deep in the ground, and long lines of gabions (large wicker cylinders filled with
earth) placed at gun positions on the bastions and ramparts. In strategic locations,
earth and wood are prepositioned to expedite the repair of damaged ramparts after
the bombardment begins.
Late in the morning, sentries on the stone tower report they see, northeast of Sziget,
large dark clouds of smoke rising into the sky. These can only be the result of
hundreds of campfires. Scouts are sent out for closer observation and everyone
waits with great trepidation. Upon the scouts’ return, reports confirm that the
vanguard of the Osmanlı army has set up camp east of Sziget, near Szentlőrinc.
Lieutenant Pál Istvánffy1 tells Castellan Zrinski that after many months of
preparations, his soldiers are tired of building fortifications and they want to go out
to do what soldiers do best - fight. Istvánffy requests permission to leave Sziget with
his soldiers and attack the camp to give the Türks a real hajduk welcome so that
history will record that they, the Szigetars, struck first. Zrinski tells him that he will
approve the mission under one condition - that Pál is careful and returns with all his
soldiers. Pál agrees.
Early in the afternoon, Lieutenant Istvánffy and his soldiers leave Sziget for a march
of about 12 km. Istvánffy and a few cavalrymen ride horses, but most soldiers walk.
During a siege horses are not of much use, and therefore most cavalrymen typically
send their expensive horses elsewhere for safekeeping. One of the men riding with
Istvánffy is Janós Dombai, a young nobleman who recently became a cavalryman
1

Pál is brother of Magyar historian Miklós Istvánffy, one of the first chroniclers of the siege events.
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and a few days earlier had joined the Sziget garrison. Pál has taken Janós under his
wing for the siege.
Three hours later, with expert knowledge of the terrain, the Szigetars arrive
unobserved near the outer perimeter of the enemy camp. The musketeers set up
within an effective firing range and begin to fire into the camp. The men in the
camp are poorly trained soldiers and support staff, conscripted from Asia and
Africa, tasked with setting up camps around Sziget. The Yeniçeris are still with the
Sultân in Mohács. In addition to being poorly trained, they are also poorly armed;
they have no muskets or cannons and thus there is no return fire. A few have swords
or spears but most have only an ax in hand. They cannot defend themselves and
many die in the chaos before a counterattack is organized.
The Szigetar muskets have an early advantage but due to their slow rate of fire they
are not enough to hold off hundreds of Osmanlı soldiers amassing for.
counterattack. Soon, dozens of Tatar horsemen ride out followed by hundreds of
soldiers moving toward the Szigetars. The Szigetar swordsmen run forward and a
terrific melee battle ensues. Some Osmanlı provincial Sipâhi cavalrymen arrive and
join the fight, but being part-time soldiers, they are outclassed, and many fall to the
few, but experienced, Sziget cavalryman that charge toward them. Pál Istvánffy
fights a Sipâhi officer and kills him with his lance.
Young Janós Dombai is excited to be in his first fight against the Türks. During the
battle, he spots a well-dressed Sipâhi cavalryman, and as a true young warrior, he
greatly desires to earn a name for himself by killing the high-ranking enemy soldier.
Pál sees Janós tracking his target and as Janós begins his charge, Pál yells at the
eager young cavalryman to stop his pursuit, but there is no stopping the bold young
man. With great bravery, but inexperienced, Janós charges forward. Another
Osmanlı cavalryman spots Janós, charges and hits him from behind. Janós falls off
his horse with a great thud and moans loudly. Pál summons a few of his cavalrymen
to attempt a rescue, but a large number of enemy soldiers surround Janós and
prevent the rescue effort. It is not known if Janós is alive or dead.
Eventually, the force of Osmanlı numbers overwhelms the Szigetars. Pál realizes the
time has come to end the battle and signals his bugler to sound the retreat. The
Szigetars return to the rally point where wagons await. The heavily wounded
soldiers are helped onto the wagons and rushed back to Sziget. The foot soldiers
follow and quickly march to Sziget. Late in the afternoon, upon their return to
Sziget, Pál Istvánffy mourns the loss of young Janós but speaks exuberantly about
how well his soldiers welcomed Süleyman’s men. Altogether, 18 Osmanlıs including
one ağa are captured and presented to castellan Zrinski.
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Scene 2: Zrinski's speech

Based on stories told by Ferenc Črnko and Ferenc Forgách.
July 31, maybe in the late afternoon.1
Fortress courtyard.
On the arrival of the enemy, many complex possibilities become one simple reality.
There is now only one goal – survival. The garrison must hold out until
Maximilian’s army arrives to lift the siege. The ramparts have been strengthened
and now castellan Nikola Zrinski must fortify the spirit of the garrison.
Süleyman’s army is here and a historic siege begins. Sziget had faced the Sultân’s
soldiers before, but never in the multitude that now slowly arrives and fills the
fields. As castellan, Nikola Zrinski must inform the garrison of what is happening,
what he expects Süleyman to do, and give everyone their orders. The soldiers and
civilians are called into the main square of the Fortress. The cavalry and infantry
captains bring together their soldiers, and the civilians stand behind them.
Standing here are veterans of the siege of 1556— Máté Szekcsődy, Jakab Radován,
and András Bika. András has already earned much fame as a frontier warrior and
now stands in Sziget to add to his knightly reputation by fighting alongside Nikola
Zrinski against Süleyman himself. He has the honor of being flag-bearer and holds
aloft the Magyar and Habsburg flags. Pál Istvánffy, a nobleman with 12 villages on
his lands, does not have to be in Sziget, in the middle of danger, but he knows his
duty and does what is necessary to protect his home. Márton Bosnyák and Balázs
Eszpetei, landowners in Baranya, also show their stalwart virtues by joining the
garrison and making a stand here.
Noblemen from the Magyar families of Geréczy, Dezső, and Szerecsen are joined in
the common defense by soldiers from Croatian noble families, including Petar
Patačić and Petar Lukić, who took part in the conquest of Korotna with Zrinski in
1556. Also standing proud to add their swords to the defense are many young
lieutenants, who joined the garrison to learn the art of war from the master. Nikola
Zrinski. Also at Sziget is Zrinski's trusted friend Petar Farkašić,2 to whom Zrinski
entrusted all his castles in Croatia. But now Petar is gravely ill and not able to stand
with his men. Sadly, only a few names of the many soldiers that stand here and
should be remembered are recorded today.
The date and time of the speech and oath are not recorded. This scene could have occurred any
time between July 29 and August 2.
1

2

May be the brother of former castellan Juraj Farkašić.
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Standing with the soldiers are residents of Sziget that made a commitment to stay
and help in the siege effort, including 9 millers, 5 locksmiths, 8 blacksmiths, and 44
men who can help with the cannons. As well as 15 barbers, who substitute as
battlefield physicians.
Nikola Zrinski1
[Steps onto a small podium so that everyone can see him. He stands stoically,
wearing armor, with his sword by his side. He begins to speak with a loud and
strong voice.]
Greetings my soldiers and citizens. Croats and
Magyars, brothers together. You can surely see
the Türkish emperor, with his army of slaves, is
upon us. Süleyman desires to take Sziget and
then our Homeland. Yesterday, at Szentlőrinc,
Pál Istvánffy with his brave men struck the first
blow. They attacked, killed many and gave the
Osmanlıs their first defeat!
With great sadness, I tell you of the death of
young Janós Dombai. He had the true heart of
a young lion protecting his Homeland.
Fearlessly he charged into the thick of battle
but did not return. His family has every right
to be proud of him!
From the captives, we learned of staggering
numbers! Because we have caused Süleyman
anguish like no others, he truly desires to take
Sziget regardless of cost, and therefore he
brings an army larger than any Sziget has ever seen. The enemy is about 90,000
soldiers strong including about 12,000 Yeniçeris and a horde of Asiatic cavalrymen the dreaded Tatars. In total, with their support staff, their camp might be 120,000
strong. They believe they need that many to fight us. Of this, we can be proud!
While the barbarian army advances from the east, the way to the west is still safe. I
spoke about this last week, but I will again remind everyone; the women and
children, as well as our seniors, including the old men not able to fight, now is the
time for you to leave. You can go 40 km west of here to Babócsa or 70 km northwest
to my estates at Csurgó and then, after Süleyman marches back to İstanbul, return
here to your homes at Sziget.

1

Picture is by Nikola Zrinski engraved by T. C. de Laumessin.
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For the civilians, there is no shame in leaving. I sent my wife Eva to Vienna to speak
with the Emperor and inform him of our situation. She will speak for us. My son
Juraj 1 has a courageous heart and wanted to stay, to fight and win his first honors by
my side, but he is only 17 and not yet strong with a sword. I sent him with Eva, to
protect her on the way to Vienna. Juraj will join his auxiliary cavalry unit, and I
expect we will see him return here, coming to our aide, soon. Those wishing to
leave, pack up now and leave so that you are far from here before the dreaded Tatars
arrive to raid, and the Türkish army surrounds us.
A small handful of people raise their hands indicating they want to leave but the
vast majority stand firm. In total 89 families may have left Sziget before the siege.
About 2,000 (some say less, others say more) civilians remain; many are the wives
and children of the soldiers. The decision to stay is not difficult to make. Everyone
knows that Zrinski is a good soldier, with an honorable reputation for victory, and
all are confident the Emperor will come to their rescue. They remember the
successful defense of Eger in 1552 and Sziget in 1556 and believe the fortress will
survive and everyone will be safe.

Sziget Woman
What would the soldiers of Eger have accomplished in 1552 had the brave
women not stayed? We will stay, help repel the Türks, and show that the
women of Sziget are no less brave than were the women of Eger.
Máté Szecsődi's Wife
The Szecsődi family will stay! Our nine children will all stay. I will help my
husband Máté in any way I can. While our eldest son is not old enough to
fight, he will help with whatever needs to be done to support the soldiers. Our
younger children can deliver food and water as required.
Máté Szecsődi
[to his wife]
I am proud of you, my dear and brave wife.
With you by my side, I will fight more valiantly knowing I protect my family.
[to the crowd]
I was here in 1556 when we, with a smaller garrison, held off the siege led by
Hadım Ali Paşa, the Beylerbey of Buda. We have many soldiers with us today
who were here with me ten years ago. We know this fortress well. We know
what is required to defend it. We will stay here and hold off Süleyman for as

1

George in English, also known as Zrínyi György IV in Hungarian, was born on April 13, 1549.
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long as our Emperor needs to mobilize his army and come to lift the siege and
defeat our enemy.
Zrinski
Máté, thank you for your words of confidence!
During a siege we are in a race for time; Süleyman must take Sziget before the
Emperor's army arrives to attack and end the siege. Süleyman is also limited
by winter because, by October 26, St. Demetrius’ (Demeter’s) Day, he must
begin his march back to İstanbul. If he stays longer he risks a revolt in the
army because the Türkish Sipâhi cavalry and other soldiers want to be home to
prepare for winter.
We must hold out for at least one month and endure at most for three months.
We will not go hungry because our cellars and larders are full; we have enough
food and wine to last us for four months.
Emperor Maximilian has sent a request to our Christian allies and soldiers
from all across Europe answer his call and now travel to Vienna. From there
they will come to Hungary and join with more soldiers at Győr to form a great
army. The last report I received said there will be over 80,000 experienced
soldiers to fight in this great battle against the scourge attacking from the east.
To the south of us the Croatian viceroy, Petar Erdödy, mobilizes an army of
about 10,000 Croats and he will harass and cut the Türkish supply lines
coming to Sziget from Bosna. 10,000 soldiers may not sound like a big army,
but remember, one Croatian or Magyar is worth five German soldiers and, as
you saw at Siklós and Szentlőrinc, easily a dozen Türks and their lackeys!
Magyar Soldier
[shouts enthusiastically]
Ha Isten velünk, ki ellenünk?
(When God is with us, who can stand against us?)
Zrinski
True Szigetars, strong men and women, you all are! Our Emperor Maximilian
needs four weeks to mobilize his army. We will give him those four weeks and
then we will receive a lifetime of honor and glory!
Croatian Soldier
[shouts loudly]
Four weeks for our families and Homeland!
Four weeks for a lifetime of honor and glory!
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Zrinski
Süleyman believes that he has an unstoppable force but we are an immovable
object - a mighty rock. We will not be daunted by his numbers because even
the mighty sea must break and move around a mighty rock! We will endure
honorably!
In one hour we will hold a Holy Mass and pray to our Lord God for his
guidance and protection in the coming days. The civilians are free to go to
their homes until we come together for mass.
The soldiers, stay here. We have one more necessity to take care of.
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Scene 3: The garrison’s oath

Continues
In the courtyard.
[Standing here are about 2,300 soldiers1 and maybe 150 civilians able to fight.
They are predominantly Croats and Magyars2 but also include some Styrian,
Carniolan, German, and Bohemian (Slovak and Czech) nobles and soldiers. Beside
Nikola Zrinski might stand a Catholic priest named Janko Jelačić and Protestant
pastor named Mihály Siklósi.3]

Zrinski
I thank you all for being here. Before we begin, I want to introduce to you the
new members of our team. In April, I wrote to my long-time friend Orsolya
Kanizsai, the widow of Tamás Nádasdy, asking her for help. She sent us many
fine musketeers.
[Points to the musketeers.]
Welcome! And, thank you for being here with us!
Now, it is time for a roll call.
Commanders
[Each officer identifies himself and how many soldiers stand with him.4]
Ivan Horvat, standing for Petar Farkšić with 232 men.
Máté Szecsődi with 100 men.
Nikola Kovač with 200 men.
Gašpar Alapić with 200 men I am proud of.
Ivan Novaković with 150, all standing strong.
Jakab Radován with 50 who have killed 600 and will kill 2,000 more.
Ferenc Dandó with 100 strong men.
Stefan Oršić with 100 intelligent men.
Peter Bata with 100 strong and intelligent men.

1

Some say there may be 2,500 soldiers and 23 lieutenants.

2

Magyar is the word in the Hungarian language for the people of Hungarian ethnicity.

There is no doubt that a priest (or priests) are at Sziget to tend to the spiritual needs of the soldiers.
The names of Jelačić and Siklósi. are briefly mentioned in online sources but without primary
sources and are difficult to verify. Maybe someone, someday, will find the truth.
3

4

Roll call is based on the epic poem “A Szigeti Veszedelem” by Nikola Zrinski VII.
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Vuk Papratović with 100 men for whom I do not need to make claims,
you have seen them in battle.
Petar Patačić with 100 men.
Peter Orostoni with 100 men.
Radivoj Horvat with 100 men.
Ivan Bajoni with 100 men.
Andrija Gušić with 100 men.
Stipan Golemi with 100 men.
Lovro Juranić with 100 sharp swords.
Berta Gereci with a small band of 50, able to outfight and outdrink any.
Deli Vid, with 250 men - we do not boast, our reputation does that for us!
Zrinski
Our army here is less than 2,500 but all are good men, brave soldiers and true
brothers serving our Imperial Majesty! Soon we will have the honor to fight
and defeat the great tyrant from the east, Süleyman, the Sultân of the Saracens!
András Bika (the flag bearer)
[Takes the Osmanlı flags captured at Siklós and Szentlőrinc.]
We took these flags from the cursed barbarians and we will take many more.
For this fight, we will be remembered for ages to come.
Soldiers
[Cheer loudly!]
Zrinski
When we defeat Süleyman, of that I am certain, we will stop the Fatih
(conqueror) of the World. The Sultân is not only our enemy, of the Croats and
Magyars; he is the hostis naturalis (natural enemy) of the entire Christian
world. The Muhammadans have been our enemies since Adam’s time and this
enmity shall never end. When they come into a country they give the people a
choice between three alternatives; the first being death, the second servitude
and third embracing Muhammadanism. Süleyman now comes to force this
choice on us.
We must, with an indomitable spirit, not only for ourselves but for all of
Christendom, prepare for and be ready to welcome the enemy with unwavering
courage so that our European brothers are not also forced into making this
decision between these three vile choices. The Sultân has boundless arrogance
and reckless audacity powered by his faith in his vast numbers. The tyrant
depends on a multitude of heartless men, brought from many lands and forced
to fight here.
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All of Christendom is scared and looking to us, this little band of warriors, for
protection. While they watch we will set a proper example of what true men
can do! We will stand strong and deny Süleyman the glory he seeks, as the
knights in Malta denied him victory last year. We will send his armies running
as Arslan ran from Palota. When we defeat this scourge, we will end his
tyranny in our Homeland!
I am happy to be in this battle with valiant comrades such as you. We will do
what is required, to fight to the death, not for any trivial reason but to protect
not only the survival, but also the freedom and peace of our beloved beautiful
Christian Homelands. We do this for our King, our wives, our children, our
lives, and our honor.
I am resolved, as I hope you are, that as a Christian and free-born, I will, by
God's Grace, end my days a free man and in the same Holy Faith. While I can
hold up this arm, with my sword in my hand, the arrogant Türk will not ever
have the power to command over me or the ground upon which I stand.
We have faith (hope and trust) in our Lord, who is greater than the Sultân, to
help us little people in this great effort. We must wait calmly with anticipation
and without fear of the Sultân’s horde. We pray to God to protect us Christians
and help us do what true men must do!
All of Christendom's eyes are upon us.
All hope is attached to our bold hands.
Soldiers
[Croats shout] Za Domovinu, Spremni!
[Magyars shout] Hazánkért, készen állunk!
(For our Homeland, we stand ready!)
Zrinski
I am very impressed with the courage and determination you, my gallant
knights, show. While you protect this fortress and our Homeland, I will take
care of you. Normally, soldiers pay for their rations but not here. During the
siege, each soldier and his family will receive food; bread, meat, smoked pork
and fish, vegetables, salt, and vinegar. The married soldiers will receive flour
and the wives will bake fresh bread. Every day I will serve wine, one large mug
per soldier.
I have done what I can, and I will do more.
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Soldiers
Three cheers for Zrinski! Huj! Huj! Huj! (Hooy!)
Zrinski
Above all else, in this great test, we must strive to be united and faithful to one
another. There should be no doubt, lies, animosity, or hostility between us.
We must live and act honorably in agreement, in good faith, and with goodwill.
Therefore, we must here and now bind ourselves together and swear an oath of
fidelity to one another, promising to be faithful and persevering. I will swear
my oath to you first and then you will swear your oath to me. In this way, you
will have no doubts in me and I will have none in you.
Hear my oath:
[He steps forward holding his sword in front of him.]
I, Nikola Zrinski, do solemnly swear, first of all to Almighty God, then to his
Majesty, our glorious king, to our tormented suffering Homeland and to you,
my lion-hearted heroes gathered here with me, that I will endure with you all
that happens, whether good or bad. I will never abandon you. I will fight
and suffer by your side, and together we will either win or die. So help me
God!
[Zrinski puts down his sword, looks at the men and continues.]
Now you must, with two fingers raised, swear your oath to God, to your
captains and to me. You must swear your oath with a loud and clear voice.
We will watch to see who is unwilling to swear their oath properly. A man
unwilling to swear an oath is least likely to endure with us to the end; he is
not honorable and might betray us.
Any man not committed to being with us must leave now.
Officers and Soldiers
[The officers place their sabers on Zrinski's saber. The soldiers stand with their
right hand and two fingers raised.1 They all admire their heroic leader and
enthusiastically pledge oaths of fidelity and obedience.]

There is uncertainty about where the soldiers swear their oath. Maybe together in the courtyard to
Zrinski or maybe as individuals to their commanders, eye to eye, at the gate as they exit the Fortress.
1
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Officers
All of us, cavalrymen, infantrymen, and servants of his Imperial Majesty, swear
first by Almighty God, our King, our Homeland and our noble Count Nikola
Zrinski, that we will be faithful, true, and obedient.
Even unto death, while any man remains!
Soldiers
Even unto death, while any man remains! So we swear!
Officers
We vow to be strong and brave.
We will suffer death rather than be conquered or surrender.
Even unto death, while any man remains! So help us God!
Soldiers
Even unto death, while any man remains! So we swear, so help us God!
Zrinski
Heaven has heard your oath.
Punished will be those who perjure!
[Zrinski continues.]
Now hear me! If death takes me from you, in my place will stand my kinsman,
my sister's son, Gašpar Alapić. I command you to obey him and show him the
greatest of respect, as you do to me. If he gives you orders, follow them quickly
and faithfully. To my knight Gašpar, I order you to never give up the fight.
We all depend on one another – we live together, we die together.
Every man must do the most he can, and each will be held accountable.
Now, hear the codes of martial law:
1. If anyone, nobleman or ordinary man, cavalryman or infantryman, refuses
for any reason to fulfill a command from a superior, or without justification
draws a weapon on a fellow soldier, they will be put to death immediately.
2. After you have been given your position, you must stay at your position
and hold it day and night. If anyone, noble or not, officer or soldier, leaves
his position without permission from his superior, he will be put to death
without trial.
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3. Be without worry and hold your post. All your necessities will be brought
to you. Soldiers with a wife or a mother here, they will cook for you and
bring to you food, drink and whatever else you need. Those without a wife or
a mother here, my kitchen will cook and provide for you. Your sergeants or
superiors will bring you food and drink in a timely manner.
4. If you find a Türkish letter attached to an arrow shot into the town, take it
to your superior who will bring it to me or throw it into the fire. If you read a
Türkish letter, you will be put to death. If you say a single word to a Türk,
you will be cut down as a traitor.
5. If two people are found talking in secret, spreading rumors, sowing
dissent or conspiring amongst themselves, both will be taken to their
commander and hanged. If you see or hear people conspiring and do not
report them, due to either friendship or bribe, you will also be punished in
the same way.
Finally, if you steal from your comrades,
even in the value of one coin (penny), you will be hanged.
Do you understand and agree?
Soldiers
[all in unison]
We understand! We agree!
Zrinski
Now, all men that stay in Sziget are equals.
We all eat the same food, drink the same wine, and take the same risks.
Together, we will stand for as long as God wills.

The oath and declaration of martial law eliminate all aristocratic privileges and
peacetime law. Castellan Zrinski, the commander-in-chief of the fortress, is now
also master of life and death in Sziget.
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Scene 4: Never trust a Türk
Zrinski
Remember this and remember it well.
Never trust a Türk! They lie in all things.
To them, we are unbelievers, heathens, infidels. To us, they have no duty for
honesty or honor. In their religion, they have a concept called taqiyya 1,
justified deception for protection, which they pervert to justify deceiving
Christians in the attacks of their Jihâd. They take pride in their scheming and
will not honor promises. The Sultân is not a man of his word. Remember how,
with treachery, he took Buda in 1541. He promised to give Buda to Zápolya but
he does not honor his promise and to this day he keeps it for himself.
Do not be fooled. They will not be your friends. 2 Remember well the words
Toygun Paşa said to ambassador Busbecq, who was trying to remind him of the
promises he had made. Toygun Paşa said mockingly: “Even though I made a
promise, you should be able to see from the expression on my face that I am
not able to keep my word.”
Gašpar Alapić
I have seen it! There is no honesty nor honor among those barbarians! With
their mouth, they praise, with their hand, they kill. Their promises of safety
and gold will surely bring only death. Many German soldiers that trusted
Türkish offers to surrender, they believed the false promises, but they ended up
dead. The Türks will let you walk out the fortress gate with your weapons and
valuables, but 1 km down the road they will kill you and take all you have.
Remember the Siege of Temesvár in 1552. The Osmanlı commander Ahmet
Paşa, after a long and brutal siege, when no help arrived to help the defenders,
promised castellan István Losonci free passage out of the fortress if the
garrison surrendered. Losonci agreed but the Türks massacred all of the
gullible defenders as they left the fortress. Losonci, wounded during the
battles, was beheaded and his head was sent to Süleyman as a gift. One of the
commanders at that siege was Mehmet Sokolović, at that time the Beylerbey of
Rumelia. Today he is the Grand Vezir - I will not trust any word he says.

1

Taqiyya (taqiya, taqiyah, taqiyyah) is a form of Islamic deception permitting a Muhammadan to lie
about his religious beliefs in the face of persecution and danger.

In the al-Qurʾân (3:28) Believers (Muhammadans) are told, “Let not the Believers take infidels
(unbelievers) as awliyāa (friends, advisers, allies) rather than (in preference over) true believers.
Whoever does that has no connection to (will not receive help from) Allâh in any way, except if the
Believer fears a danger and must protect himself (prudently take precautions) against them.”
2
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Scene 5: Showing the seriousness of the situation

Continues
Earlier, gallows were set up in the Fortress near the gate. Castellan Zrinski, to show
his resolve and create a proper sense of fear, has an unfortunate opportunity to set
an immediate example to prove his orders must be taken seriously. One of the
recently recruited soldiers, responsible for standing guard on a bastion, drank too
much wine and got so drunk that he could not stand properly. He left his post and
when the lieutenant on duty confronted him, the soldier unsheathed his sword and
raised it against the officer.1 Zrinski orders his execution. The soldier, still drunk,
hangs for his insubordination.
Castellan Zrinski then brings out a captured Osmanlı officer.2 He tells everyone that
this Türk, during the march to Sziget, committed great atrocities against the Magyar
peasants in the villages of the region. In his saddlebag were found all sorts of gold
crosses, rings, and earrings that were taken from Magyar peasant women. As
punishment for all the suffering he caused, the Türk is decapitated on the spot. His
head is placed on a pole and put on display in the market square.
Everyone in Sziget clearly understands the new reality.
They know everyone must fulfill their responsibilities.
They know there will be no negotiation with the enemy.
They know there will be no surrender.
On the front of the New Town gate, a wooden cross is set up, as a symbol of Sziget’s
commitment to the fight. A note is posted on it:
“Inside this fort are faithful
and valiant soldiers.
We are not afraid to die.
The snarling dog should not bully anyone.”

1

At this time, under strict military discipline, raising a sword against a fellow soldier without
permission is a serious offense punishable by death.
Ferenc Črnko writes the name Mahmut Ağa Vilić, but that might be wrong because by other
accounts a Mustafa Vilić, a prisoner who was treated well by Zrinski, is mentioned at the end of the
siege. This person may be the Osmanlı ağa captured during the attack at Szentlőrinc.
2
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Siegecraft: Leadership

It has been said that the men and not the ramparts make a fortress strong. The men
of Sziget are strong because their strong leader, Nikola Zrinski, makes them strong
in spirit. Zrinski inspires his soldiers, both nobles and commoners, not by his noble
birth, not by his wealth, nor because he is the man that pays their wages but because
he shares their cause and they believe in his ability to bring victory. He is an expert
soldier who has proven his dedication, wisdom, and courage, in countless battles.
Loyalty toward him is strengthened because he cares for the well-being of his
soldiers before and after the battle, including those in retirement, as well as showing
charity to widows of fallen soldiers. Zrinski’s leadership is in opposition to that of
Süleyman who rules by fear of punishment and promise of reward.
The result is that in dangerous situations, in which soldiers with weak leaders all too
often surrender, Zrinski's soldiers remain strongly unified, are steadfast, valiantly
fight, and actively seek to take greater risks to do what must be done to win.
Of the garrison’s spirit, Historian Matija Mesić, wrote: “The Sziget garrison was
strong and frightful to the enemy because all the knights (heroes) were inspired and
united by one soul (spirit). They joined together in this formation of heroes in
response to the call of the famous captain, so that with him they could celebrate a
great victory or a glorious death.”
Nikola Zrinski VII, in “A Szigeti Veszedelem”, says of Nikola IV:
He gives courage to the entire army,
He gives strength and power to Sziget's men,
For at his side no one has ever suffered harm:
Everyone desires to bravely fight by his side.
After the long battle, he returns to his fair castle,
Like the faithful lioness protecting her cubs,
Chasing away the danger, she returns to her lair,
Thus returns Zrinski to his soldiers with joy.
And they, around him, like lion cubs,
Rejoice, celebrate and give him high praise,
They pray to the God who destroys armies;
They are vigilant, tireless, as they stand guard.
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As the first Osmanlıs approach Sziget, at about 1,000 to 1,300 meters from the
Fortress they reach the sorompó, a barrier made of a long palisade wall and moat,
which defines the danger zone of the Sziget cannons.
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Scene 6: First skirmishes

Day -5: August 1, Thursday
Around the Sziget Fortress
The vanguard finally arrives at Sziget and on Similehov Hill, almost 4 km northeast
of Sziget, near a small village named Semlékhegy, they begin to set up the first
Osmanlı siege camp. Some approach Sziget to finally see the mighty fortress they
have heard so much about. An anonymous Sziget soldier records how the Szigetars
welcome them;
“From Sziget, the heroes emerged. The hajduks, armed with muskets, lay an
ambush in a hidden place. When the Türks arrived the hajduks shot most
and captured many. They fought very strongly, from morning all into the
evening. Strongly they fought with the cursed Türks and many Türkish
heads fell down and only a few Sziget heroes were lost during the fight.”
Ali Portug, Şemsi Ahmet Paşa and Nasuf Bey arrive soon after. Before any siege
plans can be developed Ali Portug must know the characteristics of the terrain
around Sziget and, most importantly, the water defenses that surround the fortress
complex. He also needs to assess the tactical strengths and weaknesses of the
ramparts and bastions. The battle area, the danger zone, near the fortress to be
surveyed is about 2 km2 in size and requires multiple scouting parties to walk across
the land and record their observations. Siege camp planners need to know the
terrain of about 30 to 40 km2 on which tens of thousands of tents and camp
infrastructure will be set up.
After the noon prayers, Ali Portug sends his engineers to scout and assess the
fortress complex and surrounding land. The work the siege engineers must do is
dangerous because a proper assessment requires they scout terrain inside the
sorompó, within the effective range of the cannons and muskets on the bastions.
The engineers are accompanied by Akınçı cavalrymen who keep a watchful eye for
danger coming from Sziget. In total there may now be a few thousand soldiers
scouting the vicinity of Sziget. Some brave cavalrymen ride close to the ramparts of
Old Town to test how the Szigetars will react. When careless Osmanlı soldiers come
too close, about 90 to 120 meters, not realizing they are within musket range, deadly
musketballs fly from Old Town.
Castellan Zrinski knows what the scouts are doing and gives orders for infantrymen,
protected by cavalrymen who still have horses, to sally out and attack the scouting
teams. He understands the value of the engineers and warns his soldiers to
prioritize their attacks and not to waste their effort on the raggedly dressed soldiers.
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Zrinski advises them that killing a few well-dressed high-value engineering officers
is far more important than killing a multitude of the rabble. The rule is: “The fancier
the hat, the first to be killed.”
At noon the Szigetars attack and fierce battles are fought amongst the shrubs and
fences near New Town. These battles are not fought in traditional military
formations, but rather in hit-and-run attacks by small units using guerrilla-style
tactics - a fighting style the Szigetars are experts at. More Osmanlıs rush into the
fight but Szigetar swords cut deep and a good amount of the enemy is killed in
bloody melee battles. As evening approaches the Osmanlıs return to their camp to
pray and then rest. Zrinski gives an order to cut down and burn the trees, shrubs,
and fences near New Town to deny the enemy any opportunity to hide. Also
destroyed are the grain mills located outside the fortress to prevent the Osmanlıs
from using them.

Szigetars charge from Old Town to attack the Osmanlı vanguard forces.
Extracted and colorized from a drawing by an unknown Venetian artist.
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Scene 7: Encirclement of Sziget

During the first days of the siege
The first phase of the siege is underway - a military blockade cuts off Sziget from the
outside world and prevents support coming into Sziget. Daily, more of the Osmanlı
army arrives and all the land around Sziget fills up. White tents pop up like
mushrooms on all sides along the 6 km long perimeter. The tents are not set up in
dense clusters here and there but spread out all around Sziget to create a sense of
encirclement from the first days of the siege. The early arrivals are not the besttrained soldiers and for many the shovels and axes they use to build the camps are
their only weapons. The elite Yeniçeri infantrymen and Sipâhi cavalrymen are still
with Süleyman marching toward Sziget.
Though suffering great defeats at Szentlőrinc and the previous day at Sziget, the
Osmanlı soldiers do not lose any of their courage. They continue to survey and
attack. During the early days of the siege, the Szigetars engage in dynamic defense
based on the idea that a strong offense is a good defense. Zrinski does not wait for
the Osmanlıs to come to the ramparts but sends out infantrymen, supported by
cavalrymen, to continually charge out to attack when Osmanlıs cross the sorompó to
probe and test the fortress defenses.
Every day until the Sultân’s arrival many small battles are fought outside the Sziget
ramparts and the Osmanlıs pay a heavy price when they venture inside the sorompó
wall. The Osmanlıs try to lure the Szigetars to venture out farther and farther, but
the Szigetars maintain their discipline. To prevent the possibility of being
surrounded and cut off from the fortress the Szigetars ensure they do not venture
past the sorompó. Before Osmanlı reinforcements arrive the Szigetars safely retreat.
Since the Osmanlı vanguard troops are not well-trained soldiers the Szigetars are
quite successful in the battles, killing ten or more besiegers for every Szigetar
casualty suffered.
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Scene 8: Siegeworks

During the first days of the siege
After surveying Sziget, Ali Portug’s siege engineers report that the ramparts can be
battered and breaches created by the big guns from a distance, but an assault on the
ramparts will require two great siegeworks; trenches dug in the south and
embankments built in the north across the marsh to the Fortress. When the
trenches and embankments reach the targeted ramparts sections of the moats will
need to be filled, and those final steps will be the most dangerous.
As Sziget is encircled the second phase of the siege begins - to build the siegeworks
that will quickly and safely bring soldiers to the ramparts. Ali Portug gives the order
to start digging trenches. Outside the range of the Sziget cannons, maybe 1,600
meters south of New Town, thousands of Azap soldiers begin to dig the trenches. As
they dig they throw the excavated dirt onto the side of the trench facing Sziget and in
that way built a dirt wall for added protection against the Sziget cannons. They work
around the clock and when one crew of diggers is exhausted another takes its place.
Slowly, without any pause, two trenches are dug toward the southern bastions of
New Town. When the trenches enter within cannon range the Sziget cannons fire,
and life for the trench diggers becomes more dangerous. For added protection,
countless dirt-filled gabions are placed on the side of the trench facing New Town.
On the east side of Old Town, a large elevated firing position is under construction
for the largest Osmanlı siege cannons. A wall of very large earth-filled gabions is
built there to protect the cannons and crews from cannon-fire coming from Sziget.
From here, the great rampart destroying siege cannons will fire into the eastern
ramparts and bastions of Old Town.
Again and again the Szigetars sally out to attack and slow the progress of the
trenches.
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Siegecraft: As the fields fill

August 3 (maybe August 5 or 6)
Petar Farkašić dies after a long illness (or maybe a wound suffered previously), and
Zrinski loses one of his most trusted and well-liked senior commanders. The
previous year Petar was a witness to the cowardice of Baron Herbard von Auersperg
VIII at the siege and fall Zrinski’s fort at Krupa na Uni, but most importantly he was
a veteran of the Siege of Temesvár, in 1552, where he fought against Mehmet
Sokolović, and understood Sokolović's tactics. He was well respected for his skills in
battle and his advice to Zrinski was invaluable. While on his deathbed Petar
complained about his cruel fate; to die in bed, on pillows, before the glory starts on
the battlefield.

August 4 (maybe August 6)
While the Osmanlı soldiers surround the fortress, the Crimean Tatars, Akınçı, and
other raiders roam the countryside to find food and building materials. True to their
traditions, the Tatars plunder the region and brutalize the Magyar peasants. During
their raids, they also function as an early warning system on the lookout for any
approaching threats.
While the encirclement of Sziget still has some holes, Zrinski sends two youths to
Emperor Maximilian in Vienna to report on the situation at Sziget. His report
confirms that the vanguard of Süleyman's army has arrived and that Sziget is
already surrounded on all sides. Zrinski reports that he expects over 100,000
soldiers to besiege the fortress.1

August 4 or 5
While Süleyman is in Szentlőrinc, the Rumelian Beylerbey and the Akınçı Paşa leave
the high ground of Similehov Hill. The Rumelians set up camp south of New Town.
Similehov Hill is left empty for the Sultân, but the hill is rough and difficult to walk
on due to the shrubs and trees all around. Many loggers and the Sultân’s servants
work feverishly to clear out and flatten the area to make it a suitable location for the
headquarters of the siege and the tents of the Sultân, vezirs and court dignitaries.
There are various estimates for the strength of the Osmanlı army. A Sziget soldier that survives the
siege reports there are 150,000 well-trained and untrained men. Realistically, there may be about
90,000 soldiers and 30,000 support staff and volunteers in the siege army.
1
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The soldiers of the Army of Allâh continue to arrive and fill the hills and plains,
eventually fully encircling Sziget and cutting it off from the rest of the world.
Osmanlı chroniclers record that when the fields fill the tents are so close and
crowded that the fortress cannot be seen through them. Also arriving are shepherds
with large herds of sheep and stablehands who take care of horses and camels. For
some, their only duty is to maintain the stalls while others take animals to graze in
the fields. Yeniçeris drive human beasts of burden - thousands of peasants captured
during the march from Osijek to Sziget for forced labor in the building of the
siegeworks required to take Sziget. These poor souls receive less support than the
poorest Osmanlı volunteers. If any of the peasants stumble, they receive a painful
whip across the back and those that try to escape suffer a worse fate.
Before Süleyman’s soldiers can assault Sziget, countless preparations must be made.
While many supplies were brought from İstanbul and others from Belgrade and
Buda, a staggering amount of siege equipment must be made locally. Thousands of
people in the siege camp never approach the ramparts of Sziget and work on nothing
but manufacturing the siege equipment needed by the engineers; including woven
mats, fascines, gabions of various sizes, baskets, sandbags, and bags of wool. Trees
are felled and brought from all over the region and cut into timber (lumber) used to
build siege structures and as fuel to feed the thousands of fires that heat cauldrons,
bread ovens, and blacksmith forges in the siege camp. The shovel and ax continue
to be more important than the sword and musket.
After assessing the size of the Osmanlı horde surrounding Sziget, Zrinski realizes
that New Town cannot be defended for even a week and thus he gives an order to the
home and shop owners to move all their possessions from New Town into Old Town
and prepare to abandon New Town. He orders the thatched roofs and any other
wood to be taken down and put inside of the buildings. As a precaution to prevent
fires in Old Town, homeowners are ordered to take down the hatch roofs from their
houses and then take them out of Old Town and place them in New Town.
The Sziget soldiers continue to sally out and attack the enemy setting up camps and
building siegeworks. During the battles, some fought until evening, the Szigetars kill
many of the enemy and take spoils including weapons, tents and equipment. One
war story says that 60 Osmanlı soldiers are captured, taken into Sziget, and Zrinski
orders them all impaled in front of the gate to create terror in the siege camp.
Sziget is now strongly surrounded and all lines of communications and supply are
cut. The first phase of the siege is completed.
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Scene 9: Süleyman’s arrival at Sziget

Day 1: August 6, Tuesday
Fields around Sziget
Sometime after noon, the sound of the Sultân's mehter band, composed of 200
musicians playing Türkish marching music, is heard from a distance,
accompanied by the thunderous boom of large war drums (kös, kettle drums).
Marching from Szentlőrinc, Süleyman completes the last 16 km of his almost 1,400
km march from İstanbul. Near Sziget, he once again mounts his magnificent purebred stallion and rides to join his army that surrounds Sziget. With much pomp and
ceremony, a great entourage accompanies him; many flags fly, the band plays, and
muskets are fired.
After reaching Similehov Hill, Süleyman and his entourage looks southwest to
Sziget. With the Sultân is Selânikî Mustafa Efendi, who records his thoughts upon
seeing the great fortress for the first time:
“With Allâh's help we reached the top of the hill. We saw the fortress stand
defiantly on a hill in the middle of a broad plain. The terrain about it is a
marsh, overgrown with reeds and brushwood. It is immediately evident how
the construction of the fortress, the bastions and ramparts are built according
to all the requirements of a modern fortification.” He adds that: “The fortress
is so strong that anyone who saw it was astonished.” Selânikî further wonders:
“My God of creation, how will human hands conquer (destroy) what has been
built here?”
Süleyman desires Sziget taken quickly and therefore a passive siege, blockading the
fortress and starving the garrison into submission, is not an option. For an active
siege the ramparts must be breached, soldiers must then assault into the fortress
and the garrison inside defeated by overwhelming force.

Setting: What is the color of Sziget’s ramparts?
When imagining the ramparts of a fortress we typically visualize brown or grey
walls but the earthen ramparts of an artillery fortress may be covered in grasses
of various types used to hold up the ramparts and prevent erosion during rains.
Therefore, the ramparts of Sziget may be, during the wet weather of the spring
and early summer, very green and looking like lush low hills.
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Scene 10: Welcoming Süleyman

August 6, Tuesday
Near the Sziget fortress

The following is recorded.
On Süleyman's arrival, the soldiers of Sziget welcome their old enemy by placing
majestic red bunting (large cloth panels) on the bastions of the Citadel and
decorating the stone tower with tin plates that sparkle in the sun. This practice is
typically used when greeting visiting royalty and dignitaries or celebrating a festival.
In the center of the Fortress a large cross is erected. When Süleyman is in view
Zrinski fires a large cannon; not in anger but chivalric greeting. By this salute, of
great thunder and smoke, Zrinski tells Süleyman that he welcomes him and that the
Szigetars are ready to enter with him into a glorious battle.

The following is imagined.
Süleyman wonders if these earthen ramparts are worth his great effort. Probably
not. Could he have hit a greater target? Probably. But witnessing Zirinoğlu’s
(Zrinski’s) arrogant fearless reception reminds him he is not here for the fortress,
but the hajduk terrorist and his men hiding behind the ramparts.
Süleyman thinks to himself … this Zirinoğlu is an ordinary man born in the shadows
of this world, but he strives to get into the spotlight. He openly insults the Empire,
and by extension him, claiming the Sultân’s army is not as strong as everyone
believes. There is no way this arrogant provocation can go unanswered.
Punishing Zirinoğlu is more than personal vengeance because this will show all the
European nobles that they must have fear and show respect for the Sultân and his
Empire. The fear they feel for the Sultân must be greater than the loyalty they feel
for their emperor and any ambitions they have to impress their emperor by fighting
the Sultân of the Osmanlı İmparatorluğu.
Süleyman knows that for the good of the Empire, he must put an end to Zirinoğlu’s
flagrant disrespect.
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Siegecraft: Positions around Sziget

The sights and sounds of his army preparing for the siege invigorate Süleyman.
Once again, even though he is weak and in pain, he feels like a young soldier, ready
for battle. On his horse, he marches around Sziget giving commands and arranging
the five largest cannons into a battery on the east side of Old Town with the
Katzianer cannon in the center. Süleyman organizes the army as follows:
Center (looking from the east to the west)1
Yeniçeri Ağa Ali and the main cannon battery.
Center (west)
The artillery and engineers with some Anatolians
commanded by Ali Portug
Right flank (north side)
The Anatolian army led by Zal Mahmut Paşa
and Third Vezir Ferhât Paşa
Left flank (south side)
The Rumelian army 2 led Şemsi Ahmet Paşa 3
and Fifth Vezir Mustafa Paşa
Guard (rear)
Mehmet Han, Sançakbey of Kyustendil4, is assigned to protect the rear of the
army and thus some of his soldiers are sent as far away as the Rinya River.
The siege camp is organized in concentric rings around Sziget. Encamped closest to
the fortress, near the sorompó and thus susceptible to cannon-fire from Sziget, are
the lowest ranked soldiers. Officers and higher ranked soldiers are farther away,
situated in safer locations. The tents of the support staff, as well as the animals, are
in the outer ring of the siege camp, between 4 and 5 km away from the fortress.

By tradition, front and center are considered to be from the perspective of where the Sultân's tent is
located. At Sziget the center is defined by the location of the large gun battery and therefore looking
looking west toward the fortress is considered forward. Thus the right flank is on the north.
1

2

In European campaigns the Rumelians are traditionally on the left flank

Şemsi Ahmet Paşa is 74 years old during the siege. He was born in 1492 of Albanian origins. In
October of 1579 he is appointed Grand Vezir after the execution of Mehmet Sokolović.
3

4

Kyustendil is Ćustendil, also known as Dulkadir, in the west of present day Bulgaria.
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This picture, a representation of the encirclement, is not drawn to scale. The
“Sultan’s view” perspective of the picture is what Süleyman would have seen
looking to the south from his tent on Similehov Hill, northeast of Sziget.
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Siegecraft: Siege planning

While no record of the Osmanlı siege plan exists there can be no doubt that the
siege did not happen in an ad hoc manner. The plan presented is a logical
imagining of what the high level plan objectives must have been. This will help the
reader better understand the process of the siege.

Victory for the siege army is accomplished
when the garrison is overpowered in all four
parts of the Sziget complex, but regardless of
how powerful the siege army is, Sziget cannot
be taken all at once. The complex must be
taken part by part and due to the location of the
Citadel, in the middle of the marsh, it can only
be taken last. Therefore, the plan is to take
Sziget in four steps following one viable path;
moving from south to north.
Step 1: Take New Town
The ideal starting location because it is close to
dry land, has the weakest walls and only a small
moat. Trenches bring soldiers to the walls.
Step 2: Take Old Town
The largest part of the complex and better
fortified with ramparts than is New Town but it
is not as strong as the Fortress.
Step 3: Take the Fortress
The strongest and most difficult part to take. It
cannot be taken before Old Town. Soldiers are
brought to the ramparts by embankments.
Step 4: Take the Citadel
After the Fortress falls, the Citadel will fall soon
after. The Citadel, with strong ramparts but
few cannons, depends on the Fortress for its
defense. When the Citadel is taken then the
siege is over and Sziget belongs to Süleyman.
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Act V - Step 1: Take New Town
Scene 1: Surrender offer

We know that before a siege began, the Osmanlıs typically gave the besieged
garrison an opportunity to surrender. Differing accounts exist of how this might
have happened at Sziget and the following is one possibility.
Day 1: August 6, early afternoon
Sziget Fortress
After his arrival, Sultân Süleyman dispatches a letter to Castellan Zrinski inviting
him to surrender. We lack certainty of how the letter is delivered; most likely by a
guard walking to the rampart, or maybe it is attached to an arrow and shot into Old
Town. We also do not know the contents of the letter, but it might be similar to:
Count Nikola Zrinski:
Look around you at the might of Süleyman.
Like a sea we surround you.
Your emperor will not be your savior.
You know the Germans do not care about Hungary.
Gyula is one month under siege with no succor.
The German army moves like a snail.
You will fight and surely die alone.
In the end, this fort will belong to Süleyman.
But, Süleyman is merciful,
He offers you your life and wealth,
He will treat you as a friend.
Surrender the fort.
Send your sword if you want to live!
Signed (Tuğrâ): “Süleyman, son of Selim Khan, ever victorious.”
Zrinski replies:
“Come for my sword yourself, if you want to die!”
The response is given to the Osmanlı guard (or fired out on an arrow) and delivered
to the Sultân. Süleyman is infuriated with Zrinski’s arrogant response.
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Some stories claim that after Süleyman receives Zrinski’s letter he orders an assault
on New Town and battles are fought until the evening. Ferenc Črnko writes: “On
that day another large attack was carried out into the night.” But, we do not know
who attacked who and if the Szigetars sallied out to fight in the fields around Sziget.1

Osmanlı chronicles record Sziget showing defiance by flying black flags.
Drawn by Seyyid Lokman in the chronicle called the Hünernâme.

We also do not know which event happened first, the surrender offer or the following scene in
which a cannonball is fired at the Sultân’s tent. It is doubtful that Süleyman would give the Szigetars
an opportunity to surrender are they targeted him directly.
1
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Scene 2: The cannonball
Using the brief comments recorded by chronicler Selânikî, and a witness account
by an Osmanlı deserter, with the addition of what we know about firing a 16thcentury cannon, we can imagine in greater detail what might have happened.
August 6, mid-afternoon
Sziget Fortress, on the Hegy Bástya (Hill Bastion).
The day is very hot, even by Türkish standards. After the long march, Süleyman is
relieved to be at his destination but is tired and suffers from a low fever. His
physician recommends that the cooler air by the water will give him comfort and
thus a small tent, which Süleyman uses to observe battles, is set up on the northeast
side of the marsh, at a distance assumed to be safe - maybe 1.5-2.0 km from the
Fortress. Süleyman dismounts his horse and retires to the tent.
From the stone tower in the Citadel, in the distance to the northeast, sentries see
many colorful uniforms as well as much activity around a fancy tent that ordinary
soldiers would never have. Zrinski comes to Pál Csontos (Chontos) of the Sziget
artillery, an expert cannoneer (artilleryman, gunner), and asks him if he can, with
their large cannon Margit, hit the tent. Pál knows the distances of the landmarks
around Sziget and replies that the tent is past the effective range of mighty Margit,
but, he adds, that he is always up for a challenge. He warns Zrinski that he will have
only one shot because after firing the cannon with a heavy load of black powder, the
cannon will require almost an hour to cool off. Zrinski tells Pál to take the shot.
The cannon named Margit has an interesting history. Bálint Török, at some time
during the 1530s, while Sziget was under his command, had ordered Antal
Szentiványi to forge a very powerful weapon optimized for long range and accuracy.
The large cannon Antal made is a type called a farkas ágyú’(wolf cannon). Margit
has a long thick barrel and fires a ball weighing maybe 9 or 11 kg (20 or 24pounder), with a high muzzle velocity resulting in an effective range of up to 1,500
meters. The cannon’s maximum range may be up to 5,000 meters, but with little
accuracy or power. Bálint named the cannon after his daughter Margit. During the
siege of 1556, Margit was hit and damaged but later repaired. The Osmanlıs are not
aware of the presence of the dangerous cannon until it is too late.
Pál knows that if Süleyman is in the tent this shot from Margit will be the shot of his
life. He goes to the ammunition stores and inspects all the cannonballs that fit the
cannon. He decides on a stone cannonball because it is lighter and will have a
higher muzzle velocity and therefore fly farther. The stone cannonballs are cut and
shaped by hand and are rarely perfect spheres. Pál selects the one that feels best.
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After many years, and firing cannons thousands of times, Pál is expert at making
successful shots by instinct alone, but he wants this shot to be perfect. He considers
all factors; he weighs the cannonball, looks at his maps, determines the range and
then does his calculations. He calculates the angle of elevation for the cannon and
the weight of the black powder needed. He then selects the best black powder
available and carefully weighs it. He estimates the wind speed, and fortunately there
is almost none. His men bring all the supplies to the Hill Bastion and Margit is
loaded. The cannon is pointed in the direction of the target and the angle of the
barrel is carefully adjusted.
Pál, the master cannoneer, is worried that the 30-year-old battle damaged cannon
may explode due to the heavy load of black powder. Unlike Osmanlı cannons that
are made of bronze, this cannon is made of cast iron. When a bronze cannon fails
due to structural weakness, the barrel bulges and warps but cast iron cannons
rupture and explode, sending metal shrapnel flying and often killing the gun crew.
When Margit is ready to fire, Pál tells his cannon crew to step back to a safe
distance. He makes a sign of the cross and puts the long burning match to the
cannon touch-hole. The cannon thunders and recoils backward and a cloud of dark
grey smoke fills the air. Margit is intact and Pál breathes a sigh of relief. Those with
a keen eye can see the cannonball, with great speed, fly up, then slowly arc down and
with great force smash into the tent. The Szigetars shout with joy! The strike is off
to the side but still a direct hit. In an instant great damage is done inside the tent,
which collapses on one side and dust is seen kicked up as the cannonball bounces
along the ground past the tent.
Soldiers scatter out of the tent and shocked cries are heard. The Sultân’s guards, the
Ṣolaḳs, carry Süleyman away from the lake to Similehov Hill, out of Margit’s range.
The entire way Süleyman curses Zıruncuk - that damned Zrinski. Upon arrival at his
tent, Süleyman asks if his cannons are ready to fire. The Grand Vezir says the firing
positions are still under construction. Süleyman tells Ali Portug to have all the
cannons ready for firing by twilight and to ensure the great Katzianer cannon is
ready. Süleyman shouts, “I'll show that damned Zrinski the might of my guns.”
In Sziget, after making the extraordinary shot, Pál is the man of the day. Zrinski
congratulates him and tells his chamberlain, Ferenc Črnko, to make sure that Pál
and his cannon crew have plenty of food and wine that night to celebrate. An
Osmanlı deserter, captured later and interrogated by Magyar soldiers, said that a
few of Süleyman's guards were killed by the cannonball and that if the Sziget cannon
had been aimed just a little bit higher, the Sultân would have been killed.
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Scene 3: Mum donanmasi

August 6, after dark
Osmanlı camps all around Sziget
As the sun sets, from the Osmanlı army are heard calls for evening prayer and then
the soldiers pray with loud voices. After the prayer is completed, Sziget is hit by the
thunder of a multitude of muskets and cannons being fired and on all sides smoke
from the guns rises into the sky. Selânikî writes that the cannons symbolize
Süleyman's voice, announcing, “These are the weapons with which we will fight you,
welcome to your hell.” As the thunder from the guns reverberates, over 100,000
voices shout in unison: “Allâh! Allâh! Allâh!” Süleyman's army creates the loudest
noise ever heard in those times. The noise is heard, like distant thunder, in Kanizsa
and even in Lendava, 120 km to the northwest. The noise sounds as if the heavens
are tearing asunder on Judgment Day and even the evil spirits and demons living in
Mount Qaf, in the Cave of the Jinn, are alarmed and frightened. The cries of
“Allâh!” do not stop nor does the cannon and musket fire. Selânikî adds that the vile
infidels, deceived by the temptations of İblîs (the Devil), now saw with their own
eyes and became aware of what will be done to them and how they will suffer due to
their arrogance. But, in response, Zrinski shouts from the Fortress that he is ready
to spill his blood for Jesus, and the Christians shout loudly “Jesus! Jesus! Jesus!”
As the night darkens, the Sultân's army displays the mum donanmasi (armada of
candles) - a practice also used during the Siege of Constantinople in 1453, and at
other sieges. Soldiers place candles on their spears or swords, light them, and then
hold them up high. 60,000 candles, maybe more, create a sea of light around Sziget.
It appears as if all the stars of the heavens have come down to earth. This spectacle
inspires the Osmanlı army and is a form of psychological warfare used to instill fear
in the besieged garrison by showing the scale of the army that will destroy them.
The Szigetars are awed by the grand spectacle but remain dauntless. At midnight,
they fire their cannons and rifles to show the Osmanlıs that Sziget too has teeth and
claws. Then in mockery of the Sultân’s pomp, with great zeal, they beat their drums
and cymbals, blow their trumpets and horns, and scream so loudly that the angels in
Heaven can hear them. “Mary! Mary! Mary!” they shout and pray for help, “Lord
Jesus and Mother Mary protect us!” All night, they celebrate with a barbecue feast of
pigs and sheep, scream and sing songs endlessly as bonfires burn until sunrise.1

After Süleyman's arrival, the Osmanlıs also might have a pre-campaign meal (feast), to boost the
morale of the soldiers before the coming hardships and deprivation of the siege.
1
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Siegecraft: An escalade assault

The Osmanlıs launched a massive assault on New Town on the day after
Süleyman's arrival, but details are sparse. The key piece of evidence we have are
statements that a mass assault was made on the palisade walls but with no
preparation. We can infer that an escalade assault that was made. The Osmanlı
siege planners might have discussed plans as imagined here..
August 6, Tuesday, late afternoon
Dîvân tent
Süleyman gives his Grand Vezir the order to turn Sziget into a graveyard - to bury
the Szigetars in the rubble of the fortress. He wants vengeance for the attempt on
his life and a quick victory so that he can advance on Maximilian for a great glorious
final battle before his army must return to İstanbul for winter.
Grand Vezir Sokolović calls together the army commanders and passes on
Süleyman’s command. He speaks about New Town commenting specifically on the
palisade walls of New Town and and how weak they are; made of tree trunks tied
together with ropes and supported by only 1 or 2 meters of earth on the inside. A
Yeniçeri captain jokes that a one-legged Yeniçeri can jump across the wall that is
only about 4 meters high. Reports from scouts state that the garrison in New Town
is weak, with fewer than 900 soldiers and civilians. The rest of the defenders are
spread throughout the other parts of the large complex.
The Yeniçeri Ağa and the Rumelian commander agree they can take New Town the
next day using a surprise escalade assault by over 10,000 soldiers assaulting over
the walls and into the town. This daring plan is a siege equivalent of a massive
frontal assault - no elegance, just brute force. In the age of muskets and cannons, an
escalade attack is one of the most dangerous for the attackers but the expectation is
that a surprise assault by a great mass of soldiers will overwhelm the defense. Ali
Portug promises that his cannons will do great damage to the walls and suppress
cannon-fire coming from New Town.
Sokolović reminds everyone that the Sultân will be watching with great anticipation
and that it is in their best interest to give him a grand spectacle. He adds that after a
long and painful march, Süleyman is irritable and only a display of bravery by his
army, resulting in a decisive victory on the first day, will impress the Sultân and
make him happy. Plans are finalized, and orders are sent.
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Siegecraft: Volunteers for the assault

In the Osmanlı army, the soldiers of the Kapıkulu army, the Sultân’s soldiers, are
not forced to go on a suicide mission. For dangerous missions, such as being the
first in an assault, planting the Osmanlı and Muhammadan flags on the ramparts or
for soldiers to reach a gate and open it from inside, volunteers are called for. Those
who succeed are well rewarded with money, promotions, fancy clothes, and honors.
Many volunteers, knowing the Sultân himself will hear their names, stand ready and
proud to be the first to charge up the ladders of this historic siege. Konstantin
Mihailović, a former associate of the Yeniçeris, recorded in his “Memoirs of a
Janissary” how soldiers are rewarded for their bravery in battle:1
“… whoever places a flag on the walls is promised a governorship (başi rank) in
a sançak and whoever follows receives a subaşi position (deputy) and the third
receives a small timar2 while money is offered to others and new garments are
distributed. Whatever is promised is fulfilled without error whether or not the
fortress is taken. There is great prestige in being first in the assault.”
The Osmanlı soldiers that volunteer to be in the first wave of this assault are fully
motivated, committed to fighting until their objective is achieved or they die.
Everyone knows that anywhere between two-thirds and three-quarters of the first
wave might die and many will suffer great wounds but there is no hesitation from
these men who seek to prove themselves as brave soldiers, worthy of rewards,
promotions, and land.
By understanding the mindset of the Sultân’s soldiers we can better imagine the
nature of the first attack and the fury the Szigetars face and fight against.

1

Observations by Mihailović were made a century before Sziget but the concept is still the same.

2

Many Sipâhi cavalrymen (timar holders) are killed, thus making available many timars to be given.
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Scene 4: Preparations for the first assault

Day 2: August 7, during the first hours of Wednesday
Outside of Sziget
During the night, the sky is clear and little more than a half moon shines. Hundreds
of Azaps continue to dig and expand the trenches south of New Town. Baskets of
dirt continue to be brought forward to fill the moat, across which the righteous
Soldiers of Allâh will assault. From inside Sziget, the Osmanlıs can hear the sounds
of gâvur1 (infidel) merriment, including the voices of drunken men and women
singing together - celebrating certain death. In the trenches there is no singing, only
digging. Two elevated cannon positions, one by the southwest and one by the
southeast corners of New Town, are completed. A dozen camouflaged cannons are
set up behind strong earth-filled gabions, and cannon crews prepare to fire.
Early in the morning, before dawn, Osmanlı soldiers silently advance through the
trenches toward New Town and prepare for the coming assault. Strong soldiers
carry forward large heavy assault (scaling) ladders, made by the carpenters in the
camp specifically for these palisade walls. The ladders for the siege are not
traditional ladders that are climbed but ladder-stairs, placed at a low angle against
the wall. The assault ladders are about 10 to 12 meters long, wide enough for a
soldier to easily run up, and sturdy enough not to break.

Inside of Sziget
The Sziget garrison knows that today is the day they have prepared for. Nikola
Zrinski has entrusted the command of the New Town garrison to one of his veteran
officers along with about 900 soldiers. They are ready. The cannons, muskets,
soldiers, and supplies are in position - hiding in the buildings and preventing the
Osmanlı observers from assessing their numbers. The soldiers, while having
enjoyed the feast and merriment of the previous night, are now strong in body and
mind, and ready for the coming assault.
Nikola Zrinski walks among the soldiers and most likely utters words of
encouragement: “Today, be as terrible as you can be! Show them your ugly faces
and let that be the last thing they see!” He then moves to the Fortress to observe and
command the defense of the entire complex.
1 Also

Giaour or Gawur, used by the Osmanlıs for non-Muhammadans or more particularly
Christians in southeastern Europe. Similar in meaning to the Arabic word kāfir (infidel).
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Scene 5: Before the first assault

August 7, Wednesday, early morning.
Osmanlı camp near the Sultân's tent.

Boom! Boom! Boom!
After morning prayers, the large kös war drum thunders. Officers from the Yeniçeri
and Sipâhi, and other army units, assemble near the Sultân's tent and stand proudly
while they wait for Süleyman to emerge and bestow upon them his good wishes for
success in the coming assault.
Süleyman, in his fine clothes, steps out of the tent.
He is weak, but the anticipation of battle energizes him.
Süleyman
[Walks in front of his soldiers and speaks.]
My Muhammadan Lions! My heroes who raise their sword in the name of
Almighty Allâh and bring it down fiercely on the necks of his enemies. Today,
by Allâh's Will, we are here in front of this small pen of heathen dogs where
victory or Jannah (Paradise) will be ours. Recite Basmala (Prayer) one last
time and then march on the cursed Christian infidels.
Yeniçeri Ağa
In the name of Allâh, the Most Gracious (Compassionate), the Most Merciful,
we will fight and make you proud. We will give you the fortress for the glory of
Allâh and his Prophet.
Süleyman
By your courage and strength, New Town will surrender before sunset!
Do not disappoint me my lions.

[The Osmanlı soldiers march past their Sultân and then to Sziget. Süleyman
stands as strong as he can until the last soldier marches past, and then he returns
to his tent and rests on his divan.]
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Siegecraft: Readings from the al-Qurʾân

Many stories tell that religious leaders read, with loud musical voices, passages
from the al-Qurʾân to motivate the soldiers. As the Yeniçeris march to Sziget, the
following might have been from the Muhammadan Holy Book.
Sûrah 48: al-Fatḥ (Victory, Conquest)
20: Allâh has promised you abundant spoils (booty) that you will take and has
hastened for you this victory and protected you from your enemies; that it may
be a sign (of the Truth) for the Believers that He may guide you on a right
(righteous, straight) path.
21: Besides these, He promises other victories (and booty), which you were so
far unable to achieve. Allâh has full control over them for Allâh has power over
(able to do) all things.
22: If the disbelievers had entered battle with you they certainly would have
been forced to take flight and afterward they would not have found any Wali
(protector, friend) nor helper.
23: This is the established Law (Way) of Allâh which has already existed for
those before. You will never find any change in the Law of Allâh.
26: When the disbelievers held zealous ignorance (pride and haughtiness) in
their hearts, like that of pagandom, then Allâh gave His Sakinah (calmness and
tranquillity) to His Messenger and to the Believers, binding them to the
principle of piety (god-fearing, righteousness, self-restraint) which they are
worthy of and deserve. Allâh is the All-Knower of everything.
27: Certainly Allâh had shown to His Messenger the vision with truth. (In this
vision he was told), “If Allâh wills, You (Believers) will enter the Sacred
Mosque (al-Masjid al-haram) in security, with your heads shaved or hair cut
short, and without any fear in your hearts.” He knew what you did not know.
Besides this victory, He will give you another immediate victory.
28: It is Allâh who has sent His Messenger with guidance and the Religion of
Truth (Islam), that He may make Islam superior (prevail) over all religions.
Allâh is an All-Sufficient Witness to this Truth.
The hearts of the Osmanlı soldiers are emboldened for the battle they march into.
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Siegecraft: The mehter band
The Osmanlı mehterhane (military marching band), with drums, cymbals and
woodwinds such as the zurna (similar to oboe), boru (bugle), ney or düdük (fife,
flute), kurrenay (horn) and the mehter whistle, makes the mehter marşı (mehter
march) or more commonly known as Yeniçeri music. The purpose of the martial
music is not to produce melody and merriment but to be a symbol of the majesty
and might of the Sultân and Empire. During battle the martial music stirs the
passions of the Osmanlı soldiers inspiring them to fight, and it also sends signals to
coordinate battlefield movements. The kös drum, known as the ruler's drum, gives
battlefield commands such as advance and halt, while the tempo sets the pace of the
battle. Toward the opponent the music is a form of psychological warfare used to
intimidate enemy soldiers by creating awe and fear.
Osmanlı chronicler Evilya Çelebi describes the overwhelming power of a large
mehter band thus: “ … five hundred trumpets raise such a din that the planet Venus
begins to dance and the skies resound (reverberate) ... As all these players of the
drums and cymbals together march by, beating their different kinds of instruments
in rhythmic unison, the noise of them presses men’s brains out of their mouths.”

Osmanlı drawing of a mehter band at the Siege of Beograd in 1453.
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Siegecraft: Osmanlı special forces

Depending on the mission, the first soldiers in the attack can include the
Serdengeçti1 (literally means giver of his head), which are the Osmanlı equivalent of
commandos or special forces soldiers that go on extreme missions, or they can be
the Yeniçeri armored infantry known as the Zirhli Nefer. While these soldiers are
not mentioned as being at Sziget, they are undoubtedly involved as they are
commonly used in many other siege assaults of this type.
Osmanlı drawings of the siege, found in the Süleymannâme, show many types of
soldiers in the assaults. In the drawings some soldiers can be seen wearing bronzeish colored armor and these may be either the Zirhli Nefer special forces soldiers.

Infantry soldiers enlisted to become serdengeçti and after they survived a suicide mission(s) they
were entitle to join the elite Silahdar division.
1
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Scene 6: The first assault on New Town

August 7, Wednesday morning
Trenches south of New Town.
The mehter band plays and sends signals for the soldiers to assemble. Rumelian
Beylerbey Şemsi Ahmet Paşa and his soldiers with some Yeniçeris mobilize in the
safety of the trenches. The İmams, teachers, and students read from the al-Qurʾân,
mingling prayers for success with curses against the infidel defenders of Sziget.
The Osmanlıs had heard the Szigetars singing all through the night. They know the
Europeans enjoy drinking to excess and the soldiers in the trenches believe the
enemy inside the weak walls must be tired and hungover from the wine and thus
they hope their attack on New Town will be easy. Soon, they anticipate, Süleyman
will be praising and rewarding them.
The second signal from the great war drum sounds. The hearts of the soldiers in the
trenches beat faster as do those of the soldiers inside New Town. The mehter band
plays again and the soldiers know the music signals an attack will come soon. A unit
of Zirhli Nefer, Yeniçeris wearing the best Osmanlı armor, walk forward in the
trench and stand near the front. Others are in awe and their courage increases when
they see an elite unit of the Serdengeçti. Also in the trenches are the poorly trained
and armed Azaps, Muhammadan freemen that volunteered for the gold and glory
found in war, who have no idea about the hell they will soon run into. Chants of
victory and conquest are shouted as the soldiers wait for the assault signal.
The Osmanlı cannons in the south begin to fire at the Sziget cannons on the
bastions. A battery of small cannons fires at the south gate, but the sturdy door
resists many shots and remains impenetrable. The large siege cannons, the wall
busters positioned on the east side, are positioned to hit the east wall of Old Town
and therefore the south wall of New Town is at the limit of their effective range.
Hoping to kill Szigetars hiding in the buildings the cannoneers in the east fire at a
low trajectory by which the large cannonballs fly barely over the wall and then
bounce along the ground smashing through the walls of the weak buildings 1.
The Sziget cannons on the southern bastions return fire and a fierce duel of cannons
thus ensues. The Sziget cannoneers know their cannons and the landscape well;
they fire quickly and with impeccable aim at the formidable Osmanlı cannon
The cannonballs of this time do not explode. There is only the thud of cannonballs hitting the
earthen walls or of wooden structures and gabions being smashed. Depending on what they hit,
cannonballs can send a shower of dangerous shrapnel and debris flying in all directions.
1
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positions, trying to knock them out one by one. Sziget cannonballs first smash into
and destroy the gabions and the next shots knock some of the enemy cannons out of
use; the Osmanlı cannoneers, however, maintain discipline, recover and are
relentless in their fire into New Town.

Extracted and colorized from a drawing by an unknown Venetian artist.

Osmanlı unit flags of all colors are raised high At the front of the trenches strong
men pick up the heavy siege ladders and behind them soldiers organize into assault
units. At the front of each unit are the volunteers and special forces soldiers,
followed by the regular soldiers with a senior soldier last in line to ensure everyone
follows orders as required. Tension builds. Inside Sziget, muskets are positioned in
gun holes in the palisade wall. A volley of musket fire erupts and forces the soldiers
to take cover in the trenches. The Sziget musketeers that fired step back to reload
and soldiers with loaded muskets steps forward, aim and fire. Some Osmanlıs are
hit and fall to the bottom of the trench, their bodies moved to the side by their
comrades as preparations continue. Yeniçeri muskets begin to fire at Szigetars on
the ramparts.
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Drums sound, shouts go out. The escalade assault begins and the Szigetars see
Osmanlı soldiers run with ladders to three sections of the southern wall - by the gate
and the areas by the bastions where the moat has been filled. The rate of Szigetar
musket fire increases. Aim, fire, move, reload - about every 45 to 60 seconds a
volley of musket fire erupts sending musketballs into the charging Gâzî soldiers.1 At
a range of fewer than 50 meters, the muskets are deadly and enemy soldiers fall with
grievous wounds caused by the heavy lead balls. Some soldiers in the first wave
carry wooden shields to protect those behind them from musket fire. A group of
Osmanlıs runs to the gun holes in the wall and tries to stab at the musketeers with
spears and sharpened sticks but with little effect. The strong soldiers carrying the
heavy ladders run forward. At the wall the spikes at the base of the ladder are
pushed into the ground, the assault ladder is swung into place, and metal hooks at
the top punch into the wall to support and prevent the ladder from moving.

With the assault ladders in position, a wave of soldiers runs up hoping the might of
their numbers will overwhelm the defenders. Each unit knows which ladder is
theirs; they know their objective and need no further orders. As the soldiers charge,
We do not know if the Sziget musket fire comes in organized volleys by ranks, sending many
bullets at once into the Osmanlı lines or if each musketeer fires on his own time and the fire is
random and sporadic.
1
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Yeniçeri muskets fire at defenders on the New Town walls and then Yeniçeri archers
fire a great volley of arrows while muskets are reloaded.1 Forward the volunteers run
and up the ladders they climb, shouting and making a great noise. It is well known
that Süleyman has spies watching every assault to ensure everyone does what they
are tasked to do and thus everyone in the assault hopes their bravery will be seen
and recorded.
The Szigetars, however, are incredibly resilient. From hiding places, they wheel out
small field cannons that weigh between 90 to 150 kg and are operated ideally by a
crew of three cannoneers. These small cannons are effective for defense because
they are easily moved, aimed, fired, reloaded, and fired again quickly. The cannons
can fire either single stone balls, canister shot or grapeshot,2 much like large
shotguns firing many small balls of death. While the range of these cannons is not
far and they are not powerful against large targets, they are devastating against
soldiers. The Szigetars launch a coordinated counter-attack and cannons fire at the
enemy on the wall or already inside the town. A unit of elite Zirhli Nefer
commandos makes an attempt to overpower the defenders but they are hit and fall,
their bodies torn apart.
An incredible noise is made during the assault. While the cannons thunder, soldiers
yell as they charge, and the wounded scream in pain, the mehter military band
continues to play loudly without missing a beat. Sziget muskets continue to fire.
Cannons load, aim, and fire. Muskets load, aim, and fire. With no wind to clear the
air, the smoke from the muskets and cannons becomes so thick that it not only
limits visibility but irritates the eyes and makes breathing difficult. The smoke does
not affect the Szigetars’ ability to fire, as they need only know the general direction
where to fire; hitting someone is easy because the advancing enemy soldiers become
densely packed at the moat crossings that act as chokepoints.
In the chaos of combat, the Szigetars inside the walls remain remarkably composed.
On the other side of the walls, it is no small feat for the Osmanlıs to make their way
up the wall, in great numbers, where they face the wrath of a barrage of deadly
cannons certain to kill or maim in horrific ways. As the assault intensifies and the
ladders fill with soldiers, the cannons on the bastions are turned to re-target and fire
along the wall at the ladders. The ammunition load changes from single balls to
large grapeshot, which shreds the hapless soldiers and damages the ladders.
1 Almost

all accounts speak of the new firearms and bows are rarely mentioned but during the
mid-16th-century the powerful recurved bow still has many advantages over muskets. Bows have
greater range and accuracy - a musket may hit at 100 m but a good archer can hit a target at 200 m.
The problem with archery is that it takes a long time to train skilled archers. It is safe to assume that,
even though they are not mentioned, many arrows are fired by both sides during the siege.
Canister shot can have smaller projectiles than grapeshot. The projectiles in canister shot can be
anything from small balls to any sort of rocks or scrap metal available.
2
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Bloodied bodies litter the base of the palisade wall and float in the moat that turns
red with all the blood that is shed. Destroyed assault ladders are quickly replaced.
One must wonder what these soldiers might think in those moments of terror as
they single-mindedly bravely charge into a deathtrap, as is New Town on that day.

Visible in the assault are the numerous ladders being brought to the walls. This
scene is extracted and colorized from a larger diagram by Antonia Lafrery, 1566.

The palisade walls are indeed low and weak but the Szigetars behind the walls are
strong, not only in their arms but also in their hearts. In fact, they are more than
ready for this massive assault. Bravely and tirelessly they face the waves of frenzied
Osmanlıs that ceaselessly try to climb the 130 meters long south wall. The Szigetars
in Old Town can see the vicious battle unfolding but they have explicit orders to hold
their positions on the walls. The fear is that if the Old Town soldiers succumb to
temptation and go to the aid of their comrades in New Town then the Osmanlıs will
have an opportunity to assault the poorly defended ramparts of Old Town; maybe
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this is what the Osmanlıs hope for. The soldiers of Old Town follow their orders and
fight the impulse to help their comrades.
For hours the battle, violent and chaotic, rages on. New waves of ladders and
soldiers move forward. Grapeshot from the Sziget bastions shreds more soldiers
and stains the wall with their blood. Osmanlı sakka water carriers run forward, now
as battlefield medics, to rescue the wounded and take them to medical tents. The
attackers encourage one another to climb the walls and fight fiercely and even in the
face of Sziget’s cannons thundering and ripping into their comrades they do not
hesitate. They continue their onslaught and a few make it over the wall and then
more and more follow. Optimism grows that New Town will soon be overwhelmed.
When the Osmanlıs make it over the palisade wall they run toward the defenders
with swords drawn. The Sziget infantrymen, well trained and prepared for this
eventuality, charge like lions from their lair to attack their prey. The Osmanlıs are
mainly provincial Azap infantrymen and dismounted cavalrymen of Türkish and
Middle Eastern descent and thus smaller in stature. The Croatian and Magyar
soldiers are taller, heavier and stronger with a distinct advantage in the melee
battles that depend not only on skill but also on strength and endurance. Unlike the
Osmanlı amateurs in this attack, the Szigetars are professional soldiers, many with
decades of experience in fighting all across the borderlands. The metal of swords
and axes flash, reflecting the afternoon sun. Szigetar polearms and swords cut deep
while Lucerne (war) hammers smash skulls and inflict horrific wounds. This is a
bloody battle with the living covered in the blood of the dying.
In the middle of the frenzied fight the Serdengeçti commandos, hoping the
defenders are distracted, try to sneak through the battle to the southern gate to open
it from the inside. If the Osmanlı assault force can charge through the gate into the
town in great numbers to overpower the defense, then the fight will end quickly. A
Sziget lieutenant notices the well-dressed commandos and yells to the Sziget
musketeers to fire on them. After a few volleys of musket fire, the Serdengeçti are
on the ground dead and the gate remains closed.
The assault is furious and fierce but grows haphazard. The Osmanlı soldiers are
surprised by the vigor of the Sziget defense and after a few hours, the assault loses
momentum and is called off. The Sultân’s men retreat in defeat while many are left
dead or seriously wounded around the palisade walls of New Town. In this first
assault many Szigetars are injured, and, as difficult as it is to believe, only one is
killed. The quality of Zrinski’s soldiers is victorious over Süleyman’s quantity.
After the enemy’s retreat, Zrinski walks through New Town to assess the situation.
He tells his men to salvage any good weapons from the dead attackers and then to
throw the corpses over the walls, outside where they will be an obstacle and soon a
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health hazard for upcoming assaults. Next, he orders the south gate of New Town
and the east gate of Old Town locked, barricaded, and covered with earth to
strengthen them against cannon-fire and to prevent Osmanlı commandos on a
suicide mission from opening them.
In the headquarters camp, Grand Vezir Sokolović is embarrassed when he reports
the defeat to the Sultân. Süleyman realizes that assaults made without proper
preparations will end in great anguish and therefore orders that henceforth
established siege protocols and processes must be followed. Osmanlı chronicler
Selânikî, a witness to the first assault, records his observations.
“We charged with great bravery but Zıruncuk (that damned Zrinski) prepared
the fortress well so that the Türkish soldiers could not occupy it easily. The
infidels did not stand idle for a moment; they fired muskets, sakaloz,
zarbuzans, kolumbur and bedalus cannons (small, medium and large cannons)
at a great rate, not allowing us to approach. In the fortress they had an
immense amount of black powder and ammunition.”
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Scene 7: The second assault

Day 3: August 8, Thursday morning
New Town
During the evening, following the first failed assault, the Rumelians and Yeniçeris
eat, pray, rest, and prepare for the next assault. During the night and early into the
following morning the siege laborers continue to extend and widen the trenches.
Yeniçeris hide underground in the trenches, safe from the Sziget cannonballs and
musketballs. The siege commanders have realized that the walls cannot be assaulted
directly with ladders because they are too strongly defended, and they cannot be
undermined due to the water in the moat. Thus, the only option is to destroy the
walls with continuous cannon-fire. Nine small siege cannons are positioned into
three cannon batteries and they begin to fire at the bastions of New Town and the
southern gate. The tree trunks of the palisade wall, supported by earth on the
inside, are surprisingly strong and resilient to the cannon-fire. The heavy gate, now
also firmly supported by earth, continues to hold.
Sziget sentries keep an eye on the trenches dug through the Royal Gardens south of
New Town and now being widened to allow more soldiers to advance quickly and
fortified to keep them safe. Even the Yeniçeris dig - they are not only skilled infantry
soldiers and marksmen, but they are also strong trench diggers. Countless baskets
of earth are brought forward to fill in larger sections of the moat near the bastions.
The Szigetars fire at the workers but the trenches are well designed in large zig-zag
patterns, denying cannonballs a long straight path to travel down. The trenches are
fortified with many gabions, baskets of earth and fascines that create protective
walls behind which the enemy is safe.
Cannons and soldiers are observed moving forward through the expanded trenches.
The Szigetars on the ramparts now must be careful of a new danger - Yeniçeris are
close enough in the trenches to safely and accurately fire muskets1 and shoot arrows
at the defenders on the ramparts and bastions. The arrows are especially deadly.
While muskets make a loud noise and the smoke shows the location of the
musketeers, the arrows are silent and provide no warning. Siege mortars fire
flaming tarballs into New Town to set buildings on fire but with little success.
Ali Portug identifies a weakness in the southeast bastion and concentrates much
cannon-fire there. Later that morning, after filling more of the southern moat, led
While specific mention is not made, the Janissaries on the front lines may have powerful heavy
muskets (metris tüfengi, trench guns) with barrels of about 1.5 m and firing balls 22 to 29 mm in
diameter.
1
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by the Yeniçeris, another assault is made on the southeast section of the New Town
wall. The well-prepared defenders again fire their muskets and field cannons at the
charging soldiers and again the Osmanlı assault fails and they retreat. But this time,
unlike the previous day, during the chaotic retreat, the Szigetars follow the
retreating soldiers outside the walls, killing the stragglers and the wounded.1
After the battle is over and the Szigetars return inside New Town and Zrinski
congratulates them for again defeating the enemy soldiers in front of Süleyman's
eyes. Zrinski might have said to his intrepid warrior something similar to: “Though
we are small, we are strong enough to put great fear into the hearts of those Türkish
dogs.” He then walks around New Town, inspects the walls and assesses the
situation.
While New Town is still under attack from the south, the large Osmanlı cannons
located east of Sziget are repositioned to fire at the southeast side of Old Town,
where it is most difficult to defend. In the north, days earlier, from the northwest
shore of the marsh by the Hárserdő (Linden Woods, northwest of the Citadel), Ali
Portug’s engineers began to build an embankment jutting out a short distance into
the marsh; toward the Citadel. On Thursday night, the embankment and cannon
position (firing platform) are completed.

There are no details about how the Szigetars went outside to attack the fleeing Osmanlıs. Maybe
they used the ladders the attackers used abandoned during the assault. Use your imagination.
1
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Scene 8: New Town is abandoned
Day 4: August 9, Friday
Sunrise is at 5:40 hrs and sunset is at 20:05 hrs.
On Friday morning, after dawn prayers, onto the new cannon position by the Linden
Woods five large cannons and three mortars are positioned and soon cannonballs fly
into the Citadel, inflicting damage to the buildings and defenders. One Osmanlı
cannoneer, either by great skill or sheer luck, makes a direct hit on the bell on top of
the stone tower, causing a great noise and damaging the bell and wooden roof.
In the south, nine small cannons continue to fire directly at the southern parts of
New Town. The cannons thunder all day, without interruption, and if there is a
pause, they soon start up again. Each cannon can shoot 80 marble balls per day the cannon batteries fire about 720 cannonballs that day into New Town. Ali Portug
orders his soldiers to speed up the construction of a wider path across the moat near
the weakening southeast bastion. All the while Sziget cannons continue to fire out at
the besiegers. At the same time, the Yeniçeris fire muskets at the Sziget defenders to
protect the workers filling the moat. When the southeast bastion is about to
collapse, Ali Portug orders more soldiers to work there.
Late in the afternoon, Castellan Zrinski enters New Town and while he inspects the
damage he experiences the ferocity of the enemy cannons. Zrinski sees that the
enemy infantrymen in the trenches have increased in numbers, and he realizes that
New Town’s defensibility has significantly decreased. He senses that the massive
assault that is sure to soon come will devastate New Town and he does not see any
value in losing more lives defending this place of little value and therefore he orders
the town abandoned. A few days earlier the residents, with their animals and
movable belongings, had already retreated and now the soldiers move the cannons
and equipment across the bridge into Old Town.
Ali Portug sees the movement and is pleased knowing that New Town will soon be
his without any further battles. But, while Zrinski will soon lose New Town he will
not allow Ali Portug to gain any benefit from the buildings. Later that night, when
the town is empty, Zrinski orders his soldiers to set fire to the buildings. Many
torches are thrown and the wood and thatch, earlier placed inside the buildings,
catches fire easily and burns quickly. New Town is aflame. As the last Szigetars
retreat they set fire to the bridge.
Upon seeing that New Town is deserted and burning, Ali Portug sends a report, by a
fast messenger, to Süleyman and orders his men to extinguish the flames. Soldiers
climb over the walls, go to the gate, remove the earth and then open the gate to allow
their comrades to enter and take control of the town. They try to extinguish the
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fires, but are too late; the flames have destroyed all the wooden structures, leaving
nothing to be salvaged.

Süleyman hears the commotion, goes to the window and sees the fire in the distance.
Small fires merge into one large conflagration, with flames shooting high into the
sky as New Town burns to the ground. What a beautiful sight, he thinks. After
having completed a 4 km dash, the messenger sent by Ali Portug enters the Sultân’s
tent and delivers a message stating that New Town is captured and thus far 300 to
400 infidels have been killed.1 Süleyman is elated. Taking New Town took only
three days; this is a good start. The cost of 3,000 lives does not concern him - the
soldiers did their duty for Allâh; they now enjoy Paradise as glorious Şehîd.
Zrinski sends out yet another messenger to ensure Maximilian is aware of the
urgency of Sziget’s need. While the flames rage and distract the besiegers a young
soldier, dressed in Osmanlı clothes, sneaks out of Old Town through a hidden door,
walks through the confusion in the siege camp and then continues westward.
Eventually, he finds a unit of the Imperial Army and submits a report that Süleyman
is at Sziget and that New Town has fallen; but, in spite of the bad news, the
messenger also reports that the garrison has plentiful food and is in good spirits.
Osmanlı historian Peçevi records that more than 600 infidels are killed but it is commonly believed
that up to August 9 the defenders suffer a total loss of 300 to 400 dead. There is speculation that
more Szigetars are killed by enemy cannon-fire than by swords.
1
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Siegecraft: German soldiers

We know that Maximilian sent a unit of German soldiers to join the Sziget
garrison, and we know they did not arrive at Sziget. Few details are known of
what happened to them. Based on what we know, we can imagine the following.
In response to Zrinski’s letter of April 19 to Orsolya Kanizsai, Kristóf Nádasdy,
Tamás' younger brother, selfishly proposes to the widow Orsolya not to support the
military defense of Sziget because “there are many places that need protection.”
However, Orsolya hires 100 cavalrymen and some musket infantrymen, pays them
five months salary upfront and sends them to serve under Zrinski to protect the fort
and surrounding lands. Few other local noblemen contribute to the defense.
In early June, Nikola Zrinski comes to the grim realization that he has deceived
himself expecting that neighboring nobles will, in large numbers, come to the
defense of Sziget. When he is certain that he will not be able to recruit enough local
soldiers to raise the garrison strength to the minimum required of 3,000 soldiers, he
sends Maximilian a status report and asks him to send the German soldiers he had
offered earlier. In late June, maybe early July, Maximilian gives the Hofkriegsrat an
order to send 800 (maybe 1,000) soldiers to join the Sziget garrison. We do not
know the dates of their departure from their military camp. Sometime during the
last days of July and the first days of August, the German soldiers arrive at Csurgó,
about 70 km northwest of Sziget - a two- or three-day march.
While there is no record of the Germans leaving Csurgó, a report from the German
captain informs the Hofkriegsrat that the army unit arrived at Sziget, but because
the fortress was already strongly encircled they could not enter to join the garrison
and subsequently returned to Csurgó to await new orders. What happens to the
German soldiers after their arrival at Csurgó is open to speculation. We know they
did not join the Sziget garrison as ordered. Most interesting to ascertain, of course,
is when they left Csurgó and arrived at Sziget, if ever. Had the Germans arrived at
Sziget between August 2 and 5, the Szigetars could have sallied out and opened a
path for the Germans to enter Sziget. Most likely, after learning about the size of the
Sultân’s army, the Germans had no desire to enter the danger of Sziget’s defense.
Interesting to ponder:
Did Zrinski and the garrison know about the German soldiers that were near, but
arrived too late and did not make an effort to break through the Osmanlı lines to
enter Sziget? How did this affect their morale? Had they known, just imagine
their despair; knowing help was so close but too cowardly to join.
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Maximilian in Vienna

Early in the year, Emperor Maximilian called on Christendom to join the fight
against Süleyman’s invasion and the kingdoms of Europe answer his call. By late
July and early August, many nobles and their soldiers go directly to the army camps
at Győr and Komárom, while many mercenaries go to Vienna. While the cavalry is
comprised of noblemen and men of means, the infantry mercenaries are mostly
commoners with very little discipline and, like common thieves, a desire to get
money in any way possible. In Vienna, the mercenaries cause much damage by their
drunken debauchery and criminality. Wealthy citizens are easy targets for robbery
and even nobles are not safe. Maximilian receives many complaints about the
crimes and damage caused by the soldiers of fortune.
By June 27, Maximilian knows that the Osmanlı army was in Beograd and has
departed, but then confusion ensues about Süleyman’s next move. Advisers speak
about Eger, and the bridge built at Petrovaradin confirms this assessment, but then
another bridge is built at Osijek over the Drava. Maximilian knows Zápolya and his
army are in the north of Hungary with the Tatars. Gyula has been besieged since
July 2 and he receives a letter from László Kerecsényi requesting help.
Nikola Zrinski’s son Juraj, after his arrival in Vienna, lobbies the Emperor, on his
father's behalf, to send a relief army to Sziget. He says that sending 30,000 soldiers
will be enough to force Süleyman to lift the siege and leave Sziget. Reports arrive
from Zrinski stating that Sziget is Süleyman's personal target. Reports continue to
arrive about the attacks on New Town, but military advisers cannot agree on what
Süleyman's final goals are. For the German advisers, the protection of Vienna is the
primary objective and therefore Maximilian fails to commit to either Eger or Sziget.
Juraj, along with his auxiliary cavalry unit, is sent to Babócsa1 .
On August 10, Spanish ambassador Chantone writes to King Philip of Spain about
what he has heard thus far in the Imperial camp in Győr: “Count Zrinski, who is in
Sziget, is a valiant man, a good soldier and he has good men with him. At war he is
skilled, and it will be best for him to depend on (fend for) himself, and support
himself by his own strength, rather than wait for help (from Maximilian) that will
not come because they (Germans) discuss much and send little.”
He adds, “Zrinski can trust (depend) only in God and winter.”

Does Maximilian send Juraj to Babócsa as a favor to allow Juraj to protect the Zrinski family lands
or to get him out of the imperial court? We can only speculate.
1
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The story continues.

This is the end of the preview edition of the story.
If you have enjoyed the story so far,
please visit Amazon and download the full story.

Available in eBook format for Kindle.

... As Only True Men Can: Nikola Zrinski's Last Stand at Sziget
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07XR62TGK

Released on September 7, 2019.

This book is beta version 0.84.
If you have any ideas for improvements of the story,
please send them to me.
zrinski1566sziget@gmail.com
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The title explained
Now, at the end of the story, I will explain the meaning of title; specifically the
related concepts of ‘true men’ and ‘last stand’. Today, in an age in which appearance
and personality are more important than character, some people might
misunderstand the meaning of ‘true men’, and people with little knowledge of
military history may wonder what a ‘last stand’ is. “Why is this important?” you
might wonder. When the title is understood then the heart of the story is
understood and a deeper lesson can be ‘taken away’; more than merely learning the
facts of the events or only being entertained.

Title: “… As Only True Men Can”
The concept of a ‘true man’ should not be misconstrued to mean ‘real man’1, which
alludes to having the characteristics associated with masculinity, including:
independence, ambition, confidence, assertiveness, competition, dominance,
protectiveness, discipline, courage, virility, and of course muscularity (physical
strength). A ‘real man’ is only the foundation for a ‘true man’. The strength of a true
man is not based on his muscles but on the excellence of his character; being a true
man is based on how a man uses his masculinity to fulfill his promises and thus to
be ‘true to his word’.
‘True man’, as used in the title, derives from the Old English adjective trēowe, which
means loyal, honest and trustworthy. A true man binds himself to a cause2 with a
sincere3 vow (solemn promise) and then is ‘true to the cause’: he is ‘true-blue’,
faithful, staunchly and unwaveringly loyal, and determined to do what he said he
will do. A true man strives in good faith, with integrity and courage, to fulfill his
promise; he is dependable, deserving of confidence and trustworthy. The truest men
are those that fulfill their promise when courage is required to overcome danger those are heroic true men.

Related to three definitions of true: 1.“To be consistent with facts or reality”, what exists; not false,
with synonyms including accurate or genuine; as in a true story, 2. “Having a lawful, legitimate or
rightful claim” as in a true and lawful king, and 3. “Having the required characteristics”, as in a true
friend.
1

2 A cause

is an endeavor undertaken to do something good or to stop something bad from happening.

Sincere comes from the Latin sincerus, meaning ‘whole, clean, pure’, and early 16th century
English meaning to be free from deceit, pretense, or hypocrisy, not fraudulent. Aristotle spoke of
sincerity (a form of truthfulness) as a virtue and Confucius said: “Hold faithfulness and sincerity as
first principles.”
3
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Subtitle: “Nikola Zrinski’s Last Stand at Sziget”
The defense of Sziget ended as a ‘last stand’; one of the most valiant and honorable
in military history. To understand ‘last stand’, we first need to understand the idiom
‘to make a stand’. To make a stand requires that a person first ‘take a stand
(stance)’, that is to take a position on an issue, and then ‘make a stand’ and ‘stand
their ground’ by holding firm against opposition to defend their position. To make a
stand can be simplified to fighting for something a person believes in, to fight for a
cause.
Once a stand has been made, then a last stand can follow. The last stand in a battle
is an attempt to hold a defensive position against an overwhelming attacking force.
While the defenders may have an opportunity to surrender or retreat, motivated by
great fighting spirit, they choose to unleash all their strength against the enemy but
the battle typically results in the defenders suffering either heavy losses or
annihilation. In rare cases, the last stand can result in the retreat of the attacking
force. The desire of the defenders is to heroically ‘go down fighting’ - which is
deemed more honorable than surrender or retreat.
In the definitions provided, the interconnections between ‘true men’ and ‘last stand’
are clearly evident. By swearing a vow, standing their ground against an
overwhelming force, and then making a valiant last stand, Nikola Zrinski and his
men showed that they were true men, the truest of true, truly heroic true men.
Well known last stands include:
• Battle of Thermopylae, in 480 BC
• Fall of Constantinople, in 1453
• Stand of the Swiss Guard, Sack of Rome, in 1527
• Siege of the Alamo, in 1836
• Battle of Chapultepec (Niños Héroes), in 1847
• Battle of Camaron1 , in 1863
• Battle of the Little Bighorn, or Custer's Last Stand, in 1876
• Battle of Saragarhi2, in 1897
• Siege of Bastogne3, in 1944

The French Foreign Legion, at the time supporting Napoleon III’s campaign in Mexico, gained its
unofficial motto: “The Legion dies, it does not surrender.”
1

Following their traditional and religious belief that duty is above all convictions, 21 Sikhs made a
last stand against possibly 12,000 attacking Afghans. All 21 Sikhs died, as did about 600 Afghans.
2

When the 101st Airborne was surrounded by 15 German divisions, General Heinrich von Lüttwitz
sent to American General Anthony McAuliffe and ultimatum to surrender, McAuliffe replied to
Lüttwitz: “NUTS!” The slang at the time meant: “Go take a flying shit!” or “Go to Hell!” The
Germans then tried to obliterate the Americans, but the 101st was saved by Patton’s Third Army.
3
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A final thought on patriotism and duty

I was so impressed by the words recorded by Leonard Brown1 of the oration at the
funeral, March 11, 1862, of Nathan Doty, and Theodore Weeks, members of
Company D, 2nd Iowa Regiment, who were killed in the American Civil War, that I
wanted to share them because they apply equally to the heroism of the Szigetars.
“Influenced not alone by the enthusiasm of the moment, these young men,
possessed of intelligence and forethought, entered upon the arduous struggle
before them with full conviction of the high duty which beckoned them from
the unruffled bosom of civil life to the more hazardous field of war. It was after
a calm deliberation upon the momentous issues involved in the fearful contest,
and beholding as they did but one right and one wrong, fidelity upon the one
side to the cardinal principles of free government, and upon the other the most
accursed treason against not only the letter of constitutional law, but against
the spirit, aye, the vital spirit of our institutions, they chose as only true men
can choose, buckled on the armor of the soldier, and exposed themselves to the
chances of war. While we all accord credit, but few, if any, who have not
themselves experienced, can truly comprehend the magnitude of that great
moral victory fought on the battle-field of the soul.
Upon the one side are hung out as inducements to the young mind, all the
allurements of comparative ease, the elegancies, the luxuries in many cases,
and in all, the indescribable pleasures and comforts of home, the
companionship of parents, brothers, and sisters, and not infrequently, that of
souls wedded by spiritual ties not weaker in their claims and more irresistible
in their effects; and upon the other, a deadly conflict, to enter which, by all past
experience, the mind as well as the body is wholly untutored. Fatigue, labor,
and total absence of bodily comfort or mental recreation, encounter them at
every step; and last, but not least, the grim monster, Death, stalks boldly into
their midst. He comes not to the brow when moistened by the tears of love.
He comes not to the well-attended sick bed, where half his terrors are shorn by
seraph voices, and ministering angels whisper the soul to kindlier regions, but
he comes with stolid step, and with unassuaged pestilence; he treads the
funeral bier with iron heel, and drives the unwilling soul into the immediate
presence of God who gave it. When we fully contemplate the inducements on
the one side, and the seeming terrors on the other, how can we find language
to express our admiration of that patriotism which enables the youth to
forego all the pleasures of the one, and willingly yoke himself to all the perils
of the other.”
1

In “American Patriotism; or, Memoirs of 'Common Men’, by L. Brown, Des Moines, Iowa, 1869.
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by a Magyar painter near the end of the 16th century.
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